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Preface 

The revised edition of DESCRIPTIVE ENGLISH GRAMMAR fol-
lows in the main the general plan of the first edition, though 
the greater portion of the text has been rewritten, and new 
exercise material and many new illustrations have been added. 

The emphasis in the revision is definitely on the living lan
guage. Historical forms are cited only when they throw light 
on present-day usage. All sentences used for the illustrations 
and for the exercises in sentence analysis are taken from stand
ard English, many of them from the classics. The material in 
the exercises in correcting substandard English comes chiefly 
from the oral and written speech of students registered in col
lege English classes. By studying and comparing the two 
levels of English, the average student will be able to discover 
for himself that the best English is grammatical English. 

The chief aim throughout the book has been to furnish the 
teacher and the student with material for a complete course 
in English grammar: the text covers the basic principles of 
Modern English usage. In both Part One and Part Two an 
effort has been made to place the responsibility of learning 
grammar upon the student. The approach is inductive: the 
student is encouraged to discover for himself the laws govern
ing the behavior of his own language. The rules and defini
tions are presented somewhat formally in order to guide the 
student as he progresses from the simpler to the more difficult 
phases of syntax. They are not intended to be used for exer
cise in memory work. Once the student has learned the forms 
and the uses of the parts of speech as they appear in the vari
ous types of sentences in Modern English, he will be able to 
make his own rules and definitions. 

The use that teachers and students make of this text will 
vary according to the previous training and needs of a given 
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VI PREFACE 

group. It may be used for reference or for drill. It is not 
presumed that the student using this book has had previous 
knowledge of the subject. Part One will provide what he 
needs to know of the particular parts of speech. Part Two 
will explain the intricacies of syntax and afford quantities of 
material for practice in sentence analysis and in the correction 
of the more common violations of good usage. 

While the method of using this book is left greatly to the 
discretion of the teacher, it is important to note that the les
sons in Part Two are so arranged that the simpler phases of 
grammar come first. After Lesson I, each succeeding lesson 
presents a new phase and reviews what has preceded. For 
example, the lesson on infinitives not only treats the forms 
and the uses of the infinitive but also reviews modifiers, com
plements, and the other verbals. 

Most of the teachers using this book will find the diagram
ing a visual aid in objectifying the sentence units. The dia
grams will show which are major and which are minor 
(modifying) elements of each sentence. It is important, how
ever, to remember that the diagram can only approximate the 
complete analysis, and often needs to be supplemented by 
parsing (oral or written) and by some explanatory annotations. 

Acknowledgment is hereby made to the authors of impor
tant works on various phases of English study, particularly 
Henry Sweet, Otto Jespersen, C. T. Onions, 0. F. Emerson, 
Albert Baugh, George 0. Curme, and others whose works are 
cited in the footnotes and listed in the Bibliography. 

The diagraming is largely a replica or an expansion of that 
used by the grammarians Reed and Kellogg (Charles E. 
Merrill and Co.). Their system of diagraming appears the 
simplest, as it is certainly the most generally known, of plans 
hitherto employed. 

I am indebted to a number of my students for supplying 
many of the sentences used in the exercises in Part Two, and 
to several of my colleagues and other teachers for valuable 
suggestions for the revision. For detailed suggestions illus-
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trations, and valuable criticism special thanks are due to Dr. 
Katheryn P. Ward and Miss Marie Bryan of the University 
of Maryland; to Dr. Paul M .. Wheeler of Winthrop College; 
and to Dr. Thomas D. Ordeman of Oregon State College. 

I wish also to tender special thanks to a linguist of inter
national fame, Professor John S. Kenyon, whose scholarly 
criticism of the first edition and detailed suggestions and 
emendations proved to be an invaluable guide in making the 
revision. 

Finally, I must add a personal word concerning my deep 
obligation to the late Professor Homer C. House, the co-author 
of the first edition of DESCRIPTIVE ENGLISH GRAMMAR. He 
shared with me the planning of the revision, though he did 
not live to share the writing. Many of the changes that I 
have made, particularly the deletions and additions, were ones 
he had suggested or approved. I have transferred to the sec
ond edition the introduction on the English language and a 
number of other sections written by Professor House, for the 
first edition, making only a few minor alterations. The 
changes that I have made are ones which I believe he would 
have made had he lived to assist in the rewriting of the text. 
If the revision contains mistakes, they are mine, not his. 
With him and with all those who have aided me, I wish to 
share only what is good in this book. 

SUSANEMOLYN HARMAN 

University of Maryland 
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Introduction 

The English Languagt 

The pattern of a language is seen in its grammar (word 
order, forms, and structure), rather than in its vocabulary. 
Modern English words have been derived from many sources; 
but English grammar is essentially of one type, and classifies 
our mother tongue clearly as of Germanic origin. The for
mation of its verb system, with its vowel changes in ride, rode, 
ridden, and in its dental suffix (-d, -t, or -ed) in hear, heard; 
burn, burnt, deem, deemed, is like that of all languages of the 
Germanic group, dissimilar in the main to that of Latin or 
Greek. 

The pluralizing of English nouns by vowel change ( man, 
men; foot, feet; mouse, mice) is essentially Germanic (or Teu
tonic).1 So is the comparison of adjectives by -er and -est; 
so is the declension of pronouns so is the compounding of 
words (outcome, overlook, goldsmith, watchmaker, afterthought). 
Also, in the main, in the order of words in sentences, English 
is much nearer the Germanic idiom than it is to the French 
or Latin. 

The affiliation of English grammar with that of the Ger
manic languages is what we should expect from a knowledge 
of English history. The Old English language (also called 
Anglo-Saxon by some scholars, but designated in this text as 
Old English or O.E.) 2 was the speech of immigrants from 
what is now northern Germany, who settled in England dur-

1 The formation of plurals by the addition of -s (lord, lords) is Germanic, and 
this scheme of plural formation has in most cases been extended to nouns of for
eign origin. Germanic should not be confused with German. See sketch ofof 
Indo-European languages, p. 7. 

2 Most of our standard dictionaries use AS. (A.S., A.-S.) when listing Old Eng
lish derivations. 

3 



4 THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

ing the fifth and later centuries. Written first in the seventh 
century, the language was but little influenced by contact 
with other forms of speech ( except those of the Danes, Swedes, 
and Norwegians, whose Germanic dialects were very similar 
to English) until the great Norman Invasion, which marked 
the closing years of the eleventh century. The language of 
England from the seventh to the eleventh century is now 
spoken of as Old English (Anglo-Saxon). 

The Norman dialect of the French language, brought by 
the conquerors, did not supplant English. It fused with the 
latter in the course of centuries, adding richly to the English 
vocabulary but changing English grammar relatively little. 
English as spoken and written from the twelfth to the six
teenth century ( called by scholars Middle English) does in
deed show grammatical changes, but these are in the main 
not the result of foreign influence. They consist largely in 
the breakdown of inflectional systems of nouns and pronouns, 
in the "leveling" ( or making identical) of the past indicative 
and past participle of verbs, and in similar phenomena mak
ing for grammatical simplicity. It is possible that contrast 
afforded by the French, a less highly inflected language than 
the English, and the necessity of finding an easy way to take 
care of a great influx of new words, hastened a tendency to
wards simplicity already existing, but it cannot be said that 
the Norman French has in any real sense remodeled English 
grammar. 

The period of Modern English, dating from the beginning 
of the sixteenth century, about the time of the great Revival 
of Learning throughout Europe, shows a vocabulary vastly 
expanded by the incorporation of words from foreign sources 
( chiefly Latin and Greek) through a process of literary bor
rowing. Thousands of foreign words have been taken over, 
bodily or with slight changes, and made to do duty in English 
speech. Interim, integer, genus, focus are unmodified Latin. 
Important, regent, correct are Latin words shorn of suffix. 
Telegraph, lexicon, politics are slightly disguised Greek. The
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point to be emphasized here is that English has not become a 
Latin or a Greek language by borrowing hosts of words from 
classical literature. The idiom, the inwrought habit, the 
born-in-the-house spirit of our tongue, as seen in our modern 
grammar, is as soundly Germanic (i.e., as clearly English) as 
it ever was. 

In his search for the explanation of a vast number of gram
matical phenomena in Modern English, the scholar will go 
back and upward through the years and centuries, lighting 
upon many interesting things in the language of every period 
of the history of the English people. The forms of the Old 
English tongue will long hold his attention. But in Old Eng· 
lish alone he will not find the answer to every question. Back 
of every system of written human speech there is a still older 
unwritten one, which is like yet dijf erent. In his attempt to 
find out what the pre-English was like, our scholar may have 
recourse to the methods of what is known as comparative 
grammar. This is a study of related languages for the light 
which the knowledge of each one of them throws on the phe
nomena of all the others. There are four other Germanic 
literatures of about the same antiquity as Old English; 
namely, Gothic, Old High German, Old Norse, and Old 
Saxon. The first of these, Gothic, was committed to manu
script about four hundred years earlier than any of its four 
sisters, and is therefore a veritable gold mine to Germanic 
scholars. 

Gothic is not a parent of English; i.e., the latter is not 
descended from Gothic. But in the Gothic language, phe
nomena parallel to those of English (such as ablaut variation, 
reduplicating verbs, strong and weak declensions of nouns) 
are seen at a considerably earlier stage. Some knowledge 
of Gothic is essential to advanced English scholarship. 

Old English and Gothic and Old Norse and Old Saxon and 
Old High German are sister languages, all derived from one 
older parent tongue, which scholars call pre-Germanic, or 
simply Germanic. This language was never written, but it 
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must not be assumed from this fact that nothing is known 
about it. Pre-Germanic is a hypothetical language, to be 
sure, but scholarship has deterinined many of its forms to a 
practical certainty by comparing the later known phenomena 
and reasoning back to what must have been. It should be 
noted, however, that when a modern dictionary or other text 
cites a hypothetical form ( one not actually found in any 
written language), the writer distinguishes it by an asterisk 
(*) placed before the word or root. 

Even when, in our study of the grammatical secrets of 
English, we have come to pre-Germanic, we are not at the 
end of our resources. There are clear evidences of gram
matical and phonetic relationship between the earliest Ger
manic tongues and Latin, Greek, Sanskrit (the language of 
the ancient Hindus), and other old languages of western Asia 
and Europe. All these have inflectional systems not totally 
unlike, similar uses for the cases of substantives, similar de
vices for distinguishing voice and mode, besides a remarkable 
correspondence in the very consonants and vowels which go 
to make up the primary forms of words. It is no waste of 
time for the English student to learn the forms and idioms of 
the classic tongues. 

Pre-Germanic, then, is one of a group that includes Latin, 
Greek, Sanskrit, and a number of other languages, whose 
similarity points back to an identical origin in a very ancient; 
mother speech called the Indo-European. 

In concluding this brief analysis of the relationship of Eng
lish to other tongues, the authors beg to explain that they 
are not here urging the readers of this text to engage in an 
extensive study of languages other than our own. Those 
who care to make such study are likely to pursue it without 
special urging, and others will find occupations which to them 
will doubtless seem more profitable. The purpose of the 
analysis is rather to explain why, in the following pages, 
somewhat frequent reference is made to Old and Middle Eng
lish, and even to non-English tongues. Our essential busi-
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ness here is the examination of English grammar as it exists 
today and we must not, for a moment, lose sight of this fact. 
But when this very business can be facilitated by a brief 
glimpse at other forms, we may cheerfully avail ourselves of 
the results of the labor in many linguistic fields of a long line 
of devoted grammarians. 

SKETCH OF THE lNDO-EUROPEAN FAMILY OF LANGUAGES, SHOWING 

THE RELATION OF ENGLISH TO OTHER TONGUES. 





PART ONE 

GRAMMATICAL FORM 





One 

Terminology 1 

Grammar is the study of words and their function. In its 
wider sense it may include phonology (pronunciation), mor
phology (inflectional forms), syntax (the relation of words to 
other words in phrases, clauses, and sentences), and semantics 
(meanings of words). In its narrower sense it may deal only 
with the forms and with the uses of words. Since grammar 
is a science it must describe and analyze the basic facts of 
speech, and explain and interpret the laws governing the be
havior of language. 

Historical grammar is a systematic study of the changes 
occurring in a language or a group of languages as they vary 
from generation to generation, from century to century. 
Historical English grammar is a study of the nature, the ori
gin, and the growth of the English language from its earliest 
written form to the present time. It describes the charac
teristics of Old English (Anglo-Saxon), Middle English, and 
New ( or Modern) English, and analyzes the variations and 
changes that occur in these three periods. 

Descriptive grammar is a study of established facts and 
usages as they exist at a given time. A modern descriptive 
English grammar, as this text purports to be, deals with 
words and their functions in current English. It treats the 

1 The terminology and the definitions given in this chapter and in the later 
chapters are the traditional ones, and no attempt has been made to expand the 
definitions of terms used in this text beyond their grammatical or linguistic sig
nificance. 

11 



12 GRAMMATICAL FORM 

most important facts of morphology and syntax of cultivated 
English of the present time. When historical facts are cited, 
it is for the purpose of throwing light on the standard level of 
English usage as it is spoken today in England and America. 

A sentence (French, from Latin sententia, an opinion) is a 
group of related words containing a subject and a predicate 
and expressing a complete and independent unit of thought: 
(1) Ducks swim. (2) A flock of wild ducks flew across the 
river. (3) I bought the book that you wrote. The sentence 
may consist of the bare subject and predicate, as in the first 
of these illustrations; or of the subject and predicate with 
their modifiers, as in the second and third. 

The subject of a sentence is a word or a group of words de
noting that of which something is said. The subject may be 
a noun or any word or group of words substituting for a noun. 
The predicate is the word or group of words denoting that 
which is said of the subject. The predicate may be only a 
finite verb, or it may be a finite verb with its complements 
and modifiers. In John is in the Navy, John is the complete 
subject, and is in the Navy is the complete predicate. In For 
a man to speak of himself is a difficult and delicate matter, the 
subject is the phrase For a man to speak of himself; the com
plete predicate, is a difficult and delicate matter, consists of 
the verb is plus the noun matter with its adjective modifiers. 
In That the earth is round has been proved, the noun clause, 
That the earth is round, is the subject; and the predicate is the 
finite verb phrase has been proved. 

A phrase is a group of related words without a subject or a
predicate, acting as a single part of speech. Phrases may be 
classified as to their function (adverb, adjective, noun, verb) 
or as to their structure (prepositional, participial, gerundial, 
infinitive). The most common phrases are the verb phrases 
(have come, will be seeing, might have been) and the preposi
tional phrases ( at the seashore, in Europe, across the lake, in a 
bad humor, without reservation). 

A clause is a subdivision of a sentence containing a subject 
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and a predicate. Clauses are traditionally classified as inde
pendent ( or principal) and dependent ( or subordinate), 
though these terms are somewhat loosely used when applied 
to noun clauses. In the sentence Sin has many tools, but a lie 
is the handle which fits them all, there are three clauses. The 
first two may be called independent (or principal) clauses; 
the third one is an adjective clause modifying the noun han
dle, and it may be called a dependent (or subordinate) clause, 
because it is dependent upon (or subordinate to) another 
clause. In Straight is the gate, and narrow is the way, there 
are two independent clauses, each of which might be a sen
tence if it stood alone without the and. 2 In the sentence I
said that I would go, a noun clause is used as the object of the 
verb said, and the clause is in the predicate of the full sen
tence. I said cannot be regarded as a full clause, because 
the predicate is not complete with just the verb said. The 
clause that I would go is not in reality a dependent (or subordi
nate) member of the sentence, except perhaps for its mean
ing and function. Because the noun clause cannot stand 
alone and because of its dependence upon the full sentence 
for its meaning and construction, it is also generally classified 
as a dependent (or subordinate) clause. 

In accordance with the general purpose of a sentence, it 
may be classified as declarative, interrogative, imperative, or 
exclamatory. 3 

A declarative sentence states a fact or makes an assertion 
and closes with a period: Roger Ascham taught Queen Eliza
beth Latin and Greek. I do not approve of wars. 

An interrogative sentence asks for information. It always 
closes with an interrogation mark. The question may be 
introduced by the verb or by an interrogative pronoun, an 
interrogative adjective, or an interrogative adverb; or it may 

2 The term clause is not usually applied to a simple sentence, but to any division 
of a complete sentence containing a subject and a predicate. 

3 Sentences are also classified by form as simple, complex, and compound. 
These will be defined and analyzed in Part Two of this text. 
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have the form of the declarative sentence, especially if an 
affirmative answer is expected or inferred: Is your brother a 
soldier? Which book did you choose? Who is to be invited to 
your party? When did your sister leave? You saw [ did you 
not?] the thief go through the window? 

An imperative sentence issues a command, a request, or 
imprecation. It, like the declarative sentence, closes with a 
period. The sentence is addressed to some person or some 
group of persons. The subject is usually implied: Shut the 
door at once. Let us all pray for peace. 0 Lord, give us this 
day our daily bread. 

The exclamatory sentence expresses strong emotion: sur
prise, relief, grief, fear, hate, delight, etc. It closes with an 
exclamation mark, which often distinguishes it in the written 
form from the declarative interrogative, and imperative 
sentences. It is often expressed in the form of an indirect 
(and sometimes a direct) question: Frailty, thy name is woman! 
Long live the King! How could a father be so cruel! 4 

Form (Morphology) and Syntax are the two principal 
phases of grammar to be treated in this text. Form has to 
do with the shape of words and the meanings and relation
ships that may result from inflection. Child, boy, man have 
singular forms; their plural forms are children, boys, men. In 
early English, form was much more important than it is today 
in differentiating the meanings of words. The gender, case, 
and number of a noun or a pronoun could be revealed in the 
form used. The noun, the adjective, and the adverb could 
usually be differentiated from one another and from the other 
parts of speech by their forms. But in Modern English these 
inflectional markings have been leveled (reduced, simplified) 
so that the form that a part of speech has in a sentence does 
not reveal as much as it once did, the inflectional meanings 

4 The interrogation mark may be used to close this type of sentence when the 
question requests a reply. The interrogative sentence asks for information; the 
exclamatory sentence exclaims the question. A question exclaimed is a rhetor
ical question, and no answer is expected from the one addressed; as, And what is 
so rare as a day in June? Is this the man who scourged or feasted kings? 
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in present-day English often being determined by the posi
tions words occupy in sentences. 

Function ( or Form) words are sometimes called morphemes 
or empty words. They are words and phrases that have lost 
their original or individual meaning and serve only to show 
the relationship or the structure of full words (i.e., words 
having independent meaning of their own). More and most 
are function words when used to form the comparative and 
superlative degrees of adjectives and adverbs. That in That 
the earth is round has been proved, is in The horse is a domestic 
animal, there in There are two of us, it in It is raining, and of in 
The Sea of Galilee is 14 miles long, are all mere function 
words. 

Inflection is the change, or modification, in the form of a 
word to indicate a change in its meaning. Verbs change 
their form (inflect) to show a change in tense (see, saw), per
son (do, does; am, is), number (was, were), voice (give, is 
given), and mode (is, be). Nouns and pronouns may change 
their form to show gender (actor, actress), or number (boy, 
boys; man, men), or case (boy, boy's; he, his, him). The in
flection of a part of speech may be terminal (boy, boys; red, 
redder; learn, learned), or internal (ride, rode; goose, geese), or 
both terminal and internal (sell, sold; bring, brought). The 
inflection of a verb is usually called conjugation; that of the 
adjective and adverb, comparison; and that of nouns and 
pronouns, declension. 5 Prepositions, conjunctions, and in
terjections do not change their forms to show changes in 
meaning, and hence are called uninflected parts of speech. 

Syntax (Greek syn, together, and taxis, arranging) means 
sentence structure: the orderly arrangement, relation, agree
ment of parts of the sentence in accordance with usage, or 

5 "The nominative was anciently held to be the primary and original form, 
and was likened to a perpendicular line from which the variations, or oblique 
cases, were regarded as failings away (hence called casus, cases, or failings); and 
an enumerating of the various forms, being a sort of progressive descent from 
the noun's upright form, was called a declension. By a later extension of mean
ing case was applied also to the nominative." 

-Webster's New International Dictionary. 
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custom. It has to do with the use ( or construction) of words, 
phrases, and clauses in a given sentence. 

Parts of speech are the divisions into which words are 
classified according to their functions in a sentence. Most 
grammarians recognize eight parts of speech 6 in classifying 
all the words in the language which are used in connected 
discourse. Each part of speech has a special use (or part) in 
the make-up of the sentence of which it is a unit. The noun 
(the name of a person, place, or thing), the pronoun (a word 
substituting for a noun), and the adjective (a word qualifying 
a noun or pronoun) are generally associated with or thought 
to belong to the subject of the sentence or to substantives 
belonging to or relating to the subject. The verb (a word 
asserting action, being, or state of being) and the adverb 
(when a modifier of the verb) are felt to belong to the predi
cate of the sentence. The preposition ('a word placed before' 
to show relation between words) and the conjunction ('a 
yoking,' or connecting, word) show relationship or connect 
units within the sentence. The interjection (an ejaculation, 
an exclamation) is used to show emotion. 

The same word may belong to more than one part of speech, 
the classification depending upon the use of the word, not 
upon its form. Love may be a noun (Love rules the court), or 
a verb (Love your enemies). In may be a preposition (Dun
can is in his grave), or an adverb (Come in). For may be a 
preposition (He came for the money), or a conjunction (Let 
another be judge, for I wish to enter the contest). 

A group of words (phrase or clause) may serve as a single 
part of speech. The infinitive phrase, for example, may be 
a noun (To lie is wrong), or an adverb (He came to see me), 
or an adjective (I have an ax to grind). The gerund is al-

6 Some grammarians exclude the interjection from the list of tho parts of 
speech; others separate the articles (the, a, an) from the adjective division and 
others classify the expletive as a full part of speech. The number of parts of 
speech may, therefore, vary according to these or other similar exclusions and 
inclusions. School grammars generally recognize the traditional eight parts of 
speech, which will be discussed in Part One of this text. 
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ways a verbal noun and the entire phrase of which it is a part 
is frequently used for a noun: (I enjoy playing baseball; I 
cannot approve of your going away). Clauses may be used as 
nouns (I know that you are my best friend), as adverbs (I go 
when I am invited), or as adjectives (I like the suit that you 
gave me). 

One part of speech may sometimes be converted into an
other by changing its form. An adjective by the addition 
of -ness or -ty may become a noun (sweetness, purity). Some 
nouns may become adjectives by adding -Jul (hopeful, cheer
ful), or -y (milky, fishy), or -ed or -d ( talented, diseased) ; or by 
adding other similar suffixes. The adjective may serve as a 
noun by ellipsis ( The good die young; Take the bitter with the 
sweet). Some adjectives may become verbs by the addition 
of -en (whiten, blacken, sweeten, thicken), or adverbs by the 
addition of -ly (slowly, rapidly). The noun or pronoun in 
the possessive case may have the function of an adjective 
(The boy's hat; My coat). Other conversions of a similar 
nature will be treated more fully in the chapters devoted to 
the different parts of speech. 

Usage is a term employed by linguists to classify speech 
habits or language peculiarities, to show what is or has been 
practiced at a given time by a stated group of users of a lan
guage. The term is frequently qualified to give us such ex
pressions as historical usage, Modern English usage, standard 
usage, current usage, British and American usage, and so forth. 
The laws and rules of grammar are not always based upon 
historical facts or upon logic (as in mathematics and chem
istry), but on current standard usage established by cultured 
and educated people whose influence is considered important. 

Idioms and idiomatic phrases are terms used by grammar
ians, philologists, and lexicographers to explain or classify the 
unusual, the illogical, or the peculiar expressions in a lan
guage. Idiomatic expressions frequently defy grammatical 
analysis, and are, therefore, not easily translated into other 
words and phrases in the same language, or into other Ian-
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guages word for word without losing some of their highly 
specialized meaning. Had better in You had better go at 
once is an idiomatic expression. It in It is snowing, there in 
There is a loaf of bread on the table, and How do you do? in a 
formal salutation are all idiomatic expressions that occur 
very of ten in American English. When the terms idiom and 
idiomatic are used in this text, it is to be understood that they 
describe expressions that have been accepted through custom 
and usage as good English, even though these expressions 
may not always be used in such a way as to conform to the 
general and traditional rules of English grammar. 

Solecism is a term used to describe a blunder in grammar 
or a construction not sanctioned by good usage. Any word 
or combination of words deviating from the idiom of the lan
guage or from the rules of syntax may be called a solecism; 
as, He don't for He doesn't, and between you and I for between 
you and me. 

A barbarism is a word or phrase that is not in good use. 
It may be a newly coined word, a slang expression, a vul
garism, a provincialism, or any illiterate or unauthorized 
expression. Ain't, orate, aviate, complected, gym, woozy, no
wheres, attackted, unbeknownst, and irregardless are all bar
barisms, because these expressions are not used by cultured 
writers and speakers. 

Colloquialisms are expressions used in ordinary conversa
tion. They belong to the informal (popular or common) 
level of speech. Colloquial English admits words, phrases, 
forms, and constructions that would be out of place in for
mal oral or written speech. Because colloquial expressions 
without the aid of gestures, facial expressions, or tone of 
voice are often inexact, their use should be restricted to our 
informal communications. Colloquial English may include 
contractions, such as I'll, you've, won't, shouldn't, can't, and 
don't; or it may include such improprieties as It is me; It is 
them; You are dijf erent than me. When a colloquial expres-
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sion becomes universally used, it may be regarded as standard 
English. 

An obsolete expression is one that is no longer in use. An 
archaic expression is one that has the characteristics of a 
much earlier period and is on the way out of use. Any word 
is archaic if it is too old to be generally used. Poets fre
quently employ archaisms and thus prevent their becoming 
obsolete. Here are a few examples of obsolete or archaic 
English: whilom, sikerly (used by Chaucer for surely), thilke 
(for that), methinks (it seems to me), hideth, wert, wast, quoth, 
thou, thy, thine, thee, ye, wrought (for worked), gotten, thrice, 
erstwhile, eftsoon. To determine whether a word is obsolete 
or archaic, one must depend upon its classification in the 
standard dictionaries. 



Two 

Nouns 

A noun is a name of anything. It may be the name of a 
person (Joseph, boy, teacher), an object (box, toy), a quality or 
condition (purity, goodness, poverty), a weight or quantity of 
something (pound, ounce, pint, bushel), a measure (yard, rod), 
an action (movement, performance), a state (death), an occur
rence (accident), a sense impression (sound, noise), and a 
great many other sorts of things. Note that each of these 
headings (person, object, quality, acfn:on, etc.) is also a noun. 

The term substantive is used to denote a noun or any word 
or combination of words used as a substitute for a noun; as, a 
pronoun (/ am He that liveth; That is my book, and this is 
yours); an adjective (Blessed are the merciful; The poor and 
the rich, the weak and the strong, the young and the old have 
one common father); an adverb (But an eternal now does not 
always last); a verbal phrase (Never to have suffered is a 
misfortune); or a clause (The question is, "Who locked the 
door?"). 

CLASSES OF NOUNS 

In Old English, as in Latin, Greek, and German, nouns are 
identified and classified according to form, and are declined 
according to fixed inflectional patterns in the various declen
sions. But in Modern English, form does not play an im
portant part in the identifying or the classifying of nouns for 
inflectional purposes, since most nouns are now declined 

20 
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alike, form and gender having very little influence on the 
inflection of substantives. 1 In the transition from the gram
matical gender pattern of Old English to the natural gender 
distinction of Modern English, nouns have lost their various 
declensional classification, and are now somewhat arbitrarily 
classified (1) as to form and (2) as to meaning. 

Nouns Classified as to Form 

When classified as to form, nouns are generally grouped 
into (1) simple, (2) compound, and (3) phrasal (or group) 
nouns. 

1. The simple nouns include all primary nouns in the lan-
guage; that is, those which have not been formed by com
bining two separate words (boy, boat, house, man, wife, 
brother, ship). 2 

2. Compound nouns are those which have been formed by 
combining two or more words having individual meaning of 
their own when standing alone. The compound nouns may 
be formed by combining two nouns (bookcase, bathroom, sun
flower, firecracker, moonlight, thunderstorm), or an adjective 
and a noun (blackbird, greenhouse, blindfold, blacksnake, blue
fish), or a verb and a noun (washrag, scarecrow, earthquake, 
breakfast, leapyear), or an adverb and a verb (outcome, down
fall, outcast, walkout, outlet); or by other similar combinations. 

3. Phrasal nouns 3 are groups of related words, written sep-
1 There are a few nouns in Modern English which show irregularities in the 

formation of gender and number (man, men; woman, women); but these are 
mainly survivals of Old English inflections, or they are borrowed nouns which 
have retained their original forms for differentiating gender and number (alumnus, 
alumni; alumna, alumnae). These irregularities will be treated later in this 
chapter under the Inflection of Nouns. 

2 The simple nouns may include derivative nouns; that is, nouns formed by 
adding suffixes to other nouns, or to adverbs, adjectives, and verbs; or to the 
stems of any of these parts of speech. Such words as goodness, worship, wor
shiper, width, kingdom, reading, actor, actress, childhood, judgment, commission, 
function, pity, etc. are strictly speaking not compound nouns, since they are not 
individual words joined to make new names. 

3 Phrasal nouns are sometimes called compound nouns, and the differentia
tion of the two classes is not important grammatically, the chief difference being 
that 1he component parts are run together in the compound nouns; and these are 
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arately or with hyphens, serving for the names of persons, 
places, things, or ideas (Alfred the Great, King George VI, 
Commander in Chief, White House, Holy Writ, Duke of Wind
sor, son-in-law, maid-of-honor, fountain pen, attorney-general, 
forget-me-not). 

The first two classes are in the main regular in their inflec
tional changes. The group nouns, however, show some 
irregularities when declined for number. These irregularities 
will be treated later in this chapter in the discussion of Num
ber of Nouns. 

Nouns Classified as to Meaning 

According to the meaning they represent, nouns may be 
divided into several classes: common or proper, concrete or 
abstract, collective, individual, mass, material, etc. 

A common noun is the name of a class of objects: ship, in
sect, city, teacher, object. The name city is common to thou
sands of places. It does not distinguish one from another. 
The common noun may name a mass of objects or a material: 
iron, pewter, soil. It may name a number of things collected 
to represent one object or group: army, fleet, committee, jury, 
flock, herd. It is more often an individual noun, and denotes
only one object in the singular, and more than one in the 
plural. 

A proper noun (Latin proprius, one's own) is an individual 
name: Woodrow Wilson, Birmingham, John the Baptist. The 
name Woodrow Wilson was legally the property of a particula:c 
man. It was 'proper' to him only. The proper noun may 
be a person's full name, his Christian name, or his surname; 
or it may be just his nickname: Edgar Allan Poe, Arnold, Joe, 
Slim Jim, Red Grange, Donald Duck, Orphan Annie. 

In the written texts the proper noun is differentiated from 
the common noun by being capitalized. The following are 

kept separated by hyphenation or by being written as individual words in the 
phrasal nouns; e.g., we write sunflower, but Holu Writ; mankind. hut human 
beina. 
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proper nouns and should be capitalized: Adam Bede (a book); 
Hull House (a home); Mars (a planet); The Missouri (a bat-
tleship); Lassie (a dog); Big Ben (a timepiece); Black Beauty 
(a horse); England, Egypt, and Lake Superior (geographic
names); Bambi (an animal); and many other names of simi
lar nature. 

Through popular usage proper nouns change into common 
nouns. Calico, china (porcelain), mackinaw, boycott were 
once proper names, but they have now lost their individu
ality. These nouns are no longer capitalized. A few proper 
nouns retain the capitalization when they change into com
mon nouns, especially if some of the proper noun quality is 
retained: The Milton of this age, the John Does, the Shake
speares, a Milton, a Lucifer, a Hitler. 

Unless personified, names of the seasons (spring, summer, 
fall, winter), names of diseases (measles, mumps, smallpox), 
names of flowers (tulips, roses, crocus, marigold), names of 
educational subjects 4 (physics, mathematics, history, psychol
ogy), and names of the points of the compass (west, northwest, 
east, south) are common nouns, and hence are not capitalized. 

All nouns in the English language are either proper or com
mon; and by a different kind of classification all proper and 
common nouns may be classified as either concrete or abstract. 

A concrete noun (Latin concretus, grown together) names 
a person, place, or thing which exists as a tangible and defi
nite substance. Boy, house, car, tree, and book are concrete 
nouns. 

An abstract noun (Latin abstrahere, to draw from) names a 
quality, a condition, or an activity thought of separately and 
hence abstracted from the concrete substance to which it 
belongs. Every concrete substance, animate or inanimate, 
possesses qualities or attributes which can be named by ab
stract nouns; e.g., blueness may be 'abstracted' from eyes, a 

4 Names of languages are always capitalized (Latin, Greek, French, English, 
German). Also the names of particular courses of study are proper nouns, and 
should be capitalized (English I, Educational Psychology, American History 7). 
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violet, the sky, the sea, or a piece of linen cloth. Many ad
jectives may be converted into abstract nouns by the addi
tion of certain noun suffixes, such as -ness, -ty, or -th: sweetness, 
goodness, purity, quaintness, loyalty, truth, security. Verb 
forms may also be converted into abstract nouns: conversa
tion, ignorance, writinq, speech, action, activity. It is well, 
however, to remember that not all abstract nouns are de
rived from other parts of speech. Many common and im
portant abstract ideas have individual names of their own. 
Energy, joy, love, fever, disease, thunder, summer, faith, beauty, 
age, and hope are all abstract nouns which are not derived 
from other parts of speech, though some of them may now 
have adjective and verb uses. 

Because nouns have a way of suggesting complex mean
ings, and because there are degrees of abstractness and con
creteness, the same word may have a concrete meaning in 
addition to its abstract one. Abstract nouns are not usually 
pluralized, but whenever an abstract noun takes on concrete 
meaning, it may have both the singular and plural forms. 
Observe the abstract and concrete qualities in the following: 
I have no acquaintance with the arts; All of my acquaintances 
live in the East; Writing is an art; We studied reading, writing, 
and arithmetic; This book contains all of the writings of Mark 
Twain. 

The minor classifications of nouns are usually subdivisions 
of the common and concrete nouns, though they may be also 
proper or abstract. 

A collective noun is sometimes called a noun of multitude. 
It names a group of persons, places, or things gathered to
gether into a unit: swarm, majority, audience, number, crowd, 
committee, Congress, bunch, the Senate, nation, United States, 
crowd. The collective noun in the singular number usually 
takes a singular verb, though it requires a plural verb if the 
individuals in the group are thought of as acting separately. 
In The Jury has its report ready, the collective noun jury is 
singular in meaning, because the group is thought of as a unit. 
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In The jury were in their seats before we arrived, the members 
of the jury are thought of as individuals, each in his own seat. 
We may say All the crew were ill, or The crew is now assembled; 
also The number of men present was not large, or A great num
ber of prisoners have been released. 

Sometimes the collective noun in the plural is thought of as 
a single unit: United States. In The United States is a demo
cratic nation, the subject is plural in form, but usually re
garded as having singular meaning. The plural form and 
plural meaning of state is seen in The New England states are 
very small. 

The plural form of a collective noun usually denotes more 
than one group; as, All the committees have been appointed, 
and each committee must prepare a report for our next meeting. 
Occasionally the collective noun in the plural has a meaning 
entirely different from the singular: letters, morals, spectacles, 
etc. 

The individual noun names a unit which represents or be
longs to a class of objects: bear, tree, dog, man. 

The mass noun, sometimes called a material noun, names 
a bulk or mass or quantity of matter or an aggregation of 
things united in one body: iron, pewter, flour, water, bread. 
Mass nouns in the singular are usually modified by much and 
little, rather than by many and few. The plural form of a 
mass noun may have a meaning entirely different from the 
singular, and yet represent a mass idea: news, clothes, irons, 
weeds. Sometimes the plural form takes a singular verb; as, 
Your news is sad. 

INFLECTION OF NOUNS 

The inflection, modification in form, of nouns is largely 
employed to denote difference in gender, case, and number. 
In strict logic, it cannot be said that these differences are al
ways indicated by modifications. The feminine of boy is 
girl-not a modification of the word boy, but an entirely dif
ferent word. The nominative and the objective cases of 
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boy have the same form. The singular and plural forms of 
sheep are alike. 

Gender of Nouns 

Gender is the classification of nouns and pronouns accord
ing to the sex ( or the absence of sex) denoted. 

The word gender (from Latin genus) originally meant race 
or kind; and in the Indo-European languages it was not al
ways an expression of sex distinctions. In the older lan
guages there were usually three, though sometimes only two, 
genders, and all nouns had to belong to one of these genders 
so as to have a fixed declensional pattern. Since all the 
modifiers of nouns in the languages having these gender dis
tinctions had to agree with the nouns they modified in gender, 
number, and case, it was important for the users of the lan
guages to know all the inflectional markings for each gender. 
In Latin the word lingua (tongue, language) is feminine 
gender; the word cnimus (mind, mood, spirit) is masculine 
gender; and the word bellum (war) is 11euter gender. An 
adjective modifying lingua must follow the feminine gender 
pattern. Adjectives modifying animus must follow the 
masculine declension; and those modifying bellum must fol
low the neuter declensional pattern. In Modern English, 
however, the words tongue, language, mind, mood, spirit, and 
war denote no sex, and hence are all classified as neuter nouns. 
They possess no peculiar inflectional markings which one 
must remember when using them. When nouns are classi
fied, as they are in Latin, Modern German, and Old English, 
for inflectional purposes; that is, to show grammatical dis
tinctions, they are said to have grammatical gender. When 
nouns are classified to express sex distinctions, as in Modern 
English, they are said to have natural gender. 

The masculine gender denotes the male sex: man, hero,
bridegroom, rooster, uncle, duke, actor. 
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The feminine gender denotes the female sex: woman, 
heroine, bride, hen, aunt, duchess, actress. 

The neuter gender denotes a lack of sex: book, language, 
war, mind, river, chair, love, virtue. 

Nouns and pronouns which refer to persons or animals of 
undetermined sex are said to be of common, or indefinite, 
gender: child, calf, student, singer, chicken, swimmer, cousin, 
citizen, bear, writer. 

Ways of Showing Gender. The distinction between mas
culine and feminine is indicated in the following ways: 

1. By different words: bachelor, maid; brother, sister; father, 
mother; gander, goose; husband, wife; king, queen; son, daugh
ter; uncle, aunt; wizard, witch; etc. 

2. By different endings, with or without change in the 
spelling of the stem of the word: 

a. Many feminine nouns are differentiated from corre
sponding masculine forms by the suffix -ess: author, authoress;5 
abbot, abbess; actor, actress; baron, baroness; count, countess; 
duke, duchess; emperor, empress; host, hostess; murderer, mur
deress,5 Negro, Negress; poet, poetess;5 prince, princess; waiter, 
waitress; etc. 

b. Certain nouns, mostly proper, borrowed directly from 
Greek, Latin, French, Spanish, Italian, etc. retain their orig
inal gender terminations, with or without Anglicized spelling; 
Augustus, Augustine; Carl, Caroline; don, donna; equestrian, 
equestrienne; Joseph, Josephine; Harry, Harriet; testator, testa
trix; etc. 

c. A few nouns of Old English origin append a masculine 
suffix to a feminine base: bridegroom, bride; widower, widow. 

3. By compounding an element of known gender with an
other element: billy goat, nanny goat; Englishman, English-

5 Present usage tends to discard such feminines as authoress, poetess, murderess, 
etc., in favor of the corresponding masculine forms, that is, to treat the mascu
line as common gender. 
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woman; gentleman, gentlewoman; milkman, milkmaid; merman,
mermaid; manservant, maidservant; and so forth. 

CASE 

Case (French cas, from Latin casus, falling, happening) 6 is 
the distinction or mark of distinction which denotes the 
grammatical relation of a noun or a pronoun to other words 
in a communication. In Old English and in other highly 
inflected languages, the function of a noun ur pronoun can 
usually be determined by its case form. In Modern English, 
however, case markings for both nouns and pronouns have 
been greatly reduced, nouns having only two and pronouns 
only three case forms. Most grammarians still recognize 
three cases for nouns: nominative, possessive ( or genitive), 
and objective ( or accusative). Two of these must be deter
mined by word order or by context, not by inflectional mark
ings. 7 The nominative and objective cases in Modern Eng
lish nouns are always identical, the difference in forms 
between these cases appearing only in pronouns. The posses
sive (or genitive) case of nouns is marked by the addition of 
the apostrophe ands ('s) or by the sand the apostrophe (s') 
to the nominative. The three cases, then, to be considered 
in the study of nouns and their functions are the nominative, 
the possessive, and the objective. 

The nominative case is sometimes called the subjective 
case, because its primary function is to name the subject of a 
finite verb. With the loss of case inflections in the develop
ment of our language, the nominative case performs some of 
the functions which belonged to other cases in Old English. 

The Uses of the Nominative Case 

1. Subject of sentence or clause (subject of finite verb): 

6 For explanation of the connection in the idea of 'falling' with that of the 
grammatical case, see note 5, p. 15. 

7 Jespersen classifies nouns as possessing two cases: the common case (the 
nominative and objective forms being alike) and the genitive. See his Essen
tials of English Grammar, pp. 138-139, for a fuller treatment of this subject. 
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(1) The sun has set. (2) John (or He) has gone. (3) 
Mary came when the teacher called. (4) I know that my 
Redeemer liveth. (5) The library purchased the book 
which my fat her wrote. 

2. Predicate nominative (subjective complement): 
(1) I will be the pattern of all patience. (2) You may come 
as my guest. (3) We are men, my liege. (4) He was 
elected chairman. 

3. Direct address :8 

(1) Mary, may I borrow your book? (2) I thank you, 
gentlemen, for this cordial reception. (3) Mr. chairman, I 
rise to a point of order. 
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4. Explanatory modifier (an appositive of a noun or pro-
noun in the nominative case): 

(1) This is Mount Vernon, the home of George and Martha 
Washington. (2) We, the people of the United States, be
lieve in democracy. (3) There were only three applicants 
for the position; namely, Mary, Henry, and Joe. 

5. Nominative by pleonasm: 

(1) Father, mother, brother, sister-all are dead. (2) The 
smith, a mighty man is he. 

6. Nominative absolute ( absolute from Latin absolvere, to 
untie, to unloose) so named because it is free or unloose from 
the rest of the sentence: 

(1) The teacher being ill, we had no school today. (2) The 
day being stormy, we stayed at home. 

7. Nominative of exclamation: 

(1) Darkness and devils! Saddle my horses. (2) Heavens! 

8A noun or pronoun in this construction is sometimes said to be in the vocative 
case. The term vocative ('calling') is borrowed from Latin grammars. In Woe 
unto you, ye lawmakers, there is good proof that the nominative had this function 
in early Modern English. The ye must not be construed as an appositive of you, 
since ye is in the nominative case, and you is in the objective case after the prepo
sition unto. 
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can this be true? (3) 0 liberty! liberty! how many crimes 
are committed in thy name. 

The possessive case (in many grammars called the geni
tive case), as the name suggests, is now used chiefly to denote 
ownership (possession), source, or a similar relation. 

The possessive case relation between nouns and pronouns 
was expressed in the oldest English only by the inflected 
genitive form, distinguished in Modern English nouns by the 
final s or z sound, written 's or s', and in pronouns by the 
forms my, mine, our, ours, thy, thine, your, yours, his, her, hers, 
its, their, theirs, and whose. 

In late Old English the of-phrase (the preposition of and 
its object) began to be used along with the inflected genitive 
and its equivalent, and now this so-called phrasal (or peri
phrastic) form can be used in most instances as a substitute 
for the inflected one. The inflected possessive now always 
precedes its noun, and the phrasal one almost always follows 
it. We may say The President's sons are all married, or The 
sons of the President are all married. 

Uses of the Possessive Case 

Nouns in the possessive case are used as adjective modifiers 
to express the following relations: 

1. Possessive: Sarah's hat, Brown's farm, the farmer's pig, 
the bird's nest, the dog's bone, etc. 

In this classification the idea of possession is used in a 
somewhat broader sense than mere ownership, which belongs 
strictly to persons, and is extended to include various sorts of 
attachments or connections (the earth's surface); authorship 
(Byron's poems); origin, parenthood, or other close relation
ship (the preacher's oldest son; my sister's husband); manu
facture (Smith Brothers' Cough Drops). All of these mean
ings may well have been extended from the idea of possession 
or ownership. 
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2. Subjective:9 They awaited the President's arrival; The 
officer's actions were very strange. 
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The subjective meaning always depends upon a noun con
taining some verbal idea. Arrival and actions in the illus
trations given above are two such nouns, and the possessive 
case forms represent the subjects of the action named in the 
nouns they modify. The subjective idea can be made ob
vious by an equivalent sentence in which the corresponding 
verb is substituted for the verbal noun, and a nominative is 
substituted for the possessive form: They waited until the 
President arrived; The officer acted very strangely. 

3. Objective:9 the soldier's discharge, Caesar's murderers, 
the thief's arrest, Othello's punishment. 

The analysis of the objective use of the possessive case is 
parallel to that of the subjective. In the objective, which 
li\ewise always depends upon a verbal noun, the noun in the 
possessive case contains the object of the verbal idea, and the 
objective relation can likewise be shown by replacing the pos
sessive with an objective case form. Observe that the pos
sessive case forms given under 3 above become the objects 
of finite verbs in the following: The Army discharged the sol
dier; The conspirators murdered Caesar; The officer arrested the 
thief; The state punished Othello. 

4. Descriptive: a year's leave, a week's vacation, an hour's 
delay, a few minutes' rest, Job's patience, the men's 
chorus, a woman's reason, a girl's college, a stone's 
throw, Friday's newspaper. 

This use of the possessive case is closely related to that of 
possession or ownership, and some of the examples giveil 
above might be classed as possessive. 

The objective (or accusative) case is sometimes called the 
object-case, because its primary functions in present-day 

9 These constructions correspond to the Old English subjective genitive (the 
doer of an act) and the objective genitive (the receiver of an act), the terminology 
beiug that used in Latin grammar::. 
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English are to name the receiver (or object) of a transitive 
verb and the object of a preposition. It has, however, other 
important uses. In Old English, as in Latin, Greek, and 
German, the majority of transitive verbs took objects in the 
accusative, though there were verbs which took objects in 
the genitive, dative, and instrumental cases. With the level
ing of case inflections in the Middle English period, the accu
sative extended its scope and supplanted the other cases in 
all object relations, including the object of the preposition. 

In Modern English grammars, and particularly in our 
American English grammars, the term accusative is being 
supplanted by the term objective. But in historical language
studies and in almost all the grammars of foreign languages, 
the term accusative survives as the name of the object-case in 
the declensions of nouns and pronouns. It is well for the 
student to know that, whenever in Modern English the terms 
accusative and objective are used to name any of the following 
relations, they have identical meaning. 

Uses of the Objective Case 

1. Object complement (direct object of a transitive verb): 

l. He killed the bear. 2. He praised her taste, and she com
mended his understanding. 

2. Objective complement (noun or pronoun in the predi
cate referring to the object complement): 

l. I will make thee ruler over many things. 2. I consider 
this man an expert. 3. They named the baby Mary. 

3. Object of preposition (the principal term of a preposi
tional phrase) : 

(I) Charity begins at home. (2) The months of July and 
August were named after Julius Caesar and Augustus Caesar. 

4. Explanatory modifier (an appositive of a noun or pro
noun in the objective case): 

(I) We have a building of God, a house not made with 
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hands. (2) We gave our neighbors, the Sheldons, some 
fruit. (3) I sent the peaches to Arthur Brooks, our gar
dener. (4) Whom will you send, Mary or Anne? 
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6. Adverbial objective (the indirect object and other nouns 
used as adverbs): 

(1) Give a man a horse he can ride. (2) Give John and the 
guests the two biggest pieces of cake. (3) Home they 
brought their warrior dead. (4) She carried the basket 
two miles. 

6. The subject of an infinitive: 

(1) God never made his work for man to mend. (2) I want 
you to sing at my wedding. 

7. The subjective complement of an infinitive whose sub
ject is in the objective case: 

(1) I want the Captain to be my escort. (2) I invited John 
and his wife to be my guests. 

8. Retained object complement (object of a verb in the 
passive voice): 

(1) I was given a sabbatical leave. (2) He was taught 
reading, writing, and arithmetic. 

9. Cognate object (sometimes a normally intransitive verb 
becomes transitive and takes a noun related to the verb as 
its object): 

(1) I dreamed a bad dream. (2) He lived a full life. (3) 
She danced three dances. (4) I sang three songs. 

10. The object of a verbal (participle, gerund, or infinitive): 

(1) The lady playing the piano is my sister. (2) I enjoy 
having guests. (3) I want to meet John and his wife. 

NUMBER OF NOUNS 

Number is the property of a word which indicates whether 
one or more than one object is designated. A noun or other 
substantive indicating one person, object, or idea is in the 
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singular number; a substantive indicating more than one is 
in the plural number. 10 Some exceptions to this last state
ment are found in collective nouns that have singular forms 
but indicate groups of more than one (committee,family, herd). 
But the group can often be pluralized (committees, families, 
herds). Cattle formerly a collective noun is now no longer 
treated as collective, but as an ordinary plural, of common 
gender and plural construction. 

The plural is differentiated from the singular by the addi
tion of -s or -es; by the addition of -en; by mutation (change 
of vowel); and, in foreign words, by various changes based 
upon foreign inflections. A few nouns show no difference in 
singular and plural, the number being determined by the 
context. In Old English, plurals were formed by the addi
tion of -as, -an, -u, -ru, etc. endings, as well as by mutation. 
The -as ending, modified in Modern English to -es and -s, is 
now the suffix most generally employed in plural formation, 
having been extended to most words from Old English that 
once had other plural endings, and to all fully naturalized 
loan-words. The -an (now become -en, -n) is seen in oxen, 
children, kine, brethren, of which children and brethren show 
traces of the old .-ru declension, and kine (plural of cow) and 
brethren exemplify mutation. Shoon for shoes, eyen for eyes, 
hosen for hose are now archaic. 

Mutation (Latin mutatio from mutare, to change) was a 
phenomenon vigorously alive in a period preceding the ear
lier records of the English language, and is still active in 
Modern German, being referred to in German grammars as 
umlaut (literally, "around sound"). It consists, in the larger 
number of instances, in the "raising" of a low (guttural) 
vowel, a (pronounced ah), o, u, to meet the higher level of a 
high (palatal) vowel, i, e, in the syllable following. Thus one 
may suppose a singular man (pronounced mahn), plural 

10 In some of the ancient languages a dual number also is found. It refers to 
two persons or two objects. Certain pronouns in Old English show singular, 
dual, and plural forms. 
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*mani 11 (pronounced mah nee). In pronouncing the vowel a 
in the plural, the tongue would be unconsciously raised to
wards the position it must occupy (near the hard, or front, 
palate) in pronouncing the i (pronounced as ee in see or as i 
in machine) vowel of the plural. The result would be *meni
But after the i of the plural had raised the vowel as sounded, 
the changed vowel would itself be felt to indicate the plural 
sufficiently, and the ending would be dropped; hence singu
lar man, plural men. Similarly gos, *gesi, ges (English goose, 
geese) and many others. 

The same phenomenon of mutation (umlaut) operated in 
the formation of verbs from nouns, adjectives, and other 
verbs; in the formation of abstract nouns from adjectives, 
etc. 12 

Rules for Pluralizing Nouns 

I. a. Most nouns form their plurals by adding -s to the 
singular: apple, apples; boy, boys; flower, flowers; girl, girls; 
tree, trees; toe, toes; etc. 

b. Nouns ending in silent -e preceded by a fricative (a 
hissing, or "rub," sound) add an extra syllable in taking on 
the -s: bridge, bridges; cage, cages; corpse, corpses; prize, prizes; 
etc. 

IL a. Nouns ending in a fricative (hissing, or "rub," 
sound), -s, -z, -x, -ch, -sh, add -es to the singular to form their 
plurals, thereby adding a syllable: bench, benches; box, boxes; 
church, churches; lens, lenses; match, matches; tax, taxes; witch, 
witches; etc. 

b. But nouns ending in -th are exceptional, usually adding 
-s only: moth, moths; mouth, mouths; oath, oaths; path, paths; 
youth, youths; etc. 

11 The asterisk before a word means that it is a supposed pre-Old English form. 
12 For a good table of umlaut changes in the pre-English, see Bright's An 

Anglo-Saxon Reader, pp. xvii ff. For a full explanation of mutation, see Moore 
and Knott's Elements of Old English, 8th ed. (Ann Arbor, 1940), pp. 63-66. 
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1II. a. Many nouns ending in -for -fe change f to v and 
add -es or -s to form their plurals: beef, beeves; calf, calves; 
knife, knives; life, lives; shelf, shelves; wolf, wolves; wife, wives; 
etc. 

b. However, many nouns ending in-for -fe merely add -s 
to form their plurals, without change in the consonant: belief, 
beliefs; cliff, cliffs; gulf, gulfs; grief, griefs; kerchief, kerchiefs; 
roof, roofs; waif, waifs; etc. 

IV. Nouns ending in -y preceded by a consonant change y 
to i and add -es to form their plurals: 13 army, armies; body, 
bodies; country, countries; lady, ladies; spy, spies; worry, wor
·ries; etc. 

V. Nouns ending in -y preceded by a vowel form their 
plurals regularly by adding -s: abbey, abbeys; alley, alleys; 
boy, boys; chimney, chimneys; key, keys; journey, journeys; 
monkey, monkeys; turkey, turkeys; etc. 

VI. Nouns ending in -o may add -s or -es to form their 
plurals: 

a. If the final -o is preceded by a vowel, the plural is regu
larly formed by adding -s to the singular: cameo, cameos; 
embryo, embryos; folio, folios; radio, radios; studio, studios; 
trio, trios; etc. 

b. Some nouns ending in final -o preceded by a consonant 
add -es to form their plurals: echo, echoes; embargo, embargoes; 
hero, heroes; Negro, Negroes; potato, potatoes; tomato, tomatoes; 
tornado, tornadoes; etc. 

c. But the following add only -s: alto, altos; banjo, banjos; 
canto, cantos; contralto, contraltos; dynamo, dynamos; libretto, 
librettos; piano, pianos; solo, solos; soprano, sopranos; torso, 
torsos; etc. 

d. A few nouns offer alternative plurals, the -es Leing more 

13 Proper nouns retain the y and add -s; as, Marys, Davys. Henrys, Mrs. Rays
See Rule XVI, p. 41. 
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common; but the increasing tendency is to add only -s: 
buffalo, buffaloes (or buffalos); calico, calicoes (or calicos); 
cargo, cargoes (or cargos); domino, dominoes (or dominos); 
halo, haloes (or halos); hobo, hoboes (or hobos); motto, mottoes 
(or mottos); volcano, volcanoes (or volcanos); etc. 

VII. A few nouns become plural by change of the stem 
vowel (of stem and suffix in women and brethren) :14 brother, 
brethren; dormouse, dormice; foot, feet; goose, geese; louse, lice; 
mouse, mice; man, men; titmouse, titmice; tooth, teeth; woman, 
women. 

VIII. Nouns of foreign origin form their plurals in various 
ways: 

a. Many words of Latin origin follow the Latin declensions; 
but many have acquired Anglicized plurals: 

1. Nouns ending in -a change -a to -ae: antenna, antennae 
(or antennas); alumna, alumnae; formula, formulae (or for
mulas); larva, larvae; nebula, nebulae ( or nebulas); vertebra, 
vertebrae ( or vertebras) ; etc. 

2. Nouns ending in -us change -us to -i: alumnus, alumni; 
bacillus, bacilli; cactus, cacti (or cactuses); focus, foci (or 
focuses); fungus, fungi (or funguses); radius, radii (or radi
uses); stimulus, stimuli (or stimuluses); syllabus, syllabi (or 
syllabuses); terminus, termini (terminuses); etc. 

3. Nouns ending in -um change -um to -a: agendum, 
agenda; bacterium, bacteria; curriculum, currlicula (or curricu
lums); datum, data; dictum, dicta ( or dictums); erratum, 
errata; medium, media ( or mediums); memorandum, memo
randa ( or memorandums); stratum, strata ( or stratums). 

4. Singulars in -x become plural by change of -x to c and 
the addition of -es: appendix, appendices ( or appendixes); 
index, indices (or indexes); matrix, matrices (or matrixes); 
radix, radices (or radixes). 

b. Words of Greek origin usually retain their declensional 
14 The vowel change in the plural in these nouns is called mutation or umlaut. 

It was caused by a final high vowel (i) after the stem (O.E. fet comes from a still 
older form foti). See Mutation, p. 34. 
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ending; but Anglicized plurals for some of these are now 
favored: 

1. Nouns ending in -on become plural by changing -on to 
-a: automaton, automata ( or automatons); criterion, criteria
( or criterions) ; ganglion, ganglia ( or gang lions); phenomenon, 
phenomena. 

2. Singulars ending in -is change -is to -es in becoming 
plural: antithesis, anthitheses; analysis, analyses; basis, bases; 
crisis, crises; ellipsis, ellipses; hypothesis, hypotheses; oasis, 
oases; parenthesis, parentheses; synopsis, synopses; thesis, 
theses. 

c. A few nouns of Italian origin retain their foreign plurals 
in English; but some have acquired Anglicized plurals: 
bandit, banditti (or bandits); dilettante, dilettanti (or dilet
tantes); libretto, libretti (or librettos); virtuoso, virtuosi (or 
virtuosos). 

d. Certain nouns of Hebrew origin add -im to the singular 
to form their plural: cherub, cherubim (or cherubs); seraph, 
seraphim (or seraphs). 15 

e. French nouns ending in -eau add -x or -s to form their 
plurals (both plurals pronounced as -z in English) : beau, 
beaux (or beaus); tableau, tableaux (or tableaus); manteau, man
teaux (or manteaus); plateau, plateaux (or plateaus). 

IX. a. Some nouns have two plural forms with a differ
ence of meaning: 

Singular 

brother 

cloth 

die 

genius 

Plural 

{brothers (of the same family, related by blood) 
brethren (of the same social or religious group) 

{ cloths (fabrics) 
clothes. (garments) 

{dies (coining stamps) 
dice (gambling cubes) 

{geniuses (persons of phenomenal intellectual power) 
genii (guardian deities, spirits) 

15 Cherubims and seraphims are double plurals, once in common use, as in the 
Bible of 1611; but these plurals are now regarded as obsolete or erroneous. 
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penny 

pea 
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{ indexes (tables of contents) 
indices (mathematical or other abstract signs) 

{pence ( quantity in value; sixpence) 
pennies (separate coins) 

{peas ( taken separately) 
pease ( collectively )16 
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X. A number of nouns have singular and plural forms 
alike: 17 bellows, chamois, corps, deer, grouse, heathen (or hea
thens), Japanese, salmon, sheep, series, Sioux, species, swine, 
trout, vermin, etc. 

XL a. Many nouns of abstract or very general meaning 
are singular in form and use, logically admitting of no plural: 18 

algebra assimilation, bashfulness, ch1mistry, courage, geometry, 
grammar, gravitation, honesty, mirth, peace, pride, status, etc. 

b. Some names of raw or manufactured materials do not 
ordinarily admit of plurals: bread, butter, coffee, cotton, flour, 
hay, milk, zinc, etc. 

c. A few nouns have formed plurals with modified mean
ings: beef, beeves; compass, compasses; custom, customs; divider, 
dividers; ice, ices; iron, irons; manner, manners; moral, morals; 
pain, pains; stagger, staggers; etc. 

XII. a. Names of numbers, measurement, quantity, etc. 
frequently use their singular forms in a plural sense, though 
many of them have plurals formed in the regular way: a ton, 
two ton (or two tons); a gross, five gross; a dozen, three dozen; a 
yoke of oxen, five yoke of oxen; a score, four score; etc. 

b. The unchanged plural is regular in compound adjectives 

16 Formerly peas was used to indicate a definite number, as contrasted with 
the collective plural pease. Modern usage favors peas as plural in all senses.

17 Some words have singular and plurals alike in the written form, but in 
spoken English have regular plurals. Consult Webster's New International 
Dictionary for the pronunciation of the singular and plural forms of chamois, 
corps, and Sioux. 

18 The abstract noun courtesy, when it means an act of courtesy, may be plu
ralized. Similarly mercies equals acts of mercy; and kindnesses, acts of kindness. 
The nouns algebra, chemistry, geometry, grammar, and the like are pluralized only 
when they are used to designate textbooks. 
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denoting number, quantity, etc.: a quart, two-quart jar; a mile, 
two-mile race; a foot, a three-! oot pole; a gallon, a five-gallon 
keg; an inch, two-by-four-inch board; etc. 

XIII. A few nouns in English have plurals with singular 
meaning: acoustics,19 aeronautics, amends, analytics, civics, 
economics, esthetics, ethics, eugenics, linguistics, mathematics, 
measles, molasses, mumps, obsequies, optics, obstetrics, news, 
poetics, physics, phonetics, politics, rickets, statistics, stamina, 20 

whereabouts, etc. 

XIV. a. A number of nouns are plural both in form and in 
use: aborigines, alms, 21 alps, annals, Apocrypha, ashes, archives, 
banns, clothes, dregs, eaves,21 embers, entrails, fireworks, head
quarters, Hebrides, hysterics, lees, means, morals, nippers, oats, 
pliers, pincers (pinchers), proceeds, remains, riches,21 scissors, 
shears, smallpox (small pocks), shambles, shingles (a disease), 
snuffers, stocks, suds, thanks, tidings, tongs, trousers, tweezers, 
victuals, wages, etc. 

b. Some nouns made from adjectives have no correspond
ing nouns in the singular: betters, goods, matins, nuptials, odds, 
shorts, valuables, vespers, vitals. 

XV. Compound nouns usually form their plural by plural
izing the fundamental word of the compound: 

a. The final part is pluralized: 

1. When what precedes it describes the final element:
attorney-generals, Englishmen, footsteps, goosequills, gold
smiths, ground hogs, pickaxes, trade-unions, wood mice, work
men, etc. 

2. When words have been in use so long that they are not 
now regarded as compounds: handfuls, mouthfuls, spoonfuls, 
touchdowns, etc. 

19 Words ending in -ics are from Greek adjectives, and hence have no singular 
forms. Compare betters, sweets, sours, bitters, etc. Some of the nouns ending in 
-ics are construed as either singular or plural in meaning. The student should 
consult his dictionary when in doubt as to the number of any noun. 

20 Stamina is an old Latin plural, now construed as singular. 
21 Historically alms, eaves, and riches are singulars, though they now have 

plural meaning.
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3. When the compounds are made up of words none of 
which may be regarded as the principal element: forget-me
nots, Jack-in-the-pulpits, Johnny-jump-ups, touch-me-nots, 
etc. 

b. When the first part of the compound is described by 
what follows, the first element is pluralized: aides-de-camp, 
brothers-in-law, courts-martial, hangers-on, maids-of-honor, 
men-of-uar, sons-in-law, etc. 

c. A few words made up of two noun forms pluralize both 
elements: Knights Templars, Lords Justices, Lords Provosts, 
menservants, women cooks, etc. 

XVI. a. Most proper nouns form their plurals by adding 
-s to the singular: Brown, Browns; German, Germans; one In
dian, two Indians; a Russian, two Russians; one Mary, two 
Marys; Shelley, the Shelleys; etc. 

b. Certain proper nouns ending in a fricative add -es: 
Burns, Burnses.: Dickens, Dickenses; Williams, Williamses; 
Cox, Coxes; Bush, Bushes; etc. 

c. Proper names with titles form their plurals (1) by plu-
ralizing only the title, or (2) by pluralizing only the name: 

1. The plural for Miss is Misses; for Mr. is Messrs.; for 
Madam is Mesdames; for Master is Masters: 

Singular Plural 

Miss Smith 

Miss King 

Madam Le Baron 

Mr. Johnson 

Master Jones 

{Misses Smith (or the Misses Smith) 
Miss Smiths 

{Misses King ( or the Misses King) 
Miss Kings 

{Mesdames Le Baron 
Madam Le Barons 

{Messrs. Johnson ( or the Messrs. Johnson) 
Mr. Johnsons 

{Masters Jones 
Master Joneses 

2. Mrs. has no plural; hence the name must show the 
pluralization; 
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Singular 
Mrs. Allen 
Mrs. Wright 

Plural 
Mrs. Allens 
Mrs. Wrights 

3. When a title precedes two or more names, the title only 
is pluralized: 

Singular Plural 

Dr. Bright 
and Drs. Bright and Mayo 

Dr. Mayo 

Professor Cross } 
and Professors Cross and Mann 

Professor Mann 

Dean Emerson } 
and Deans Emerson and Lowe 

Dean Lowe 

General Lee } 
and Generals Lee and Grant 

General Grant 

XVII. Letters of the alphabet, numerical characters, and 
other small symbols used as nouns form their plurals by add
ing 's: 

Singular Plural 

Dot this i. 
Cross the t. 
Cancel the 4. 
One and too many. 

Dot your i's. 
Cross your t's. 
Cancel the 4's. 
Two and's 22 too many. 

XVIII. a. Many abbreviations are pluralized in the regu-
lar way by adding -s to the singular: 

Singular 
Bro. (brother) 
Dr. (doctor) 
lb. (pound) 
MS. (manuscript) 
Mt. (mountain) 
St. (street.) 
yd. (yard) 

Plural 
Bros. (brothers) 
Drs. (doctors) 
lbs. (pounds) 
MSS. (manuscripts) 
Mts. (mountains) 
Sts. (streets) 
yds. (yards) 

22 Plurals of complete words are sometimes written by adding s without the 
apostrophe: "too many ands and thats." 
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b. The initial 1s doubled to signify the plural of certain 
abbreviations: 

Singular 

1. (line) 
p. (page) 
f. (and following page, 

line, chapter, etc. 

Plural 

11. (lines) 
pp. (pages) 
ff. (and following pages, 

lines, chapters, etc.) 

c. A few abbreviations have the same form for both singu
lar and plural: 

ft. (foot, or feet) fig. (figure, or figures) 
deg. (degree, or degrees) 

(Hebrew, or Hebrews) 

DECLENSION OF NOUNS 

The nominative and objective (or accusative) cases of 
Modern English nouns are always identical, difference in 
form between these cases appearing only in pronouns. The 
distinction, so far as nouns are concerned, though once 
marked by inflection, is now based solely upon function. 23 

The possessive (or genitive) singular is usually formed by 
adding the apostrophe ands ('s) to the nominative; the pos
sessive (or genitive) plural, by adding s and the apostrophe 
(s') to the nominative. Variations, however, appear in some 
of the following paradigms: 

Singular Plural Singular Plural 

Nom. girl girls child children 
Poss. girl's girls' child's children's 24 

Obj. girl girls child children 

Nom. woman women lady ladies 
Poss. woman's women's 24 lady's ladies' 
Obj. woman women lady ladies 

23 For full discussion and illustration of the function of substantives, see Part 
Two. 

24Nouns with -n or -en plurals and those which form their plurals by vowel 
change form the plural possessive by adding the apostrophe and s ('s) to the 
plural nominative. 
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Singul.ar Plural Singular Plural 

Nom. lass lasses sheep sheep 
Poss. lass's lasses' sheep's sheep's 25 

Obj. lass lasses sheep sheep 

Singular Plural 

Nom. Mr. Brown Mr. Browns, or Messrs. Brown 
Poss. Mr. Brown's Mr. Browns' or Messrs. Brown's 
Obj. Mr. Brown Mr. Browns, or Messrs. Brown 

Nom. Mrs. Williams Mrs. Williamses, or 
Mesdames Williams 

Poss. Mrs. Williams' s Mrs. Williamses', or 
Mesdames Williams' 

Obj. Mrs. Williams Mrs. Williamses, or 
Mesdames Williams 

Nom. son-in-law sons-in-law 
Poss. son-in-law's sons-in-law's 26 

Obj. son-in-law sons-in-law 

The possessive 's is sometimes omitted in words that end 
in s or words that end in sounds that cannot easily be pro
nounced with an additional s-sound, especially when the 
word following begins with an s or s-sound; as, for goodness' 
sake; for conscience' sake; Moses' secret; Jesus' suffering. It 
is, however, seldom, if ever, incorrect to add the 's, and it 
should be used if there is any uncertainty about the identifi
cation of the stem of the word; as, Dickens's family, King 
James' s Version of the Bible, the Woods' sf arm. 

25 Nouns with plural and singular forms alike have singular and plural posessive 
forms alike also. The sheep's wool may mean the wool from one sheep or from a 
flock of sheep. It is important to observe here that the fewer inflections a noun 
has, the fewer meanings it is capable of conveying. 

26 In compound nouns the sign of the possessive is usually added to the last 
word of the compound; as, son-in-law's, sons-in-law's. And when two or more 
nouns or phrases represent a unit of possession, the possessive sign is attached to 
the last of the group; as, Woodward and Lathrop's store; Blount and Northup's 
Grammar and Usage; Brown and Son's Hardware, or Brown and Sons' Hardware; 
the King of France's war; the Prince of Wale's visit to America; Frederick the 
Great's time; Charles Ill's reign. 
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Pronouns 

A pronoun (from Latin pro, meaning for, and nomen, mean
ing name) is a word used instead of a noun or a noun-equiva
lent. The meaning of a pronoun is restricted to relation or 
reference. It may name a person by his relation to the act 
of speaking I, you, he; a thing by its relation of nearness or 
remoteness from the speaker: this, that. It may refer to a 
person or an object as already named: who, which, that. It 
may represent the unnamed answer to a question: Who? 
What? It may, with adjective significance, suggest quan
tity: much, little, enough; or number: many, few, all; or order: 
former, latter; or distribution: each, either, neither. 

The word, phrase, or clause for which the pronoun stands is 
called the antecedent of the pronoun. Most pronouns have 
antecedent either expressed or implied, 1 and they should 
agree with their antecedents in person, number, and gender. 
In John gave me his books, and I gave them to his sister, John is 
the antecedent of his; and books is the antecedent of them. 
The possessive his is here used instead of the possessive form 
John's; and them is used instead of the common noun books. 

The antecedent of a pronoun may be another pronoun or a 
phrase or a clause. In Everyone has his wishes sometimes de
nied, the antecedent of his is the pronoun everyone. In He 
that will use all winds must shift his sail, the pronoun he is the 

1 Pronouns which require no antecedents are sometimes construed as nouns. 
Anything none anybody, another one, etc. are of this type. See Indefinite Ad
jective Pronouns, pp. 68-71. 

45 
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antecedent of that and therefore also of his. In It was wrong 
for you to lie, and you know it, the phrase for you to lie is the 
antecedent of it. A clause is the antecedent of that in He is 
telling the truth-that I know. 

CLASSES OF PRONOUNS 

Pronouns are sometimes classified according to their struc
ture as (1) simple (J, he, you, who, etc.), (2) compound (my
self, yourself, yourselves, himself, themselves, whoever, whoso
ever, anything, somebody), and (3) phrasal (each other, one 
another).2 

When classified as to use, pronouns are (1) personal (I, 
you, he), (2) relative ( who, that, which), (3) interrogative ( who, 
what, which), (4) adjective (any, all, neither, few), (5) indefi
nite (none, something, everybody), and (6) reciprocal (each 
other, one another). Some of these have important subdivi
sions, which will be treated under these major classifications. 

Personal Pronouns 

A personal pronoun is one which distinguishes (1) the 
speaker, (2) the person or thing spoken to, and (3) the person 
or thing spoken of (that is, the person or thing not speaking 
or spoken to). These are called first, second, and third per
sons respectively. 

(1) The speaker employs I, my, mine, myself, or me in
stead of his own name. If he includes others when he speaks, 
he uses we, our, ours, ourselves, or us. 

(2) In direct address you, your, yours, yourself, yourselves 
are used instead of the names of the person or persons ad
dressed. In Biblical and poetic language thou, thy, thine, 
thee, and ye are sometimes employed in direct address, but 
these forms are not now in common use in either the popular 
or the standard (literary) level of our speech. 

(3) He, his, him, himself, she, her, hers, herself, it, its, itself 

2 The compound pronouns are always written as single words without hyphens. 
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are used to refer to singular nouns previously mentioned, the 
gender of the pronoun agreeing with the gender of the noun 
it stands for. They, their, theirs, them, and themselves are 
used instead of plural nouns which have been previously 
mentioned or clearly implied. 

Inflection of Personal Pronouns 

The personal pronouns, like nouns, inflect for number and 
case; and the third person singular forms indicate gender. 
The first and the second persons and the third person plural 
do not denote gender, their gender being determined by their 
noun antecedents. Unlike nouns, most of the personal pro
nouns have different forms for the objective and nominative 
cases: 1--me, we-us, he-him, she-her, they-them. 

The inflection of pronouns is called declension, and the 
changing of the forms (and in some instances of the words 
themselves; as, she and he, I and me, he and they, I and we) 
to show changes in gender, case, or number is called declining. 
The forms given in the following declension of the personal 
pronouns show all of the inflectional changes of the simple 
personal pronouns. 

Declension of Personal Pronouns 

FIRST PERSON 

Singular Plural 

Nom. I we 
Poss. my, mine our, ours 
Obj. me us 

SECOND PERSON 

Singular Plural 

Nom. you you 
Poss. your, yours your, yours 
Obj. you you 

Old forms of the second person, still found in poetry, the 
Bible, prayer books, hymns, etc.: 
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SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nom. thou ye, or you 
Poss. thy, thine your, yours 
Obj. thee you 

THIRD PERSON 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

Masculine Feminine Neuter Mas., Fem., and Neut. 
Nom. he she it they 
Poss. his her, hers its their, theirs 
Obj. him her it them 

Uses of the Inflectional Forms 

Logically speaking, English has no inflectional plural for 
I, my, mine, and me. We, our, ours, and us are not modifica
tions of the singular forms. We and its oblique case forms 
may mean several things: 

(1) One I and one you: Mary, shall we (you and I) accept 
this invitation? (2) One I and one he, she, or it: John and I 
were late; we had car trouble. (3) One I and they (any num
ber): We were all exhausted before we reached our destination. 

The second person you now has fewer inflectional forms 
than any other of the personal pronouns, the same form you 
being used for nominative and objective singular and also 
for the nominative and objective plural. The older forms, 
some of which are not now in common use, showed fuller inflec
tions and could indicate more exact meanings. Thou, thy, 
thine, thee were always singular; and ye, your, yours, you usu
ally had plural meaning. 3 You, even when it is singular in 

3 Thou, thy, thine, and thee are not now used in standard (General American) 
English. Some religious sects, Quakers, for example, in an attempt to preserve 
the language of the King James Version of the Bible, still employ these archaic 
forms in their conversational speech. Often an observance of the correct case 
and number is not adhered to, thee being used for both the nominative and objec
tive, sometimes having plural and sometimes singular meaning. The archaic 
forms should not appear in the same sentence with the modern you and your. Say 
With my hand in yours (not thine), dear Lord, I will go where you want me to go. 

The correct inflectional forms of thou are given in the declension chart fl,bove. 
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meaning, still requires the plural form of the verb. One 
must now take pains to say: Mary, you were (not was) invited 
io bring your sister. Here the context indicates that you is 
singular, but sometimes it is difficult to determine whether a 
singular or plural meaning is intended. 4 Often the adjective 
all is added to indicate the plural meaning: You all are to 
leave when the bell rings. All must never be used with you 
when the meaning is singular. One must not say I didn't 
give you all a cup of coffee, did I?. when only one person is 
being addressed, as is the case in this sentence, where a (one) 
cup of coffee is to be served to one person. 

The third person forms of the personal pronouns are more 
numerous and their uses more complicated than those of the 
second and first persons. The speaker or writer must keep 
in mind the gender and the number of the antecedent of he, 
his, him; she, her, hers; it, its. The third person plural forms 
(they, their, theirs, them) do not denote gender, but they always 
denote plural number, and their antecedents must always be 
plural. 

The third person singular he, his, him and the plural they, 
their, theirs, them may refer to masculine antecedents or to 
nouns having common or unknown gender: Every man should 
do his work; Each person should do his part; The student was 
ill, and the teacher sent him home; The husband and wife were 
invited, but they did not come; Every man, woman, and child 
must do his share of the sacrificing. 

The third person singular feminine gender forms (she, her, 
hers) are used to refer to nouns whose gender is known to be 
feminine or the personified names of objects that are thought 
of as having feminine characteristics: Mrs. Roosevelt has writ
ten the story of her life; Each girl must be in her uniform before 
the gong sounds; Mother Earth has her charms. The third 
person feminine plural forms are the same as the masculine: 

4 The reflexive and intensive forms indicate number but not gender: Do your 
work by yourself (or by yourselves); See yourself (or yourselves) in this mirror. 
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All the girls brought their lunches, because they wished to have 
more time for play; The boys (or the boys and the girls) left their 
books at home. 

The third person singular neuter pronoun (it, its) has both 
a personal and an impersonal use. Its antecedent, when ii 
has personal meaning, may be an inanimate object (I wound 
the clock, but it would not run), a bird ( The wren is cleaning its 
nest), or an animal (If the kitten has not been fed, you must 
feed it). It may also be used to refer to a small child (Put 
the baby in its crib, and let it go to sleep). The plural forms of 
it (they, thefr, theirs, them) are the same as the masculine and 
feminine forms: The flowers were picked only an hour ago, but 
they have wilted already. 

In addition to its personal use, it has a number of imper
sonal uses. It may serve as an indefinite subject for an im
personal verb: It is raining; It is time to go home; It is a long 
lane that has no turning. Sometimes it is the object of a verb 
derived from a noun, as in Foot it, girls and He lords it over us. 
It is used frequently as an introductory, or expletive subject 
(See Infinitives, pp. 328-329), the logical subject coming after 
the predicate: It is my job to entertain the guests; It is true that 
he objected to my coming alone. In a similar way it may an
ticipate the object complement: J find it hard to be frank 
with you; I thought it best to tell you what I heard. Sometimes 
it refers to a general truth, statement, or idea: Of all sad 
words of tongue or pen, the saddest are these: "It might have 
been!" It often stands for an idea expressed in the verb: 
Those parents are most honored whose character best deserve it. 
Often it is used in a demonstrative sense: You are it; If it is 
the maid at the door, let her come in. 

As a rule, the other personal pronouns (you, he, she, we, 
they) are not used in the indefinite and impersonal sense. 
Their antecedents should be clearly indicated. Careful 
speakers do not say They make bricks in Florida for Bricks 
are made in Florida; nor do they say You should dress well if 
you want to be popular for One should dress well if he (one) 
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wants to be popular, or for A young lady should dress well if she 
wants to be popular. 

The first person we should not be used loosely for the first 
person singular, though we may be used in the editorial or 
royal sense, when one is speaking for a group of persons in
cluding himself: We want our customers to be satisfied. The 
royal (or majestic) we once had a well defined use, and was 
employed by kings or other rulers when they spoke for their 
subjects or for a general group. Shakespeare's kings some
times use the plural form we with a distinctly singular mean
ing. Observe the we, us, our in Claudius's speech to the 
Queen concerning Hamlet's killing of Polonius: 

0 heavy deed! 
It had been so with us, had we been there: 
His liberty is full of threats to all; 
To you yourself, to us, to every one. 
Alas, how shall this bloody deed be answer'd 
It will be laid to us, whose providence 
Should have kept short, restrain'd and out of haunt, 
This mad young man: but so much was our love, 
We would not understand what was most fit. 

Hamlet, Act IV, i. 

The alternative possessive case forms mine, thine, yours, 
hers, ours, and theirs are sometimes called absolute posses
sives, because they are normally used absolutely; that is, 
separately from the nouns they qualify. We may say It is 
my book and Thy kingdom come; but, if the possessive forms 
are used alone, we must say This book is mine and Thine is 
the kingdom. In religious texts and in poetry, however, we 
may find mine and thine employed for the sake of euphony 
before words beginning with vowels even when they immedi
ately precede the nouns they modify; as, Mine eyes have seen 
the glory. Thine eyes are stars of morning. Mine and thine 
are the original possessives (genitives), the shorter forms my 
and thy being used before consonants, and in time becoming 
the standard forms. The same practice was observed in 
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my-mine, thy-thine, no-none, as with the article a-an in pres
ent-day speech. 5 

The possessives my, thy, her, our, your, its, and their are 
never correctly used in the absolute function; and they are 
sometimes classed as adjectives because they must always 
modify expressed nouns, and they must immediately precede 
the nouns they modify. 6 The absolute forms ending in -rs 
are sometimes called double possessives, the -s being added 
to the possessive plural ending in -r: our-s, your-s, their-s. 
Hers and its are later forms, the final -s having been added to 
the singular by analogy with the genitive plural of the older 
forms. 

COMPOUND PERSONAL PRONOUNS 
(SELF-PRONOUNS) 

Forms of the Self-Pronouns 

The compound personal 1;>ronouns are formed by adding 
-self to the singular and -selves to the plural forms of the sim
ple personal pronouns. The first person (myself, ourselves) 
and the second person (yourself, thyself, yourselves) are formed 
by adding -self to the singular possessives (my, thy, your) and 
-selves to the plural posr.;essives (our, your). The third person 
singular (himself, herself, itself) is formed by adding -self to 
the objective singular forms (him, her, it), and the third per
son plural is formed by adding -selves to the objective plural 
form (them). Oneself (earlier one's self) did not appear until 
the Modern English period (16th c.). 7 The forms made 
from the objective case are the earlier, being found in Old 
English along with me self, us self, thee self, you self. In Mid
dle English me self and thee self came to be pronounced like 

6 See Wright's An Elementary Historical New English Grammar, § ~99, p. 106, 
and § 328, p. 154. 

6 The masculine singular his is used without any inflectional modification in 
the absolute construction, as in These books are his. 

7 For a fuller treatment of the history and development of the reflexive personal 
pronouns, see Wright's An Elementary Middle English Grammar, § 377, p. 158, 
and An Elementary Historicoi New English Grammar, § 323, p. 154. 
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myself and thyself respectively and th~ objective her and her
self made no change because the genitive and objective forms 
were alike. Hence there arose in Middle English the new 
forms myself and thyself, and by analogy ourself, yourself 
(later ourselves, yourselves), hisself, itsself, theirselves. The 
last three of these new forms dropped out of standard Eng
lish before the end of the fifteenth century. 

Norn. 
Poss. 
Obj. 

Declension of Reflexive and Intensive Pronouns 

Personal pronoun plus self, plural selves 

FIRST PERSON 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nom. myself ourselves 
Poss. 
Obj. myself ourselves 

SECOND PERSON 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nom. yourself yourselves 
thyself 

Poss. 
Obj. yourself yourselves 

thyself 

THIRD PERSON 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

Mas. Fem. Neut. Mas., Fem., and Neut. 
himself herself itself themselves 

himself herself itself themselves 

The Uses of the Self-Pronouns 

The uses of the compound personal pronouns are numerous 
and complicated, and only the main features can be treated 
in a text of this type. 8 The two most common ( the two 

8 For a full treatment of the uses of the self-pronouns, see H. Poutsma, A Gram
mar of Late Modern English, Part II, Section I, B, Chapter xxiv, pp. 830-874. 
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traditional classifications) are (1) reflexive and (2) intensive 
( or emphatic). Broadly interpreted these classifications may 
be extended to include all of the self-pronouns. 

REFLEXIVE USES 

The reflexive pronoun has a function of its own in the sen
tence; its antecedent (the word it refers to and stands for) is 
a noun or pronoun (usually the subject of the sentence, 
though not always) which precedes it in the sentence. Its 
function may be seen in the following illustrations: 

1. Object of verb: (1) I can defend myself. (2) He praises 
himself too highly. (3) Know thyself. (4) Put your
self in my place. 

2. Object of preposition: (1) Lay up for yourselves treasures 
in heaven. (2) He confessed that no one could black 
his boots to suit him except himself. (3) We found 
the boys playing by themselves in your garden. (4) 
My teacher told me to think for myself. 

3. Indirect object (adverbial objective): (1) Riches make 
themselves wings. (2) I made myself a new dress. (3) 
John bought himself a new car. 9 (4) She gave herself 
a shampoo. 

4. Predicate nominative (subjective complement): (1) He 
is not quite himself this morning. (2) No woman 
could be herself under those conditions. 

INTENSIVE USES 

The intensive, or emphatic, pronoun is an appositive, an 
explanatory modifier, and has in Modern English, as in Old 
English and Middle English, an intensive or ide11tifying force. 
Its position in the sentence depends somewhat upon the noun 
or pronoun being intensified or identified. Because it func-

9 In sentences like (2) and (3), the simple personal pronoun may sometimes be 
preferred. See Note 10, p. 56 
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tions as an appositive, it usually follows immediately the 
word it identifies or emphasizes, but it may, when it is an 
appositive of the subject of the sentence, be placed after the 
predicate; as, I myself saw you; or I saw you myself. When 
the word being intensified is the direct object, the object of a 
preposition, or the subjective complement, the intensive usu
ally follows the noun or pronoun it is identifying or emphasiz
ing: I saw the employer himself about my promotion; I invited 
the president himself to send a representatilie; That statement 
was made by Mary herself; It was the students themselves who 
voted for this change. 

The intensive, like the reflexive, is formed by adding -self 
(-selves) to the possessive or the objective forms of the simple 
personal pronouns. In their compound forms, however, the 
reflexive and intensive pronouns are not inflected, and their 
uses are always nominative or objective, their case meaning 
being determined always by their function in the sentence. 
The possessive meaning may be denoted by inserting a word 
or a phrase between the parts of the compounds. My own, 
your own, his own, her own, our own, their own, when followed 
by self (or selves) may be construed as phrasal possessives. 
In strict analysis, self (or selves) in the expressions my own 
self, your own self, our own selves, etc. should be regarded as 
a noun limited by the possessive form of the simple personal 
pronoun and the adjective own, the possessive meaning being 
merely implied. 

The function of the compound personal pronoun is limited 
to the intensive or reflexive uses. The self-pronouns should 
not be used loosely to replace personal pronouns. One should 
not say John and myself are coming, or May I go with Mary 
and yourself to the party? In these sentences the self-pronouns 
are neither reflexive nor intensive. Myself is sometimes 
used as a dodge when the speaker wants to avoid using I, or 
when he is not sure whether to use the nominative or objec
tive case form of the personal pronoun. It is important to 
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remember that the intensive and reflexive pronouns should 
not be used unless they reflect, identify, or intensify. 10 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS 

A relative pronoun performs a dual function in the sen
tence of which it is a part: it takes the place of a noun in the 
clause it introduces, and at the same time joins and relates 
that clause to the rest of the sentence. In This is the man 
who sells flowers, who is the relative pronoun, used as the sub
ject of the adjective (relative) clause, who sells flowers. Its 
conjunctive and substantive meaning may be seen by omit
ting the relative and substitutjng and he (a conjunction and 
a pronoun), as in This is the man, and he sells flowers. The 
relative pronoun makes the clause it introduces an adjunct 
to some noun-word in a preceding clause, and hence the 
clause it introduces is always adjectival. 

The relative pronoun differs from other pronouns in that 
its antecedent is always in a preceding clause; and hence it 
cannot be a member of a simple sentence. The noun-word 
it stands for, its antecedent, may be in a principal clause or 
in a preceding subordinate clause. In This is the cat that 
killed the rat that ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack 
built, there are four relative pronouns, each introducing an 
adjective clause. The first clause, that killed the rat, modifies 
the noun cat, the predicate nominative in the principal clause 

10 In Old English the simple personal pronouns could be used with reflexive 
meaning, and there are some survivals of this use in Modern English; as, Now I 
lay me down to sleep; He built him a new home in the country; I brought my cat with 
me; Look behind you; We gazed about us. 

In the indirect object function the reflexive or the simple personal pronoun 
may be used after certain verbs. In J made myself a new dress, and in John 
bought himself a new car, the myself could be replaced by me, and himself by him. 
The simple personal pronouns me and him may be said to have reflexive meaning 
in sentences of this type. In the other illustrations in group 3 above, however, 
the simple personal pronouns ought not to replace the self-pronouns. After the 
verbs give, sell, lend, and many others that usually imply another person as the 
subject, the simple personal pronouns do not convey reflexive meaning. One 
should say Give me (not myself) that big book, and J could lend you (not yourself) 
the car. 
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of the full sentence; but the other three relative clauses modify 
nouns used in adjective clauses. 

Classification of Relative Pronouns 

When classified as to form, relative pronouns are simple or 
compound. The simple relatives are who, which, what, that, 
and sometimes as and but.11 The compound relatives are 
formed by adding -ever or -soever to the simple relatives who, 
which, and what (whoever, whosoever, whichever, whichsoever, 
whatever, and whatsoever). 

When classified as to meaning) relative pronouns are either 
definite or indefinite. 

The definite relatives ( who, which, and th;i,t) stand for 
and relate to definite persons or objects named in foregoing 
clauses. Their antecedents are usually expressed: This is 
the house that I bought; I pref er food which is highly seasoned; 
Mother found the book which you recommended; My dog, 
which is a Chow, barks at tramps; I wrote the sentence which 
you just quoted. 

The indefinite relatives (what, whatever, whatsoever, which
ever, whichsoever, whoever, whosoever)12 usually include or imply 
their own antecedents, what being equivalent to that which or 
those which, and whoever being equivalent to he who, or they 
who, etc. Observe the indefinite relative meaning in the fol
lowing: Whatever is, is right; Take whichever is the lightest; 
Do what is right; Do you see what I see? Whoever would 
find pearls must dive deep.13 Generally when the antecedent 
of an indefinite relative is expressed, it is an indefinite noun-

11 As and but are used as relatives in the following sentences: The teacher pur
chased such books as were needed; He has the same office as I had; I do not know 
anybody but would vote for you. As and but are really conjunctions used in sen
tences of this type to do the work of relatives. 

12 Whoso for whosoever and whatso for whatsoever were common indefinite rela
tives in the 16th century: Whoso keepeth the law is a wise son; Whoso mocketh the 
poor reproacheth his Maker; Whatso I do, I would that ye do. These forms are 
now regarded as archaic. 

13 For fuller analysis of sentences containing indefinite relatives, see Part Two, 
Adjective Clauses. 
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word forced into the sentence for rhetorical effect; as, What
ever you think should be done, do it; Whoever samples this 
cake, he is sure to want more. In both of these sentences, the 
<tntecedents c-:mld be omitted, and the sentences would be 
more natural by their omission. Usually when the ante
cedent is supplied, the indefinite relative tends to become 
more definite; as, He who(= Whoever) goes to war, must ex
pect to fight. Occasionally, however, the simple definite rela
tives who and which are used with indefinite meaning with 
antecedents unexpressed: Who steals my purse steals trash 
(Shakespeare); You may take which you prefer. In sentences 
of this sort, however, the compound indefinite pronouns are 
mm.a wmal. 

Declension of Relative Pronouns 

SINGULAR AND PLURAL 

M ascul1'.ne and Feminine 

Nom. who 
Poss. whose 
Obj. whom 

Nom. 
Poss. 
Obj. 

which 
[whose]15 

which 

Nom. what 
Poss. 

whoever, whosoever 
whosever, whosesoever 
whomever, whomsoever 

Neuter 

whichever, whichsoc-.rer14 

whichever, whichsoever 

whatever, whatsoever 14 

Obj. what whatever, whatsoever 

Masculine, Feminine, and Neuter 

Nom. that 
Poss. [whose]15 

Obj. that 

14 The indefinite relatives (what, whatever, whatsoever, whichever, whichsoever) 
have no possessive forms. The phrasal forms substitute for the inflectional pos
sessives: of what, of whatever, of whatsoever, of whichever, of whichsoever. 

10 Whose is sometimes employed as the possessive of which and that to avoid 
an awkward construction with of which. When the phrasal form is used for the 
possessive case of that, the preposition always has postposition: that ... of. 
Examplf': This is the book that I spoke of. 
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Person, Number, and Gender of Relative Pronouns 

Relative pronouns, like the personal pronouns, agree with 
their antecedents in person, number, and gender; but, unlike 
the personal pronouns, the relatives never indicate person, 
number, or gerider by a change of form, these modifications 
in meaning being determined wholly by their antecedents. 
In It is I who am at fault, the relative pronoun who agrees with 
its antecedent, I, in person and number. In Every girl who 
brings her mother may enter free, who agrees with girl, its ante
cedent, in person, number, and gender. In Men who are 
strong should be brave, the gender; person, and number of who 
can be determined only by its antecedent men, a plural, third 
person, masculine noun. In Houses that are made of brick are 
durable, that agrees with its antecedent houses, and may be 
said to possess third person, plural number, and neuter gender 
meaning. 

When the relative pronoun is the subject of its own clause, 
it governs the number and person of its predicate verb, and 
hence it is important for the relative pronoun in this con
struction to have the same person and number meaning as its 
antecedent. The gender modification of the relative is also 
important if there is a personal or reflexive pronoun referring 
to it. In J t was Mary who came lry herself, the third person, 
feminine gender reflexive pronoun herself refers to who, the 
subject of the clause, the gender, number, and person being 
expressed in the antecedent noun, Mary, which is third per
s0:::i, singular number, feminine gender. In J am one of the 
men who vote for the candidate and not for the party, the ante
cedent of who is men, not one; and, therefore, the verb in the 
relative clause must be plural to agree with its subject who. 

Case of Relative Pronouns 

The case of the relative pronoun is determined by its use 
in its own clause, f;.nd not by its antecedent. Who and the 
compounds formed with who (whoever, whosoever) are the only 
relatives having nominative, possessive, and objective case 
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forms, all the others having nominative and objective forms 
alike and having no inflectional possessive forms. What, 
which, and that are indeclinable. Whose, the regular posses
sive of who, is sometimes used for the possessive of which and 
that. Of what is sometimes used to express possessive mean
ing. The following sentences illustrate various case uses of 
simple and compound relative pronouns: 

A. Nominative Case: 
a. Nominative case is used as the subject of the relative 

clause: 

(1) He laughs best who laughs last. (2) A charity which 
is not broad is no charity at all. (3) They are silent griefs 
that cut the heart-strings. (4) I shall do what is right. (5) 
Whatever begins also ends. (6) Take whichever pleases 
your fancy. (7) Whoever lies on the ground cannot fall. 

b. Nominative case is sometimes used as a subjective com
plement (predicate nominative) in the relative clause: 

(1) Whoever you are, your sins will find you out. (2) I 
am what I seem. (3) Whatever the gift is, I shall refuse it. 

B. Possessive Case : 
The possessive case frequently introduces the relative 

(adjective) clause: 

(1) This is the man whose car was stolen. (2) The dog 
whose master was killed died of grief. (3) The three books 
whose bindings are poor should not be in circulation. ( 4) 
Whosesoever sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them; 
and whosesoever sins ye retain, they are retained. (5) He 
whose tongue is loudest thinks least. 

C. Objective Case: 
a. The objective case form of the relative pronoun may be 

the object of the verb in the adjective clause: 

(1) He chose twelve whom he named apostles. (2) God 
rules the world, which he created. (3) Whatever he asks, 
grant it. (4) You may refuse whichever you dislike. (5) 
This is the house that I bought. 
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b. When a relative pronoun is used as the object of a prep-
osition, it is always in the objective case: 

(1) This is the book that I referred to. (2) I know the 
place of which you speak. (3) Comfort is the soil on which 
human beings thrive. (4) Unto whomsoever much is given, 
of him shall much be required. 

Omission of the Relative Pronoun 

In restrictive clauses the relative pronoun is frequently 
omitted when it is the direct object or the object of a prepo
sition: 

(1) I examined the books you purchased. (2) The man you 
saw is my brother. (3) These are the students I referred to 
in my lecture. (4) This is the group I shall go with to your 
party. 

And it is sometimes omitted in rapid conversation and in 
poetry when, if expressed, it would be the subject of a clause, 
as in the following: 

(1) 'Tis distance lends enchantment. (2) I bought all the 
sugar there was in the store. (3) It is the medicine makes me 
ill. 

Sentences of this type are not very common in standard 
literary prose. Observe that some of these sentences may 
be improved by the insertion of a that or a who before the 
verbs in the relative clauses, and the subjects must be sup
plied before the sentences can be fully analyzed. 

Uses of Relative Pronouns 

Who, whose, whom. The relative pronoun who, as a rule, 
is used only when the antecedent is one or more persons: 
Where are the masters who could have taught Shakespeare? 
There never was but one man whom I would trust with my 
latchkey; No person ever lived whose virtues satisfied all men's 
desires. 
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Who, however, is sometimes used to refer to inanimate 
objects personified and to animals when they are given hu
man characteristics: 0 Time, who waiteth not, teach us to be 
up and doing; My dog Fido, who can dance to music, is not a 
thoroughbred; Lois owns a horse who loves children. In re
strictive clauses, like the one in the last illustration, that 
would be more usual, and which could be used here. 

Which, whose, of which. The relative which is applied to 
animals or things: Virtues are the spices and salt which season 
a man; This is the city in which Grant lived; Death is the black 
camel which kneels at every man's gate. In earlier English, 
which !"eferred to persons also: Our Father, which art in 
heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Modern versions of the Bible 
often have substituted who, which was not used commonly 
as a relative pronoun until after the sixteenth century. In 
early English the which is often used for which: He spied the 
·oll, the which he hastily caught up. 

The possessive whose is often used of animals and things, 
as well as of persons: I own a parrot whose tongue has never 
been split; We saw rocks whose surf ace glistened with mica; 
Mountains on whose barren breast the labouring clouds do 
of ten rest. Of which is sometimes used instead of whose to 
relate to neuter antecedents; and, though grammatically 
possible, it is likely to be cumbersome: These trees, the tops 
of which are dead, should be pruned. 

That. That is the oldest of the relative pronouns, having 
come from the Old English demonstrative se, seo, amt, which 
alone or along with the indeclinable oe, was used as a relative. 
The relative that now refers to persons, animals, or things: A 
man that is young in years may be old in hours; A dog that 
barks at everybody is a nuisance; A government that is hated 
seldom lasts. 

Often there is little choice between who and that or which 
and that. The relative that, being older, is likely to have a 
more familiar and traditional ring, and who or which replac
ing that often sounds more formal. Who and which are usual 
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in nonrestrictive clauses. That is generally preferred in re
strictive clauses, and is rarely used to introduce the nonreJ 
strictive clause. That seems to retain some of its Old English 
demonstrative meaning even in the relative use, and tends to 
point out: This is the man that I voted for. Hence, in restric
tive clauses after superlatives and exclusive adjectives, that 
is preferred: The sweetest flower that blows; Ho, everyone that 
thirsteth, come ye to the waters. The only thing that we fear is 
this; They are silent griefs that cut the heart-strings. If the 
antecedent of the relative pronoun is the demonstrative pro
noun that, or is a word qualified by the demonstrative adjec
tive that, the relative pronoun must not be that. Say That 
dress which I gave you (not That dress that I gave you) is silk. 
Also prefer The that which you used (not That that that you 
used) is an adjective. 

As and but are primarily conjunctions, but they are some
times used as relative pronouns. As has the function of a 
relative after such and same, and may refer to persons, ani
mals, or things: Name such persons as you know to be capc1.ble; 
Such as I ha,ve, I give unto you; He has the same qualifications 
as I have; My examination was the same one as you had. As 
is common in contracted clauses, especially when its predicate 
verb is omitted; as, You have the same opportunities as I 
(have). But is sometimes used with the force of a negative 
relative when it is the equivalent of that not: There is not a 
man here but knows the story; There is no fireside but has a 
vacant chair. 

The relative pronoun what is sometimes classified with the 
compound relative pronouns, because it generally conveys a 
compound or double meaning, being equivalent to that which, 
~hose which, or the thing (or things) which: Do what I do; What 
are vices in one age seem fashions in the next; Riches and 
affluence are what are desired by men of the world. What is al
ways neuter, and is more commonly used in the singular than 
the plural. It is not declinable, but it has nominative and 
objective uses. The relative what should be carefully dis-
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tinguished from the interrogative what, which may introduce 
a direct or an indirect question, but not an adjective (rela
tive) clause. 

The compound indefinite relatives ending in -ever and 
-soever are intensive or emphatic forms of the simple relative 
pronouns, the -soever compounds being more intensive and 
more formal than those ending in -ever. The -ever relatives 
are, however, more commonly used in current English to 
express the indefinite meanings: All men admire whatever is 
good and true; Whoever will excel in arts must excel in indus
try; My sister will like whichever you select; Whosesoever sins 
ye forgive, shall be forgiven; Whosoever shall smite you on the 
right cheek, turn to him the other also. 

Indefinite Relatives as Adjective Modifiers. By analogy 
with the interrogative adjectives who, which, and what, some 
of the indefinite relative pronouns modify nouns which repeat 
the antecedents belonging in the principal clause. Since 
these words have adjective and relative uses, they are some
times called relative adjectives: Take what aid you can get; 
You must order whatever equipment you need; What men hi 
had were then off duty; You may choose whichever room 
suits you; Which way I am traveling is a secret. 

Indefinite Relative in Concessive Clauses. The indefinite 
relative pronoun sometimes introduces a concessive clause, 
and has no antecedent expressed or under&tood, though 
doubtless the idiom is an outgrowth of an older form in which 
the antecedent was present: Whoever said it, it is not the 
truth means Though any person soever said it, it is not the 
truth. Similarly, Whichever you take, you will be disappointed 
means Though you take either, you will be disappointed. These 
pronouns may be called conjunctive pronouns: they are pro
nouns which join and subordinate adverb clauses having 
concessive meaning. Unlike the other relative pronouns, 
they do not introduce A.djective clauses. For the analysis 
of the 0oncessive clause introduc'::ld by the indefinite relative, 
see Part Two, Lesson XIV. 
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INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS 

The ;nterrogative pronoun is one that introduces a ques
tion, either direct or indirect. In Who is going to your party? 
the speaker is asking a direct question of the one (or ones) 
addressed; but in Tell us who is going to your party, the speaker 
is asking for information in an indirect way. The direct 
question may be a full sentence (What day of the week is this?); 
or it may be only a part of a sentence (He said, "What have I 
done to offend you?"). The indirect question always has a 
noun function within a sentence: I know what you did last 
night; Tell me whom you saw at the circus; Whom she will 
choose is no concern of mine. 

The interrogative pronouns are who, which, and what.16 

The interrogative who is declined like its corresponding rela
tive for case only (nominative: who, possessive: whose, objec
tive: whom). its person, number, and gender being determined 
by the context of the sentence in which it occurs. Which and 
what are indeclinable, but they may have adjectival use cor
responding to whose, the possessive case form of who: Which 
house is yours? What information have you received today? 
The nominative and objective uses of which and what must 
be determined by their use, not by form: Which (nominative) 
is yours? Wh1:ch (objective) did you choose? What (nomi-
native) are your plans for tonight? What (objective) do you 
have in your basket? 

Who is used to ask for information concerning persons: 
Who is he? Who discovered America? In standard literary 
speech who is restricted to nominative uses, and whom to the 
objective conskuctions; but in informal speech, who is often 
used where the rule calls for whom. But careful speakers do 
not, as a rule, use who to introduce an interrogative sentence 
unless it has a nominative funP-tion. Whom is the form 

;& Whether meaning which of two was in common usc as an interrogative pro
noun in Middle English and early Modern English. From the Scripture we get 
Whether is the greater, the gift or the altar? This interrogative use of whether is 
now obsolete. 
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approved by our cultivated writers when it is the object of a 
verb (Whom did you see in town?), or is the object of a prepo
sition (Whom are you going with to the party?). 

Which is used in a selective sense. It asks the identity of 
one or more persons or things in a definite group; as, which 
person? or which thing? The answer to a which question will 
point out, locate, or identify. In Which of the ties may I 
have? the answer might be This one, That one, The red one, 
or The checked one. Similarly, in Which house do you live in? 
one might answer This one, That one, The white one, etc. 

What is used to ask for more general information than 
which. It inquires concerning the identity of an object 01· 

the matter in question, or concerning the calling or social 
status of persons. What is the name of your novel? What is 
this greer. stuff which you have in this bottle? What is your pro
fession? What is John, a doctor or a lawyer? 

The interrogative pronoun is generally used to ask for in
formation, but it is sometimes used to introduce a rhetorical 
question; i.e., a question which does not require an answer. 
It may be used to state a negative generalization, or to ex
press an indefiniteness or uncertainty on the part of the 
speaker: What do I want anyway? Who are you to be giving 
me orders? Who does not crave sympathy? Who can refute a 
sneer? 

The interrogative pronoun differs from the personal and 
relative pronouns in having no expressed or implied antece
dent. The antecedent of the interrogative pronoun is the 
answer to the direct or indirect question which it introduces. 
If the answer to Who are you? is Joe Brown, then Joe Brown 
may be considered the antecedent of who. The one who 
asks the question is requesting some one else to supply the 
antecedent for the interrogative pronoun. 

ADJECTIVE PRONOUNS 

A group of words having definitive meaning, and hence 
adjective force, are often employed substantively, in which 
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construction they are called adjective pronouns. Of this 
group are the following: this (pl. these), that (pl. those), some, 
one, many, much, enough, few, little, same, such, other, another, 
any, either, neither, both, each, several, former, all, etc. 

Adjective pronouns, when classified as to meaning, are 
definite or indefinite. 

Definite Adjective Pronouns 

The definite adjective pronouns include the demonstratives 
and the absolute possessives of the personal pronouns. 

This and that and their plurals, these and those, are demon
strative adjectives 17 when they modify nouns (This book is 
mine; These books are mine); but they are demonstrative 
pronouns when they stand for nouns (This is my book; These 
are your books). The demonstratives are used to designate 
or point out some definite person, place, or thing referred to 
or intended. This and these point to objects near at hand; 
that and those point to what is more distant or remote. 

In earlier English, yon, yond, yonder were common demon
stratives, and were used either as adjectives or as pronouns. 
They are now restricted in the main to poetic diction and to 
the adjective function: yon celestial skies, yond man, yonder 
ivy-mantled tower, etc. 

When preceded by the definite article (the) used in its 
generic sense, 18 the words former, latter, first, second, last, one, 
and other have demonstrative force: The former is better; The 
first shall be last, and the last shall be first; No man can serve 
two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the other; or 
else he will hold to the one, and despise the other. 

The absolute possessive forms of the personal pronouns 
usually indicate definite meaning because they replace nouns 
naming definite objects :19 mine, thine, yours, hers, ours, theirs, 
and Ms. Your dog is larger than mine, but mine is two months 

17 See Demonstrative Adjectives, Chapter Four, p. 74. 
18 The generic the is discussed under Articles, p. 76. 
19 The absolute possessives are discussed under Case of Personal Pronouns, 

pp. 56-57. 
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older than yours. Frequently the absolute possessives are 
used in sentences with the demonstratives: This is mine, and 
that is his. Give me that book; it is mine. 

Indefinite Adjective Pronouns 

Pronouns which point out objects less clearly than the 
demonstratives and do not substitute for nouns previously 
mentioned but rather for some noun-word, phrase, or state
ment understood or implied are called indefinite pronouns. 
These pronouns have no fixed meaning except one of relation 
or limitation. The indefinites may include adjective pro
nouns denoting indefinite meaning (few, some, any, much, 
enough, etc.) and a number of words which have no adjective 
function in present-day speech (none, everybody, somebody, 
anything, something, aught, naught, nought, nothing, etc.). 

The indefiniteness of the indefinite pronouns may be noted 
when they are compared with the personal, the relative, or 
the demonstrative pronouns, which usually convey very defi
nite meanings. The pronouns he, she, you, I, we, these, those, 
that, etc. stand for definite persons or objects, but some, few, 
everybody, something, enough, much, anything, none, nothing 
substitute for nouns having very general or indefinite mean
jngs. 

In use also, the indefinites differ from personal and relative 
pronouns in that they do not require definite antecedents. 
They stand for nouns that name persons, places, or things 
which are not definitely and often not even clearly identified. 
Because the indefinites do not have definite antecedents, 
some grammarians prefer to classify them as indefinite nouns. 

Most adjectives which name the quality or the quantity of 
substance or ciesignate the number of objects can substitute 
for nouns, and are classified variously in our school grammars; 
as, indefinite pronouns, indefinite nouns, adjective pronouns, 
nouns, etc. 20 In The race is not to the swift, nor the battle to 

20 A few adjectives when pluralized like nouns by adding an -s acquire highly 
specialized meanings; as sweets for candy, goods for wares or merchandise, bitters 
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the strong, swift and strong are descriptive, not definitive, 
adjectives used substantively; and they may be classified as 
adjectives substituting for nouns or as adjective pronouns. 

Inflectional Forms and Uses of Adjective 
and Indefinite Pronouns 

Some of the adjective pronouns and some of the indefinites 
inflect for number (one-ones, other-others, this-these, that
those); and a few denote possession by inflectional change 
(one's, other's, others', everybody's, etc.). Some are always 
singular (each, another, nothing); and some are always plural 
(several, many, few, both). Many of the adjective and indefi
nite pronouns are, however, indeclinable (all, some, none, 
either, neither, little, etc.); their case, gender, and number 
must be determined by the context. 

Somebody else, anybody else, no one else, someone else, etc. 
may now be regarded as compound ( or phrasal) indefinites, 
though else has generally been construed as an adjective 
qualilying the pronoun it follows. In current English, the 
phrasal compounds are all singular in form and meaning, and 
their possessives are formed like the possessive singular of 
nouns by adding the apostrophe and s to the nominative 
singular forms (somebody else's, anybody else's, no one else's, 
etc.). In earlier English, the apostrophe and s were added 
to the substantive part of the compound and not to the adjec
tive else; but somebody's else, no one's else, etc. are rarely found 
in written English, and seldom heard in oral speech. Usage 
has fully established somebody else's, no one else's, etc. 

A number of the indefinites resemble collective nouns in 
being singular in form and suggesting a number of individu
als; and, as with the collective nouns, the verbs they govern 
and the personal pronouns referring to them are sometimes 
singular and sometimes plural. In None but the brave deserves 
the fair, none is singular; but, in None of the men have brought 

for liquors, etc. Since these pluralized forms arc the names of concrete objects, 
they are not true pronouns, but are nouns derived from adjectives. They are, 
therefore, better classified as noun.1. See Chapter Two, p. 20. 
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their wives, none is clearly plural. Similarly some and all are 
singular or plural, and their number must be indicated by 
the verbs and pronouns following them. They are plural in 
All of the boys have eaten their lunches, and in Some of these 
students are lazy and deserve to fail; but they are singular in 
Hope lost, all is lost, and Some of this food is spoiled, and should 
be thrown out. 

The compound and phrasal indefinites which have been 
formed by combining modifying adjectives and substantives 
require special attention. Everyone, everybody, someone, 
somebody, anyone, anybody, no one, nobody, often suggest a 
plural meaning in the distributive sense, though they govern 
singular verbs, and logically pronouns referring to them 
should be singular also; but in substandard speech, the ref
erence pronouns used with these indefinites are more often 
plural than singular. Our most exact writers, however, take 
pains to use singular pronouns in ref erring to any of the in
definites governing singular verbs. The confusion of number 
in the use of these indefinites is probably due to the fact that 
the English language has no common gender form for the per
sonal pronoun in the third person singular; and the third 
person plural pronoun (they, their, them) is sometimes sub
stituted, especially in informal speech, even when its ante
cedent is clearly singular. The masculine third person 
singular pronoun (he, his, him) is the approved common 
gender pronoun for the third person singular, though in pop
ular speech it is avoided, because it often seems more formal 
and more restricted in meaning than the plural forms. The 
singular pronoun in this construction denotes, as a rule, a 
more exact meaning. Thus Everybody must leave his note
book conveys a more logical and more exact meaning than 
Everybody must leave their notebook. One cannot, strictly 
speaking, say their notebook unless the entire class is pre
paring c,ne notebook. The substitution of the plural noun 
after their does not, therefore, always make for clearness. 

Sometimes the gender of the indefinites is indicated by the 
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modifiers of the pronouns: Everyone of the girls made her 
formal debut before she was twenty-one. Every one of the 
boys has sold his ticket. In formal speech, it is correct to use 
his or her to indicate that the singular antecedent is to in
clude both sexes: Everyone in this church should be willing 
and anxious to do his or her share of the sacrificing. In less 
formal English, however, the or her is usually omitted, and 
his is construed as indicating common gender. It is well to 
remember that he, his, him may be used to indicate mascu
line or common gender. She and her must be used only when 
the antecedent is known to be feminine: Everybody in the 
sorority should be invited to bring her escort. It is incorrect to 
say Everyone of the teachers had her salary increased, unless 
the teachers are all women, since her excludes all the male 
members of the group. His, having common gender func
tion, may be substituted for her and include both men and 
women teachers. 

The indefinite pronoun one (one's) in current English is 
used interchangeably with he (his, him) as a reference pro
noun or as an antecedent for he (his, him). Some rhetori
cians strongly recommend the repetition of one (one's) when 
there is no noun antecedent. It seems somewhat pedantic 
and a bit forced to have to say One must be in one's room be
fore one can feel that one is safe instead of the more natural 
One must be in his room before he can feel that he is safe. Simi
larly, One ought to have one's dentist examine one's teeth regu
larly seems less natural than One (or Everyone) ought to have 
his dentist examine his teeth regularly. 

Each other and one another are called reciprocal pronouns, 
because they express mutual action or relation on the part 
of the persons indicated by the subject. They are always 
treated as phrasal (or compound) pronouns; and they cannot 
be separated and used as adjectives to express the reciprocal 
relation. Like the reflexive pronouns, they seldom, if ever, 
have nvminative case function. They always reflect to the 
subject or to a preceding noun or pronoun. Each other and 
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one another are now used interchangeably to refer to two or 
more persons. However, in earlier English, each other was 
restricted to two persons, and one another was used only when 
more than two persons were involved: Mary and I like each 
other; Little children, be good to one another. While this dis
tinction is logical enough, it is not now strictly observed in 
either oral or written speech. 



Four 

Adjectives 

An adjective is a word used with a noun or other substan
tive as a modifier 1 to describe or define it. 

TYPES OF ADJECTIVES 

Adjectives may be classified as to form, meaning, and der
ivation, each classification having a number of subdivisions. 

Form 

When classified as to form, adjectives may be said to be 
simple or compound. The simple adjectives are those whose 
primary function is adjectival: good, tough, young, old, sweet, 
hale, etc. The compound adjectives are words or phrases 
combined to describe or define noun-words: alive, asleep, cock
sure, aware, homesick, sunfast, etc. Sometimes the compo
nent parts of the compound adjectives are joined by hy
phens: head-strong, far-fetched, blue-green, twice-told, has-been, 
would-be, two-pound, ten-story, six-foot, cut-and-dried, happy-go
lucky, matter-of-fact, long-drawn-out, never-to-be-forgotten, out
of-the-way, up-to-date, down-at-the-heels, etc. 

Meaning 

When classified as to meaning, adjectives are descriptive or 
definitive, some of each class having definite and some indefi
nite application. 

1 To modify is to change. Red apples are not the same thing as apples. Red 
apples have a quality which apples as a whole do not possess, and there are fewer 
of them in the world. The prefixing of red adds to the qualities, and limits the 
quantity of apples. Three men is more definite than men, and less extensive. 

73 
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A descriptive adjective names a quality, feature, or char
acteristic of the thing modified: red apples, honest men, brave 
leaders, ugly ducklings, sour cherries, sweet apples, smug peo
ple, tall buildings. 

A definitive adjective limits the application or scope of a 
substantive by specifying quantity or number: that boy, 
much grain, three men, some day, time enough, etc. Defini
tive adjectives may be subdivided as follows: 

1. The demonstrative adjective limits the substantive it 
modifies by pointing out: this, that, these, those, yonder, yon, 
latter, former, both, same, etc. When the demonstrative has 
the function of a noun, it is called a demonstrative pronoun; 
as, This is my house. But it is a demonstrative adjective 
when it limits a• noun which immediately follows it: Those 
books are mine; That house is for sale. 

2. Numeral adjectives limit the meaning of nouns by show
ing how many or in what order things are to be considered. 
Numerals may be (1) de:fi,nite and denote the exact number 
(one, two, first, second, etc.); or (2) they may be indefinite and 
denote number in a general sense (few, many, all). 

(1) The definite numerals are cardinals; ordinals, and multi
plicatives. The cardinals are the primary, or counting, num
bers,' answering the question How many'! One, two, three, 
twenty-five, fifty, etc. are cardinals. The ordinals indicate 
the serial order, position in rank, of individual persons, ob
jects, or ideas, answering the question Which one of the list, 
or group'! First, second, third, twenty-fifth, fiftieth, etc. are 
ordinals. The multiplicatives indicate how often the object 
is repeated; e.g., triple, double, treble, quadruple, etc. 

(2) The indefinite numerals suggest number without indi
cating precisely what the number is: All men must die; Few 
students came; He has been here many times; I have lived here 
several years; Countless, any, numerous, innumerable, etc. 
are other indefinite numerals. 
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Large numbers (twenty upwards; e.g., hundred, thousand, 
etc.) were in Old English employed as substantives, the 
nouns which in Modern English they would modify being 
genitives dependent upon them; as, twenty of sheep, a hundred 
of men, ninety of ships, a thousand of miles. Of course, any 
modern cardinal or ordinal numeral may be used in the sub
stantive position, the noun which it would normally modify 
being suppressed: Three came where only two were expected; 
I choose the third from the end. 

It is notable that all ordinals except first and second are 
derived from corresponding cardinals: third from three, fourth 
from four, thousandth from thousand. First is derived from 
the stem of fore. Second is a borrowed word, coming through 
the French from Latin secundus. It means literally follow
ing (e.g., every second day equals every following day). Once, 
twice, and the archaic thrice are adverbs based on one, two, 
and three. Twain is a variant of two, coming from the mas
culine of the Old English numeral, as two is from the feminine 
neuter. 

3. Indefinite adjectives may suggest indefiniteness of quan
tity or number: Some people, some trouble, some time, some 
place, any place, every place, no place, any man, much effort, 
all ages, etc. Many of these have pronominal function, and 
when so used are called indefinite adjective pronouns :2 Some 
of my people, some of our trouble, some of his time, much oj 
our effort, etc. Some indefinite adjectives do not have pw
nominal use (e.g., alone, else, every, no, only, sundry, etc.), 
and are, therefore, never used except when they qualify 
nouns. 

4. Pronominal adjectives are words which are normally pro
nouns used as modifiers of nouns. 3 These may be personal, 
relative, and interrogative adjectives: My house is for sale; 

2 For fuller treatment of these Indefinites, see Pronouns, pp. 68-71. 
a For a discussion of adjectives having pronominal function, see Adjective 

Pronouns, pp. 66-72. 
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Whatever money I give must be used for food; Which answer 
should I give? 

THE ARTICLES 

The articles the and a (an) belong to the general class of 
adjectives called definitive. One of them, the, is more defi
nite than the other, a (an). Hence the is called the definite 
article, and a (an), the indefinite: Give me a book from the 
shelf; Give me the book on that shelf. 

Origin and Function of The 

1. 'fhe is in late Old English oe, the masculine form of the 
demonstrative pronoun ocet (pronounced much like its mod
ern English form, that). 4 The is still in meaning a weakened 
form of the demonstrative that. The man on the corner 
nearly equals That man on the corner. The has demonstra
tive force when emphasized or stressed: Is he the Churchill? 
Are you the singer? 

2. The has a generic meaning when it is used with singular 
nouns to indicate the class or kind of objects, as in the well 
known aphorism: The child is father of the man, and in kin
dred expressions. Here the child means any child (almost 
childhood). Other examples of the generic the are: The poet 
(any poet, every poet) hath the child's sight in his breast; The 
oak shall send his roots abroad. 

The generic the is used before an adjective to give it sub
stantive function: The valiant never taste of death but once. 
The weakest go to the wail. The meek, the poor, the rich, the 
wir;ked are in our midst. In this function, the gives the ad
jective a plural substantive meaning. Some adjectives do 
not make good nouns (canine, juvenile, human), and hence 
are not, as a rule, used with the generic the. 

4 For an account of the origin of the and its relation to that, he, she, and othei 
forms, see Skeat'~ An Etymological Dictionary of the English Language, and also 
the Oxford Enqlish Dictionary, at the and that. 
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3. The is sometimes used as part of a proper name or title: 
The United States of America, The Honorable James Sterling, 
The Hudson Bay Company, The Soviet Union. 

The ye in archaic expressions such as ye olde men and Ye 
Barstowe Inn is the result ·of a misconception. An Old English 
character )), written for the sound th, looked somewhat like 
the letter y, for which it has been mistaken. Ye in these 
phrases should be pronounced the. It has nothing to do 
with the personal pronoun. See Webster's New Collegiate 
Dictionary. 

The Indefinite Article A (An) 

A and an are in effect two forms of the same word, of which 
an is the earlier, or original. The n is retained before a word 
beginning with a vowel sound: an apple, an old song. A is 
used before a word beginning with a consonant sound: a 
man, a better chance. 

The rule for the choice of a or an is regular and without 
exception if we regard only the initial sound of the following 
word regardless of the spelling. Thus we say and write a 
man, a unit, a useful tool, a ewe, a yew tree, a European, such a 
one; and an hour, an honest man, an honor, an heir. If we 
pronounce h in humble, herb, homage, hostler, Humphrey, we 
may say and write a humble, a herb, a homage, a hostler, a 
Humphrey; if we do not pronounce h, we say an hostler, an 
humble and contrite heart, etc. 

A few expressions have become st3reotyped from earlier 
pronunciation; and we sometimes find, especially in British 
speech, an historical novel, dating from a time when the un
acceirted h was silent; such a one, one (now pronounced wun) 
having been formerly sound€d like own, as it still is in only 
and alone; and an union, an eulogy, formed when these 
words began with the vowel sound (diphthong) fo, since then 
changed to yii. But present good usage demands none of 
these older forms, and the best usage follows the rule strictly. 5 

6 See Webster's New International Dictionary, Second Edition, at an, and H. W. 
Fowler, Dictionary of Modern English Usage, p. 1. 
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In etymology, an (a) is the unstressed form of one. Old 
English an (one), when unstressed, became an; when stressed, 
it became one. 6 

In meaning, the indefinite article indicates that the noun 
with which it is used is one of a general class: a book, an orna
ment, a struggle, an effort. It ·is used with collective nouns: 
a corps, an army, a squadron. 

In such expressions as a few weeks, a good many (or a great 
many) people, the a seems to modify a plural noun. How
ever, in the earlier construction from which such forms are 
derived, the a modified few and many, these being treated as 
substantives, and weeks and people as nouns in the genitive 
case (a few of weeks, a great many of people). One still sees 
the same relation in a dozen of those eggs, a good many of my 
friends. 

Omission of the Article. Both the definite and the indefi
nite articles limit the scope or application of the nouns they 
modify, and they must not be omitted when the sense of the 
noun requires limitation. The definite article, the, restricts 
the meaning of the noun it modifies to a particular individual 
or object: The man was here. The indefinite article, a (an) 
restricts the application of the noun it modifies to one of a 
class: A man was here. When a noun is used in its broadest, 
sense, neither article should be used: Man was created by God. 

1. The article should be repeated before each of two or 
more nouns when they refer to different things and are joined 
by a coordinating conjunction: I have a knife, a pencil, and a 
notebook; I got the money and the tickets. 

2. When two or more coordinate nouns mean the same 
person, the article is not repeated: He is a stationer and book
seller; I am the secretary and treasurer; Mr. Cabbot is the 
preacher and teacher. 

3. When two or more adjectives modify different nouns, 

6 The present pronunciation of one, with initial w, arose from a 15th century 
local dialect. The regular form would sound like own, as now heard in only and 
alone. 
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expressed or understood, the article should be repeated: I 
have a red, a white, and a blue umbrella; or I have three umbrel
las-a red one, a white one, and a blue one; I bought a silk, a 
rayon, and a cotton dress; They have sold the black and the 
white pups. 

4. When two or more coordinate adjectives modify the 
same noun, the article should not be repeated: I found a red, 
white, and blue handkerchief; or I found a handkerchief, a red, 
white, and blue one. Similarly, We sold the black and white 
pups; or We sold the pups, the black and white ones. 

5. The article should not be used before nouns following 
kind of, sort of, and type of: This kind of man (not kind of a 
man) is rare; I like this kind of or sort of (not kind of a or sort 
of a) person; She is not that type of (not type of a) woman. 

PHRASES AND CLAUSES AS ADJECTIVES 

1. The prepositional phrase frequently has adjectival func
tion: the man on the box, a feeling of loneliness, a love of 
money, a ring of gold, a coat without seam, a man without 
honor, etc. 

2. The participle is used as an adjective: a cutting remark, 
a moving van, stolen fruit, lost hope, burnt bread, that child 
being punished, etc. 

3. The infinitive phrase may be used to limit a noun: an ax 
to grind, an attempt to escape, a house to sell, a trap to catch 
mice, nothing to do, etc. 

4. Any clause describing or limiting a noun is an adjective 
clause: This is the man who paints portraits; The house in 
which I was born is now for sale; The dress which I bought is 
too large; Denver, where I live in the summer, is the capital of 
Colorado; I must not tell you the reason why I left the meeting. 

NOUNS AND ADVERBS AS ADJECTIVES 

Most adjectives cannot be identified as such by their form. 
The fact that the same word may be used without modifica-
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tion as an adjective and as some other part of speech drives 
one to the test of function. In general, any word which mod
ifies a noun or its equivalent is an adjective. 

Nouns Which Modify Nouns. But here we meet difficul
ties in classification. What shall we say of such expressions 
as fire department, desk pad, twelve-inch gun, August sale? A 
glance at these will convince one that almost any noun can 
be made to modify another noun, the juxtaposition of the 
two assuming some relation of design, size, time, etc. Most 
grammarians would hesitate to call such words as these ad
jectives, since they name not a quality but substantive con
cepts. It will be observed that the relation set forth in these 
noun groups is transitory, variable, or accidental. Where 
the association of the two nouns is a permanent one, the tend
ency is for them to become joined into a compound noun; as 
bookworm, flagstaff, armchair. 7 

Proper Adjectives. Proper adjectives are proper nouns or 
words derived from proper nouns used to describe or define 
substantives: New York styles, Hollywood beds, Shakespear
ean costumes, Augustan age, British citizen, American lan
guage, Chinese food, French wine, Italian cheese, Jewish 
refugees. Where there is no change in the noun form, as in 
Ohio coal, the Lincoln motor, a United States soldier, etc., 
the term may be called in question; but there can be no ques
tion in respect to proper noun forms having adjective suffixes: 
Germanic, Elizabethan, Icelandic, Swedish. 

All adjectives which are not proper may be classified as 
common adjectives. Proper adjectives, like the proper 
nouns from which they come, are always cap:talized. When 
their origin is forgotten or disregarded, proper adjectives be
come common adjectives, and are then written with small 
letters: tartarean situation, jovial laughter, roman type, 
mosaic figure, titantic undertaking, venetian blinds, manila 
paper, satanic manner, india ink, etc. 

7 American printers are not, however, at all consistent in printing these forms 
as compounds. The function and meaning must be the determining factor here, 
not the form 
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Adverbs as Adjectives. Some primary adverbs and a 
number of preposition-adverbs (adverbs derived from prepo
sitions) have adjectival function: This very day, the day 
after, my day off, the off side, the out fielder, off base, down 
payment, the man in, etc. In the predicative position, the 
adverb is more common: The man is in today and out to
morrow; My troubles are over; I have this day off. 

Adverbs which point out and have demonstrative meaning 
should not be used with the demonstrative adjectives: This 
book (not this here book) is mine; That boy (not that there boy) 
borrowed my car; These apples (not these here apples) are sour. 

ADJECTIVE SUFFIXES 

By the addition of suffixes (-Jul, -less, -y, -ly, -like, etc.), 
many adjectives are formed from words which are other parts 
of speech. Among words so converted, it will be found that 
the nouns predominate, though many of the nouns employed 
as bases for adjectives are of active character, akin to verhR'. 
hopeful, useful, shiftless, lively, tireless, flighty. 

French, Latin, and Greek suffixes, including -ous (-ious), 
-ant, -ent, -ate, -ac (-ic), -able (-ible), -esque, -ine, -ile (-il), -ive, 
-ory, -ose, and others, appear in many English adjectives: 
valorous, rampant,8 fluent,8 ornate,8 cardiac, poetic, tolerable, 
edible, grotesque, canine, civil, juvenile, elective, introductory, 
verbose. 

Position of Adjective Modifiers 

Adjectives are sometimes classified according to their 
position in the sentence; as, attributive, appositive, and 
predicative. 

1. An adjective is said t.o be attributive, or adherent, when 
it modifies its noun directly and names an attribute of the 
noun. The attributive adjectives regularly precede the noun 
which it describes or limits: Brave men are needed; Fine 

8 These adjectives are participial forms, -ant and -ent in their origin being 
present participle endings, and -ate coming from a perfect participle. 
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words butter no parsnips. As a rule, the one-word adjective 
precedes its noun, but in certain standardized phrases it fol
lows the noun which it limits or describes; as, life everlasting, 
no interest whatever, food enough, something else, etc. A 
descriptive phrase or clause preceding the noun it modifies is 
usually hyphenated, and considered as a one-word (com
pound) adjective: a never-to-be-forgotten experience, a pay
as-you-go plan. 

2. An appositive adjective usually follows its noun, and, 
like the noun in apposition, adds to its noun and explains it. 
The appositive adjective may be restrictive (A teacher un
trained in phonetics is as useless as a doctor untrained in 
anatomy); or it may be nonrestrictive (A blacksmith, swarthy 
and muscular, was leisurely working the long handle of hi8 
bellows). 

3. An adjective may be predicative when it is used as a 
subjective or as an objective complement. The predicative 
adjective as subjective complement follows linking verbs: 
Our hoard is little, but our hearts are great; I became weary; 
The fruit tastes sour; The stick was made smooth; The man 
was found dead. 

The predicative adjective may be used to complete the 
meaning of the transitive verb and limit or describe the di
rect object: The teacher made us uneasy; We found the child 
asleep; The news drove the man insane. 

Adjectives having distributive or quantitative meaning 
are not ordinarily used predicatively: Each man (not man is 
each); some people (not people are some); every citizen (not 
citizen is every). 

Order of Adjectives 

1. When two or more adjectives precede or immediately fol
low a noun, the definitive adjectives usually precede the de
scriptive ones. The articles (the, a), the demonstratives 
(this, that), the possessives (my, your, his, our, their, etc.), 
and the numerals are placed before other adjectives in a 
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series, the articles usually preceding all other definitives: the 
first hard rain, the first big word, a great big apple, my good old 
friend, three little p'igs, the first intelligent remark. In a few 
stock phrases, however, the article follows another adjective: 
half a day, such a problem, not a man, many a time. 

2. When adjectives are of the same rank, the longest ones 
usually come closest to the noun: a fine progressive citizen, a 
big blond actress, an old dilapidated building. 

3. When a cardinal and an ordinal come together, the ordinal 
is usually p!aced first: the first ten, the last three, etc. There 
is, however, some authority for placing the cardinal first; 
e.g., the ten first, the three last. 

4. Adjectives derived from nouns or nouns functioning as 
adjectives usually come next to the nouns they limit; a cold 
November rain, an intelligent Civil War veteran, a southern 
Texas farmer, fat beef cows, an old race horse. 

6. Compound nouns in the adjective function, especially the 
long hyphenated ones, come next to the words they limit: a 
hot blackberry pie, a never-to-be-forgotten scene, a small matter
of-f act individual. 

6. When the adjectives are of the same rank and length, the 
one closest to the noun in meaning is placed next to the noun: 
a big fat man, a large black bear, a tall, lean, lank soldier. 

In a few stereotyped phrases, the order of the adjective is 
fixed by rhythm and usage: each and every one of you, black 
and white prints, the great and small ones, a day or so, more or 
less interest, bruised black and blue, etc. 

Misplaced Adjectives 

Above all, adjectives must be so placed that the meaning 
is clear and accurate. One should not say I had a hot bowl of 
soup, when he wishes to convey the idea that the soup, and 
not bowl, was hot. The adjective modifiers, whether words, 
phrases, or clauses, should, as a rule, come as ckee as possible 
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to the nouns they limit: We bought the fruit which we had for 
breakfast from a street vender (not We bought the fruit from a 
street vender which we had for breakfast). Only the men smoked 
(not The men only smoked, unless only is to be construed as 
an adverb limiting smoked). 

Inflection of Adjectives 

In Old English, as in Modern German, adjectives had in
flectional modification to indicate number, ~ender, case, and 
degree of comparison. In addition, there was a distinction 
of weak and strong declensions, based upon the use of the 
adjective with another defining word or without it. In Mid
dle English, most of these declensional distinctions were lost, 
the general tendency of the language being to drop all suffixeB. 
Except for this and the1se and that and those, which still show 
number d:stinction, and which are really pronominal in their 
quality, adjectives in Modern English do not change their 
forms to show changes in number, case, or gender; and only 
a few adjectives of the pronominal class possess meanings 
which indicate number. One, every, each, and a few others 
modify singular nouns; while several, few, many, innumerable, 
etc. modify only plural substantives. No English adjective 
is now capable of indicating gender or case. The only in
flection of adjectives common to both Old and Modern Eng
lish is comparison. 

Comparison of Adjectives 

Most descriptive adjectives and a few definitive adjectives 
(few, much, little, many) have degrees of comparison. In 
comparing objects with each other, the forms of adjectives 
are changed or modified to show degree of quality, quantity, 
or relation. There are three degrees of comparison: 1. The 
positive, 2. the comparative, and 3. the supedative. 

1. The positive degree is the simplest form of the adjective 
and denotes a simple quality, quantity, or relation. It has 
no special ending: strong, old, mighty, liberal. It describes 
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without expressirlg or suggesting any comparison: I am 
strong; He is old; The sword is mighty; American institutions 
are liberal. 

2. The comparative degree d.enotes an increase or diminution 
0f the quality, the quantity, or the relation expressed in the 
positive form: I am stronger than you; He is older than I; The 
pen is mightier than the sword; American institutions are more 
liberal than Chinese. The comparative degree is used when 
two things are compared, or when one object is compared 
with one group or one class of objects. A true comparative 
is always followed by than, expressed or understood: I am 
older than you; Your book is better than mine; Some remedies 
are worse than the disease. 

3. The superlative degree is appiied to persons, objects, or 
groups possessing a quality or quantity in the highest or the 
lowest degree: I am the strongest person in my class; He is the 
oldest of the children; The mightiest men sometimes fall; He is 
the most liberal citizen in this community; I am least of the 
Apostles. The superlative degree is used when one thing is 
compared with all other things of the same class: This is the 
best book (of all the books) I have read this winter. It is usu
ally employed when three or more objects are compared. 

A number of adjectives having superlative forms are now 
used to convey emphatic or intensive meaning: Dearest 
Mother; our kindest regards; a most lovely lady. 

Methods of Comparison 

To denote degrees of superiority adjectives are regu 1arly 
compared by adding -er and -est, or by the use of the adverbs 
more or most as modifiers of the positives of adjectives capa
ble of showing differences of degree. To denote inferiority 1 

the method of comparison is limited to the periphrastic, or 
phrasal, pattern, less and least being used as modifiers of the 
positive forms. If an adjective is not compared by one of 
these methods, it is said to be irregularly compared. 
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I. Regular Comparisons. The pattern of comparison to 
indicate degrees of superiority is determined in the follow
mg ways: 

1. Adjectives of one syllable are regularly compared by add
ing to the positive form -er for the comparative, and -est for 
the superlative: great, greater, greatest. The only exceptions 
to this rule are a few monosyllables which are difficult to 
pronounce with the -er and -est suffixes: just, like, off, real, 
wrong, wan. One must say I am morn like (not liker) my 
father than he is. 

2. Adjectives of more than two syllables are regularly com
pared by the employment of the function words more and 
most: comfortable, more comfortable, most comfortable; precious, 
more pr.ecious, most precious. One must say I am more com
fortable than I was (not comfortabler than I was). 

3. Stome adjectives of one and two syllables have both pat
terns of comparison, usually the more and most pattern being 
employed to show special emphasis: calm, calmer, calmest; or 
calm, more calm, most calm; kind, kinder, kindest (or kind, 
more kind, most kind); narrow, narrower, narrowest (or narrow, 
more narrow, most narrow). Adjectives used in the apposi
tive position are generally compared with more and most: I 
never knew a man more calm or more kind than you. 

4. For phonetic reasons many adjectives ending in -al, -ar, 
-ard, -ed, -en, -erse, -Jul, -ic, -il, -is, -ive, -ose, -ous, -om, -que, 
-st, -ure, etc. are compared by the employment of more or 
most rather than by the addition of the suffixes -er and -est. 
We seldom attempt to put -er or -est on any of the following: 
equal, frugal, vulgar, awkward, constant, diseased, talented, sud
den, brazen, terse, useful, comic, stoic, dramatic, poetic, fertile, 
hostile, bovine, canine, roguish, English, boyish, active, verbose, 
porous, buxom, just, honest, antique, secure. 

5. Compound adjectives are sometimes compared by inflect-
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ing the first element of the compound: well-known, better
known, best-known; worldly-minded, worldlier-minded ( or more 
worldly-minded), most worldly-minded. Sometimes the sec
ond element of a compound word receives the -er and the 
-est: lonesome, Mood-thirsty, worldly-wise, which may have 
the -er and -est pattern also, or perhaps a mixture of the two, 
as with worldly-minded, where the comparative may have 
the -er, and the superlative most. Adjectives which are 
limited to the predicative and appositive positions are al
ways compared with the function words more and most; e.g., 
afraid, alone, aware, alive, and others like these: I am more 
afraid than I was; The strongest man on earth is he who stands 
most alone (Ibsen). 

6. Some adjectives have mixed patterns, the comparative 
being formed on one pattern, and the superlative on the other: 
Many adjectives which are not regularly compared with -er 
or -est have superlative forms in -est and the comparative 
with more. Often the -est superlative is preferred when 
the adjective has pronominal function, or when it is preceded 
by the definite article (the): He is the handsomest of the boys; 
You are the cruelest woman alive; She is the cheerfullest per
son I know; That is the cleverest of all your tricks. 

II. Comparison to Denote Inferiority. The suffixes -er and 
-est and the function words more and most are limited to de
noting degrees of superiority. When adjectives are com
pared to show diminution of quality or quantity, the adverbs 
less and least must be used: famous, less famous, least famous; 
slow, less slow, least slow; useful, less useful, least useful; kind, 
less kind, least kind; etc. 

The comparative degree with less is not very common. 
The adverb clause of degree following a negative is the morn 
usual method of expressing this type of degree of comparison. 
Usage seems to prefer I am not so tall as you to I am less tall 
than you. You are not so old as I thought you were is more 
usual than You are less old than I thought. 
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III. Irregular and Defective Comparisons. Adjectives hav
ing irregular comparison have lost some of their forms, which 
have been replaced by others of similar meaning, such as 
good, better, best; bad (evil), worse, worst. The old Teutonic 
positive for better and best was bat-, 'good,' and for worse and 
worst was wers-, 'evil'; and when these positive forms dropped 
out of the language, words of similar meaning were substi
tuted. 

Some adjectives having defective comparison have lost 
one and in some instances two of the degree forms. Under, 
over, and other are comparatives which have no superlative 
iorms. After, aftermost and nether, nethermost have no posi
tives. The comparatives under, over, after, and nether now 
denote relational rather than comparative meaning. Ob
serve that than, expressed or understood, always follows the 
true comparative. Former, eld6r, latter, utter, and outer are 
comparative forms now used to express relational meaning 
and not degrees of comparison, and therefore are not followed 
by than. 

The most irregular feature of the irregular and defective 
comparison of adjectives is the addition of the suffixes -er and 
-est or the employment of the function words more and most 
to forms that are already comparative. Lesser and nearer 
are sometimes called double comparatives; they are formed 
by adding -er to the older comparatives less and near. Less 
is now more common than lesser in denoting comparison; 
lesser is used in only a few expressions, such as the lesser of 
iwo evils, the lesser third, etc. Lesser is never followed by 
than. The suffix -est is now added to the earlier comparative 
form near, to make the superlative nearest. In earlier Eng
lish worse also had a double comparative form, worser. 
Shakespeare made frequent use of worser as an emphatic
comparative: Let not my worser spirit tempt me. It is also 
employed by some nineteenth-century poets. In Richard 
Hovey's The Marriage of Guenevere, we find the following: 
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There are worser ills to face 
Than foemen in the fray.-Act IV, Sc. 3. 

More and most shift to the suffix position in a number of 
words: hindmost, inmost, outmost, utmost. Most is sometimes 
added to comparative forms to make new superlatives: fur~ 
thermost, hindermost, innermost, 9 nethermost, outermost, upper
most, etc. 

A few superlatives of the irregular group are irregular be
cause of the loss of internal letters or syllables or because of 
modified spelling. The dropping out of -te- in latest gives 
last. Next is a superlative derived from the Old English 
nehst (niehst, nyhst), superlative forms of neah or neh, 'nigh.' 
Next is only the modern spelling for nehst, which had the 
comparative form near (a contraction of 0.E. neahra, nigher, 
:tear). 

Topmost has defective and irregular comparison. It has 
tlo comparative, and its formation is irregular. Topmost is 
a superlative b1:1,sed on an adjective denoting the highest de
gree in its simplest form. It is sometimes called a double 
superlative; and, strictly speaking, its form suggests a triple 
superlative, for most has two superlative markings, the -m 
and the -ost.10 

Absolute Superlatives. A few adjectives, because of the 
character of their meaning, cannot logically admit of compar·· 
ison. These are called absolute superlatives. Such words 
as perfect, honest, everlasting, vertical, daily, endless, chief, 
round, right, erect, dead, eternal, correct, perpetual, principal, 
mortal, universal, matchless, infinite, holy, divine, unique, sin
cere, single, square, and empty represent absolute quality in 
their simplest forms; and, when compared, the comparative 

9 For illustrations of other words having double comparison, see Irregular 
Comparison of Adverbs, pp. 171-173. 

10 The -mis an old superlative suffix found in certain ancestral forms; for ex
ample, Lat. oplimus, '[l'l'imus, summus. The -ost (for an older -est) is the Old 
English superlative suffix. This double superlative is found in Old English 
-emesta, -mesta, which became Modern English -most and later most. 
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and superlative forms are based on modified meanings of 
these words, sometimes on meanings well established by 
usage. When we say that a person or a thing is more correct 
or more perfect than some other person or thing, we imply 
that the positive form is lacking in this absolute quality 
which the words correct and perfect are capable of conveying. 
One cannot be more correct (or less correct) or more perfect (or 
less perfect) than another person unless he can be compared 
with one who is not quite correct or less than perfect. Most 
of the adjectives classed as absolute superlatives are not con
fined to the single absolute meaning, but often mean 'ap
proaching the quality' named; for example, perfect can mean 
'approaching perfection'; unique can mean 'unusual.' Most 
perfect, less (or least) perfect, most exact, most unique, most 
holy, etc. are employed by good writers and cultivated speak
ers to emphasize the quality indicated. Observe the effec
tive use of the absolute superlatives in the following: 

1. Pearl-glint, shell-tint, ancientest, perfectest hues.-Sid
ney Lanier 

2. That divinest hope which none can know of 
Who have not laid their dearest in the grave.-Marian 

Dix Sullivan 
3. Imitation is the sincerest of flattery.-C. C. Colton 

In Renaissance English, the double comparatives and 
double superlatives are not uncommon. The function words 
more and most were employed with words that were compara
tive or superlative to intensify the degree of quality indi
cated. Such expressions as more richer, more fuller, more 
unkinder, most unkindest, etc. may be found in Shakespeare, 
in the Bible, and in other Elizabethan texts: 

1. This was the most unkindest cut of all.-Shakespeare. 
2. After the most straitest sect of our religion I lived a Phari

see.-Bible. 
3. I am more better than Prospero.-Shakespeare. 
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These expressions are not now found in approved standard 
English. The examples are cited here chiefly to show that 
they were once in good standing. 

Adjectives Having Irregular or Defective Comparison 

(Forms in brackets are archaic or obsolete.) 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

1. [aft] after aftermost 
2. bad, ill, evil worsen worst 
3. fore former foremost, first 
1. fore [forth] further furthest, furthermost 

[forthmost_l 
5. good better best 
6. hind hinder hindermost, hindmost 
7. Ill inner innermost, inmost 
8. late later, latter latest, last 
9. little less, 11 lesser 12 least 

10. much, many more most 
11. [neath] nether nethermost 
12. near, nigh nearer, nigher nearest, next, nighest 
13. north, northern more northern northmost, northern-

most 
14. out outer, utter utmost, uttermost, 

[uttermore] outmost, outermost 
15. old older, elder oldest, eldest 
16. other 
17. over 
18. top topmost 
1.9. under 
20. up upper uppermost [upmost] 

IV. Adjectives not Compared. Adjectives which do not 
admit of comparison are those which cannot indicate degrees 
of quality or quantity. Except for a few words, such as 

11 Observe that less and worse are the only comparatives in the above list not 
ending in -r or an r sound. 

12 Less is now used to refer to quantity; and lesser, to size. 
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much, little, many, few, etc., definitive adjectives are not com
pared. The articles (the, a, an), the demonstratives (this, 
that, these, those), and most numerals and quantitative adjec
tives (two, three, each, several, every, daily, such, any, some, 
none, etc.) have no degrees of comparison. 

A number of Latin comparatives have come into the Ian·· 
guage and are employed to show relational meaning rather 
than degrees of quality or quantity. Such words are ante
rior, exterior, excelsior, inferior, interior, prior, posterior, 
superior, ulterior, major, minor, junior, senior, etc. These 
forms are never followed by than, as are English compara
tives; hence, in their English use, they are not true compara
tives. We must say This is superior to (or inferior to) that; 
but not This is superior than (nor inferior than) that. 

Also a number of Latin superlatives have come into English 
with only a little modification of their forms. These usually 
convey superlative meanings, and are therefore rarely com
pared. Such words as supreme (Lat. supremus), extreme 
(Lat. extremus), and prime (Lat. primus) are from Latin 
superlatives, though they are not regarded as superlative 
forms in English. Their positive forms, if we may call these 
positive forms, are capable of conveying the highest degree 
of quality: extreme remedies, extreme diseases, prime minis
ter, prime virtues, supreme hour, supreme love, etc. Occa
sionally these words do admit of the degree modification; 
e.g., extremest (most extreme), supremest (most supreme); but 
these superlative forms add little, if any, degree meaning to 
their basic forms, extreme and supreme; and they should be 
•used with caution. See Absolute Superlatives above, p. 89. 
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Verbs 

A verb is that part of speech which expresses action (run, 
walk, steal, kill, jump), being (am, become), or state of being 
(suffer, rejoice). 

A popular definition of verbs states that the verb asserts, 
or predicates. This is true only in the case of the "finite" 
phases of the verb; there being a class of verb forms, the 
"nonfinites," which lack the power of asserting. 

A :finite (Lat. finitus, limited) verb is one which asserts, or 
predicates. It is "limited" by person and number. In The 
dog runs, the verb runs is in the third person, singular num
ber. Some verbs have more inflectional modifications (limi
tations) than others, chiefly because they have retained more 
of the earlier inflectional markings. The verb be has fuller 
inflections than other verbs and can indicate both person and 
number in the present tense (I am, we are; he is, they are). 

A nonfinite, or infinite, verb is one which lacks the power 
to assert (i.e., predicate). It is not limited by person or 
number. The dog running (or The dogs running) makes no 
assertion; nor is the expression a sentence, having no predi
cate. There are three nonfinite verbs: (1) the participle, a 
verbal adjective; i.e., a word derived from a verb and modi
£ ying a noun: An angel writing in a book of gold ( or A book 
written by an angel); (2) the infinitive, a verbal noun, often 
preceded by to: To err is human; (3) the gerund, a verbal 
noun; i.e., a word derived from a verb and having substan-

93 
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tive use (often called the infinitive in -ing): He wins his 
honors by deserving them.1 

CLASSES OF VERBS 

Verbs may be classified according to their meaning as 
transitive and intransitive; and according to their form as 
regular and irregular, or as strong and weak. 

In a transitive verb (Lat. transiti?YUs from trans, across; 
and ire, to go), the action is conceived as "going across" or 
"passing over" from a subject or doer to an object or receiver; 
as, He lifted the hammer. Therefore, every transitive verb 
requires a receiver for the action which it expresses. In the 
active voice the subject is the actor, and the direct object is 
the receiver of the action of the verb. In the passive voice, 
the subject receives the action, as in The hammer was lifted 
by him. (See Voice of Verbs, pp. 107-108.) Such verbs as 
own, possess, and have, which show little action, require objects 
and hence are transitive; as, I have (own, possess) a farm. 

An intransitive verb either shows no action at all (He is a 
good man; She appears amiable); or represents action as 
limited to the subject or agent; as, She walks briskly; The 
scheme works well. 

A verb which is usually or naturally transitive may be 
converted into an intransitive one by withholding the name 
of the object, as in He paints prairie landscapes and He paints 
well. The representation of a verbal idea essentially transi
tive as customary or habitual, the object being unmentioned 
(He smokes; Does he smoke?) is sometimes described as 
absolute. A verb having absolute meaning will be listed in 
the dictionary as transitive and intransitive, its transitive 
meaning usually being given first, since its primary, or basic, 
meaning is the transitive one. 

A verb which presents an idea that is normally intransitive 

1 For the forms and uses of the nonfinites, see Tenses of N onfinite Verbs in 
this chapter; and for an analysis of the uses and meanings of participles, gerunds, 
and infinitives. see Lessons VIII, IX, and X, Part Two. 
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may take what is called a cognate object. The cognate ob
ject is in a sense identical with or akin to the verb which it 
follows. It is usually "cognate" (Lat. co-, with, gnatus, 
natus, born) in etymology with the verb. Examples are li'Ve 
a life; do a deed; sing a song; sleep his last sleep; fight a 
good fight; dream a dream; run a race; etc. 

Many verbs are always intransitive and cannot in standard 
English take even the cognate object; e.g., appear, be (am, is, 
are, was, were), belong, come, exist, go (went), occur1 remain, 
seem, swoon, etc. 

A transitive verb which expresses causation may be called 
a causative verb; as, to fell the tree (make the tree fall). Many 
causative verbs were derived from older intransitive verbs, 
often "rith a change of vowel, as in the case of fell from fall. 

In this way, SP,t (to cause to sit) was derived from the pre
English (Germanic) sat (pronounced sat, siiht), the past tense 
of S'itan (the -an is the ending of the infinitive), by the addi
tion of the causative suffix -jan, or -ian. The vowel a in the 
new verb satjan 2 (pronounced siit-yiin) became modified to 
short e by the principle of mutation, or umlaut (see Mutation, 
pp. 34-35), and the y doubled the t and later was dropped. 
The verb then was settan, the Old English form of set, to place. 
By a similar process we have raise (cause to rise); lay (cause 
to lie); drench (cause to drink); bend (cause to bind). 

Causative verbs were also formed on noun and adjective 
bases: meet (to cause a moot, a gathering); deem (to form a 
doom, a judgment); trim (to make trum, strong); fill (to 
make full); (de)file (to make foul); feed (to cause to have 
food). 

The causative verbs here listed are of very early origin, 
most of them appearing in Old English. But Modern Eng
lish has the same power of making an intransitive verb causa
tive (and hence transitive), though without suffix or change 
of vowel; as, to run the machine (i.e., make it run). Simi-

2 The forms sat and satjan are actually found in Gothic, the Germanic tongue 
of which we have the earliest record. 
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larly, in water the horse and air the room, causative verbs are 
made from nouns without change of form. Since the fif
teenth century, English has had the power of making a 
causative verb out of an adjective or a noun by adding the 
suffix -en (without change of vowel): shorten, soften, darken, 
heighten, strengthen, hearten, etc. Also, the French prefix -en 
is employed in the formation of causative verbs: endear, 
enfeeble, enlarge. 

An auxiliary verb is a verb form which assists in the forma
tion of voice, tense, mood, etc. of other verbs. Shall and 
will are used with infinitive forms to make up the future 
tenses: shall see, will see. Do and did are used with infini
tives without to to form the emphatic present and past tenses 
and the imperative of other verbs: do go, does go, did go. Do 
and did are also used with the infinitive when there is no spe
cial emphasis implied to introduce interrogations: Did he 
leave? Do you enjoy playing chess? Have and had are used 
with the past participle to form the perfect tenses: I have 
seen; I had seen; I have been; I had been. The verb be (am, 
are, is, was, were) has more auxiliary uses than most verbs, 
three of which are well established and in common use: (1) 
It is employed as an auxiliary with the past participle of a 
transitive verb to form the passive voice: Be seen; I am seen; 
They were seen. (2) The present and past tense forms of 
be are sometimes employed with a few verbs like go, come, 
and rise instead of have and had to form the perfect tenses; 
as, The book is gone; The sun was risen before we left. (3) 
When follow8d by the present participle, the various finite 
forms of be are used to indicate definite time (i.e., to form 
the progressive tenses): I am running; She is calling for 
help; We are talking about you. 

The modal auxiliaries (may, can, might, could, would, 
should, ought, must) are used to form the verb phrases indi
cating different attitudes or aspects of mood, such as ability, 
possibility, obligation, necessity, etc.: I may go; I must go. 
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A copulative verb, often called a linking verb, is a verb 
which is incapable of predication without the help of a noun 
or an adjective or some word or group of words u~ed as a 
noun or as an adjective. The chief function of a copula is to 
announce the subject of a sentence and introduce and join it 
to some adjective or noun or the equivalent of one or the 
other of these, which will describe, define, or identify that 
which the subject names. Any intransitive verb which is 
incapable of asserting without a complement must be con
strued as a copulative (or linking) verb. The verb be (in
cluding all of its person, number, and tense forms) is the old
est and the most commonly used of the copulative verbs: be, 
am, is, are, was, were, have been, etc. Other verbs in general 
use which may be employed as linking verbs are appear, come, 
become, feel, grow, look, keep, rest, remain, seem, and taste. 
Many verbs having copulative use may also be full verbs. 
Be (am, is, are, etc.) is a full verb when it means exist, as in 
The ba"by is on the bed. In Whatever is, is right, the first is is 
a full verb; the second one is a copulative verb. Compare 
also He appears intelligent with He appeared too early. 

A verb is said to be impersonal when it is used either with
out a subject or with a very indefinite one. Methinks (it 
seems to me), now archaic or poetic, is a good example of a 
verb without an expressed subject. The impersonal verbs 
are not inflected for person or number. They are always 
third persou and always singular. In Modern English, im
personal verbs have the indefinite pronoun it preceding them 
and serving as the grammatical subject, as in It is freezing; 
It is snowing; It rained yesterday. Observe that the it-subject 
in these sentences has no meaning; its sole function is to an
nounce the impersonal verb which follows it. In an inflected 
language, such as Latin, the verb would have no expressed 
subject; e.g., Lat. pluit (it rains). 

A reflexive verb is one whose object denotes the same per
son or thing as its subject. In the following sentences, ab
sent, wash, and dress have reflexive meanings: 
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(1) If one absent himself without excuse, he will be fined. 
(2) You must wash yourself before you come to the table. 
(3) The child is now large enough to dress himself. 

Sometimes the object of a reflexive verb is not expressed, 
but is implied in the verb itself. A man may say I am shav
ing myself, or I am shaving, without altering the basic mean
ing of the verb. When the object complement is expressed, 
the reflexive verb is transitive; when it is not expressed, the 
verb is construed as intransitive, as in Behave yourself while I 
am away (where behave is transitive) and in Behave for my 
sake (where behave is intransitive). 

Verbs are said to be reciprocal when they denote mutual 
action or relation. If a reciprocal verb is transitive, it will 
have one of the reciprocal pronouns for its object; as, They 
fought one another; We love each other. Sometimes an in
transitive verb is capable of indicating reciprocity, as in We 
quarreled,· When shall we three meet again'! 

FORMS OF THE VERB 

English verbs are classified according to the method used 
in forming the past tense and the past (or perfect) participle. 
In most of our modern grammar texts, particularly those 
used in our elementary and secondary schools which deal 
only with the verb forms found in Modern English, all verbs 
are classified as either regular or irregular. In advanced 
grammars dealing with the origin and development of Eng
lish words, verbs are classified, as they were in Old English 
and in the parent language (Germanic), as strong and weak. 
The two classifications are not always based on the same pat
terns of inflection, the chief likeness being that the strong 
and irregular verbs are in the main older forms than the weak 
and regular ones. On examining the weak and strong verbs 
treated in the following pages, the student will discover that 
some weak verbs are not "regular," and that some strong 
verbs are not entirely "irregular," in the way in which they 
form their past tense and past participle. 
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A regular verb, as the term is now somewhat generally 
applied to the classification of Modern English verbs, is one 
which forms its past indicative and past participle by adding 
the suffix -ed, -d, or -t to the present infinitive (or the present 
indicative) form; as, work, worked, worked; hate, hated, hated; 
burn, burnt, burnt. 

An irregular verb is one that does not form its past indica
tive and past participle by adding -ed, -d, or -t to the stem
word; as, ride, rode, ridden; awake, awoke, awaked; bleed, bled, 
hled; tell, told, told; set, set, set. 

It will be seen that all Modern English verbs may be clas
sified as either regular or irregular. The terms defined 
below (strong, weak, defective, and anomalous) are useful in 
indicating types of verbs found in the Germanic from which 
many of our modern verbs are derived. The historical clas
,c;;ification is useful in our study of the growth of English and 
in our appreciation and understanding of the language used 
by the great masters of English. 

A strong verb is one which historically formed its past 
tense and past participle by vowel gradation ("ablaut") or 
by reduplication. The strong verbs represent the oldest 
verbs in the language, most of them being older than the 
English language itself. Many of the verbs which we now 
dassify as "irregular" are little more than fossilized survivals 
of old Germanic "regular" strong verbs. 

The most "regular" and most commonly used of the strong 
patterns surviving in the language may be recognized by the 
following characteristics: (1) the change of root vowel for the 
past tense; and (2) the addition of -en, -n, or -ne for the past 
participle, with or without change or modification of stem 
vowel; as, rise, rose, risen; choose, chose, chosen; draw, drew, 
drawn; bear, bore, borne. 

Formerly all strong verbs forrued their past participle by 
adding -en, -n, or -ne (and thus differed from the weak verbs, 
which added the -d, -t suffix); but many of our strong verbs 
of Old English origin have lost this inflectional marking: 
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sing, sang, sung; begin, began, begun. Some of the verbs 
which dropped the suffix now have only two distinct forms 
for the principal parts, the past participle often being like 
the past tense or like the present infinitive; as, sit, sat, sat; 
get, got, got; run, ran, run; come, came, come. 

A weak verb is one which historically formed its past in
dicative and past participle by adding to the stem a suffix 
containing -d or -t. In Modern English the -d or -t suffix must 
be relied upon to identify the weak verbs, especially if one 
has no knowledge of the earlier forms, though some old weak 
verbs whose stem ended ind or t have lost their dental suffix 
and now resemble some verbs of strong origin (e.g., read, read, 
1·ead; feed, fed, fed; meet, met, met. 

All verbs which take the -t, -d, or -ed suffix may be classified 
as weak even though they, like the strong verbs, ~hange the 
vowel for the past tense, the reasons for the vowel changes 
being different. The verb fight, fought, fought is a strong 
verb; it has the -t in its stem-form, and shows a change in 
tense by a change in vowel; the -t is not added to show change 
in tense. But the verbs buy, bought, bought; teach, taught, 
taught; sell, sold, sold; bring, brought, brought; and others like 
these which add the-tor-dare weak verbs, even though they 
show vowel change also. The difference in the vowel in buy, 
bought is due to umlaut; in fight, fought, it is due to ablaut. 3 

It is worth noting that most, if not all, the weak verbs which 
, show vowel change are of Old English origin. There were 
once many more of these, but, because they were very "irregu
lar" weak verbs even in Old English, only those that were in 
general use survived the Middle English leveling with their 
irregular features. 

When the weak verbs first entered the Germanic language, 
they were considered the "irregular" forms (or new forms), 
because they differed in their inflectional pattern from the 
strong, or old pattern. Therefore, we have the names strong 

3 For other illustrations of umlaut, see pp. 34---35; and for a full and scholarly 
treatment of ablaut, see Wright's Old English Grammar, pp. 105--111. 
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and weak; the strong verbs were the important and estab
lished ones, and were strong enough to retain their old inflec
tional patterns; that is, they resisted falling into the weak 
and simplified pattern. 

Defective verbs are those that are deficient in some of 
their principal parts. They cannot be conjugated as full 
verbs can. As a rule, they have no infinitive and no parti
ciple, and are incapable of inflectional change. These in
clude the preterit-present verbs shall, will, can, may, must, 
and ought, and a number of other verbs having only one or 
two forms, such as quoth, beware, prithee, wit (wot), y-clept 
(y-cleped), worth, methinks (methought), and hight, most of 
which are now archaic, or else used only in poetry or solemn 
style. 

The anomalous verbs are full verbs whose principal parts 
are so irregular that they do not easily lend themselves to 
classification. Be and go can be called anomalous verbs, be
cause their past tense forms was (were) and went are not formed 
from the infinitives be and go. Did, the paBt of d-0, is not 
formed on any recognizable pattern of either the strong or 
the weak verbs, and hence do, did, done may also be placed in 
the anomalous group. Observe that be, go, and do have 
"regular" strong participle forms. 

A few verbs have mixed inflection, some of the forms fol
lowing the wea,k pattern of conjugation, and others, one of 
the strong (ablaut) patterns. Awake, awoke, awaked has its 
past form (awoke) in the strong conjugation, and the past 
particip1e (awaked) in the weak conjugation. Such a verb 
can, of co11rse, be classified as irregular, if we dispense with 
the strong and weak classifications. 

Those verbs which make no change in form or pronuncia
tion to denote changes in tense, such as put, put, put; set, set, 
set; cost, cost, cost; burst, burst, burst; etc., have leveled (or 
simplified) inflection. There are many verbs of this type 
(count them in any representative list of irregular verbs), 
and the number is increasing from time to time. 
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A List of Irregular Verbs4 

The following list includes, in the main, verbs of Old English 
ongm. Most of them are from strong verbs, though the list 
includes verbs like deal, dealt, dealt; hear, heard, heard; read, 
read, read, which are derived from Old or Middle English 
weak verbs which had in early English or have since devel
oped irregular forms. 

The principal parts of the verbs given are (1) the simple 
infinitive, (2) the past indicative, (3) the past participle. 
All forms that are rare or obsolete or colloquial are enclosed 
in parenthetical marks. Variant regular (weak) forms are 
italicized. 

Present Past Past Participle 

abide abode abode 
arise arose arisen 
awake awoke awaked 
be was, were been 
bear bore born, borne 
befall befell befallen 
beget begot (begat) begotten, begot 
begin began begun 
behold beheld beheld (beholden) 
bend bent bent 
bid bade, bid bidden, bid 
bind bound bound 
bite bit bitten 
bleed bled bled 
blow blew blown 
break broke (brake) broken 
breed bred bred 
bring brought brought 
burst burst burst 
buy bought bought 
cast cast cast 
catch caught caught 

4 This list of irregular verbs is by no means complete. The student should 
consult. his dictionary for the principal.Darts of irregular verbs not given here. 
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Present Past Past Participle 
choose chose chosen 
cleave cleft (clove)5 cloven, cleft 
cling clung clung 
come came come 
cost cost cost 
creep crept crept 
crow crew, crowed6 crowed (crown) 
cut cut cut 
dare durst, dared dared 
det>,l dealt dealt 
dig dug, diggcd dug, digged 
do did done 
draw drew drawn 
drink drank drunk 
drive drove driven 
eat ate eaten 
fall fell fallen 
feed fed fed 
feel felt felt 
fight fought fought 
find found found 
flee fled fled 
fling flung flung 
fly flew fl.own 
forbear forbore forborne 
forbid forbad, forbade forbidden 
forget forgot forgotten, forgot 
forgive forgave forgiven 
forsake forsook forsaken 
freeze froze frozen 
get got got (gotten) 
give gave given 
go went gone 
grind ground ground 
grow grew grown 

1 Consult your dictionary for the differences in meaning and use of the regular 
and irregular forms of cleave and crow. 
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Present Past Past Participle 
hang hung, hanged6 hung, hanged 
have had had 
hear heard heard 
hew hewed hewn, hewed 
hide hid hidden, hid 
hit hit hit 
hold held held 
keep kept kept 
kneel knelt knelt 
know knew known 
lead led led 
leave left left 
lend lent lent 
lie lay lain 
light lit, ligfited6 lit, lighted 
lose lost lost 
make made made 
mean meant meant 
mow mowed mown, mowed 
put put put 
read read read 
ride rode ridden 
ring rang rung 
rise rose risen 
say said said 
see saw seen 
seek sought sought 
sell sold sold 
send sent sent 
set set set 
shake shook shaken 
shear sheared (shore) shorn, sheared 
shine shone, shined shone, shined 
shoot shot shot 
shrink shrank, shrunk shrunk, shrunirnn 

6 Consult your dictionary for differences in meaning and use of the regular and 
irregular forms of this verb. 
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Present Past Past Participle 
shrive shrove, shrived shriven, shrived 
sing sang sung 
sink sank sunk (sunken) 
sit sat sat 
slay slew slain 
sleep slept slept 
sling slung (slang) slung 
slink slunk slunk 
smite smote smitten 
speak spoke spoken 
spend spent spent 
spin spun (span) spun 
spit spit, spat spit, spat 
spread spread spread 
spring sprang, sprung sprung 
stand stood stood 
steal stole stolen 
stick stuck stuck 
sting stung (stang) stung 
stink stunk, stank stunk 
stride strode (strid) stridden 
strike struck struck, stricken 

(strucken) 
string strung strung 
strive strove, strived striven, strived 
swear swore sworn 
sweep swept swept 
swim swam (swum) swum 
swing swung (swang) swung 
take took taken 
teach taught taught 
tear tore torn 
think thought thought 
thrive throve, thrived thriven, thrived 
thrust thrust thrust 
wake woke, waked waked (woken) 
wear wore worn 
weave wove, weaved woven, weaved 
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Present Past Past Participle 
weep wept wept 
wm won won 
wind wound wound 
wring wrung wrung 
write wrote written 

INFLECTION OF VERBS 

In highly inflected languages, such as Latin, Greek, Ger .. 
man, and Old English, verbs had much fuller inflectional 
markings than English verbs have today. Since the Old 
English period, verbs, like nouns, pronouns, adjectives, and 
adverbs, have lost most of their terminal suffixes and other 
markings, such as vowel changes, which were once essential 
to indicate changes in tense, person, number, voice, and 
mode. The verb be is now the only verb in English which is 
capable of indicating number in the past indicative (wa.,> 
were); and it is the only verb that has full inflection to indi
cate the three persons of the present tense, indicative mode 
(I am, you are, he is). 

With the dropping of the inflectional markings, English 
acquired a number of substitutions which users of the lan
guage could employ to indicate differences in person, number, 
tense, mode, and voice. The auxiliary verbs be, have, do, shall, 
will, may, can, and should, when used with infinitives and 
participles, can denote with surprising accuracy what in the 
older languages had to be expressed by inflection. Strictly 
speaking, these periphrastic (phrasal) forms cannot be re
garded as inflectional changes; but they are excellent substi
tutes for the stem and terminal markings of the inflected 
languages. Since verbs cannot be fully conjugated without 
the assistance of these auxiliaries, they must be considered 
in our study of the inflectional modifications of verbs. Any 
full verb in Modern English may show by inflection (i.e., 
change of form) or by substitution (periphrasis) modifications 
of voice, mode, tense, person, and number. 
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Voice 

Voice is that modification of a transitive verb which indi
cates whether the subject is acting or being acted upon. 
When the subject of the verb represents the actor (or agent), 
the voice is said to be active: John killed the bird. When 
the subject receives or denotes the object to which the action 
is directed, the verb is said to be in the passive voice: The 
bird was killed by John. 

Greek and Latin show relatively complete systems of in
flection for active and passive meanings. English, however, 
shows no passive forms by inflection, passive meaning always 
requiring to be expressed by verbal phrases: He had been 
cheated; They were left; I shall have been forgotten. 

In the sentence Apollo strikes the lyre, the transitive verb 
strikes is in the active voice, since the subject, Apollo, is rep
resented as acting. In The lyre is struck by Apollo, the predi
cate verb (is struck) is in the passive voice, since the subject, 
lyre, is represented as being acted upon. It should be ob
served that is struck is not an intransitive verb, but a transi
tive verb in the passive voice. That which in the former 
sentence was the direct object has now become the subject,7 
but the action still passes over from a doer or agent to a re
ceiver. 

Intransitive verbs have no voice.8 In My son lives in Chi-· 

7 Not always is it the former direct object which becomes the subject when 
the verb is changed from the active to the passive voice. The new subject may 
have been the indirect object: I denied him the privilege; He was denied the privi
lege. In the second sentence, privilege is called the "retained" object. Some 
grammarians have objected to this construction, considering it of questionable 
propriety; but it has been used by a great number of classic English writers, and 
is still freely employed by recognized masters of the tongue. 

8 A verb normally intransitive may, however, take on a transitive form and 
meaning when reenforced by a preposition: They laughed; They laughed at 
( =ridiculed) him. Him, while technically the principal term of the prepositional 
phrase at him, is in effect the object of the verbal group laughed-at, which may 
be made passive: He was laughed at. This form is authentic English, though 
the construction may become awkward, as in I was run off from by my elder 
brother. 
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cago, lives is neither active nor passive, but an intransitive 
verb. When an intransitive verb is made transitive by giv
ing it a cognate object, it may then have voice: Most of his 
Zif e was lived in Chicago. 

Mode 

Mode (Lat. modus, manner), or mood,9 is the modification 
of the verb that shows the manner in which the verbal idea is 
conceived-whether as a fact, a supposition, a desire, a com
mand, etc. 

The three modes of finite verbs generally recognized by 
grammarians are the imperative, the indicative, and the sub
junctive. These were originally distinguished by inflection, 
but in Modern English neither in form nor in meaning are 
the three distinct. 

Imperative Mode 

The imperative (Lat. imperare, to command) mode ex-
presses a command or a request: 

(1) Give me that dagger! (2) Help thou mine unbelief. 
(3) Do come to see us! (4) Don't come near me! (5) Be
ware my fangs! 

USES OF THE IMPERATIVE 

The imperative is used in addressing one person or a group 
of persons. It is always in the second person and always in 
the pr~sent tense. It has no inflectional markings to show 
number: Fight, you coward! Fight on, my merry men all. In 
the first sentence, the verb is singular; and in the second it is 
plural. The number is determined by the context, and not 
by the form. 

Like the indicative, the imperative may have periphrastic 
forms instead of the simple forms. Do may be used with the 

9 The native word mood (0.E. mod, mind, feeling) is also a generally accepted 
form for mode. It doubtless originated in the idea that mode expressed the 
mood, or temper, of a verb. 
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.present infinitive to emphasize or vary the intensity of the 
emotion of a request or a command; as, Do stop that noise! 
Please (usually construed as an elliptical clause) is now felt 
to be an auxiliary verb to be used in polite commands or re
quests: Please do as you are told. 

The passive voice of the imperative is the auxiliary be 
coupled with the past participle: Be saved. Be warned. 

Sentences containing verbs in the imperative mode may be 
closed with the exclamation mark or with the period. If the 
sentence conveys strong emotion, the exclamation mark 
should be used: Get away! Stop that noise! Requests and 
polite commands are properly closed with the period, as in 
Awake, arise, or be forever fallen. Please (or Do) accept our 
hospitality. 

In Renaissance English the subject of an imperative verb, 
when expressed, was sometimes placed after the verb: Go ye 
therefore and teach all nations. Be ye therefore wise as serpents, 
and harmless as doves. 

Indicative Mode 

The indicative mode, so far as it differs from the others, is 
used to state a fact or ask a question concerning a fact: 

(1) They have their reward. (2) Do they have their re
ward? (3) How old are you? (4) The child has been in
jured. 

USES OF THE INDICATIVE MODE 

Since the majority of our communications are uttered as 
facts, not as suppositions, nor as commands, the indicative is 
generally considered the normal form of the finite verb. 
Every full verb has six tenses in the indicative mode; and if a 
verb is transitive, it will have a full passive voice conjuga
tion of these six tenses. (For the tense forms of the indica
tive in the active and passive voices, see conjugation of give, 
pp. 152-153.) 

In Latin and in early English, the indicative mode had 
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more restricted uses than it has today. With the leveling of 
the subjunctive and imperative mode forms, the indicative 
has usurped many of the functions formerly belonging to the 
other modes, particularly those belonging to the subjunctive. 
The indicative is now used for communicating all facts and 
all questions concerning facts. Any statement, whether true 
or false, which a speaker presents as a fact requires the in
dicative mode. Thus if one announces: Good books are never 
read, the verb must be in the indicative, because the an
nouncer is presenting his idea as a fact. 

The indicative is not restricted to independent clauses; for 
all subordinate clauses presenting ideas as facts have verbs 
in the indicative. In the following sentences, the verbs in 
the principal clauses and also the verbs in the subordinate 
clauses are in the indicative: 

(1) I know that John is a democrat. (2) When a woman 
once dislikes another, she is merciless. (3) My friend is 
so gray that he looks much older than he is. (4) Though 
her features are regular, her face is not beautiful. (5) If I 
am Sophocles, I am not mad; and if I am mad, I am not 
Sophocles. (6) I know a man who believes that the moon 
is made of green cheese. 

Subjunctive Mode 

The subjunctive mode expresses an idea as desirable, sup-
posable, conditional, or the like: 

(1) Would she were mine. (2) If you were my father, 
would you reprove me for this? (3) May the Lord bless 
and keep you. (4) If she be not for me, What care I how 
fair she be?-George Withers. (5) If it were done when 'tis 
done, then 'twere well It were done quickly.-Shakespeare. 

SUBJUNCTIVE VERSUS INDICATIVE 

The subjunctive mode, which was once a highly inflected 
mode, capable of indicating person, number, and tense, has 
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now only a few forms which differentiate it from the forms of 
the other modes. It has no inflectional endings to indicate 
person, number, or tense. Except for the verb be, its main 
differentiating feature in form is the loss of -s in the third 
person singular, present tense, and the shift from has to have 
in the third person singular, present perfect tense: 

Indicative: 1. He goes to work early every morning. 
2. He has gone away and has left no address. 

Subjunctive: 1. If a man die, shall he live again? 
2. Is it essential that he have a witness? 

The modal subjunctive, or potential subjunctive, is now 
more common than the inflected subjunctive (see uses of 
Modal Auxiliaries, pp. 129-131.): 

1. May you have all that you deserve. 
2. I had hoped that he might win one of the prizes. 

The subjunctive has four tenses (present, past, present 
pe:.:fect, and past perfect),10 but the times which these tenses 
denote are not identical with the corresponding indicative 
forms. The meaning of the past subjunctive forms is not, as 
a rule, past, but present or future, as in If I were your father, 
I would punish you, where were is past subjunctive indicating 
present time. In Though he were dead, yet shall he live again, 
the past subjunctive were denotes future time, equivalent to 
though he should die. 

Both the present and the past subjunctives are used to in
dicate present or future time. The present tense is employed 
when there is some hope or likelihood of realization of ideas 
expressed, as in God be with you till we meet again, where the 
present tense form be is used. When the ideas expressed by 
the subjunctive suggest unlikelihood of realization, the past 
tense is more often used; as I wish he were coming, where were 

1° For the subjunctive forms of the verb be, see conjugation of the verb be, 
pp. 150-151. The subjunctive forms of other full verbs may be ascertained by 
examining the conjugation of give in the :subjunctive mode. Chapter Six, pp. 
154-155. 
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is the correct tense form to use (One infers here that he is not 
coming). The past perfect subjunctive is employed to indi
cate past time: Had I but known what I now know. 

USES OF THE SUBJUNCTIVE 

The word subjunctive (Lat. subjunctivus, subjoined), like 
many other grammatical terms, is likely to be misleading in 
that it cannot, with strict regard for its etymology, be ap
::_olied to all uses of the mode. It is true that many or per
haps most of the clauses in which it is used are "subjoined" 
(i.e., subordinated) to other clause ideas expressed or under
stood. But the subjunctive mode is employed in a number 
of independent constructions. 

Subjunctive in Principal Clauses 

1. Expressing a wish in the third person (prayer and im
precations), as in Thy kingdom come, where the meaning is 
clearly optative. 

2. Expressing a curse or blessing: Family ties be damned; 
God bless you and keep you ( compare with imperative in 0 
God, save my son!). 

3. Expressing a command in the first or third person 
(hortative): Raise we now our hearts and voices; Come one, 
come all. 

4. Had, the past subjunctive of have, is seen in the expres
sions had rather, had better (or had best), had as lief (more com
mon had as soon). The verb had here has an old meaning 
'would hold,' or 'would consider,' in which would is the past 
subjunctive of will. In spite of adverse criticism by those 
ignorant of the history of the construction had rather, had 
better, and had as lief are in the best of usage. Would better, 
used by a few to avoid had better, violates the prevailing use 
of would in the first person, and has never become general. 
But would rather is older than had rather, is logical, and in 
equally good use. The contractions I'd, he'd, you'd, they'd, 
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rather are indistinguishable from the contracted form of 
had rather.11 The following are typical idiomatic sentences: 

(1) I had rather go with you than stay here alone. (2) You 
had better watch your step. (3) You had best go now. (4) 
l had rather be a dog and bay the moon, Than such a Roman. 
-Shakespeare. 

Subjunctive in Subordinate Clauses 

1. In noncommittal conditional clauses (without implied 
opinion as to probability of fact or fulfillment), the present 
tense of the subjunctive is used, sometimes with present mean
ing, and sometimes with future meaning. In the following, 
be refers to present time: 

Be he alive or be he dead, 
I'll grind his bones to make my bread. 

The indicative is now more commonly employed in non
committal clauses (see Conditional Clauses in Part Two, 
Lesson XIV). 

2. The subjunctive is used in clauses following as if and 
as though, as in He looked as if (or as though) he were ill; It 
looks as if (or as though) it were snowing. 

3. Conditions contrary to fact regularly require the sub-
junctive: 

(1) If I were an American, as I am an Englishman, I would 
never lay down my arms (were is past subjunctive, present 
time). (2) If I had been an American, I would never have 
laid down my arms (had been is past perfect subjunctive, 
past time). 

4. In concessive clauses expressing a supposition (not as 
a fact), the subjunctive is used: 

(1) Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home! (pres
ent subjunctive be denotes present, or rather universal, 

11 For an excellent treatment of these forms, see George Curme, A Grarnnnar 
of the English Language, Vol. III, Syntax, pp. 399 ff. 
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time). (2) Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him (pres
ent subjunctive slay denotes future time). 

6. The purpose clause (often with the negative) frequently 
requires the subjunctive: 

(l) Judge not that ye be not judged. (2) Let him that 
thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall. 

6. After the conjunctions till, until, before, ere, and others 
of similar meaning, the subjunctive is employed to express a 
supposed future occurrence: 

(1) One jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, 
till all be fulfilled. (2) Come ere my heart break. (3) 
Tarry at Jericho until your beards be grown. (4) If I were 
you, I would wait till he came. 

In all these sentences but the last, the indicative is more 
usual. In the last example the form of the subjunctive came 
is now like that of the indicative, but the verb is shown to be 
subjunctive by expressing a supposition, not a fact, and by 
past tense expressing future time. 

7. In the conditional clause of "future less vivid," the 
subjunctive is sometimes used: 

(1) He could plan battles if war became necessary. (2) He 
would come to your party if you invited him. 

8. In clauses after verbs of wishing, advising, demanding, 
wai'ning, and the like, corresponding to the optative subjunc
tive in principal clauses (see 1 under Subjunctive in Principal 
Clauses), the subjunctive is usually preferred: 

(1) I desire that he be appointed (present subjunctive, fu
ture time). (2) 0 that it were possible! (The wish is im
plied in O; the past subjunctive were denotes present time.) 
(3) I wish he were here (past subjunctive, present time). 
(4) I wish you would sing for us (past subjunctive, present 
or future time). (5) I demand that this subject be dropped 
(present tense, present time). (6) I wish you had been 
there (past perfect subjunctive, past time). 
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9. Legal judgments and similar hortative expressions 
(corresponding to the subjunctive of command in principal 
clauses) require the sub.iunctive: 

(1) The decision of the court is that the property be sold to 
the highest bidder. (2) I move that the question be put to 
a vote. (3) Be it resolved that the secretary send a copy 
of this letter to the President. 

10. In noun clauses stating obligation or propriety, tha 
subjunctive is employed: 

(1) It is proper that he obey his father. (2) Is it necessary 
that this food be rationed? 

Potential Subjunctive vs. Potential Indicative 

Verb phrases of the so-called modal auxiliaries may-might, 
can-could, should-would, must, etc. and the infinitives of other 
verbs have encroached upon the provinces of both the indica
tive and the subjunctive. The verbs in J can do it; You 
must go; and He could help, present ideas on the whole in
dicative. Whereas, in May there be no moaning of the bar, 
and Oh, that mine enemy would write a book! the meaning is 
clearly subjunctive. 

These phrases are by some grammarians regarded as con
stituting a fourth mode, called the potential. The word 
potential suggests power or ability (J can sing). But the po
tential phrases are used also to express ideas of permission 
(You may leave me now), compulsion ( They must fight), obli
gation (He should apologize), possibility (It may rain), and 
perhaps some modifications or refinements of these. Predi
cate verbs made up with the modal auxiliaries do not tell us 
what the subject does, but what it can, may, might, or could 
do. 

When the potential verb phrases are used to express reali
ties (i.e., fact-ideas), the modal classification should be poten
tial indicative, as in I can sing that song without the music. 
But if the modal auxiliaries are used to express non-realities 
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(i.e., thought-ideas, suppositions), the modal classification 
should be potential subjunctive, as in May you live to be a 
hundred. 

Tense 

Tense (from 0.F. tens from Lat. tempus, time) is the form 
a verb takes to indicate the time of the action or the state of 
being; as, present (he speaks), past (he spoke), future (he 
will speak) . 

Grammatical tense (a verb form) must be carefully differ
entiated from actual time, for the two are not always iden
tical. For example, the past tense does not always indicate 
past time, nor does the present tense always indicate present 
time. Observe that sings (present tense form) in He sings 
every Sunday in our church, denotes a duration of time start
ing in the past and extending through the present into the 
future. In I am leaving town tomorrow, the present tense am 
leaving denotes future time, and is equal to shall leave. In 
I wish John were here, were is the past subjunctive form used 
to denote present time. In If I had my musi,;, I could sing 
this song for you now (or tomorrow), had is past subjunctive 
used to denote present (or future) time. 

Because the idiom of our language is somewhat complicated 
in respect to the uses of tense, some study of the various tense 
forms, together with the meanings, both usual and excep
tional, is necessary to an understanding of the subject. 

Modern English has six tenses, three of which are simple 
(or basic) tenses, and three of which are compound (or per
fect) tenses. The simple tenses are the present, the past (or 
preterit), and the future. The compound (or perfect) tenses 
are the present perfect, the past perfect, and the future per
fect. The perfect tenses represent the action of the verb as 
completed at a present, a past, or a future time. The word 
perfect means completed; hence the present perfect tense de
notes action completed at the time the speaker is making his 
statement, as I have fin1:shed the .fob. In I had finished eating 
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before you arrived, the finite verb had finished indicates that 
the action was completed at some time in the past. Simi
larly, will have left in She will have left before you arrive, de
notes an action to be completed in the future. 

Forms of the Tenses 

Of the six tenses in common use in the living language, 
only two are inflected: the present (sing, walk) and the past 
(sang, walked). The other four must indicate the time of the 
action periphrastically; i.e., by employing certain phrasal 
combinations. The simple future tense is formed by a com
bination of shall or will with the present infinitive without to: 
I shall go; He will go. The future perfect tense is a combina
tion of shall or will and the present perfect infinitive without 
to: I shall (or you, he, they will) have lived here a year in June. 
The present and past perfect tenses are formed by combining 
the present and past finite forms of have (have, has, had) with 
the past participle of a verb, as in J have left; I had left; He 
has gone; He had gone; They have left; They had gone. 

In addition to these simple and perfect (compound) tenses 
in Modern English, there are a number of so-called expanded 
tenses of later origin, such as the definite (progressive, or 
continuous) tenses, the emphatic tenses, and the potential (or 
modal) tenses. The progressive tenses are formed by com
bining the present and past finite forms of the verb be with 
the present participle of a principal verb: J am running; I was 
running; He is walking; He was walking; We are studying; We 
were studying. The emphatic tenses are formed by using the 
present and past finite forms of do (do, does, did) with the 
simple infinitive: J do study; I did study; She does work here; 
She did work here. The potential ( or modal) tenses (simple 
and compound) are formed by combining the present and 
past forms of the modal auxiliaries (may-might, can-could, 
etc.) with the present or the present perfect infinitive forms 
of principal verbs: I may sing; I might sing; I can go; I could 
go; I can have finished; I could have finished. 
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In Old English full verbs had only two tenses ( the present 
and the past) to indicate the time of the action or of the state 
of being. The four tenses which have been added to the 
regular conjugation of verbs correspond to tenses found in 
Latin grammars; but Latin had distinctive inflectional mark
ings to indicate differences in tense. In Modern English, all 
tenses except the indefinite (or simple) present and the in
definite (or simple) past must be formed by combining the 
various forms of the auxiliary verbs shall, will, do, be, have, 
etc. with the simple or perfect infinitive forms or with the 
present or past participle of principal verbs. Of the phrasal 
tense forms, the future is the oldest and the most basic; and 
it is, therefore, always listed in our English grammars as one 
of the three simple (or basic) tenses. 

Uses of the Tenses 

As we have learned earlier in our study of verb inflections, 
the names which we assign to the grammatical tenses do not 
always describe the time of the action or the time of being or 
state of being represented by the verbs. There is consider
able overlapping of the functions of the tenses, which can 
best be explained by an examination of the uses of the vari
ous tenses. 

PRESENT TENSE 

Of the six tenses examined under Forms of the Tenses (see 
pp. 117-118), the present is the one which requires most con
sideration because it is the most loaded with meanings and 
functions. The present tense represents an action, being, 
or state of being; as: 

1. Habitual action or being, extending from some point in 
the past through the present into the future: 

(1) I live in the country. (2) I sing for a living. (3) A 
blind man makes these rugs. (4) He paints landscapes. 
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The habitual action may be emphatic or potential: 

(1) I do try to be on time. (2) I can sing well enough. 
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2. Definite time ( = continuous, or progressive, time) espe
cially stressing an act going on or in progress when the thought 
is expressed: 

(1) The maid is eating her lunch. (2) Your baby is sleep
ing. 

3. Gnomic time, general truths, etc.: 

(1) Barking dogs seldom bite. (2) A triangle is a 5.gure 
bounded by three lines. (3) Five times five is twenty-five. 
(4) Great haste makes great waste. 

4. Future time, as in Old English, sometimes with an ac
companying adverb to point to a future time: 

(1) I hope it does not rain tonight. (2) My train leaves in a 
half an hour. (3) If a man die, shall he live again. 

Some linking verbs (be, am, are, is, go, is going, etc.) fol
lowed with a completing infinitive phrase are employed 
commonly to denote future action: 

(1) It is going to rain. (2) She is to arrive at noon tomor
row. (3) This show is going to please the young people. 

5. Historical present is employed in narration, book re-
views, reports, etc., to represent past events: 

(1) Hamlet dies in the last scene of the play. (2) Then 
Jack begins to climb the bean stalk. (3) After Othello 
learns that Desdemona is innocent, he takes his own life. 

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 

The present perfect tense lays stress upon the completion 
of an action at the time when the speaker expresses the 
thought. Like the present tense, the present perfect has 
extended its meanings and functions somewhat beyond the 
perfection of an act in the present. It may indicate any of 
the following time meanings: 
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1. An act just completed, often with the help of an accom-
panying modifier: 

(1) The doctor has just arrived. (2) I have this very min
ute finished reading your note. (3) At last, you two have 
found each other. (4) He has finally learned our secret. 

2. An action beginning in the past and continuing into the 
future: 

(1) I have been hearing too many political speeches. (2) I 
have been sitting here in this chair since noon. (3) He has 
lived in my apartment for over a year. (4) I have known 
him for many years. 

3. An action completed at any time before the present: 

(1) I am sure I have seen him before. (2) I have bought two 
dresses since you got yours. (3) The director has appointed 
the committees, and they are studying these problems. (4) 
Have I not seen you elsewhere? 

PAST TENSE 

The past tense is generally employed to represent an action 
or state of being as having occurred or existed before the 
present; but in some of its special uses, the past tense is not 
restricted to denoting past action. The following are the 
chief time meanings of the past tense forms: 

1. Past indefinite time: 

(1) He threw the ball. (2) He lived in Athens. 

2. Past definite time may be expressed with the assistance 
of a modifier specifying the time, or with the progressive (or 
definite) tense forms of the past tense: 

(1) He threw the ball the instant he received it. (2) The 
b('ll rang two minutes before noon. (3) He was throwing 
the ball as I came by. (4) I was eating when our guests 
arrived. 

3. The past tense is employed to express an action or state 
of being as a habit or a custom: 
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(1) She wrote novels. (2) He directed an orchestra. 
(3) He lived well. (4) He was a real artist. 
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4. The past tense is also used to convey general truths, 
historical facts, and the like: 

(1) Shakespeare was born in 1564 and died in 1616. (2) 
The Druid priests required human sacrifice. (3) The Greeks 
were the schoolmasters of the ancient. world. (4) Job was 
persecuted. (5) Our Anglo-baxon ancestors came from 
Germany. 

6. The past tense of the subjunctive mode is used to rep
resent an action as occurring at the present time or at some 
future time: 

(1) If I told this, who would believe me? (2) If I were to (or 
should) resign tomorrow, would you leave? (3) He could 
plan battles if war became necessary. 

PAST PERFECT TENSE 

The past perfect tense represents an action as completed 
at a past time. It may denote that an action occurred at an 
indefinite or definite past time, as the following examples 
illustrate : 

1. Indefinite past time: 

(1) I had seen the show once before. (2) That child had 
never been to a circus. (3) He had signed the contract. be
fore he left for Europe. 

2. Definite (continuous) time, action continuing from a 
point of time in the past to another past time: 

(1) I had been hearing strange noises for some time before I 
called the police. (2) It had been snowing all day. 

In hypothetical clauses, the past perfect of the subjunctive 
may also be employed to denote past definite time: 

If I had had this money yes~erday, I could have bought 
that dress for you. 
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FUTURE TENSE 

The future tense is used to represent an action or a state 
of being as yet to take place or come into existence: 

(1) I shall leave with:.n an hcur. (2) He will be here to
morrow. 

As we have already observed, our earliest English had no 
future tense pattern, future time being indicated by the pres
ent tense forms. Some Old English verbs were more capable 
than others of conveying future meaning, particularly those 
that had subjunctive uses. Shall and will were two such 
verbs, and they took on rather naturally the future meaning 
which they now possess. In all levels of English, the present 
tense is still employed to denote future time, especially when 
the future idea is closely associated in the mind of the speaker 
with the present time, as in the following: 

(1) I am going to sing at his wedding. (2) I teach in the 
new building tomorrow. (3) The guests arB about to depart. 
(4) John sails next week. 

In sentences such as these, the verbs am going, teach, are, 
and sails, are all present tense forms representing a more im
mediate future action or state of being than the indefinite 
future tense. The future meaning is not, however, indicated 
by the forms of the verbs, but by or with the assistance of 
words or phrases used with them. Once more we must re
mind ourselves that the name of a tense (i.e., grammatical 
tense) is not identical with the time of the action or the state 
of being indicated by the verb forms. 

Since the Old English period, the language has established 
a future (grammatical) tense which requires no assistance 
from accompanying modifiers to denote future time. The 
auxiliaries shall and will are now generally recognized as the 
signs of the future tense; and when these auxiliaries are used 
with the simple infinitive (the infinitive without to), they are 
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genera.lly employed to denote ar.. action or a sta'11e of being 
yet to come. 

The future tense, as we have observed before, is f::>rmed, 
not by inflectional change of the verb form, but by a combi
nation of verb forms (the auxiliaries shall and will followed 
by the infinitive of the verb to be conjugated). This type 
of inflection is cal:ed periphrastic (or phrasal) inflection. 

Originally shall and will were separate verbs with inde
pendent meanings, not mere auxiliaries, as in present-day 
English. In Old English they had nothing in common except 
the idea of implied futurity, which idea they had in common 
with a number of verbs. Shall (and its past should) had the 
meanings of commanding, owing, obligation, necessity; and 
will (and its past would) was used to convey a wish, a desire, 
a promise, a threat; therefor€, a volition-voluntary action 
or exercise of the will. Almost all, perhaps all, the modern 
uses of shall and will have developed from these basic mean
ings; and in some of their present-day uses they retain somE> 
of their original meanings. Observe that in I shall fall, the 
auxiliary shall denotes pure futurity; but in Shall I feed the 
cat now or later? shall denotes mild obligation, and is about 
the equivalent of should. Likewise, in I shall be obliged to 
'buy a new dress for your party, shall retains its older meaning 
of obligation, and the verb phrase shall be obliged to buy is al, 
most the equivfalent of must buy. 

Similarly, W'ill has developed different meanings and uses. 
In You will be late, will has lost its sense of volition; but in 
Will you buy the meat for .';Upper, if I buy the dessert? will re
tains some of its volition meaning; and Will you buy? is 
nearly the equivalent of Are you 'l!Jilling (or Will ymi be will
ing) to buy? 

The progressive ( or definite) forms of the future tense 
represent an action as going on or continuing at a specified 
or implied future time; 

(1) He wi"ll be seeing me at noon tomorrow. (2) I shall b:J 
studying this problem all evening. 
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Uses of Shall and Will. When shall and will are used to 
denote future time and nothing else, they are the distinctive 
signs of the future tense, and they belong in the inflection of 
every full verb. But these auxiliaries are not restricted to 
this form-word function; they may in a different use be modal 
auxiliaries and denote obligation, necessity, volition, prom
ise, determination, etc. The rules governing the uses of the 
two types of auxiliaries are not the same in respect to the 
personal subjects governing verbs containing shall and will. 
The meaning to be conveyed must be the determining factor. 
A few suggestions concerning the proper uses of the future 
and modal auxiliaries may guide the student in choosing the 
right auxiliaries to express his thoughts in the forms estab
lished by the best usage. 

1. When mere futurity is intended, shall is correctly used 
for the first person, will for the second and third: 

(1) I (We) shall arrive on Monday. (2) You (He, They) 
will reach Chicago by noon. (3) You will all be going to 
her wedding. (4) He (She, It, They, You) will arrive next 
week. (5) They will come early if you invite them. (6) 
I shall drown if no one will help me. 

In these sentences shall and will perform no function except 
to indicate futurity. 

2. When the future idea is reenfoiced by one of determina
tion, promise, intention, desire, prophecy, threat, command, 
and other similar meanings on the part of the speaker, the 
auxiliaries are reversed, will being used with the first person, 
and shall with the second and third: 

(1) I will tell the truth and nothing but the truth. (2) I 
will give you this car when I get my new one. (3) We will 
punish every one of the culprits. (4) You shall do as I say 
from now on. (5) Thou shalt not steal. (6) You sha,ll 
have a new dress as soon as I get my check. 

Observe that shall and will have modal meaning in these 
sentences; and in some of the sentences a modal auxiliary 
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like must or ought could be used for shall and will. (See Uses 
of Modal Auxiliaries, pp. 129-132.) 

Some exceptions to rules 1 and 2 should be mentioned here: 
a. In military commands, official correspondence, and 

formal orders, will is used with the second and third 
persons instead of shall as a form of courtesy, as in 
the following: 

(1) Each teacher will send his list of absences to the head 
of his department. (2) John Doe will report to the Colonel 
immediately. (3) The regiment will now advance. 

b. Shall is used instead of will with the first person when 
willingness or intention is expressed in the predicate 
verb (wish, please, desire, or the like), or by an adjec
tive in the predicate expressing willingness, intention, 
or desire (e.g., glad, happy), as in the following: 

(1) I shall be glad to serve on your committee. (2) We 
shall be pleased to see you. (3) We shall be willing to accept 
those terms. 

But when willingness is indicated in a modifying ad
verb, will is used: 

I will gladly share the expenses of the trip. 

3. In questions, shall may be used with the second person 
to denote pure futurity. Here the form of the question an~ 
ticipates the form of the answer: 

Question: Shall you go? Answer: I shall. 

But will is used when volition is indicated: 

Question: Will you be so kind as to hand me that book? 
Answer: Surely, I will. 

Should and Would as Past-Future Auxiliaries. The past
future tense, sometimes called the secondary future tense, is 
employed to represent an action as having occurred in the 
past as opposed to the present. In other words, the past-
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future denotes future timv to some past time expressed or 
implied. Should and would as the past tense forms of shall 
and will are the auxiliaries employed in the past-future tense. 
They follow the same rules as shall and will when they are 
used to denote pure futurity; that is, should is used with the 
first person, and would with the second and third. Like shall 
and will, their uses as pure future auxiliaries are not identical 
with their uses as modal auxiliaries. (See Uses of Modal 
Auxiliaries, pp. 129-132.) 

1. The past-future tense is most frequently used in indirect 
discourse and in reporting speech, as in the following: 

(1) I did say that I should return by August 1. (2) He 
said that he would retire nr--xt month. (3) She was afraid 
that he would fail to pass the oral examination. (4) I said 
that I should enjoy living in Paris. 

Observe that should and would are pure past-future auxil
iaries in these sentences. They have lost their original 
meanings of obligation, compulsion, volition, desire, etc. In 
the direct discourse form or in reported speech as in the 
present, the future auxiliaries shall and will are employed, as 
in the following: 

(1) He said: "I shall return by August 1." (2) He says that 
he will retire next month. (3) She is afraid he will fail to 
pass the oral. (4) I say that I shall enjoy living in Paris (or, 
I said: "I shall enjoy living in Paris"). 

2. When the first person with shall or should in direct dis
course becomes the second or third in indirect, shall or should 
may be retained, as in the following: 

(1) He says, "I shall drown unless you help me." (2) He 
says he shall drown unless I help him. 

When the direct speech is reported in the past-future, 
-should instead of would may be used with the third person: 

(1) He said: "I shall drown unless you help me." (2) He 
said that he should ( or would) have drowned if I had not 
helped him. 
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The explanation for the retention of shall and should in the 
indirect discourse in sentences such as these is that the second 
and third persons represent the first in the direct discourse. 

3. But when will is used with the first person in direct ad
dress to denote desire or volition, will and would are retained 
in the indirect: 

(1) He says, "You will drown." (2) He says that you (he, 
they) will drown. (3) He says that he will not go (Direct 
address: "I will not go"). 

When these sentences are reported indirectly in the past 
tense, would replaces will: 

(1) He said that he would drown, but he did not drown. (2) 
He said that he would not go, but he did go. 

4. In indefinite relative clauses and in other clauses ex
pressing expectation, purpose, manner, concessio~, and con
dition, shall and should may be used with all three persons to 
denote pure futurity: 

(1) Whoever shall exalt himself, shall be abashed; and he 
that shall humble himself, shall be exalted. (2) He was 
anxious that I should meet you before we begin this work. 
(3) If you should see John in town, tell him to come home. 
(4) Though thou shouldst bray a fool in mortar, yet will not 
his foolishness depart from him. 

Will and would are generally used in subordini:1,~s ciauses 
expressing a wish or voluntary approval: 

(1) If Joe would go with our children, no one would worry. 
(2) If I will sing my song, will you sing yours? (3) They 
hoped that we would celebrate their anniversary. (4) We 
judge as we would be judged. (5) If you would be wealthy, 
think of saving as well as getting. 

In the main, these sentences represent somewhat formal 
speech, and illustrate in some instances correct but not com
mon uses of shall and should and will and would. In present
day speech, mere futurity in dependent clauses is more often 
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expressed by the present tense. In purpose clauses may and 
might are commonly used to denote action yet to come. 

The Past-Future Perfect Tense. Should and would as past 
tense forms of shall and will in the past-future perfect denote 
that an action is future to some past time specified or implied 
for the termination of the action. In this use, should and 
would are pure future auxiliaries (i.e., form-words), not no
tional verbs, as they are when they denote obligation, com
pulsion, volition, or desire. Observe the past-future mean
ing in the following: 

(1) They woul,d have asked me if they had wanted my ad
vice. (2) He said that he would not have been surprised at 
anything you said. (3) I should have gone to that party 
if the invitation had arrived earlier. (4) I believe you 
woul,d have enjoyed the program. 

TENSES OF THE MODAL AUXILIARIES 

In Old English, may, can, and shall are preterit forms of 
still earlier pre-Germanic strong verbs. They all had pres
ent meanings very similar to those they have today. His
torically these forms are old perfect tenses which shifted their 
meanings and tense to the p1·esent. Other verbs of this same 
group of the so-called preterit-presents are owe (own, owe), 
archaic mote (may), and wot (I know, he knows). The shift 
in meaning and tense can be seen in wot, which formerly had 
the meaning of I have seen but came to mean I know, since 
what I have seen I now know. 

After the old preterits became presents, new past tenses 
were formed on the pattern of weak (or regular) verbs; and 
hence may-might, can-could, shall-should, owe-ought, mote
must12 (So mote it be,-Masonic formula), wot-wist (What I 
shall choose I wot not; I wist not that he was the high priest). 

12 Observe that all the new past forms have the weak verb suffix-tor -d. Mote
must does not appear to show the addition of a -t suffix in its present form; but 
the s in must is the effect of a phonetic law in Germanic which turns a t before 
another t into s; hence the O.E. most equals mot + t. The new past of O.E. 
witan, wat followed the same law, the sin wist representing a shift from an earlier 
t (wit + t). Also wast (knowest) is the equivalent of wat + t. 
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Uses of the Modal Verbs 

May-Might. May and its past might are now restricted to 
expressing possibility or permission, or a wish (in the sub
junctive). May and might are indicative when they are used 
in statements of facts, and subjunctive when they are em
ployed to denote suppositions. 

The time which may and might are capable of expressing is 
not restricted to the time denoted by the tenses they belong 
to. With the assistance of adverbial modifiers, either verb 
may denote present, past, or future time; but the simple 
present tense and the simple past tense forms (i.e., may go 
and might go) are generally used to denote future time, the 
difference of meaning measuring a difference in the degree of 
possibility, the present tense being more definite and more 
positive than the past, chiefly because the present tense 
forms are likely to be used to convey facts, and therefore be 
indicative, whereas the past forms are often subjunctive and 
convey mere suppositions. Observe the distinction in the 
following: 

(1) He may succeed (fair or strong possibility). (2) He 
might possibly succeed (weak probability, usually with a 
contingent if-clause). (3) He may be a college graduate 
(He probably is). (4) You may leave now (indicative mode, 
permission). (5) You may go tomorrow, if you have fin
ished your work (a promise). (6) You might go tomorrow 
if someone would come for you (weak probability). 

Observe the time distinction in the present perfect form 
may have succeeded and the past perfect might have succeeded 
in the following sentences: 

Present Perfect: He may have succeeded (doubt). 
Past Perfect: He might have succeeded, had he tried 

harder (He did not succeed). 

ln noun clauses in which sequence of tenses must be pre
served (a present dP.pending upon a present, a past depending 
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upon a past), the distinctions between may and might are pre
served by careful speakers and writers: 

(1) He says he may go (Both verbs are in the present). (2) 
He said that he might go (Both verbs are past. tense forms). 
(3) If we sell this house, we may move into an apartment 
(Both verbs are present tense forms denoting future time). 
(4) I might have gone, if I had been invited (Both verbs are 
past perfect tense forms denoting past time). 

Can-Could. Can was once an independent verb meaning 
know. It is now used to denote or assert ability or power. 
Its preterit cou(l)-d has dropped the n of can, and through 
false analogy with the past tenses of shall and will has s,c
quired the l before the -d. Observe that should and would 
came from words having stems ending in -l (shall is from O.E. 
f!cal, sceal, from the infinitive sculan; and will is from O.E. 
willan). 

Can is used only in the indicative, and in tenses where the 
indicative of may is used. Could may be used in the indica
tive or the subjunctive. It is indicative when it asserts 
something as a fact; it is subjunctive when it asserts a thought 
idea (i.e., a supposition). Observe the tense and time mean
ings in each of the following, and note whi()h statements have 
verbs in the indicative and which in the subjunctive: 

(1) I can sing this song for you. (2) He cannot have arrived 
yet. (3) He could not have been elected, had he tried. (4) 
Father said that I could go home with you. (5) If I could 
sing that song, I would sing it for you. (6) I had hoped 
that I could see my way clear to finance this project for you. 
(7) We could have won that game if we had had proper 
coaching. 

Must-[Had to]. Must is now used to express necessity or 
obligation. It is always indicative 1 and except in rare cases 
it is always employed to denotP, present or future time. Un
like can and may, it possesses no past ( or rather there is no 
present form, must being historically past). The past, mean-
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ing of must in present-day speech, particularly in the spoken 
language, is generally rendered periphrastically by the phrase 
had to, the past of have to (must). Observe the tense and 
time meaning in the following: 

(1) He must go now (present time). (2) You must (or have 
"to) go home tomorrow (future time). (3) He had to g<> 
away before I arrived (had to here denotes obligation in the 
past; was obliged to could also be used here as a past of must.) 
(4) Must we (or Do we have to) leave now? 

Ought is a preterit-present verb of a later origin than the 
others g~nerally listed in the group of modal auxiliaries de
rived from earlier past forms. Ought differs in its use from 
the other modal auxiliaries in one respect: it is always fol
lowed by the infinitive with to. Ought denotes obligation, 
and is a stronger expression of obligation than should, but 
not so strong as must. It has no past tense form, but it may 
express past meaning when it is combined with the perfect 
infinitive. 

Present or Future Time: He ought to go now (or tomorrow). 
Past Time: He ought to have gone with his children to get 

the ice-cream. 

Ought has no past participial form, and hence it should 
never be used after had in such expressions as had ought and 
had ought to have. Say You ought to leave here at once (not 
You had ought to leave here at once); and You ought not to 
have been seen (not You hadn't ought to have been seen). 
To put had before ought is as illogical as to put had before 
could, must, or would; yet no one ever says had could, had 
must, or had would. 

Shall-Should. 13 When shall has the force of must, or is used 
in the expression of obligation, compulsion, or necessity, it 
may be regarded as a modal auxiliary. In this use it retains 
some of its original meaning and may be regarded as a no-

13 For the uses of shall and should in denoting mere futurity, see Future Tense, 
pp. 124-129. 
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tional verb; i.e., a verb having a meaning of its own. Should 
is now used as a modal auxiliary chiefly to denote obligation 
or condition. In conveying obligation, should is siinilar to 
must and ought, but does not express the compulsion which 
must denotes, nor the moral obligation or duty of ought. All 
three auxiliaries generally convey present or future time. 
Observe the tense forms and the time meanings which should 
denotes in the following sentences: 

(1) You should be ashamed of yourself. (2) You should 
know better than to trust an enemy. (3) Should lfail to get 
this money, what must I do? (4) I am anxious that he 
should hear your story. 

The past subjunctive should is frequently used to expres~ 
obligation modestly or politely, as in the following: 

(1) I should be studying (compare I must be studying). (2) 
We should not stay longer (compare We ought not to stay 
longer). (3) Now you know that children should not faJht 
(compare should not fight with ought not to fight and must not 
fight). 

Will- Would. The uses of will and would to denote futurity 
have been treated in the forms and uses of the future tense 
(see pp. 122-128). They were once independent verbs; but 
are in the living language seldom used except as modal auxili
aries to denote volition, obligation, intention, or wish; or as 
mere function words to denote futurity. 

1. Will and would are full verbs in the following: 

(1) Whatever God wills, is holy, just, and good. (2) 
Would ( = I wish) that mine enemy would write a book! 

2. They are modal auxiliaries in the following: 

(1) This basket will hold a bushel. (2) He would not come 
when we sent for him. (3) My father would certainly dis
approve of your doing that. (4) If you would put more 
time on your work, you would get better marks. (5) If you 
would sing that song, you would make a hit. 
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TENSES OF THE NONFINITE VERBS 

In addition to the :finite ( or principal) verbs, the tenses of 
which we have examined in the preceding pages, there are 
three nonfinite (infinite, not limited) verb forms, which have 
voice and tense inflection. 

The nonfinites are the participle, the gerund, and the in
finitive. When these are employed as grammatical units in 
sentences (i.e., as nouns or modifiers), they are called verbals. 
The gerund is always a verbal, but the participle and the 
infinitive are also employed in forming the periphrastic 
tenses of principal verbs. 

The Participle 

The participle has three tenses: the present, the past, and 
the present perfect. The present perfect has two forms for 
denoting action completed: the definite and the indefinite 
present perfect. The definite ( or progressive) form belongs 
only to intransitive verbs or to transitive verbs in the active 
v01ce. 

The participle of an intransitive verb has four tense forms, 
all of which may be used as adjectives or as parts of verb 
phrases. Every intransitive verb having full conjugation 
will have tense forms corresponding to the ones given for fall 
in the table below: 

Present: falling 
Present Perfect Indefinite: having fallen 14 

Present Perfect Definite (Progressive): having been falling 
Past: fallen 

14 Some intransitive verbs, particularly those denoting motion (go, fall, come, 
rise, arrive, etc.) sometimes have the auxiliary being instead of having in the 
present perfect tense; as, befog gone, being fallen, being come, being risen, etc. The 
having-forms are more regular, and in present-day speech are more common than 
those with being; as, having gone, having fallen, having come, etc. Observe that 
being come denotes action completed in the present; and this form should not be 
confused with the present tense form of transitive verbs in the passive voice; as, 
being forgotten, being taught, being seen, etc. 
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The participle of a transitive verb has six different forn1s to 
denote time, three of which are in the active voice, and three 
in the passive voice. Observe the tense and voice forms of 
the participle of the transitive verb see in the table below: 

ACTIVE VOICE 

Present: seeing 
Present Perfect Indefinite: having seen 
Present Perfect Definite (Progressive): 

having been seeing 
Past: _______ _ 

p ASSIVE VOICE 

being seen 
having been seen 

seen 

The Formation of the Tenses of the Participle. The pres
ent participle of an intransitive verb and that of a transitive 
verb in the active voice may be formed by adding -ing to the 
simple infinitive: see + ing. The present tense of the pas
sive voice is formed by combining being (the present participle 
of the verb be) with the past participle of a principal verb: 
being + seen. 

The indefinite present perfect tense is a combination of 
having, the present participle of have, and the past participle 
of a principal verb : having + seen. The definite ( or pro
gressive) perfect is a combination of having been (the present 
perfect participle of be) and the present participle of a prin
cipal verb: having been + seeing. The present perfect pas
sive is a combination of having been (the present perfect par
ticiple of be) and the past participle of a principal verb: 
having been + seen. 

The past participle is the form listed in the dictionary and 
in school grammars as the third principal part of a full verb. 
It has no fixed form, unless it is a regular verb, in which case 
it will end in -t, -d, or -ed, and one of these endings will be 
added to the simple infinitive, which is considered the stem
form of a principal verb. Many verbs of Old English origin 
have past participles ending in -n, or -en; as, seen, fallen, etc. 

The Gerund 

The tenses of the gerund are the same as those of the parti
ciple, except that the gerund has no past tense form. The 
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present tense form, which ends in -ing, is the most commonly 
used of the gerund forms, being the oldest and the most thor
oughly established in the noun function. The ending -ing 
of the gerund is not borrowed from the -ing of the participle. 
The gerund has had the ending -ing (0.E. -ung) from the ear
liest record of English; the present participle did not acquire 
the ending -ing until after the twelfth century, but previously 
ended in -inde, -ende, or -ande. Originally the gerund was 
treated as a noun (and not as a verb form, as it is in Modern 
English). As a noun it could take the plural inflection -s, 
and it could have adjective modifiers (nouns and pronouns in 
the genitive case). It was not construed as a verb, nor as a 
part of a verb; it could not denote tense meanings, nor take 
an object. 

After the participle took the form of the gerund, the gerund 
tended to assume some of the functions of the participle and 
to have forms other than its original -ing (O.E. -ung) suffix 
form. The -ing form of the gerund in present-day English 
is always treated as a verb form, and all of its expanded 
forms may be found in the full inflection of a principal verb. 
Like the participle, it has tense modification, and may have 
voice (if it is a transitive verb) and adverb modifiers. In 
addition, it may have adjective modifiers (See Part Two, 
Lesson IX). 

The gerund forms of any full verb correspond to those of 
see in the table below: 

ACTIVE VOICE 

Present: seeing 
Present Perfect Indefinite: having seen 
Present Perfect Definite (Progressive): 

having been seeing 

}' ASSIVE VOICE 

being seen 
having been seen 

It should be noted that the gerund has no past tense form, 
as does the participle. 15 

16 When the past participle has the function of a noun, it should be construed 
as an adjective (verbal adjective) used as a noun. The wounded (i.e., wounded 
people) lay dyin(! in the street. For other illustrations of the participle used as a 
noun, sec Part Two, Lesson VIII, pp 294-296. 
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The Infinitive 

The infinitive has two tenses, the present and the present 
perfect. Intransitive verbs and transitive verbs in the active 
voice have two forms which may be employed to denote the 
time of action which each of these tenses represents: the sim
ple (or indefinite) form and the definite (or progressive) form. 
The passive voice has only one form for each tense: the in
definite present and the indefinite present perfect. 

Intransitive verbs have infinitive forms corresponding to 
the ones given below for the verb fall: 

Present Indefinite (Simple Infinitive): (to) fall 
Present Definite (Progressive): (to) be falling 
Present Perfect Indefinite: (to) have fallen 
Present Perfect Definite (Progressive): (to) have been falling 

Transitive verbs have four forms in the active voice and 
two in the passive voice. These correspond to the tense 
forms listed for see in the table below: 

ACTIVE VoICE 

Present Indefinite (Simple Infinitive): (to) see 
Present Definite (Progressive): (to) be seeing 
Present Perfect Indefinite: (to) have seen 
Present Perfect Definite (Progressive): (to) have been seeing 

PASSIVE VOICE 

Present Indefinite: (to) be seen 
Present Perfect Indefinite: (to) have been seen 

The indefinite ( or simple) infinitive is the oldest of all the 
forms of the infinitive now in common use; and except for the 
verb be, which has a very irregular present and past tense 
conjugation, the simple infinitive is identical with the first 
person, present tense form of the verb it represents. In our 
dictionaries and school grammars, the simple infinitive is 
listed as the primary (or basic) form of the verb, all the other 
forms being derived from or based upon it. To conjugate 
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any full verb, one must know the simple infinitive of the verb 
in question and its inflectional pattern. 

Origin and Forms of the Infinitive. In Old English the 
infinitive had only two distinctive forms: the simple ( or noun) 
infinitive and the gerundial infinitive. The noun-infinitive 
was recognized by its ending -an (O.E. drincan, drink), and 
the gerundial infinitive by its dative ending -ne (e.g., O.E. to 
drincanne) and by the preposition to, which always preceded 
it. The noun-infinitive was a neuter noun, and could have 
nominative or accusative function, but it was not used as a 
modifier. The gerundial infinitive had restricted use. It 
was employed mainly to express purpose; it was not used as 
the subject or object of a verb. 

In Middle English, when the noun-infinitive lost its suffix 
(O.E. -an; M.E. -en) the only distinctive infinitive form was 
t.he infinitive with to. In time the to was felt to be the sign 
of the infinitive, and was attached to it in its other verbal 
uses. In Modern English the to is treated as a mere function 
word except when it is used to show relationship between the 
infinitive it governs and some other sentence element, as in 
He came to get the money ( = He came for the money), where to 
shows relationship between two grammatical units, came and 
get the money. ' 

The infinitive without to is now used with the future and 
modal auxiliaries (shall, will, should, would, may, can, must, 
etc.) and with do and did in forming certain periphrastic 
tenses of finite verbs. In earlier English these auxiliary 
verbs were full verbs, and the noun-infinitive which followed 
any one of these was the direct object. 

When the infinitive in its verbal function is used as an ob
jective complement after such verbs as see, make, hear, feel, 
and the like, the to is usually omitted, as in I saw him leave; 
I heard her sing,· She made me laugh. 

The infinitive as a verbal is also used without to after cer
tain prepositions, such as but and except; as, He does nothing 
but stare at us; I will do anything vou ask except sing that song. 
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The expanded tenses of the infinitive represent somewhat 
recent formations. These are formed by combining the 
present or perfect infinitives of the verb be or have with the 
present or past participle of principal verbs. The present 
1iefinite (progressive) infinitive consists of the present infini
tive of be plus the present participle of the principal verb: (to) 
be + seeing, (to) be +falling. The present perfect inde:fi!lite 
infinitive consists of the present infinitive of have plus the 
past participle of a principal verb: (to) have + seen, (to) have 
+ fallen. The present perfect definite (progressive) infini
tive consists of the present perfect infinitive of the verb be 
plus the present participle of a principal verb: (to) have been 
+ seeing, (to) have been+ falling. 

The present tense of the passive voice is formed by com
bining the present infinitive of be and the past participle of a 
principal verb; (to) be + seen. The present perfect passive 
infinitive consists of the present perfect infinitive of be plus 
the past participle of a principal verb: (to) have been + seen. 

SEQUENCE OF TENSES 

Sequence of tenses has to do with the tenses of verbs in 
certain subordinate constructions in relation to that of verbs 
in principal ones. As a rule, the tenses of verbs in dependent 
elements (clauses or verbal phrases) are influenced by and 
adjusted to the tenses of predicate verbs in principal clauses. 

The tenses that measure time from the standpoint of the 
present to some past or future time; that is, from the time 
the speaker is stating his thoughts to some other time past or 
yet to come, are sometimes called the primary tenses. These 
are the present, the past, the present perfect, and the future 
Those tenses that measure time in relation to some past 01 

future time are called secondary tenses. These are the past 
perfect and the future perfect. If one of the secondary tenses 
depends upon one of the primary tenses for its meaning ( or 
measure of time), as it usually does, it must conform (or be 
adjusted) to the tense of the principal verb. If we say When 
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he had come (or If he had come); or When he had driven through 
the city (or When he had been driving through the city), our 
verbs had come, had driven, and had been driving are denoting 
time as relative to some other past time; and if we follow 
these verbs with principal clauses, we must, use past tense 
forms so that the action which they denote as completed in 
the past can be measured by ( or based upon) some other 
past action. 

The future action expressed in a future perfect tense is 
based upon some other future action, which may be expressed 
hy the simple future tense or by the present tense denoting 
future time. If we say I shall have finished eating my lunch; 
or I shall have been eating for an hour; or He will have been in 
Europe a year, it is necessary for us to furnish primary verbs 
(in this case, present or future) in dependent clauses so that 
these verbs may measure time from some action yet to come 
to the time of the action which they denote. 

For the sake of brevity, the primary tenses are sometimes 
suppressed; but the primary tense meaning must be implied 
or suggested by the context; as, I shall have finished this job 
by noon. Here the primary future tense meaning is indicated 
by the phrase by noon, which suggests a point of time in the 
future, which serves as a basis for measuring the extent of 
the action, which begins a moment after the present time and 
extends to noontime. Rephrased, this sentence means I 
shall work until noon, at which time I shall have finished this job. 

Verbs are said to have natural sequence when they indi
cate the natural or logical time relations existing between the 
actions which they denote. The present perfect naturally 
precedes the present, and the future naturally follows the 
present, as in the following: 

(1) When he hat finished, he may go. (2) He has not asked 
me what we are having for lunch. (3) When I finish this 
exercise, I shall leave. (4) When he has finished, he will 
depart. 
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When it is desired to make clear the relation of time be~ 
tween the main and the subordinate verb, the tense of the 
subordinate verb is independent of that of the main verb
and in such a case there is no sequence of tenses. Observe 
the two tenses in each of the following: 

(1) I sing because I love to sing. (2) I sang because I love 
to sing. (3) I sang because I had been invited to sing. (4) 
l shall sing in Chicago because I had promised to sing there 
before I was invited to sing in your town. 

In indirect quotations 16 a present main verb is followed by 
a verb in any tense in the noun clause: 

He says he 

writes, is writing 
wrote, was writing 
has written, has been writing 
had written, had been writing 
will write, will be writing 
will have written 

his reply. 

But a past principal verb is followed by the past or the 
past perfect: 

{
wrote } 

. was writing . 
He said he h d ;tt his reply. a wr. en 

had been writing 

There is one exception to this rule: after a past tense a, 

general truth or a permanent fact is usually expressed by a 
subordinate verb in the present tense, as in He said that hon
esty is the bes~ policy; and He knew that the earth is round. 
Sometimes the past tense is preferred as a means of shifting 
the responsibility for the truth of a statement. Observe, 
however, that there is sometimes a difference in meaning be
tween the past and present tenses in clauses of this type; e.g., 
He said that he WflS a member of the Communist party; and He 

16 We may have in effect the indirect quotation not only after say and said, 
but after such expressions as He believes, thinks, is certain, e.g., He is certain he 
will (or did) succeed,· He was certain he had succeeded (or would succeed); etr. 
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said that he is a member of the Communist party. Compare 
also He said you were sick with He said you are sick. In 
subordinate clauses like these, the proper sequence must de
pend upon logic, not upon grammatical tense. 

The modal auxiliaries follow the same rules in denoting 
proper sequence of tenses as other verbs; i.e., the grammatical 
present tense forms normally follow present tenses, and the 
grammatical past tense forms follow past tenses, as in the 
following: 

(1) I may go if I have (not if I had) the money. (2) I might 
go if I had (not if I have) the money. (3) He could write 
legibly if he tried (not tries). (4) I say this in order that I 
may (not might) convince you. (5) I said that in order that 
I might (not may) convince you. 

The danger of error in the use of the modal verb forms lies 
in the tendency to make careless substitution of the past 
forms (might, could, would, should) for present or future tense 
forms (may, can, will, shall). We have observed earlier in 
our treatment of tenses of verbs that both the present and 
past forms of the modal verbs are capable of denoting future 
time, but when sequence of tenses is to be considered, the 
present and the past forms should be differentiated. 

PERSON AND NUMBER 

The person and number of verbs depend upon the person 
and number of their subjects, the law being that the verb 
must agree with its subject in these particulars. English 
has preserved few terminal markings that denote person 
and number, and often both must be determined by the con
text, not by the forms of the verb. 

In verbs other than be, there is only one form in which 
modern English inflection shows a differentiation in form to 
indicate person and number; namely, the third person sbgu
lar of the present tense, indicative mode, which adds -s to the 
simple form used for the other persons of the singular and for 
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all persons of the plural. The modal auxiliaries (may, might, 
can, could, should, would, must, ought) do not even have 
the -s ending for the third person singular form. Agreement 
in English is, therefore, less significant than in more fully 
inflected languages, such as Latin, Greek, and Old English. 
Excluding the past tense forms of be (was and were), English 
has no past tense inflection to denote person or number; e.g., 
I rode, you rode, he rode, we rode, you rode, they rode. 

In the subjunctive mode, the verb be, the most highly in
flected verb in English, has no markings to denote person or 
number, the form be serving for all persons and both numbers 
in the present tense, and the form were for all persons and 
both numbers in the past tense. Other verbs have no inflec
tion to show person and number in the subjunctive. 

In the conjugation of be, English has preserved three dis
tinctive forms (am, are, is) for the singular indicative, but 
one of these, the second person are is like the form used for all 
three persons of the plural. Highly inflected languages, like 
Latin and Greek, have separate forms for each person in the 
singular and a form for each person in the plural. Old Eng
lish could differentiate between the second person plural and 
the second person singular, a distinction that modern Eng
lish is now incapable of making. When the singular pronoun 
thou became archaic, the verb form which it governed became 
arehaic also. The blunder in substandard speech in You 
was ( or Was you?) for You were ( or Were you?) may be re
garded as an error either in person or number. It is logically 
correct for the singular meaning, but violates usage, and 
hence must be avoide,d. When you became a substitute for 
thou in the singular, it kept its plural verb form (compare 
with German Sie sind and du bist). Sometimes the adjective 
all is placed immediately after you to specify plurality, as in 
You all are invited to come. You are invited is ambiguous 
when no qualifying word is expressed or implhd to indicate 
the number of the subject, and therefore the numb1.,r of the 
verb are inviwd could be either plural or singular. Such 
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ambiguity results from the inflectional leveling of both the 
pronoun-subject and the verb. 

As we have seen earlier, shall (should) and will (would) 
when used correctly to denote pure futurity differentiate the 
first person from the second and the third, but these uses are 
not always observed; and they show no diff Eaentiation be
tween the singular and the plural number. 

Principles Determining the Person and Number of Verbs 

1. Personal pronouns are the only words in English 
capable of indicating by inflection both person and number. 
Most nouns have singular and plural forms to indicate differ
ences in number; but all nouns must be construed as being 
third person, unless they are appositives of personal pronouns, 
such as We, the people; you, the president; I, the oldest citi
zen. Here the pronouns, not the nouns, denote the person. 

2. A relative pronoun must agree with its antecedent in 
person and number; and when the relative pronoun is the 
subject of a clause, its predicate verb must agree with it in 
person and number. Observe the number of the verb in the 
relative clause in each of the following: 

(1) He who fights and runs away may live to fight another 
day. (2) It is I who am at fault this time. (3) It is you 
who are criticizing the program. (4) It is these men who 
have sacrificed for us. 

Failure to recognize the correct antecedent of a relative 
pronoun may result in error: I am one of those who favor (not 
favors) equal wages for equal service. In this sentence the 
verb in the adjective clause must be plural, because the ante
cedent of who is those, not one. The point is, that there are 
some persons, perhaps several, who favor equal wages, and I 
am one of them. In J am the only one of those who favors the 
measure, the antecedent of who is one, not those; and hence 
favors is the correct form. 

3. Determining the number of a n'Jun which may have 
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either singular or plural meaning without change of form re
quires special attention. Collective nouns take singular 
verbs when the idea is of the group as a whole, as in The party 
is leaving at daybreak; but a plural verb is required, if the 
idea is of the individuals composing the group, as in The 
party were of all ages and both sexes. Because the collective 
nouns more often than not convey numbers as a unit, they 
are usually followed by singular verbs, as in the following: 

(1) The class has been examined. (2) A large army is a 
protection. (3) Congress has adjourned. (4) The herd of 
cattle was sold with the farm. 

4. Singular nouns with plural modifiers require singular 
verbs, as in The father, with his sons, has been honored. It 
is well to remember that with, together with, beside, including, 
in addition to, along with, accompanied by, as well as, and 
phrases like these, following singular nouns do not make 
those nouns plural; e.g., The captain, in addition to the mem
bers of the crew, was rescued. If we substitute and for in 
addition to, the adjunct modifier becomes coordinate with 
the singular noun, and the subject becomes plural and re
quires a plural verb. 

6. In question sentences, the verb may precede its sub
ject, but it must agree with it in person and number, as in 
Were you (not Was you) speaking to me? Are (not Is) John 
(!J,nd Alice invited? Also in declarative sentences when the 
subject follows the verb, special care must be exercised to 
see that the subject and verb agree in number; as, In our 
club are (not is) a captain and a general; There are (not is) a 
grapefruit and an orange in the refrigerator. 

6. The number of the verb following compound subjects 
depends upon the idea suggested by the conjunction: 

And (suggesting addition) is commonly followed by a 
plural verb: The fool and his money are soon parted. But 
where the parts of the subject are thought of as a unit or as 
representing one ide\l. in two or more words, the singular may 
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be used, especially when two nouns connected by and present 
an idea usually expressed by what is referred to in rhetoric 
book::; as hendiadys ("one through two"), two coordinate 
nouns being the equivalent of a noun with a modifying ad
jective; as, Bread and butter ( = bread with butter) is all I 
want for my lunch. But bread and butter are sold here con
tains a plural subject, and the verb must be plural. Kip
ling's The tumult and shouting dies (note the singular verb) is 
not to be construed as faulty grammar. The compound sub
ject is equivalent to the tumultuous shouting. 

Also when two nouns ref erring to the same person are 
joined by and, the verb should be singular, as in The owner 
and manager of the business is John Smith. 

7. Singular nouns joined by or, nor, neither ... nor, and 
either . . . or take singular verbs: 

(1) Neither the party nor the nation knows where it stands. 
(2) Either this boy or that girl is to blame. (3) Neither 
Mary nor her sister is attending class. 

If one of these conjunctions joins pronouns representing 
different persons or joins a singular and a plural substantive, 
the one nearer the verb determines the person and number 
of the verb: 

(1) Either you or I am to blame. (2) Either the chief or 
his subordinates are responsible. (3) Either he or you are 
to blame. 

8. The form of the noun is not always indicative of its 
number meaning, for some plural form~ take singular verbs, 
and some singular forms require plural verbs. The following 
suggestions may help the student in determining the number 
meaning of the more troublesome forms: 

a. Some nouns plural in form are always singular in meaning, 
and hence require singular verbs: news, whereabouts, measles, 
ethics, economics, summons; e.g., The news is good today. 
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b. Some nouns are plural in form and singular in meaning 
(they represent one object or one collection or mass) and re
quire the plural verb: scissors, cojf ers, tidings, riches, trousers; 
e.g., My sdssors are not sharp. Your trousers are being 
pressed. 

c. Plural nouns indicating sums of money, distance, measure
ment, and the like require singular verbs: Two thousand dol
lars is too much to pay for that car; Two miles is too far for me 
to walk before breakfast. 

9. The indefinite pronouns anybody, everybody, anyone, 
nobody, someone, many a one, etc. regularly take singular 
verbs: Everyone is present; Many a one has attempted that feat 
and failed. 

The adjectivtd each and every modifying a singular or a 
compound subject are followed by singular verbs: 

(1) Every student has voted. (2) Every bud, stalk, 
flower, and seed displays a figure, a proportion, a harmony, 
beyond the reach of art. (3) Every man, woman, and 
child in this town is contributing to the support of this en
terprise. 

10. None is one pronoun which needs special attention. It 
has both singular and plural meaning, though many speakers 
and writers take pains to make the verb following none singu
lar (see Indefinite Pronouns, pp. 68-71). The following sen
tences show correct uses of none: 

(1) None of the women have invited their husbands. 
(2) Nona ( = not one) of the women has invited her husband. 
(3) None of the vegetables are (or is) fresh. 

11. The expression more than one, though plural in mean
ing, regularly takes a singular verb; and if a noun follows, as 
in more than one man, which is singular too, the number of 
both the verb and the noun being infhienced by the singular 
one, which is closer to the verb than more, as in More than one 
person has failed to solve this problem. If more is followed by 
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a plural noun, the verb is naturally plural: More teacherls 
than one have failed to solve this problem. 

12. If the subject of the sentence is singular and the predi
cate nominative is plu:al, the verb must agree with the sub
ject, not the predicate nominative: It was they; It is we; It 
was the children who annored you. 

13. When an affirmative subject is followed by a negative 
one, the verb agrees with the affirmative: The boy, not the 
parents, is being punished. 

14. Titles and names of books, ships, countries, etc., though 
plural in form take singular verbs: 

1. The Last of the M ohicans, which starred your friend, has 
had a long run. 2. The Chicago News, which reviewed that 
story, is a good newspaper. 3. Why has the United States 
failed? 4. Is Ibsen's Ghosts in our library? 

16. Clauses, verbals, or other groups of words serving as 
subjects require singular verbs: When to quit business and 
enjoy their wealth is the problem never solved by some. 

Conjugation 

The conjugation ( or inflection) of a verb is the systematic 
arrangements of its forms. All English verbs that are com
plete in voice, mode, tense, person, and number, as most 
transitive verbs are, may be conjugated according to the same 
scheme, provided that one knows the stem-forms which ap
pear in the present infinitive (or indicative), the past indica
tive, and the past p9.rticiple. These forms constitute what 
are called principal parts. 

The principal parts, or stem-words, may show three dis
tinct forms, as in rise, ro;se, risen (an original ablaut verb); or 
two, as in bind, bound, bound (an ablaut verb in which level
ing has occurred between the past indicative and the past 
participle); or only one basic form, a suffix (-d, -t, or -ed) be
ing added for- the past indicative and the past participle, as 
in fill, filled, filled. It is also possible to find a set of verb 
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forms identical in all three principal parts, as in set, set, set (an 
original weak verb in which phonetic influences have oper
ated to obliterate the suffix in the pa.st indicative and the past 
participle). 

For convenience, however, it is customary in listing or de
scribing verbs to give as principal parts three forms, unless 
(as in the cases of can, must, beware, and quoth) one or more 
forms should be actually lacking. Some grammars list the 
present participle as a fourth principal part, but since the 
present participle shows no variation in its formation, -ing 
always being added to the present infinitive, it is not neces
sary for one to include it when listing the principal parts of 
verbs. 

With the following synopsis of the verb give as a basis, the 
student can make for himself a conjugation to fit nearly any 
verb in the language, provided he knows the principal parts 
of the verb he wishes to conjugate. 

A full conjugation of the irregular verb be is given first be
low, because its finite and infinite forms appear oftener than 
t1e forms of other auxiliary verbs used in the conjugation of 
principal verbs, and because its forms are more varying than 
those of the other assisting verbs. 

The infinite forms (participles and infinitives) of the verb 
be are placed before the finite ones so that the student may 
become familiar with thef',e and be able to recognize them 
when they appear in the various periphrastic tenses of the 
different modes. 

It is important to note that the verb give is a transitive 
verb, and therefore has both active and passive voice inflec
tion. An intransitive verb, such as fall, seem, come, go, has 
no voice modification, and will have only those forms listed 
for the active voice of give. The expanded tense forms (the 
progressive and emphatic) are included in the conjugation 
given for be and give, because they are now recognized as 
standard and important tense forms of the inflection of any 
full verb. The potential pattern is given to show the proper 
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uses of the present and past tense forms of the modal auxili
aries (may-might, can-could, etc.). 

CONJUGATION OF THE VERB BE 

Principal Parts: be (am, are, is), was (were), been 

I fi ·t. {Present: (to) be n ni ives , Present Perfect: (to) have been 

{
Present: being 

Participles Past: been 
Present Perfect: having been 

lam 

{you are 
thou art 17 

he (she, it) is 

I was 

{you were 
thou wast 
he (she, it) was 

I shall be 

{you will be 
thou wilt be 

INDICATIVE MODE 

PRESENT TENSE 

we are 
you (ye) are 

they are 

PAST TENSE 

we were 
you (ye) were 

they were 

FUTURE TENSE 

we shall be 
you (ye) will be 

he (she, it) will be they will be 

I have been f you have been 
l thou hast been 

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 

we have been 
you (ye) have been 

he (she, it) has been they have been 

17 1 he forms with thou are now archaic or restricted to poetry and solemn style. 
We hear them used in prayer and see them in the prose and poetry of the greatest 
literary masters of the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries. 
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PAST PERFECT TENSE 

l had been 

{you had been 
thou hadst been 
he (she, it) had been 

we had been 
you (ye) had been 

they had been 

FUTURE PERFECT TENSE 

I shall have been 

{you will have been 
thou wilt have been 

we shall have been 
you (ye) will have been 

he (she, it) will have been they will have been 

SUBJUNCTIVE MODE 

(Forms m italics differ from corresponding indicative forms.) 

1£18 I be 

{ If you be 
If thou be 
If he (she, it) be 

If I were 

{ If you were 
If thou wert 
If he (she, it) were 

PRESENT TENSE 

If we be 
If you (ye) be 

If they be 

PAST TENSE 

If we were 
If you (ye) were 

If they were 

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 

If I have been 

{ If you have been 
If thou have been 
If he (she, it) have been 

If we have been 
If you (ye) have been 

If they have been 

18 If is used in the paradigm because subjunctive clauses are frequently intro
duced by it; but the student should know that it is not a part of the subjunctive 
inflection; though, lest, as if, as though, etc. may introduce subordinate clauses 
containing verbs in the subjunctive mode. The subjunctive forms are also Uf.ed 
in principal clauses (see Uses of S•1bjun'.!tive Mode, pp. 112-116). 
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PAST PERFECT TENSE 

If I had been If we had been 

{ If you had been 
If thou hadst been 

If you (ye) had been 

If he (she, it) had been If they had been 

IMPERATIVE MODE 

PRESENT TENSE 

Be (you, thou) Be (you, ye) 

POTENTIAL INDICATIVE 19 

PRESENT TENSE 

I may 20 be 

{you may be 
thou mayst (mayest) be 
he (she, it) may be 

we may be 
you (ye) may be 

they may be 

PAST TENSE 

I might be 

{you might be 
thou mightst (mightest) be 
he (she, it) might be 

we might be 
you (ye) might be 

they might be 

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 

I may have been we may have been 

{you may have been you (ye) may have been 
thou mayst (mayest) have been 
he (she, it) may have been they may have been 

151 

19 In the living language, the forms of potential subjunctive are identical with 
those of the potential indicative; the thou-forms are archaic in both modes. 

20 Most of the other modal auxiliaries (can-could, will,-would, shall-should) 
follow the same pattern as may-might. Ought has similar inflection, but it is 
always followed by the infinitive with to; as, Present: ought to be; Past: ought to 
have been. Must, like ought, has no inflectional modifications: the form with 
thou is must (not mustest). 
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PAST PERFECT TENSE 

I might have been we might have been 

{you might have been 
thou mightst (mightest) have 

been 

you (ye) might have been 

he (she, it) might have been they might have been 

CONJUGATION O}l' THE VERB GIVE 

Principal Parts: give, gave, given 

INFINITIVES 

AcTIVE VoICE PASSIVE VoICE 

Present Indefinite: (to) give (to) be given 
Present Definite, or Progressive: (to) 

be giving 
Present Perfect Indefinite: (to) have 

given (to) have been given 
Present Perfect Definite, or Progres-

sive: (to) have been giving 

PARTICIPLES 

Present Indefinite: giving being given 
Present Perfect Indefinite: having 

given having been given 
Present Perfect Definite, or Progres-

sive: having been giving 
Past: given 

A Synopsis of the Indicative Mode 

ACTIVE VOICE 

PRESENT TENSE 

Indefinite: I give 
Defim·te, or Progressive: I am giving 
Emphatic: I do give 

PAST TENSE 

Indefinite: I gave 
Definite, or Progressive: I was giving 
Emphatic: I did give 

p ASSIVE VOICE 

I am given 
I am being given 

I was given 
I was being given 
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FUTURE TENSE 

Indefinite: I shall give I shall be given 
Definite, or Progressive: I shall be 

giving 

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 

Indefinite: I have given I have been given 
Definite, or Progressive: I have been 

giving 

PAST PERFECT TENSE 

Indefinite: I had given I had been given 
Defini·te, or Progressive: I had been 

giving 

FUTURE PERFECT TENSE 

Indefinite: I shall have given I shall have been given 
Definite, or Progressive: I shall have 

been giving 

The first person singular form in the synopsis of give sug
gests the pattern for the full conjugations of each tense in the 
indicative and subjunctive modes. In a few instances the 
form changes to denote person or number. The following 
variations should be noted: 

1. The indefinite and emphatic present have distinctive 
forms for the third person singular. The suffix -s (or -es) 
is added to the first person form; e.g., He (she, it) gives; 
He (she, it) does give. 

2. The progressive and all the tenses in the passive voice 
follow the inflection of the verb be; e.g., I am giving (or 
am given); He (she, it) is giving (or are given); We (you, 
they) are giving (or are given). 

3. In the present perfect tense, have becomes has in the 
third person singular; e.g., He ( she, it) has given ( or has 
been giving). 

4. In the future and future perfect tenses, the second and 
third persons follow the pattern given for the future 
tense of be, and have will instead of shall; e.g., You 
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will give; He will' have given; They will be giving. For 
the modal uses of shall and will, see Uses of the Modal 
Auxiliaries, pp. 129-132. 

POTENTIAL INDICATIVE MODE 21 

A<.:TIVE VOICE p ASSIVE Vo ICE 

PRESENT TENSE 

Indefinite: I may 2~ give I may be given 
Definite, or Progressive: I may be 

giving 

PAST TENSE 

Indefinite: I might give I might be given 
Definite, or Progressive: I might be 

givmg 

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 

Indefinite: I may have given I may have been given 
Definite, or Progressive: I may have 

been giving 

PAST PERFECT TENSE 

Indefinite: I might have given I might have been given 
Definite, or Progressive: I might have 

been giving 

A Synopsis of the Subjunctive Mode 

ACTIVE VoICE 

PRESENT TENSE 

Indefinite: If 23 I give 
Progressive: If I be giving 

p ASSIVE VOICE 

If I be given 

21 The potential indicative and the potential subjunctive forms are alike. In 
the living language, none of the modal auxiliaries inflect to denote person or 
number. 

22 Any of the modal auxiliaries having present and past forms may be substi
tuted for may and might. See note 20, p. 151. 

For the use of the archaic forms with thou, see conjugation of be, p. 149; and 
for the uses and meanings of the modal auxiliaries, see Tenses of the Modal 
Auxiliaries, pp. 128-131. 

23 For an explanation of the use of if with the subjunctiye forms, see note ex
plaining the if in the conjugation of the verb be in the subjunctive, p. 150. 
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PAST TENSE 

indefinite: If I gave If I were given 
Definite, or Progressive: If I were giv-

ing If I were being given 

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 

Indefinite: If I have given 
Definite, or Progressive: If I have 

been giving 

If I have been given 

PAST PERFECT TENSE 

Indefinite: If I had given If I had been given 
Definite, or Progressive: If I had been 

giving 

IMPERATIVE MODE 
. PRESENT TENSE 

Indefinite: give 
Definite, or Progressive: Be giving 
Emphatic: Do give 

Be given 
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Adverbs 

The adverb is perhaps the most difficult of all the parts of 
speech to put within the limits of a definition which will cover 
all its numerous and varied uses and meanings. The name 
adverb (Latin ad verbum, to the verb) suggests only one of its 
many uses, though doubtless its earliest and primary func
tion was to qualify the verb. But since the 3arliest English 
period, the adverb has been used to qualify a verb, an adjec
tive, or another adverb (or any adverb-equivalent); and i:o 
addition the adverb has been gradually extending its func
tjons to those usually performed by other parts of speech. 

Forms and Derivation of Adverbs 

When classified as to form and origin, adverbs are of two 
general types: 1. primary and 2. derivative. 

1. The primary adverbs are the oldest in the language and 
the most general in meaning. They were adverbs in Old 
English or became adverbs before the end of the Middle Eng
lish period. Their original, or primary, function was to 
qualify verbs, though they now are used to modify other 
parts of speech. Primary adverbs have no suffixes or other 
markings to distinguish them from the other parts of speech; 
and most of them are not inflected for comparison, and many 
of them are monosyllabic. The following are primary ad
verbs: hence, here, how, never, not, since, soon, then, there, thus, 
twice, too, where, whence. 

156 
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2. The derivative adverbs may be identified by their suf
fixes (-ly, -wards, -ways, -wise), or by their compound or 
phrasal nature, being formed by combining or joining words 
in various ways. Some adverb compoundG are very old, dat
ing back to earliest English, and some are very new. The 
older compounds, those formed in the Old English and in the 
Middle English periods, can sometimes be recognized because 
the elements of the compounds are usually written as single 
words; the more recently for:::ned ones usually have their 
component parts joined by hyphens, or written as phrases. 

In Old English the oblique cases (and therefore all cases 
except the nominative) could have adverbial function, and 
nouns and their modifying adjectives (mid way, mean time, 
some times, straight way) developed into compound adverbs: 
midway, meantime, etc. Prepositions which always went 
with certain nouns joined with those nouns to make new ad
verbs. In the following adverbs, the prefixes a-, for-, in-, 
per-, and to- were once prepositions: aboard, ahead, apart, 
apiece, forsooth, indeed, perchance, taday. Adverbs and adjec
tives often attached themselves .;o prepositions to convey 
new or special adverbial meanings: hereafter, forever, thereby, 
thereat, whereby, wherein, anew, amid, awry, anon. Also 
adverbs joined with adverbs to make new adverbs: however, 
whenever, wherever, whensoever, whensoever. Occasionally an 
adverb joined with a noun to make a new adverb: naught, 
nought (O.E. nawiht from n- a- wiht, not a whit). More re
cent adverb formations have various combinations: heretofore, 
inasmuch, insomuch, nevertheless, notwithstanding, pell-mell, 
perhaps, willy-nilly. Sometimes an entire phrase functions 
as a single adverbial modifier: to and fro, hand in hand, by 
and by, in general, in short, to boot, to wit, in vain, of late, off 
and on, now and then, etc. 

No rule can be given to aid one in determining which of the 
derivative adverbs are to be written solid, which with hy
phens, and which as phrases. The older the compound, the 
more likely it is that the individual elements are written as 
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single words without hyphens. The hyphenated adverb!:! 
usually belong to the middle stage in the development of 
compounds. The dictionary is really the only final authority 
on such matters. Our standard dictionaries list back and 
forth, backwards andforwards, by and by, here and there, hither 
and thither, in vain, in truth, in and out, now and then, off and 
on, and up and down as phrases; but inasmuch, insomuch, 
nevertheless, and notwithstanding as single words without 
hyphens. 

Old and New Forms of Adverbs. Most adverbs, whether 
new or old, like adjectives, are derived from other parts of 
speech. Many are formed by the addition of the suffix -ly: 
(1) to adjectives: bold-boldly, calm-calmly, quiet-quietly; 
(2) less frequently to nouns: week-weekly, part-partly, name 
-namely, order-orderly. This is now the usual way of form
ing adverbs from adjectives or from nouns having adjectival 
meaning. Any recently coined adjectives, such as peppy and 
snappy, would thus be made into adverbs by adding -ly; e.g., 
peppily, snappily. Hence, the -ly is now the living (or pro
ductive) adverb suffix. 

It must not be assumed, however, that all adverbs must 
end in -ly, for the language has numerous adverbs formed in 
past times in other ways. Nor should one assume that all 
words ending in -ly are adverbs. The words beastly, costly, 
deadly, fatherly, friendly, godly, homely, kingly, likely, manly, 
slovenly, seemly, timely, womanly, ugly, and several others are 
adjectives in common use; and some words in-ly serve equally 
well as adjectives and as adverbs; e.g., daily, early, monthly, 
only, weekly, yearly. 

There is an important group of adverbs in good use with
out the ending -ly, sometimes called flat adverbs, such as 
bright, deep, fair, fast, first, hard, high, ill, late, long, loud, 
low, quick, right, sharp, strong, thick, wide. A common mis
understanding is that these are "adjectives used as adverbs," 
because, through language leveling, they have become iden
tical in sound and in spelling with corresponding adjectives. 
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But they ar0 true adverbs, and have always heen so. In Old 
English and Early Middle English, these adverbs were dis
tinguished from corresponding adjectives by the ending -e, 
pronounced as an extra syllable that was lacking in the ad
jective. Thus in Old English the adjective bright had one 
syllable and the adverb brighte had two; and so with the 
others. The difference lasted until Chaucer's time, who 
wrote Bright was the sun, and Her face shone so brighte. After 
his day the sound of final -e was lost, and the adverb became 
like the adjective. But the adverb bright is still an adverb 
in its own right, not an adjective used as an adverb. 

Many of the flat adverbs have taken on the -ly ending, so 
that there are now double forms in common use: bright
brightly, deep-deeply, fair-fairly, hard-hardly, high-highly, 
Just-justly, late-lately, low-lowly, quick-quickly, right
rightly, slow-slowly, strong-strongly, thick-thickly, wide
widely, wrong-wrongly. Observe that all the flat forms 
have identical adjective forms in common use; and lowly (an 
-ly form) serves equally well as an adjective or as an adverb, 
but with somewhat modified meaning. 1 

The choice between the two forms is not a matter of correct 
and incorrect, but often of me.tning or style. Compare He 
worked hard with He hardly worked; He threw the ball high with 
He was highly esteemed; He has come late with He has come 
lately; He turned right with He turned rightly ('properly'); 
Drive slow with Proceed slowly. Several of the flat adverbs 
do not immediately precede the verbs they qualify. We can 
say He walked out slow or He slowly walked out, but not He 
slow walked out. Often the flat adverbs belong to a more 
familiar style than the ones ending in -ly. Sometimes the 
shorter form seems to convey a more forceful meaning than 

1 A few flat adverbs,have identical adjective forms, but do not have the -ly 
adverb forms; e.g., fast, ill, and lonf,. Observe their use in the following: One 
behaves ill (not illy, though sometimes heard in substandard English). It 
rained all night long (not longly). We must move fast (not fastly). Except in 
their transitional use, first and last are preferred to firstly and lastly, as in You (JO 

first (11otfirstly), and I shall come last (not lastly). 
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the -ly adverb. Our local road signs may request us to drive 
slow or to drive slowly. Both according to the history of the 
forms may be regarded as correct. The shorter form is often 
felt to be more commanding. 

Certain adverbs existed in Old English without distinctive 
ending and mostly without corresponding adjectives; as, far, 
forth, nigh, here, hither, in, out, there, thither, thus, too, up, well, 
where, whither, and others. Since these are primary adverbs, 
the addition of the -ly is not permitted: far (not farly); forth 
(not forthly); much (not muchly); nigh (not nighly); thus (not 
thusly); too (not tooly). 

A few adverbs like maybe and willy-nilly are survivals of 
entire clauses or sentences. The adverb maybe is elliptical 
for it may be. Hence Maybe you are right is equivalent to It 
may be that you are right. Willy-nilly is a corruption of will 
he, or will he not ( or will ye, or will ye not). In earlier English, 
.it was a subjunctive expression of doubt, and meant whether 
he will or will not. It is now archaic. 

Adverbs Classified as to Meaning 

When classified as to meaning, most adverbs can be put 
into the categories of time, place, manner, degree, and cause. 
In addition to these major classes, there are the so-called 
modal adverbs which express negation, affirmation, assertion, 
probability, doubt, etc. Adverbs which do not modify and 
which do not convey any of these meanings may be independ
ent, introductory, or functional ( expletive 1• 

Adverbs of time may express present time (now, immedi
ately, instantly, today); past time (ago, already, before, lately, 
then, yesterday); future time (afterwards, by and by, hereafter, 
soon, tomorrow); duration of time (always, continuously, ever, 
incessantly, never, still, while); or frequency of time (again and 
again, daily, frequently, of ten, periodically, sometimes). Ad
verbs of time may denote number and be multiplicatives 
(once, twice, thrice), or ordinals (first, second). 
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Adverbs of time usually modify verbs. They answer the 
question When? or How long? or How many times? 

1. Present time: (a) Do it now. (b) Go immediately. 
(c) I am leaving town today. 

2. Past time: (a) Then burst his mighty heart. (b) He 
came yesterday. (c) They have already left. (d) I have 
been in this house before. 

3. Future time: (a) I shall come soon. (b) Father plans 
to arrive tomorrow. (c) Hereafter prepare your own meals. 
(d) He will arrive sometime. 

4. Duration of time: (1) We shall be continuously an
noyed. (2) Mother is still in the hospital. (3) She is 
never at home. (4) He is always in trouble. 

5. Frequency of time: (1) Our papers are delivered daily. 
(2) She is absent frequently. (3) He goes to church occa
sionally. (4) We shall see this sort of thing happening 
again and again. 

6. Multiplicative time: (1) I visited him in that house 
once. (2) He came to see me twice. 

7. Ordinal time: (1) I want to speak to Mother first. (2) 
John will sing next. 

The types of time expressed by the adverbs in these illus
trations are by 110 means complete, but they should serve to 
show the difficulty of pressing all grammatical phenomena 
into a few names and specific categories. 

It is well to remember that the time expressed in the ad
verb should be in agreement with the time (or tense) of the 
verb which the adverb modifies. For example, ago has past 
time meaning, and should not be used with present time verbs 
(i.e., with the present or the present perfect tense). One 
should say It was a year ago, not It has been a year ago. 

Adverbs of place and direction may denote place where 
(above, below, near, here, there, where, upstairs); motion to 
(forward, onward, hither, thither, whither); and motion from 
(away, hence, thence, whence). 
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Adverbs of place usually modify verbs. They answer the 
question Where? or In what direction? or From what direction? 
The following illustrate: 

1. Adverbs of place where: (1) I study here. (2) Our 
guests sleep upstairs. (3) I have been there. (4) Put it 
there. (5) Leave your books below. 

2. Adverbs of direction: (1) Come hither. (2) Go 
thither. (3) Go hence. (4) Turn left. (5) Move forward. 
(6) Move onward. (7) Go away. 

Adverbs of place sometimes have demonstrative meaning: 2 

there, here, hither, thither. 
Adverbs of manner usually go with verbs of action, and 

they denote the way or manner of the action expressed in the 
verb. Manner adverbs are the most numerous of adverbs, 
largely because they can be made from simple and compound 
adjectives and from the present and past participles by adding 
the suffix -ly (gladly, happily, carPjully, gracefully, nicely, 
-charmingly, learnedly, pointedly, whole-heartedly, etc.). In 
addition to the derived adverbs, there are a number of pri
mary and simple adverbs which denote manner: better, fast, 
faster, hard, how, ill, loud, so, straight, right, well, etc.). 

Adverbs of manner usually modify verbs. They answer 
the question How? or In what way? Note the meaning and 
the position of the adverbs in the following sentences: 

(1) Do it thus. (2) So shalt thou live. (3) Listen care
fully. (4) He guessed right. (5) He supported us whole
heartedly. (6) She works fast. (7) She entertains charm
ingly. 

Adverbs of degree denote measure or extent, and answer 
the question How much? or How little? or To what extent? 
Many of the degree adverbs are primary or flat adverbs (far, 

2 Adverbs having deinonstrative meaning are derived from Old English pro
nouns, and express adverbially the meaning conveyed by this and that. Some 
of the demonstrative adverbs express place: there, here, hither, thither; and some 
expre~s time: then, hence, thence; or manner: thus. 
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just, little, more, very, too, altogether, all, quite, enough, rather, 
almost), and many of them are made from adjectives denoting 
measure or extent by the addition of the suffix -ly (<Pmpletely, 
barely, scarcely, excessively, partly, nearly. 

Adverbs of degrne usually modify adjectives or adverbs: 

(1) John is very tall. (2) He walks too slowly. (3) I was 
almost asleep. (4) This food is good enough for kings. 

They may also modify prepositions, prepositional phrases, or 
conjunctions: 

(1) He came just before noon. (2) I am partly at fault. 
(3) I shall call the role exactly at twelve o'clock. (4) The 
sp~aker left the stage just as we arrived. 

Adverbs of degree sometimes modify verbs, especially com
pound verb forms which contain a present or a past parti
ciple: 

(1) He succeeded completely.' (2) Rejoice greatly. (3) He 
W.'.1S highly elated. (4) They are somewhat subdued. (5) 
The place was completely deserted. (6) I was rather dis
appointed in the program. 

A few simple adverbs may be employed to expre:::;s cause or 
reason: consequently, hence, therefore, then, wherefore, why. 
They usually modify verbs, but they may qualify clauses or 
entire sentences. They may or may not be interrogative 
adverbs: 

(1) Consequently I am leaving. (2) Why did he go? (3) 
Wherefore didst thou doubt? (4) Therefore I am referring 
this case to you. 

Modal adverbs may express affirmation or assertion (yes, 
'indeed, certainly 1 surely, truly, undoubtedly), negation (nay, 
no, not, never, nowise), or doubt and probability (perhaps. 
perchance, maybe, possibly). These adverbs may modify 
verbs, clauses, or sentences: 

1. Affirmation and assertion: (1) Indeed, I shall go. (2) 
I am certainly interested in the case. (3) Yes, I shall go. 
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2. N&gation: (1) Are you coming with me? No. (2) I 
shall never go. (3) He is not at fault. 

3. Probability and doubt: (1) Perhaps you are wrong. 
(2) Maybe I shall see you tomorrow. 

Complex Adverbs 

When classified as to their function, adverbs are said to be 
simple or complex. The simple adverbs include all primary 
and derivative adverbs whose sole function is to limit, de
scribe, or qualify verbs, adjectives, adverbs, or ::i.dverb
equivalents. The complex adverbs are dual in their nature: 
they modify and also perform some other function in the 
sentence. If they modify and join clauses or sentences, they 
are called conjunctive adverbs. If they modify and intro
duce an exclamation, they are sometimes called exclamatory 
adverbs. If they modify and interrogate, they are called 
interrogative adverbs. Adverbs which have lost their power 
to qualify are called independent, introductory, or functional 
adverbs. In this class are the expletives and a number of 
words which once had full adverb meaning and function, 
but now serve only as introductory particles. 

Uses of the Complex Adverbs 

The conjunctive adverb is an adverb which performs a 
double function: it serves both as an adverb and as a con
junction. Those adverbs that coordinate sentence units 
are called transitional (or illative); and those that subordi
nate clauses are called relative adverbs. 

The transitional (or illative) adverbs are mainly used to 
join clauses, sometimes full sentences. 3 They introduce an 
inference (sequence, consequence, or result) based on the 
thought presented in a preceding clause of equal rank. The 
following are the most common of the transitional adverbs: 
accordingly, also, consequently, furthermore, hence, however, 

3 The transitional adverbs may introduce and join closely related sentence 
thoughts, as in Yet, I am not at fault; Next, let m examine the material we have. 
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likewise, moreover, nevertheless, next, notwithstanding, now, 
only, so, then, therefore, thereupon, still, whereas, wherefore, 
whereupon, yet. Also, adverb phrases are in common use as 
transitional elements; e.g., on the contrary, in conclusion, in 
brief, inasmuch as, on the other hand. 

Observe the transitional (illative, conjunctive) nature of 
the italicized words in the following: 

(1) Rash counsel is unprofitable to him that gives it; there
fore, be ready to hear, careful to contrive, but slow to speak. 
(2) Charity and pride have different aims; yet both feed the 
poor. (3) I do not approve your plan; however, I shall not 
oppose it. 

Relative adverbs are more complex in their function than 
the other types of adverbs: they modify verbs, adjectives, and 
adverbs; and in addition they relate, subordinate, and join 
clauses. They may be adverbs of time, place, manner, de
gree, cause, means, etc.; and they may be used to introduce 
and join adjective or adverb clauses to other clauses. 

In form the relative adverb may be simple (as, after, be
fore> ere, than, that, the, since, until, when, where, whi"iher) or 
compound (whenever; whereby, wherever, whither soever). The 
compound forms are usually more indefinite in meaning than 
the simple ones. Observe their use in the following: 

(1) I shall go when the bell rings. (2) I shall go whenever 
you are ready. (3) I will go where you go. (4) I will go 
whithersoever you lead. 

The relative adverb may introduce an adverb clause ex
pressing time, place, manner, or degree; or it may introduce 
an adjective clause that modifies a noun denoting time, 
pla.ce, manner, cause, reason, means, etc. 

A relative adverb that introduces an adjective clause may 
be converted into a prepositional phrase containing a relative 
pronoun. The antecedent of the relative pronoun will be 
the substantive in the main clause that the entire adjective 
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clause modifies. In The castle where I was born lies in ruins, 
where is the relative adverb introducing an adjective clause 
modifying castle. In this sentence where can be converted 
into in which without altering the sense of the sentence, and 
the converted form may aid in the analysis of the sentence, 
the adjective function being sometimes more easily recog
nized with the which or that clause than with the where clause. 

If used to introduce an adverb clause, the relative adverb 
may be converted into two prepositional phrases, one con
taining a relative pronoun, the other the antecedent of the 
relative pronoun. In I shall go when the bell rings, when is 
the relative adverb in the adverb clause when the bell rings. 
In this sentence when may be converted into two preposi
tional phrases, and the sentence will then read I shall go at 
that time at which the bell rings. The expansion of when 
does not change the meaning of the sentence, though the 
shorter communication is simpler, more natural, and often 
more forceful. If the relative adverb correlates with an ad
verb in another clause, each adverb may be converted into 
a prepositional phrase, but the relative adverb always con
verts into the phrase containing the relative pronoun. 

The following sentences contain relative adverbs, some of 
which introduce adjective clauses; others introduce adverb 
clauses: 4 

1. Time: (1) Oats are ripe when the straws turn yellow. 
(2) Whenever a sultan visits his friends, he is carried on four 
men's shoulders. (3) Christmas is the time when we ex
change gifts. 

2. Place: (1) Where law ends, tyranny begins. (2) 
There is home where my thoughts are sent. (3) I shall go 
wherever you go. 

3. Manner: (1) I speak as I am taught. (2) He works 
as if (or as though) he enjoyed working. (3) Live with 
men as you live with God. 

4 For other illustrations and a fuller analysis of clauses containing relative 
adverbs, see Part Two, Adjective Clauses, pp. 349-396, and Adverb Clauses, pp. 
390-420. 
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4. Degree: (1) It is as old as the hills. (2) So faintly 
you came tapping that l scarce was sure I heard you. (3) 
The longer she stands, the shorter she grows. (4) He is 
older than his cousin. 

5. Cause: You know the reason why I am leaving. 

6. Means: You take my life in taking the means whereby 
I live. 

167 

Correlative adverbs are pairs of adverbs that are regu
larly used together to correlate and join clauses: as . . . as, 
so ... as, the .... the, then ... when, there ... where, 
so ... that. Of such correlatives one in each pair is a rela-
tive adverb in the subordinate clause, and the other is a sim
ple adverb with demonstrative meaning in the principal clause. 
Each pair of the correlatives can be expanded into preposi
tional phrases, one of which will contain a relative pronoun, 
and the other its antecedent. Then . . . when may be con
verted into at the time (moment, day, hour) at which; and 
there ... where is the equivalent of at (or in) that place (town, 
spot, house) in (or at) which. The correlatives as ... as 
and so . . . as may express a manner or degree correlation; 
and hence they may expand to mean in the manner in which 
or to the degree at which. 5 

The order of clauses expressing time, place, and manner 
relations joined by correlative adverbs may vary. Observe 
that many sonnets, particularly Shakespeare's, are of the 
when ... then type: 

When I consider everything that grows 
Holds in perfection but a little moment, 

Then the conceit of this inconstant stay 
Sets you most rich in youth before my sight .. 

The order of the degree clauses is more fixed by usage; and 
in sentences containing the the ... the clauses, the subordi-

6 For further discussion and analysis of sentences containing correlative ad
verbs, see Conjunctions, pp. 187-193. Also see Part Two, Adverb Clauses, pp. 
390-420. 
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nate clause alwuys comes first. In the as .•. as clauses, 
the main clause normally comes first. So . . . as and so 
... that are not limited in their use to correlating degree 
clauses, being sometimes used to express manner relations; 
and hence the order of the clauses they join is not so stand
ardized; but so in each of these pairs always introduces or be
longs in the principal clause, and as and that belong in the 
subordinate clauses. In ordinary speech th'3 degree (sub
ordinate) clause generally comes second. 

Interrogative adverbs are simple adverbs performing a dual 
function: They modify verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, and 
introduce direct and indirect questions. When, where, why, 
how, whence, and whither are the most common interrogative 
adverbs used to inquire concerning time, place, manner, 
eause, and degree. 

Direct Questions Indirect Questions 

Time: When does he go? I wonder when he is going. 
Place: Where are you? He asked where I was. 
Manner: How will they ac- I should like to know how 

complish this? they will accomplish this. 

Reason: Why is he so down- He will not tell me why he is 
cast? so downcast. 

Degree: How old are you? I must not tell how old I am. 
How fast does the We do not know how fast the 

train go? train goes. 

Exclamatory adverbs, like the interrogatives, have a dual 
nature: They are indefinite adverbs of degree used in exclama
tory expressions: 

(1) How beautifully that bird sings! (2) How rich, how 
poor, how abject, how august, how wonderful is man! 

Independent and functional adverbs are adverbs which 
through long use have lost their qualifying force, and have 
become independent or mere functional words. These are 
broadly classified as independent (or introductory) adverbs 
or as functional (or eXJ)letive) expressions. 
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1. Adverbs may be independent, and stand grammati
cally alone, not modifying any particular word, phrase, or 
clause. Sometimes they suggest vague modal or illative 
relation or have the force of weakened interjections: Well, I 
wonder what he means. Well, my boy, what's the news? Now, 
that is strange! I am to do, then, as I please with the funds? 
Well, now, and then have here lost not only their primary 
meaning indicating time or manner, but they have also lost 
their force as q1:1.alifiers. This use is common in informal 
speech, especially in direct discourse of the substandard level. 
Usually such an adverb can be dropped from the sentence 
without affecting it in any way whatever; and, because it 
has no real function in emphasizing, clarifying, or modifying 
the thought expressed, it should be employed with caution. 

2. An adverb or an adverb phrase or a symbol representing 
an adverb may be used to introduce an appositive or a list of 
items or a series of illustrations: namely, as, expressly, espe
cially, specifically, notably, to wit, in other words, for example 
(e.g.), videlicet (viz.), that is (i.e.), etc. In Two things show the 
wisdom of a nation; namely, good laws and a prudent manage
ment of them, ncmely is an expletive (a mere functional) ad
verb. 

3. The expletive there is an adverb eniployed as a mere 
warning that the normal order of the subject and predicate is 
to be reversed: There were twenty persons there (in the room). 
Observe that the first there is the expletive; the second there 
is a pure adverb denoting place. 

4. The independent adverb may convey an entire com
munication, especially one of affirmation or negation (yes, 
no, certainly, never, etc.): (1) Are you moving to California? 
No (or Yes). (2) Will you tell me exactly what happened? 
Certainly. In these illustrations, no, yes, and certainly, con
vey full sentence thoughts. They are sometimes called 
pro-sentence adverbs. 

Nouns, phrases, and clauses function as adverbs. Almost 
all of the meanings and the relationships that the simple 
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adverbs can express can also be expressed by nouns used ad
verbially (adverbial objectives), by phrases (prepositional 
and verbal), and by clauses. 6 

Some phrases and clauses by compounding or by ellipsis 
have become simple adverbs; e.g., today (to day),7 upstairs 
(up the stairs), howbeit (however that may be), maybe (it may be), 
albeit (M.E. al be it, although it be). ' 

Comparison of Adverbs 

Comparison is the only inflectional modification that ad
verbs have, and many do not have that Most of the pri
mary adverbs indicating time, place, cause, assertion, affirma
tion, negation, and illation are not compared; e.g., also, as, 
first, never, now, only, than, that, then, there, thence, thither, 
thus, too, twice, so, still, very, where, whence, while, why, yes, 
and many others. The exceptions to this rule are a few ad
verbs expressing time and position, which may inflect to show 
degrees of nearness or of remoteness of time or place: early, 
far, frequently, late, nearly, often, rarely, seldom, soon. 

Adverbs, like adjectives, have three degrees of comparison: 
the positive, the comparative, and the superlative. The 
formation and uses of these degrees are similar to those of 
adjectives. Most flat adverbs indicating quality, particu
lariy those of manner, are compared regularly by adding tu 
the positive form the suffixes -er (or -r) for the comparative 
and -est (or -st) for the superlative, or by employing the func
tion words more and. most or less and least. A few adverbs 
corresponding to adjectives having irregular comparison are 
defective in their comparison, or have acquired comparative 
and superlative forms based on other positive forms. 

6 For fuller treatment and an analysis of nouns, plu-ases, and clauses used 
adverbially, see Part Two, Adverbial Objectives, pp. 27-281; Prepositional 
Phrase, pp. 222-228; Clauses, pp. ::1()0-420. 

7 Today, tomorrow, and yesterday have acceptable noun functions, and may 
inflect, like nouns for case and number: I have today's report. Tomorrow's sun 
may ne,Jer rise. 0 for yesterdays to come! 
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1. Most adverbs of one syllable and a few two syllable ad
verbs, especially those having forms of corresponding adjec
tives, are compared by adding -er (or -r) and -est (or -st) to 
the positive: cheap, cheaper, cheapest; early, earlier, earliest; 
fast, faster, fastest; hard, harder, hardest; late, later, latest. 

2. Most adverbs ending in -ly and other adverbs of two 
syllables or more are compared with the function words more 
and most: beautifully, more beautifully, most beautifully; clearly, 
more clearly, most clearly; seldom, more seldom, most seldom. 

3. Some adverbs have two positive forms, one with and 
one without the -ly suffix. The two forms may or may not 
have identical meaning. The positives without the -ly usu
ally form comparatives and superlatives with the suffixes -er 
and -est; and the ones with the -ly ending, with the adverb 
modifiers more and most. Observe the two patterns in the 
following: 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

cheap cheaper cheapest 
cheaply more cheaply most cheaply 

high higher highest 
highly more highly most highly 

loud louder loudest 
loudly more loudly most loudly 

Other adverbs like these are deep-deeply, fair-fairly, low
lowly, near-nearly, quick-quickly, right-rightly, wide-widely, 
wrong-wrongly. 

4. Irregular comparison of adverbs corresponds quite 
closely to the phases of irregular comparison of adjectives. 
The student would do well to reexamine irregular adjective 
comparison (p. 91), and observe wherein forms are identical 
and wherein they are different. The following are the most 
common of the adverbs having irregular comparison: 
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Positive Comparative Superlative 

badly, ill worse worst 
far farther farthest 
forth further furthest 

(furthermore) 
late later latest, last 
little less least 
much more most 
nigh, near nigher, nearer nighest, nearest, 

next 
(rathe) rather (rathest, 

ratherest) 
well better best 

Of these, some are more irregular than others. Neither 
badly nor ill is related in origin to worse and worst. Ill is now 
seldom used as an adverb except in literary language, being 
generally replaced by badly. 

In Middle English far had regular comparison: fer, ferrer, 
Jerrest. The th is intrusive; its origin is probably based on 
the th infurther,furthest, which has the th in the positiveforth. 

Furthermore, though a double comparative in form, does 
not now denote comparative meaning. Observe that it is 
never followed by than. 

Last, a contraction of la(te)st, usually denotes position, 
while latest denotes time. Last may function either as an 
adjective or as an adverb; but latest is largely restricted to 
the adjective use. 

Near is an old comparative, a short form of the Old English 
neahra, nigher. The old superlative form nehst is now spelled 
next. The word near is therefore a comparative form which 
now functions as a positive. It has acquired the new com
parative nearer and the new superlative nearest. 

Rather is in common use as a comparative, though rathe, its 
positive, and rathest (ratherest), its superlative, are now obso
lete. Rather when used for somewhat denotes relational 
meaning. Observe the two uses of rather in the following: 
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Comparative Meaning: (1) I would rather go than stay. 
(2) I had rather be a dog and bay the moon than such a 
Roman. 

Relational Meaning: (1) I was rather tired last night. (2) 
I know her rather well. (3) I am rather glad that your 
father did not come. 

The very common use of rather to mean somewhat or in 
some degree suggests that it may be on its way out as a true 
comparative. Rather following or is used in still a different 
sense. Or rather is a mere expletive (introductory conjunc
tion) in This is my house, or rather my place of abode. 

Well now replaces the lost positive of the adverb better, 
best. It should not be confused with the adjective positive 
good, whi"ch cannot function as an adverb. 
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Prepositions 

A preposition is a particle (word or a word-equivalent) used 
with a noun or pronoun (and usually placed before it.) to form 
a phrase, which phrase usually performs the function of an 
adjective or an adverb: a letter from home, riding on a horse, 
anxious about her son, go farther into the stream. 

While prepositions a.re particles (subordinate, uninflected 
elements), they have distinct character, suggesting position 
( at, above, on, in), direction (to, toward), time ( at, during), 
limit of motion (to, into), source (from, of), etc. In general, 
a preposition shows relation between one element of a sen
tence and another called its object. 

The object of the preposition is the principal term in the 
prepositional phrase. The phrase may contain only the 
preposition and its object, or it may contain modifiers of 
either or both. In I came from town, the prepositional 
phrase contains only the preposition from and its object, the 
noun town. In His chair was always in the warmest nook, 
there are two modifiers of the object of the preposition, the 
article the and the descriptive adjective warmest. In He 
arrived just before Christmas, the adverb just restricts the 
preposition before. In He works only at night, only modifies 
the entire prepositional phrase. 

The object of the preposition is normally in the objective 
case: With whom are you living? I came with him; This is 

174 
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the woman of whom you spoke. Occasionally the possessive 
form of the noun or pronoun is used as the object of a prepo
sition. This occurs when the double genitive (possessive) 
meaning is conveyed: These pictures of his are to be sold at 
auction. The meaning here is that the pictures possessed 
(owned) by some person are to be sold at auction, not pic
tures (likenesses) of the person referred to here, as would be 
indicated if of him were substituted for of his. 

The object of a preposition may be any grammatical unit 
substituting for a noun. In J shall stay till after Christmas, 
the prepositional phrase after Christmas may be treated as 
the object of the preposition till. The infinitive phrase is 
often used as the object of a preposition, as in I am about to 
leave you, where to leave you is the object of about. The 
gerund or the gerund phrase may also be the object of a 
preposition: He is interested in my being invited; He wanted 
his wife to be submissive without seeming so. 

Participles and adjectives sometimes substitute for nouns, 
and become the objects of prepositions: Only friends of the 
deceased were there; Be kind to the poor and helpless. 

An adverb substituting for a noun and a modifying demon
strative adjective may be the object of a preposition: It is a 
mile from here (i.e., this place) to your house; You must be on 
duty from now (i.e., this time) till noon. 

A noun clause may be the object of a preposition: The dis
pute about who should be invited was very unpleasant; My 
going there will depend upon whether or not I can be released 
from duty. 

DERIVATION AND FORM 

Simple Prepositions 

The oldest and the most frequently used prepositions in 
English are those which are the simplest in form, many of 
them being monosyllabic: after, at, but, by, down, ere, for, in 
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of, off, on, over, since, through, to, till, under, with. 1 All of 
these were once adverbs which could be prefixed to verbs, 
and therefore were called prepositions ( = before position). 
At, by, down, for, in, of, on, over, through, under, up, and with 
are prepositions when they govern nouns or pronouns, but 
they are adverbs when they merely modify verbs and do not 
show relationship between words. 

a. In the following sentences the italicized words are prepo
sitions: 

(1) I live by the mill. (2) He came down the hill. (3) The 
thief was in my room. (4) We walked through the woods. 

But the same words are adverbs in the following sentences: 

(1) I shall come by early tomorrow. (2) He came down 
after supper. (3) The thief came in after I left the house. 
(4) We must carry this project through. 

b. After, but, for, since, and till are prepositions when they 
govern nouns or noun-equivalents: 

(1) They came after sunset. (2) There was no one but the 
janitor to assist us. (3) My brother has not been here since 
Christmas. (4) You must work till noon. 

They are pure conjunctions or relative (conjunctive) ad-
verbs when they introduce and join clauses: 

(1) They came after ( = relative adverb) the sun had set. 
(2) There were no volunteers to help, but ( = pure coordi
nating conjunction) the janitor assisted us. (3) I insist 
upon doing this, for ( = pure subordinating conjunction) 
you need my help. (4) My brother has not been here since 
( = relative adverb) he left Christmas Eve. (5) You must 
work till ( = relative adverb) I return. 

c. If the preposition introducing an adjective phrase loses 
its object, or its object is omitted to avoid verbal repetition, 

1 For some statistics on the nine most used prepositions in standard English, 
see Charles C. Fries, American English Grammar, pp. 110-114. 
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the preposition may function as an adjective in the apposi
tive position: 

(1) Prepare for the life beyond [this life]. (2) I have a 
stateroom on the deck below [this deck]. (3) The apart
ment above [this one] is for rent. (4) The sentences above 
[these] contain adjectives. (5) The day after [the day 
mentioned] was my birthday. 

Compound Prepositions 

Prepositions have been formed from time to time by com
bining words into compounds to show relations which the 
simple (or primary) prepositions could not express. The 
compound prepositions represent the middle stage in the de
velopment of prepositions, many of them being of Old and 
Middle English origin. They have been formed and are still 
being formed by various combinations. 

a. Sometimes a preposition attaches itself to another prep
osition or to an adverb to show a relation not adequately 
conveyed by either when used alone or separately. Into is a 
compound of in and to; upon is from up and on; within is 
from with and in; but these words in their compound forms 
are not synonymous with in to, up on, and with in. Compare 
the two forms in the following sentences: 

1. a. He came in to see us. 
b. He came into the station. 

2. a. Mother came up on the fast train. 
b. We came upon them suddenly. 

3. a. I have no tools to work with in this house. 
b. I shall be there within an hour. 

This compounding began in Old English with the joining of 
some of our oldest prepositions: But (O.E. be-utan) represents 
a contraction of be (by) and utan (out); and about (from O.E. 
a-be-ut-) is formed by joining two English prepositions with 
an adverb: a (on) be (by) -ut (out). 

b. Primary prepositions are sometimes compounded with 
nouns, adjectives, and adverbs to convey relations between 
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words that were once expressed by inflectional forms of 
nouns or pronouns. Many of these compounds are very old 
and are so familiar that the component parts of the words 
are not easily recognized, most of them being of Old or Middle 
English origin. A number of these have the prefix a- (on, in) 
and be-(by): aboard, across, along, amid, amidst, among, 
amongst, around, below, before, behind, beside, besides, between, 
betwixt, beyond. The adverb out (O.E. ut) is sometimes at
tached to a noun or to a preposition as a prefix or as a suffix 
to form compound prepositions: outside, without, throughout. 

In expressions like o'clock ( of the clock) and a-hunting 
("A-hunting we will go"), the prepositions of and on (0.E. an) 
contracted to o' and a-, and ir. the course of time attached 
themselves to the substantives they once governed, though 
they still retain some of their prepositional meaning. 

c. A number of our more recently acquired prepositions 
are derived from verbs, usually from the present or past 
participial forms of verbs. Many of these retain much of 
their original verbal meaning. Examples are barring, con
cerning, considering, during, excepting, including, notwith
standing, pending, regarding, respecting, saving, touching, ex
cept, past, and swe. 2 

Some of these may also function as conjunctions having 
subordinating or transitional force. Notwithstanding (a com
pound of the adverb not and the verbal withstanding) is a true 
preposition when it means in spite of; it is a subordinating 
conjunction when it means although; and it is a transitional 
(conjunctive) adverb when it means nevertheless, yet, or how
ever. 

Verbals and other parts of speech functioning as preposi
tions are sometimes called secondary prepositions. Their 
chief function in the language is not that of showing relation 
between grammatical units. 

2 Save (Lat. salvus, whole, uninjured; hence safe. M.E. and U. Fr. sauf, 
except) is now used chiefly in poetry. The English form save is probably from 
the imperative form of the verb. 
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Phrasal Prepositions 

A phrasal preposition consists of two or more words written 
separately but used as a single unit to show relation between 
a noun or a noun-equivalent and some other sentence element. 
Phrasal prepositions may be formed by combining preposi
tions with other parts of speech (adjectives, adverbs, con
junctions, verbs, etc.): according to, along with, as for, as to, 
because of, instead of, out of, regardless of, etc. The most com
mon of the phrasal prepositions are the fossilized prepositional 
phrases of abstract meaning followed by prepositions, such as 
by virtue of, by means of, in accordance with, in addition w, in 
front of, in regard to, in spite of, out of regard for, and with ref
erence to. Sometimes by ellipsis (the omission of a word of 
obvious meaning), two prepositions are brought together 
and have the value of one; as, from over the hill (from a place 
over the hill), from under the porch (from a place under the 
porch). 3 

Sometimes it is difficult to rletermine whether an expression 
is one prepositional phrase made up of a phrasal preposition 
and its object, or is two prepositional phrases, the second 
phrase modifying the object of the first preposition; and often 
the differentiation is not an important one. Usually the 
prepositional meaning can be tested by substituting a simple 
or compound preposition for the phrasat one. In such ex
pressions as beyond the reach of art, in the course of human 
events, in the middle of the stream, at the point of death, and at 
the top of the hill, the words reach, course, middle, point, and 
top have the function and meaning of nouns. The phrases 
that follow them may be regarded as adjective phrases. 

Meanings and Uses of Prepositions 

In an analytic language, such as Modern English, the in
flectional markings are usually reduced to a minimum, and 

3 It sometimes seems more logical to regard the first preposition in phrases like 
these as governing (having for its object) a prepositional phrase. See Object 
of Preoosition, p. 175. 
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the meanings and relations of words to each other depend 
largely upon relational words (prepositions, relative adverbs, 
conjunctions) to indicate not only most of the meanings 
once conveyed by case forms but also all the various new rela
tions that have developed as English has grown out of a 
dialect into the very rich and flexible language that it now 
is. Our prepositions have contributed more to this richness 
and flexibility than any other single part of speech. All of 
our complex thoughts and most of our simplest communica
tions are conveyed with the aid of prepositions. One needs 
only to attempt to write a short letter or a theme or even a 
telegram without using prepositions to discover the impor
tance of the preposition in the communication of ideas. The 
exactness of the expression of thought may depend entirely 
upon the choice of prepositions and upon the positions they 
are given in sentences. No one speaks or writes accurately 
or effectively who is indifferent to the meanings of preposi
tions and the various relationships they express. Preposi
tions must not be tossed about carelessly. 

Only a few of the various and multitudinous meanings and 
relations that prepositions are capable of conveying can be 
classified and tabled in a text of this sort, and a long and ex
tended listing of the usual and unusual meanings of preposi
tions would be of little value. The dictionary is the best 
authority on the meanings and uses of words. The relations 
mentioned below and the examples given may suggest a pat
tern for classifying meanings not listed here. The student 
should study the italicized phrases in the examples, and note 
the use and meaning of each preposition. Observe that the 
same preposition may convey several different meanings: 

Accompaniment: May I go with you? 
Agency: The books were sold by John. 
Association: Self-denial is a kind of holy association with God. 

-Pope. 

Addition: Put the lettuce with the tomatoes, and make a salad. 
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Affirmation: By all means, seize this opportunity. 
Apposition: The state of New York is called the Empire State. 
Cause or reason: Because of the accident, we were late. 
Comparison: Truth, like gold, shines brighter by collision. 
Concession: Even with money and friends, he is not popular. 
Condition: Only on my terms will I accept your offer. 
Degree: I am older than you by ten years. 

Description: The girl with blue eyes won the prize. 
Direction: Go toward the gate. 

Design: Youth is the proper time for love. 

Instrument: Spread your butter with this knife. 

Manner: He walks with a limp. 

Material: My house is made of brick. 
Means: He travels by plane. 

Measure: We must sell the material by the yard. 

Objective Genitive: The loss of honor is the loss of Zif e. 

Partition: Half of the world may be wrong. 
Place: I am staying at the Statler Hotel. 

Possession: Swords of Caesars, they are less than rust. 
Purpose: I am giving this lecture for your benefit. 

Quality: Hamlet called Claudius a king of shreds and patches. 

Respect: These apples are good for pies. 

Separation: God hath deprived her of her wisdom. 
Source: The poet gathers fruit from every tree, Yea, grapes from 

thorns, and figs from thistles, he.-Sir William Watson. 
Subjective Genitive: For this is the cry of a thousand souls that 

down to the pit have trod.-Leonard H. Robbins. 
Time: Shakespeare was born in 1564 and died in 1616. 

Value: I do not set my life at a pin's fee.--Shakespeare. 

Position of the Preposition 

The prescribed and the most common position for the prep
osition (Lat. prae, before, and positus, position) is before it~ 
object; and since its function is to show relation between two 
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grammatical units, it normally follows one of these units and 
precedes the other. In actual speech, however, the preposi
tional phrase does not always follow the word it modifies, nor 
does the preposition always precede the word it governs. 
Both should be so placed that the correct meaning is con
veyed effectively. 

When the preposition governs an interrogative pronoun 
introducing a direct or an indirect question, the preposition 
is frequently placed at the end of the clause or sentence: 

(1) What did you do that for? (2) Your mother will know 
what you are up to. (3) I wonder what you are thinking 
about. 

If we transpose the prepositions in sentences like these to 
the prescribed positions; i.e., before their objects, we may fail 
to convey the intended meaning, or we may secure awkward
ness, vagueness, and even absurdity. Usage will hardly 
justify one's choosing any of the following sentence patterns 
even though the preposition is placed according to the pre
scribed rule before its object: 

(1) For what did you do that? (2) Your mother will know 
to what you are up. (3) I wonder about what you are think
ing. 

If the relative pronoun in a prepositional phrase is under
stood, the preposition must be placed in a post-position to its 
implied object: 

(1) This is the man I used to work for. (2) These are the 
persons I have been visiting with. (3) This is the sort of 
machine I am used to. (4) I shall be glad to have anything 
you can do without. 

When the relative pronoun is that or as, the preposition 
must also come in the post-position: and it frequently closes 
the sentence: 

(1) This is the book that I referred to. (2) Is this the man 
you were speaking of? (3) We are such stuff as dreams are 
made on. 
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When the unexpressed antecedent of a relative pronoun is 
the object of a preposition and the relative pronoun itself is 
governed by another preposition, the preposition g0verning 
the relative pronoun must be placed in postp(lsition: I am cer
tainly interested in what you are talking about. This sentence 
expanded would read I am interested in that which ( in the 
subject which) you are talking about. 

Detached Prepositions. The preposition loses its prepo
sitional nature when it has no object (expressed or under
stood) to govern, and becomes an adverb. In We shall de~ 
pend upon you, upon is a preposition; but, if the object of the 
preposition becomes the subject of this verb in the passive 
voice, then upon becomes an adverb: Can you be depended 
upon? Similarly, when a relative clause is condensed into an 
infinitive or participial phrase, the preposition that ended a 
clause may revert to its earlier function as an adverb and 
modify the verbal. Such an adverb is usually placed at the 
end of the verbal phrase, which phrase is often placed at the 
end of the sentence. The following are example~ of sucli. 
condensation: 

(1) This is a good house to live in. (2) He is a very hard 
person to talk to. (3) Give me a good pencil to write with. 
(4) Suggest something interesting for me to be thinking 
about. (5) I know the man referred to. (6) I certainly 
have nothing to be ashamed of. (7) The children showed 
some interest in every subject spoken of. 

It is important to observe here that sentences such as these 
end in adverbs, not true prepositions. Since most of the 
primary prepositions were adverbs before they were preposi
tions, the shift back to the adverb function is an easy one to 
make. These are sometimes called preposition-adverbs. 

With a certain type of verbs, especially intransitive verbs, 
which can take on transitive meaning with the aid of a prepo
sition-adverb, the preposition is sometimes placed immedi
ately after its object instead of immediately before it, as in 
Think this matter over before you write me, and in You must 
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read the book through before condemning it. In these sentences 
over and through have the stress (accent) and force of adverbs; 
but they may be said also to show relation between the nouns 
they follow and the verbs they modify. 

Even though one may cite numerous examples of good 
idiomatic English sentences that end in prepositions, it is 
important for one learning English to be constantly aware of 
the fact that this is the exception rather than the rule for the 
position of the preposition. The normal place for the prepo
sition is before the word it governs; and it should be placed 
in this position, unless a writer or speaker has good reason 
£or transposing it. In reality, only a very small percentage 
of the prepositions we use in our standard level of English are 
placed in postposition; and there are fewer in written than in 
spoken English. To realize this, one need only cou11t the 
number of prepositions in pre-position and those in post-posi
tion of any article, story, or poem by a reputable writer. 

Functions of Prepositional Phrases 

Since the primary function of the preposition is to show 
relation between grammatical units, the phrase that it in
troduces is normally a modifier substituting for either an 
adjective or an adverb; and it is, therefore, capable of per
forming most, if not all, of the functions belonging to the 
adverb and the adjective. When a prepositional phrase has 
any other function than that of the adverb or adjective, its 
use may be regarded as exceptional or special. (For a fuller 
treatment of the functions of the prepositional phrase, see 
Lesson II in Part Two.) 
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Conjunctions 

A conjunction (from Lat. con, together, and jungere, to 
join) is a word or a word-equivalent used to join words, 
phrases, or clauses; and in continuous discourse, the conjunc
tion may be employed to join sentences or even paragraphs. 

Conjunctions do not "govern," as prepositions do. Con
trast John and I sang (where and is a conjunction) with John 
sang with me (where with is a preposition). And merely con
nects John and J; whereas with may be said to govern me, 
throwing the pronoun into the objective case. Again, con
trast He does this for me (where for is a preposition) with He 
does this,for he believes it to be right (where for is a conjunction). 
In the former sentence for governs me, making it objective; 
whereas in the latter sentence for introduces (while it does 
not govern) an entire statement, and leaves the pronoun he, 
which follows it, in the nominative case. 

Pure conjunctions do not "modify," as adverbs do. Con
trast I came, for I was called (where for is a conjunction) with 
Why did you come? (where why is an interrogative adverb). 
Here again, for has no modifying force (though the clause as 
a whole does modify came), whereas why (meaning for what 
reason) modifies the verb did come. 

A word which modifies and connects (or relates) gram
matical units or thoughts cannot be called a full (or pure) 
conjunction, but may be called a secondary ( or a hall) con
junction. The conjunctive adverbs (e.g., relative, illative, 
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and transitional adverbs) are secondary conjunctions. They 
join and modify or relate ideas. In I came when I was called, 
the two clauses I came and I was called are joined by when, a 
relative adverb, which can be expanded into two prepositional 
phrases (at the time and at which), one modifying the verb 
came and the other modifying was called. 

Sometimes the same word may be used as .a preposition, as 
an adverb, as a full conjunction, or as a secondary (or half) 
conjunction, the differentiation in function depending upon 
the particular use the word has in a given sentence. Observe 
the use of since in each of the following: 

Preposition: We have had no news since Sunday. 
Adverb: John was in town during the holidays, but no one 

has seen him since. 
Full (or Pure) Conjunction: Since you will not listen, I will 

say no more. 
Secondary (or Half) Conjunction: I have not seen your 

brother since he moved into town. 

Origin and Form of Conjunctions. Originally all conjunc
tions were other parts of speech, the conjunction being the 
most recent addition to the parts of speech now studied in 
om language classes. Most of our conjunctions came from 
prepositions, which they most resemble in function and mean, 
ing. And, but, for, before, and after were prepositions before 
they were conjunctions, and all of these with the exception of 
and are prepositions in good standing in present-day speech. 

A few conjundions, however, are derived from other parts 
of speech, such &s veros (provided, supposing), adverbs (so, 
than, then, though, yet), nouns (while from the O.E. noun hwtl, 
time), pronouns (whether from the O.E. interrogative pronoun 
hwceoer, which of two), adjectives (both, either, and the de
monstratives the and that). A few conjunctions are made up 
from other parts of speech by contractions (as is a contraction 
of also, and or of other), or by compounding the words in a 
phrase or a sentence, such as because (from "by + cause) and 
n.lbeit from an entire clause (al + be + it, although it be). 
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Classes of Conjunctions 

Conjunctions may be classified according to their form as 
simple, compound, and phrasal; or according to their func
tion as coordinating and subordinating; or in various ways 
according to the meanings that they are capable of denot
ing, such as accumulation, affirmation, alternation, cause, 
concession, condition, degree, manner, purpose, place, re
sult, time, etc. 

The simple conjunctions are single words used to join 
grammatical units. Our oldest conjunctions are in the main 
the shortest and simplest ones (and, if, but, or, though, lest), 
because most of these are derived from simple (or primary) 
prepositions. 

The compound conjunctions have been formed by combin
ing two or more words into compounds. A few of the com
pound conjunctions are of Old English origin, though most 
of them are modern formations. Because, although, notwith
standing, unless, and nevertheless are compound conjunctions 
because they have been formed by combining two or more 
words. Consult the dictionary for the origin and primary 
meaning of these words. 

The phrasal conjunctions are those connectives that are 
made up of two or more separate words, each group of words 
serving as a single grammatical unit to join words or groups 
of words. As if, as though, in case that, inasmuch as, in order 
that, provided that, supposing that, and so that are phrasal con
junctions in common use in standard and literary English. 

A coordinating conjunction connects words, phrases, clauses, 
or sentences of equal rank and usually of the same order. In 
Mary and Jane enjoyed the game, the coordinating conjunction 
and joins two substantives. In Let us go to the mountains or 
to the seashore, the connective or joins two prepositional 
phrases. In I go, but I shall return, the conjunction but join~ 
two like (coordinate) clauses. 

The elements joined by the coordinating conjunction need 
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not, however, be of the same order. In He came swiftly and 
with buoyant steps, the conjunction and joins a simple adverb 
and an adverbial prepositional phrase. 

Coordinate grammatical units may be joined by full (or 
pure) conjunttions, such as and, or, nor, but; or they may be 
joined by conjunctive (transitional, illative) adverbs, such as 
however, nevertheless, notwithstanding, or by adverbial phrases 
having illative meaning, such as as well as, in other words, 
on the other hand. 

A subordinating conjunction always joins clauses of un
equal rank; that is, a principal clause with a subordinate 
clause. In He will win if he keeps his courage, He will win is 
the principal clause (sometimes called the independent, or 
main clause) ; and if he keeps his courage is a subordinate 
(sometimes called dependent) clause of condition, perform
ing the function of an adverb, and modifying win. The con
junction if does not modify any word, but it does subordinate 
the clause it introduces to the clause it follows. In most, 
school grammars, the subordinating conjunctions include the 
pure (or full) conjunctions: if, unless, because, since, for,1 as, 
that, in order that, though, although, but that; and with some
what extended meaning they are made to include relative 
adverbs, the secondary (or half) conjunctions, which modify, 
introduce, and subordinate clauses: after, when, where, while, 
as, than, that, etc. 

Correlative conjunctions are like other conjunctions except 
that they are used in pairs, the first of the group introducing 
and emphasizing the relation of the elements to be joined by 

1 For is a coordinating conjunction when it joins clauses of equal rank, as in 
For ye suffer fools gladly, seeing ye yourselves are wise.-Bible. In earlier English 
for was in common use as a coordinating conjunction, and there are many ex
amples of this use in the Bible and other texts belonging to the Renaissance 
period. Consider the following, both of which are taken from the Bible: (1) 
For if I have boasted anyihing to him of you, I am not ashamed. (2) Speak, Lord, 
for thy servant heareth. In present-day English for is chiefly employed to intro
duce a subordinate clause of reason or c.<iuse. See Analysis of Adverb Clauses, 
p. 410, 2. 
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the second. Both . • . and, fftther . . . or, neither . . . nor, 
and whether . . . or not are frequently used to correlate co
ordinate words, phrases, or clauses, as in the following: 

(1) Both hill and dale resounded. (2) Either Hamlet was 
mad, or he feigned madness admirably. (3) He was neither 
tall nor thin. (4) She neither spoke nor wept. 

Sometimes an adverb is used with a conjunction to intro
duce and emphasize two or more coordinate ideas. Not 
(only) . . . but (also), not . . . nor, and never . • . nor, are 
the most common of the coordinating correlatives: 

(1) Not only the men but also the women and the children 
had to walk. (2) He was not of an age, but for all times. 
(3) Nature never rhymes her children, nor makes two men 
alike. (4) We must not fear adversity, nor must we cease 
to expect it. 

Both the coordinating and the subordinating conjunctions 
may be grouped or classified according to the meanings they 
convey. Sometimes the same conjunction may belong to 
more than one group, since it may be capable of denoting two 
or more meanings. For example, as, because, for, and since 
may each be used to express two or more meanings. As, for 
example, may introduce and subordinate a clause of time, 
manner, cause, or degree. Even conjunctions like and and 
for may have more than one meaning. 

Coordinating Conjunctions 

The coordinating conjunction may join grammatical units 
and introduce and express any of the following meanings: 1. 
cumulative (addition), 2. alternative and disjunctive (choice), 
3. adversative (contrast), 4. transitional (illation). These 
meanings may be conveyed by pure coordinating conjunc
tions or by adverbs having transitional or illative function. 
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1. In common speech, the cumulative (or additive) ideas 
are most often joined by the pure conjunction and,2 or by 
certain words or phrases used as conjunctions, of which the 
following are the most common: as well as, also, besides, fur
thermore, in addition, likewise, moreover. Observe the cumu
lative meaning suggested by the conjunctions in the following: 

(1) Two and two make four. (2) The wind blew, and the 
rains fell. (3) All the world's a stage, and all the men and 
women merely players.-Shakespeare. (4) Men as well as 
boys need this type of exercise. 

2. Alternative and disjunctive thoughts are usually ex
pressed by employing the coordinating conjunctions or, nor, 
whether . . . or, either . . . or, and neither . . . nor; or by 
employing the conjunctive adverbs otherwise and else. Ob
serve the adversative or disjunctive meaning in each of the 
following: 

(1) We must not fear adversity, nor must we cease to expect 
it. (2) You must interview this candidate whether you 
want to or not. (3) We must hurry; otherwise we shall be 
late. ( 4) Neither a borrower nor a lender be. 

3. The chief function of but is to convey adversative ( con-
trasting) ideas: 

(1) Not daggers but ballots are the proper weapons. (2) 
Applause is the spur of noble minds, but the end of weak 
ones. (3) Individuals sometimes forgive, but society never 
does. 

A number of the conjunctive adverbs (words or phrases) 
are used to join and convey contrasting ideas, the most com-

2 Sometimes and indicates sequence: He spoke, and lo, it was done. Human 
'love soon wears threadbare, and then we die of cold. In popular speech and is fre
quently used to express purpose: Try and find an error. Go and see what that 
child wants. Send and get me a good substitute. This use of and is an example 
of a widespread tendency called parataxis--one sentence element parallel to 
another in form, but subordinate to it in meaning. This extended use has been 
condemned by some grammarians without reason, for it is well established by 
usage. One example from Milton may serve to show that it is used even in 
liighly literary speech: At least to try and teach the erring soul, 
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mon of these being however, nevertheless, notwithstanding, on 
the contrary, on the other hand, still, whereas, and yet. Observe 
that the conjunctive adverbs in the following examples con
vey about the same meaning as is conveyed when but is used~ 

(1) These people are poor, yet they are honest. (2) I am 
old and feeble, whereas you are young and strong. (3) 
However, with the good has come the evil, too. (4) On the 
other hand, there are some advantages in being poor. 

4. Though the essential grammatical business of the con· 
junction is exercised inside the sentence, and consists of con
necting its parts, it may perform a more general (and rather 
rhetorical) service in linking the thoughts of entire sentences, 
or even of paragraphs, with what precedes it. Such connec
tives may be called transitional (crossing-over) or illative 
(reference) conjunctions because they stand as literary 
guide-boards, occurring at or near the beginning of sentences 
or paragraphs, and directing the mind towards the proper 
route. 3 They may be classified in various ways according to 
their meaning and use in the sentences in which they occur. 
They often replace or bring about an ellipsis of the pure co
ordinating conjunctions, which can usually be supplied when 
the sentences are analyzed. The general effect of these may 
be discovered by examining the words and phrases classified 
as to their meaning in the following table: 

Continuous-straight on: and, also, besides, furthermore, 
likewise, moreover, too. 

Alternation-choice of roads: or, else, otherwise. 
Reverse-correction-pause for checking up: but, however, 

nevertheless, notwithstanding. 
Conclusion-end of road: consequently, hence, finally, so, 

then, therefore, wherefore, whence. 

a Frequently the transitional connectives are stereotyped prepositional phrases, 
such as at any rate, at the same time, in addition, in conclusion, in short, in other 
words, on the contrary, on the other hand, etc. 
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Subordinating Conjunctions 

The connectives that introduce and subordinate clauses 
may be full (or pure) subordinating conjunctions and have no 
function in the sentence except to subordinate and join; or 
they may be words that have some other function in the 
sentence than that of joining, such as the relative adverbs, 
which modify -'lnd join; or they may be expletives (introduc
tory words) that have almost no modifying and little con
nective force. 

The full ( or pure) subordinating conjunctions always in
troduce adverbial clauses, and the clauses they introduce 
may, therefore, modify whatever adverbs modify. The full 
subordinating conjunctions most frequently used are those 
that introduce clauses of cause, reason, condition, conces
sion, purpose, and result or effect. 4 

Adverb clauses denoting time, place, manner, and degree 
a.re introduced by relative adverbs, sometimes called second
ary ( or half) conjunctions, because their primary function is 
not that of joining sentence units. They are more like rela
tive pronouns than the pure subordinating conjunctions, and 
they can usually be converted into two adverbial phrases, 
one of which will contain a relative pronoun. In J live where 
the snow falls, the relative adverb where joins and subordi
nates the clause the snow falls. Where is here equivalent to 
two prepositional phrases, one modifying live, and the other 
falls. The meaning of the relative adverb may be seen in 
the following converted sentence: I live in a country in which 
the snow falls. Relative adverbs are like full (or pure) sub
ordinating conjmictions in that they may introduce adverbial 
clauses, but they are unlike the pure subordinating conjunc
tions in that they may also introduce adjective clauses. In 
either type of clause, however, the relative adverb has the 
function of a connective, and hence in both of these functions 
it shows some kinship with the pure subordinating conjunc-

4 Sentences containing clauses introduced by full (pure) conjunctions are 
classified and analyzed in Part Two, Lesson XIV. 
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tion, which always subordinates and joins a clause to another 
clause.5 

The expletive (or introductory) conjunctions that and but 
that (negative of that), if, and whether are usually classed as 
subordinating conjunctions, but in reality they are mere form 
(function) words. Often the expletive that is not essential to 
the meaning of the clause it introduces, and can be omitted 
and frequently is omitted, especially when the noun clause 
that it introduces is the direct object. The expletive con
junction is restricted to introducing noun clauses. That in 
its expletive function resembles the relative pronoun (from 
which it probably had its origin) in sentences such as We 
know that he speaks the truth. Doubtless that was originally a 
stressed demonstrative, and the clause he speaks the truth was 
in apposition with that, as in J know that (He speaks the truth). 
The two clauses joined into a sentence without a pause, and 
the stressed demonstrative that (referring to the fact just 
stated) was reduced to an unstressed conjunction merely join
ing the two clauses. We still have the older demonstrative 
construction with different word order: He speaks the truth; 
I know that. 

But that is used to introduce noun clauses after negative 
verbs. Originally but was a preposition governing the pro
noun that followed by an explanatory clause: I doubt any
thing (or if negative, naught) but that (you are invited), out of 
which grew I do not doubt but that you are invited. 

In formal and poetic diction but is sometimes used without 
the expletive that, as in No doubt but ye are the people, and wis
dom shall die with you.-Old Testament. 

Whether comes from the O.E. interrogative pronoun that 
meant which of two. It is now used chiefly to introduce indi
rect questions. Whether usually suggests alternation (choice), 
and may be followed by its correlative or not (or or no): I 

6 For a fuller treatment of relative adverbs, see Adverbs, Chapter Six, pp. 164-
165. For an analysis of the various types of clauses containing relative adJ 
verbs, see Part Two, Lessons XI and XII, pp. 360-361 and 390-403. 
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must learn whether or not I am invited. The or not is fre
quently omitted in both the popular and the literary levels of 
speech. 

If for whether dates back to the Old English period, but it 
is not so common in formal speech today as it once was. Its 
use, however, as an expletive can be justified by citing illus
trations from literary texts: 

She doubts if two and two make four.-Prior. 

And he sent forth a dove from him, to see if the waters 
were abated from off the face of the ground.-Old Testa
ment. 

The expletives that introduce appositives are sometimes 
called appositive conjunctions. Their function is to intro
duce explanatory or illustrative material. The most com
mon and the most useful of these are the following, some of 
which are borrowed from Latin: as, lry way of example, espe
cially, for example (or e.g., abbreviation of exemplum gratia), 
i.e. (Lat. id est, that is), in other words, namely, notably, or, 
particularly, scil. (or sc., Lat. scilicet, to wit), such as, specifi
cally, that is 1 that is to say, to wit, viz. (Lat. videlicet, namely). 
Of these as and or can also function as full conjunctions. As 
is also used as a relative adverb (see Adverb Clauses, Part 
Two, pp. 394-395). 

In its expletive function, as may introduce an appositive 
element: 

(1) As a singer, he had few equals. (2) Washington's ca
reer as a soldier and statesman was lofty, fair, and patriotic. 

It is also frequently used to introduce a subjective o:r an 
objective complement: 

(1) He was introduced as the hero of the day. (2) The 
committee named John as the acting secretary. 

Or, as we have already noted, is one of the three most used 
coordinating conjunctions, the other two being and and but. 
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In its expletive function, or shows some remote kinship to its 
use as a pure coordinating conjunction. Compare The period, 
or dot, should be used here (where or is an expletive, used merely 
to introduce the word dot, which explains the noun that pre
cedes it) with The period or the semicolon should be used here 
(where or is a coordinating conjunction used to join two 
nouns, and suggests a choice (alternation-one or the other). 

Observe that the expletive or always introduces a nonre
strictive appositive, which must be set off by punctuation 
marks, usually by commas or parentheses. If the punctua
tion marks are omitted, or must be construed as a coordinating 
conjunction, and hence suggests a choice of two objects or 
items. The expletive merely suggests a choice of names for 
the same objects. 

Except for as and or, the expletives listed are more com
mon in written than in spoken English. They are indispen
sable in formal dissertations, legal documents, and scientifi( 
treatises, where they introduce and tie illustrative material 
to what precedes. 
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Interjections 

An interjection (from Lat. interjectus, past participle of 
interjictere, to throw between) is a word or a group of words 
interjected (thrown) in a sentence to denote strong feeling or 
sudden emotion. The interjection, strictly speaking, is not a 
Lrue part of speech. It does not enter into the construction 
of the sentence, nor is it grammatically related to other words 
in the sentence. It must always be construed as an inde
pendent element. 

Often the interjection constitutes an entire sentence. In 
their more typical examples, interjections are involuntary 
and almost or quite physical records of reactions to emotional 
stimuli. Thus Ahl is in origin a mere gasp of pain or surprise; 
Ohl a resonated outburst of breath, almost a howl; Pooh! or 
Pahl a violent expulsion from the lips, as of an offensive sub
stance or odor; Hm! a deliberate preparation for speech, 
much the same as clearing the throat; Hal Hal a nervous 
quaking of the diaphragm. 

Akin to the above are sounds used conventionally as warn
ings: Hush! (Sh!), Hist! (St!), Tut! Tut! The last of these, 
often used as a mother's reproof to her child, is in origin one 
of the so-called "clicks" of some language. It is made by 
sucking the breath from the tip of the tongue placed against 
the upper teeth. The resulting familiar sound is imperfectly 
represented by the usual spelling of the interjection. 

Hurrah! is an imitative word (possibly, with strongly 
196 
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trilled r, of the sound of a drum) conventionalized into an ex
pression of joy. Alas! goes back to a Latin compound of Ah 
and lassus (weary, fatigued, wretched). It means wretched 
that I am. Alas! Oh! and Ah! are often followed by nouns or 
pronouns with or without the preposition for or modifying 
adjectives: Alas, poor Yorrick, Alas for me! Oh, wretched me! 
Ah me! Woe's me! Dear me! 

Oaths, curses, and bywords constitute one type of inter
jection. They represent a wide variety of feelings; and in 
the conversation of some are so habitual as to have slight 
emotional content. 

Interjections are sometimes classified according to their 
form as primary and secondary. 

The primary interjections are those expressions which have 
come into the language as reproductions of sounds made in
voluntarily when people are under the influence of emotional 
..stimuli: Ah! Alas! Hurrah! Ouch! Pahl They have no use in 
the language except to convey emotional reactions. 

In the written speech the degree of feeling that an inter
jection expresses can be indicated only by the punctuation 
which follows it. The exclamation mark is used to denote 
strong feeling; and the comma is employed when the emo
tional content is slight: Oh! I cannot bear this torture. Oh, 
that is not very important. 

Words in common use as other parts of speech employed 
with the effect of interjections are sometimes called secondary 
interjections, 1 because their primary function is not that of 
denoting emotion. These can be recognized in the oral speech 
by the tone of voice with which they are uttered. In the 
written speech, the exclamation mark that follows them 
shows them to be ejaculations. 

The imperative forms of verbs are frequently employed in 
ejaculating commands: Behold! Begone! Bless us! Look 

1 Many grammarians prefer to classify the so-called secondary interjections 
as verbs, adjectives, nouns, etc. used independently. Many of them, such as 
Listen! and Stop that! convey full thoughts. Strictly speaking, the interjection 
is not a sentence, nor a grammatical unit within 11. sentence. 
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out! Listen! Stop that! Adjectives and nouns are also em, 
ployed to indicate sudden and strong feeling of approval or 
disapproval: Fine! Horrible! Impossible! Good! Bravo! 
Horrors! Nonsense! Twaddle! Shame! Similarly, adverbs 
are sometimes employed as interjections: On! Forward! 
Away! 

In the substandard levels of speech slang expressions often 
have the force of interjections: Beat it! Good night! Holy 
smoke! Skiddoo! Step on it! Yeah! 



PART Two 

SENTENCE ANALYSIS 





The Elements of the Sentence 

Analysis in grammar is the separation of the sentence into 
its component parts, or elements. To analyze a sentence is 
to identify and classify its constituent parts (words, phrases, 
clauses). 

Parsing a sentence is (1) naming the parts of speech which 
constitute the various elements of the sentence, (2) account
ing for the inflectional forms of all words that show inflection, 
and (3) explaining the relation each word has to any other 
word or words in the same sentence. 

A sentence is an independent group of words which ex
presses a complete thought. Every sentence must contain a 
subject ( expressed or implied) and a predicate. The subject 
is that of which something is said, asserted, predicated. The 
predicate is that which is said, asserted, predicated of the 
subject. The subject of a sentence must be a noun or a noun
equivalent; and the predicate must be or must contain a finite 
verb (one that is capable of asserting, having limits of person 
and number, which the nonfinite, or infinite, verbs lack). 
Men walk is a sentence; it contains a subject and a predicate: 
men is the subject, and walk is the predicate. Be saved is alsc. 
a sentence, even though it contains only the passive verb 
form be saved; its subject (you) is implied. 1,,, 

The elements of a sentence consist of (1) the simple sub
ject (a noun or a noun-equivalent), (2) the simple predicate 
(the finite, or predicate, verb), (3) the modifiers, which may 
be explanatory, adjectival, or adverbial, (4) the complements 
(subjective complement, objective complement, direct ob-
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ject), and (5) independent expressions, such as expletives, 
introductory words and phrases, and interjections. 

The simple sentence contains one subject and one predi
cate, either or both of which may be compound. Adams, 
Jefferson, and Monroe died on the Fourth of July is a simple 
sentence: it contains one subject, which is compound, and 
one predicate. This man went to Pilate, and begged the body of 
Jesus is also a simple sentence: it contains one simple subject 
and one compound predicate. 

The simplest sentences in the language contain only the 
noun-subject and the verb-predicate: Dogs bark: Heat ex
pands; Jesus wept. The predicate verb may be any finite 
verb form found in the inflection of a full verb; as, Napoleon 
was conquered; Jesus was betrayed; Men must die; Liars should 
be punished. As a rule, however, the sentences which we 
actually use in our daily communication are not restricted to 
the simple noun-subject and the simple verb-predicate. We 
usually qualify or explain the simple subject and often com
plete our predicate verbs with complements and qualifying 
words, phrases, or clauses. It is important to remember that, 
if the simple subject or the simple predicate or any word be
longing to either is explained or modified by a clause, the 
sentence is not a simple sentence. 

Any sentence that contains one principal clause and one 
or more subordinate (or dependent) clauses is called a com
plex sentence: J know that the earth is round is a complex sen
tence because it contains the noun clause that the earth is round, 
which is in the predicate of the principal clause. Death is the 
black camel which kneels at every man's gate is a complex sen
tence: it contains a principal clause (Death is the black camel) 
and an adjective clause (which kneels at every man's gate); the 
latter modifies camel, a noun in the predicate of the principal 
clause. 

A compound sentence is composed of two or more inde
-pendent clauses, either or both of which may contain one or 
more adjective, adverb, or noun clauses. Many meet t}l,P. 
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gods, but few salute them is a compound sentence: it contains 
two simple independent clauses joined by the coordinating 
conjunction but. If a compound sentence contains a depend
ent clause, it is sometimes called a complex-compound (or 
compound-complex) sentence (see illustrations and refer
ences cited in Lesson XV, pp. 426-427). 

Analysis by Diagraming 

One may analyze, or dissect, sentences by pointing out the 
component parts and classifying them orally or in writing; or 
one may analyze sentences by diagraming them. 

A diagram of a sentence is a graphic representation of the 
sentence, picturing the interrelations of its parts. It is used 
by the grammarian in much the same way as perpendicular 
and parallel lines, triangles, and circles are used by the mathe
matician. The diagram records and objectifies the constit
uent parts, or elements, of the sentence. It is exceptionally 
useful to both the student and the teacher in explaining the 
basic structure of a given sentence. It can, however, only 
approximate the complete analysis, and should be supple
mented by parsing (oral or written) and explanatory annota
tions. 

The sentences presented for analysis in Part Two of this 
text may be analyzed by written or oral parsing, or by dia
grams accompanied with written or oral annotations. The 
authors strongly recommend the diagraming of sentences 
selected from those given for analysis in Lessons I through 
XV, chiefly because diagraming is a rapid method of record
ing and objectifying the major and minor elements of the 
sentence. Its use will save time for both the instructor and 
student. As a rule, a student must determine all of the con
stituent parts of a sentence before he can complete his dia
gram of it. 

The system of diagraming employed and described in this 
text is one of the simplest and one of the most widely used of 
all the systems of diagraming now taught in the public and 
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private schools of America. 1 The lines used in diagrams are 
few, and their significance can be mastered in a very short 
time. The mastery of sentence structure may prove more 
difficult. 

The assignments which are given in the fifteen lessons pre
sented in Part Two begin with the simplest types of sentences, 
and are so arranged as to introduce only a few new phases of 
sentence-structure in each lesson. The simple sentence with 
all the elements that belong to it are presented in Lessons 
I-X inclusive. The complex and compound sentences are 
analyzed and diagramed in Lessons XI-XV inclusive. The 
exercises in parsing and in correcting violations of good usage 
and the review exercises are to be used whenever the instruc
tor wishes to have additional oral or written assignments, or 
wishes to review work previously covered. 

1 The system of diagraming used in this text is the one now generally referred 
to as the Reed and Kellogg system. It was presented in Reed and Kellogg's 
Higher Lessons in English, copyrighted first in 1877, by Alonzo Reed and Brain
erd Kellogg. The text is now published by Charles E. Merrill Co., New York. 



LESSON I 

Simple Sentences Containing Adjective 
and Adverb Modifiers 

To diagram a simple sentence, one should draw a heavy 
horizontal line, and then divide it into two parts by a short 
vertical line. At the left of the bisecting line belongs the 
simple subject; at the right belongs the simple predicate: 

1. Men walk. 

Men I walk 

This is a sentence. Men is the subject: that of which 
something is said, asserted, predicated. Walk is the predi
cate: that which is said, asserted, predicated of the subject. 

When the subject or the predicate or both have modifiers, 
these are placed on lines drawn diagonally from the word& 
they describe or limit: 

2. These questions may be settled peaceably. 

questions may be settled 

In this sentence, the demonstrative adjective these modi
fies questtions, the noun-subject; and peaceably is an adverb 
expressing manner, modifying the verb-predicate, may be 
settled. 

205 
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If a word has more than one modifier, these should, as a 
rule, be placed in the same order in the diagram as that which 
they have in the written or spoken sentence, as in the follow
ing sentence: 

3. Young, active men walk rapidly. 

men walk 

In this sentence the subject, men, is modified by the ad
jectives young and active; and the predicate, walk, is modi
fied by the adverb rapidly. Young, active men is the com
plete subject; walk rapidly is the complete predicate. 

Sometimes modifiers are transposed to secure variety, 
euphony, emphasis, or poetic effect, as in the following ex
ample: 

4. Far away, faintly, solemnly tolls the ancient bell. 

bell tolls 

Observe that the article the precedes ancient, as it does in 
the spoken sentence, and that away,faintly, and solemnly are 
placed in the diagram in the same order as that which they 
have in the sentence. Also observe that the first word in 
the sentence is capitalized. 

If an adverb modifies another adverb or an adjective, it 
should be placed (see jar in the above sentence) on a line 
drawn first parallel with the base line and then down and 
parallel with the line on which the first modifier is placed 
Observe that very modifies happily in the following sentence. 
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5. That young girl lives there very happily now. 

girl lives 

That is a definitive adjective, of the subclass demonstra
tive. Young is a descriptive adjective. Both that and 
young modify the noun girl. There is an adverb of place 
modifying the verb lives. Now is an adverb of time modify
ing lives. Happily is an adverb of 1D.anner modifying lives. 
Very is an adverb of degree modifying the adverb happily. 

6. The old man's sight is failing. 

sight is failing 

Man's is a noun in the possessive case modifying sight. 
The is a definite article modifying man's; and old is a de
scriptive adjective modifying man's. Is failing is the predi
cate, being the present tense, progressive form, of the verb 
fail, in the third person, singular number, indicative mode. 
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As a rule, one adjective cannot modify another adjective, 
but there are in Modern English a number of noun-words, 
originally followed by the genitive case, which are apparent 
exceptions to the general rule. Observe that the article a 
must modify few, not students, in the following sentence: 

7. A few students left early. 
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Similarly, a and great modify many, not soldiers, in the fof. 
lowing sentence: 

8. A great many soldiers have been discharged. 

have been discharged 

In earlier English Jew and many were nouns followed by the 
genitive case; and, in sentences such as those given in 7 and 8, 
they now have the force of collective nouns. We may say 
a few men or a few of the men, a great many men or a great 
many of the men. 

In Old English numerals governed the genitive plural, and 
hence two hundred men can still mean two hundred of men; 
but in its Modern English form, the two limits hundred, which 
limits (modifies) the noun men, as represented in the follow
ing diagram: 

9. Two hundred persons have been invited. 

have been invited 

The diagram does not differentiate the transitive from the 
intransitive verb. Observe that one of the verbs is transitive 
and the other is intransitive in the two sentences which follow: 

10. The horse neighs. 

horse neighs 
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11. The horse is tied. 

horse is tied 

Neighs is an intransitive verb; the action does not pass 
over to an object. Neighs has no voice. Is tied is a transi
tive verb: the action passes over from a doer (some man, 
woman, or child) to a receiver (the horse). Horse is the sub
ject of the sentence, but the object of the action. Is tied is 
in the passive voice. 
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When a subject or a predicate or any other sentence ele
ment is unexpressed, the implied word is represented by x in 
the diagram. Observe that the following sentence has no 
expressed subject: 

12. Do not come in too soon. 
x Do come 

Du come is the verb, emphatic form. The subject is you, 
understood. Not is an adverb of negation. In is an adverb 
of direction, roughly classed as place. Soon is an adverb of 
time (more accurately of nearness to the present). Too is 
an adverb of degree modifying soon. 

As a rule, all adverb modifiers are placed beneath the words 
they limit, but if the negative adverb not is a part of a com
pound verb form, as in cannot in the following sentence, it be
longs on the base line. 

13. I cannot go. 
I cannot go 

A.m and not are always written separately, and hence 
should appear in the diagram as verb and adverb modifier. 
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14, I am not going. 

I am going 

Don't, doesn't, isn't, aren't, won't, etc. should be treated as 
cannot is in the sentence given above. These contractions 
are used, however, only in informal emphatic or interroga
tive sentences: 

15. I don't live here. 

I 

16. Doesn't he walk too fast? 

he 

Observe that an interrogative sentence must be turned into 
the declarative form before it can be diagramed. The aux
iliary word which begins the sentence should be capitalized in 
the diagram to aid in conveying the interrogative meaning. 

If a contraction contains the subject and any part of the 
predicate verb, the line dividing the subject and predicate, 
must separate the contraction so as to place the subject and 
the predicate in their proper places: 

17. Here's my hand. 

hand 's 
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Here's (for Here is) is not a conventional compound word 
like cannot. In the diagram, it is correct to separate into 
verb ('s) and modifying adverb (here). A good dictionary 
will be found useful in answering questions in regard to the 
compounding of forms. Cannot is listed in our standard dic
tionaries as a compound form, but there is no single entry 
for here's. 
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Independent words are not attached to the subject or the 
predicate or to any of the modifiers of the subject or the predi
cate. Observe the position of there in the following diagram: 

18. There was once a beautiful young princess. 
There 

princess was 

There is an expletive, grammatically unattached, the effect 
of which upon the sentence order is to throw the subject 
after the predicate. 

Contrast this with There would I live, in which sentence 
there means in that place, and modifies live: 

There I would live. 

I 

When the simple sentence contains a compound subject or 
a compound predicate, the base line is divided to accommo
date as many parts as the compound element contains. A 
conjunction joining the parts of a compound subject or predi
cate should be placed on a dotted line extending from the line 
on which the first of the compound elements is placed to the 
line on which the last member of the group is placed. The 
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following diagrams illustrate the more common types of 
the compound groups: 

19. East and West shall never meet. 
East 

West 

I 

'p:, ·~ :o.. 
I 

shall meet 

This is not a compound sentence, but a simple sentence 
with a compound subject.~ 

20. All the younger men and older boys have enlisted. 
men 

~ 
boys 

~ 
~ .... 

have enlisted 

Note that all and the modify the entire compound subject, 
while younger modifies men, and older modifies boys. 

21. She screamed and ran. 
screamed 

She 

ran 

When correlative coordinating conjunctions are used to 
join the parts of a compound element, the correlatives are 
placed on separate dotted lines as both and and are in the 
following diagram: 

2 A compound sentence must contain two or more independent (principal) 
clauses. To diagram a compound ezntence, we must draw a base line for each 
clause, and place the elements of each clause in their proper places. For models 
showing the diagram forms for compound sentences, see Compound Sentences, 
Lesson XV, pp. 421-432. 
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22. Both the ship and all its cargo have been sunk and hope
lessly lost. 

ship sunk 

~ 
Cl 

have been 
cargo lost 

Both . . . and are correlative coordinating conjunctions. 
Either . . . or and neither . . . nor are similarly diagramed. 
Have been sunk and lost is an instance of two verbs in which a 
phrasal auxiliary, have been, is used with two participles, 
sunk ar,d lost, in the formation of the present perfect tense. 
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It is important to observe here and elsewhere that and joins 
only what is coordinate; i.e., like elements, such as two nouns, 
two verbs, two auxiliaries, two participles, etc. It must 
never be made to join unlike elements. 

When two or more adjectives or two or more adverbs are 
joined by coordinating conjunctions, the conjunctions arc 
placed on a dotted line connecting the coordinate elements, a1:1 
in the following diagram: 

23. The long and dreamy night passed calmly and silently. 

night passed 

Note that the modifies night. It cannot possibly modify 
long. Articles are adjectives, and adjectives do not, as a 
rule, modify other adjectives. (Special exceptions to the 
rule are listed and analyzed on p. 208). In the following 
sentence an modifies man, not old: 
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24. An old man usually rises early. 

man nses 

If a compound group is composed of more than two ele
ments, the first and the last words of the coordinate group are 
put on the outside lines, and horizontal lines are drawn from 
the conjunction line (which is the dotted line) to accommodate 
the other elements of the compound group, as illustrated 
in the following diagrams: 

25. The ducks, geese, and chickens were frightened. 
ducks 

geese were frightened 

chickens 

An x may be placed on the dotted line joining ducks and 
geese to indicate that the conjunction and is implied. The 
and which is expressed is placed between the last two ele
ments, as in the spoken sentence. 

Sometimes the parts of a compound element are arranged 
in pairs, and the lines which are drawn from the base line 
must be again divided, and horizontal lines drawn to accom
modate the pairs of words, as in the following diagram: 

26. I inquired and rejected, consulted and deliberated. 

rejected 

I 
consulted 

deliberated 
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27. The poor and the rich, the weak and the strong, the 
young and the old must die. 

must die 

215 

If a modifier liwits all of the words of a compound adjective 
or adverb group, it should be placed so as to indicate that it 
modifies the entire unit, as very does in the following example: 

28. The old man drives very slowly and cautiously. 

The diagram indicates here that very modifies both slowly 
and cautiously. 
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EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram the following: 

1. He was thinking rapidly. 
2. Weep I cannot. 
3. Foul deeds will rise again. 
4. You should register early. 
5. She returned too soon. 
6. There lies my trouble. 
7. The spot was now quite deserted. 
8. The crowd rushed out quickly. 
9. The world is governed too much. 

10. Affection is never wasted. 
11. Harvests were gathered in. 
12. All sounds were blended harmoniously. 
13. We shall restore, not destroy. 
14. Politics were excluded. 
16. There go the pilot and the captain. 
16. Still the uneasiness existed. 
17. No previous meeting had been indicated or suggested. 
18. True nobility cannot long be hidden. 
19. His knees shook together violently. 
20. Morals are socially determined. 
21. How can an art decay? 
22. Michael had been hit. 
23. The mob raged and roared. 
24. An unusually large crop has just been harvested. 
26. His works have not died. 
26. Neither John nor his sister works here. 
27. Thou shalt not kill. 
28. The early worm is sometimes caught. 
29. Where's the king? 
30. A brave, prudent, and honorable man was chosen. 
31. Many ill matters and projects are undertaken. 
32. Children and fools cannot lie. 
33. Ill weeds grow fast. 
34. A short horse is soon curried. 
36. Her best dress was very badly soiled. 
36. Is there not another and better world? 
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37. A threefold cord is not quickly broken. 
38. Pride, poverty, and fashion cannot live together. 
39. Thrice flew thy shaft. 
40. Matters are going swimmingly. 
41. Justice should not be postponed. 
42. The old man could not speak distinctly. 
43. The candidate should dress becomingly and modestly. 
44. She sang both high and loud. 
46. Neither John nor his sister works hard. 
46. Society advances very slowly. 
47. The horses and the cows should be fed and watered regularly. 
48. The elaborate luncheon was quickly served. 
4S. Do not smoke here. 
60. Our best thoughts are seldom written down. 

EXERCISE B 

Correct all the violations of good usage which you find in 
the following sentences, and justify each correction you make: 

1. Why don't he try to get another job? 
2. Neither the secretary nor the treasurer were present. 
3. Each of us have cast our vote against the amendment. 
4. You shall, I believe, become a good teacher. 
6. The captain, as well as his men, were suspected. 
6. Here comes the bride and the groom. 
7. I didn't like that there report we had today. 
8. Have each of you <iecided to resign? 
9. I like to have died laughing at him. 

10. He attends church regular now. 
11. Has the teacher rang the bell yet? 
12. He bursted out laughing when he heard the news. 
13. There goes the pilot and the captain. 
14. She is sick physically and in her mind. 
16. In applying for a job, one should be especially careful about. their 

grammar. 
16. The weather man has forecasted snow for tonight. 
17. The teacher suddenly lit on me for being rude. 
18. In most colleges, some form of athletics are required. 
19. Every man, woman, and child like to be praised. 
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20. Either of these men are good painters. 
21. There is no bacteria in the soil. 
22. Neither Latin nor Greek are taught in our school. 
23. The guest, as well as the host and the hostess, were annoyed by 

the child's tantrums. 
24. In the refrigerator is a grapefruit and an egg which you may 

have for your breakfast. 
26. He always has and always will be a care. 



LESSON II 

Prepositional Phrases 

A prepositional phrase is composed of a preposition and a 
noun or a noun-equivalent, the former governing the latter; 
i.e., determining its case. The noun or its equivalent, which 
is always the principal term in the prepositional phrase, is 
generally referred to as the object of the preposition. 

In the diagram, the prepositional phrase is placed on a 
slanting line drawn diagonally down from the word which the 
phrase modifies; and the object (i.e., the principal word in 
the phrase) is placed on a horizontal line drawn from the line 
on which the preposition is placed, as shown in the following 
model. Observe that the preposition line extends beyond 
the horizontal line on which the object of the preposition is 
placed. 

1. Come to me. 

X Come 

Observe that the object of to is the principal term in the 
prepositional phrase to me, and that it is in the objective 
case. In Modern English, all prepositions regularly govern 
the objective case. 

The compounding of the object of the preposition does not 
affect the case of either the noun or pronoun governed. Both 
must be in the objective case. 

219 
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2. He looked steadily at John and me. 

He looked 

' ' "O' 
A' c;j: 

John 

: me 

Observe that the horizontal line drawn for the object of 
the preposition is divided to accommodate the compound 
object. 

By a well-established idiom, prepositions sometimes govern 
the possessive case (see Double Genitive, or Possessive, pp. 
174-175): 

3. This new friend of mine C',<ime early 

fricnJ came 

4, An important order of the Dean's has been sent out. 

order has been sent 

Uses of the Prepositional Phrase 

Almost every preposition is capable of indicating a num
ber of different relationships between the grammatical units 
which it joins. Hence prepositional phrases have a wide 
variety of uses as adjective and adverb modifiers. Only a 
representative number of these can be shown in this chapter. 1 

1 For a fuller treatment of the uses and meaning of prepositions, see Part One, 
Chapter Seven, pp. 174-184. 
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ADJECTIVE USES 

1. Possession: The purse of the unfortunate man was recov
ered. 

was recovered 

In the diagram, the modifiers of the object of the preposi
tion are placed on diagonal lines extending from the line on 
which the principal term of the phrase is placed. Observe 
that both the and unfortunate modify man, and that the defi
nite article the does not modify the adjective unfortunate. 

2. Location: His place in the ranks has been filled. 

place has been filled 

3. Source: The letter from home has arrived. 

letter has arrived 

home 

221 
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4. Association: His alliance with the best people had been 
noted. 

alliance had been noted 

5. Antagonism: His fight with evil has been rewarded. 

has been rewarded 

ADVERB USES 

1. Place: Duncan is in his grave. 

Duncan 1s 

2. Time: After life's fitful fever he sleeps well. 

he sleeps 
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3. Manner: He dances with ease. 
He dances 

4. Degree and Source: An odor pleasant in the extreme ema
nated from the kitchen. 

odor emanated 

kitchen 

~ (SI 
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Observe that in the extreme is an adverbial phrase denoting 
degree; it modifies the adjective pleasant. 

Prepositions may be compounded of two or more words. 
When the words are written separately but are used to show 
single relationship, they are called phrasal ( or group) prepo
sitions. 

5. Material: The story was made out of whole cloth. 

story was made 

cloth 

In this sentence out of shows relation between was made 
and cloth, and is almost the equivalent of from. Observe 
that neither of nor out could here be used alone. 
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6. Cause: Because of an accident, we were delayed. 

we were delayed. 

7. Purpose: The boy has gone out on an errand. 

boy 

errand 

Here out is an adverb denoting direction; it modifies has 
gone. 

8. Place: The boy came out of the house. 

The adverb that modifies a preposition or a prepositional 
phrase should not be confused with the adverb that precedes 
the phrase but modifies the verb, as in sentence 7, or with 
an adverb which is a part of a phrasal preposition, as in sen
tence 8. 
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Most of the adverbs commonly used to modify the preposi
tion or the prepositional phrase may be construed as modifiers 
of the entire phrase, though originally many of them were 
doubtless employed to restrict the relational meaning ex
pressed in the preposition. In such phrases as just before 
noon, clear across the stream, Jar behind the group, completely 
over the wall, the adverbs just, clear, Jar, and completely seem 
to liinit the ideas expressed in the prepositions. But in each 
of the following: only for two, merely for business, even by the 
weakest, partly for your sake, the adverb (only, merely, even, 
partly) modifies the entire phrase. 

The following show the correct form for diagraming such 
adverbs: 

1. They have penetrated far into the hillside. 

Far modifies into. It is an adverb of degree. One should 
not be surprised to discover that adverbs do modify preposi
tions, for most prepositions are merely old adverbs which 
have come to take objects, and many adverbs and preposi
tions are alike. Compare He has been here before, where be
fore is an adverb, with He came before the wedding, where 
before is a preposition. 

When the adverb modifies the entire prepositional phrase, 
it is placed on a diagonal line which is attached to the preposi
tion and to the object of the preposition, as in the following 
diagram: 
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2. They march only on Saturday night. 
They march 

Only on Saturday night is like only then. The position in 
the sentence of only is important. Were it to precede march, 
the sentence might be interpreted as meaning that march
ing is the only thing they do on Saturday night (for instance, 
they do not play cards or attend the movies). 

A phrasal preposition consisting of a prepositional phrase 
followed by a preposition, such as in spite of, in accordance 
with, in respect to, and many others like these, may be dia
gramed as one phrase; or it may be construed as two preposi
tional phrases, the second one modifying the object of the 
first, as in the following diagrams: 

The appointment was made in accordance with the Presi
dent's recommendation. 

appointment was made 
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or 

appointment was made 

t• 
~ 

recommendation 

The Latin construction simply puts the noun in the abla
tive case without a preposition: suis moribus means in accord
ance with their customs. 

The following diagram shows the correct form for coor;.. 
dinate prepositional phrases: 

3. He went at great expense and without hope of financial 
profit. 

He went 

If a word or phrase modifies the objects of two different 
prepositions, the lines on which these are placed are brought 
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back together, and the modifier is attached to the joined line, 
as in the following sentence: 

4. I have lived in most of the great cities and some of the 
small villages of the country. 

I have lived 
most 

some 

Observe that of the country modifies both cities and villages. 

When the compound object of a preposition is grouped in 
pairs, the diagram indicates the grouping by dividing and 
subdividing the lines: 

5. The members of the human race may be divided roughly 
into leaders and followers, workers and drones, think
ers and dullards, masters and slaves. 

leaders 
I 

"Of ~: followers 

workers 

<Jl drone.'! 
thinkers 

<j! dullards 
masters 

"01 
Ci I 
oS I slaves I 
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EXERCISE A 
Analyze or diagram: 

1. The scent of lilies was in the air. 
2. The captain of the crew stepped into the light. 
3. The remainder of the day passed very quickly and pleasantly. 
4. A small wooden chest stood against the wall. 
6. Come and sit beside me. 
6. Bombs fell in our vicinity for several days. 
7. The civilians on the roads and in the towns smiled and waved. 
8. We were tied up along the water front of a small port near Naples. 
9. In the fields were small herds of cattle, sheep, horses, and mules. 

10. He came by his name in a peculiar fashion. 
11. The rain was coming down in torrents. 
12. With dreadful smoothness the negotiations proceeded. 
13. Three of his gang were waiting for him. 
14. The men of the new regiment watched and listened. 
16. I went out of the laboratory and down the hill to the nearest 

house. 
16. The result of the election may not be known until Wednesday or 

Thursday of next week. 
17. Mother and Father came out of the front door and hurried up 

the street. 
18. A tall man with a red face and thin gray hair was standing in 

front of the drawing-room fire. 
19. Everything depends upon the movement of this indolent fellow 

in front of us. 
20. What dire offence from amorous causes springs!-Pope. 
21. The hours passed with unbelievable rapidity. 
22. Soon with soundless steps the foot of Evangeline followed. 
23. I got up and turned around in my tracks. 
24. Filled was the air with dreamy and magical light. 
26. The two friends were momentarily occupied with a large tin pot 

of tea and a kit of salt beef. 
26. The earliest taboos probably centered about religious rites and 

duties. 
27. Pride meets with provocations and disturbances upon almost; 

every occasion. 
28. In the middle of the room a round table of his own vigorous car··· 

pentry stood on a panther's skin. 
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29. They went in a hurry from house to house. 
30. What did you decide upon? 
31. The vices of the administration must be ascribed chiefly to the 

king. 
32. In society, much depends upon the justice and fidelity, the tem

perance and character of the members. 
33. People in affliction and distress cannot be hated by generous 

minds. 
34. The climactic experience came shortly after the excommunica-

tion. 
36. The star of love shone all about him. 
36. The sun was going down far beyond the green hill. 
37. There should be perfect freedom in matters of religious belief. 
38. Little, frivolous minds are wholly occupied with the vulgar ob

jects of nature. 
39. The new building at the corner of Rhode Island Avenue and 

Fifteenth Street is nearly completed. 
40. The contract was sent to you on Monday by special delivery. 
41. Childe Roland to the dark tower came. 
42. These costumes are worn in some rural regions and small towns 

on festive occasions. 
43. Our civilization is being changed by democracy and by modern 

sCience. 
44. They were assembling on benches, wagon seats, and boxes for 

the ceremony. 
46. My brother stayed with us for a day, and then went on to New 

York. 
46. A decrepit woman, old and infirm, appeared in the doorway. 
47. Because of the storm, we stopped at the first house. 
48. The months of July and August were named after Julius Caesar 

and Augustus Caesar. 
49. No dew, no rain, no cloud comes to the relief of the parched earth. 
60. Glass windows were introduced into England in the eighteenth 

century. 

EXERCISE B 

I. Review the sections on the Form and Derivation and the 
Meanings and Uses of Prepositions, Part One, Chapter Seven; 
and correct all violations of good usage in the following sen-
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tences. Consult the dictionary when in doubt as to the cor
rect form or meaning of a word. Correct only what you 
consider incorrect. Justify each change you make. 

1. He jumped in the water and swam clear across the river. 
2. He laughed when I asked him where the registrar's office was at. 
3. I was angry at my professor when I heard him talking about his 

students. 
4. He only smokes after meals. 
6. My book is different than yours. 
6. He decided to divide his income among his two oldest sons. 
7. I might of gone off without you. 
8. Our mailman comes at about noon. 
9. I have nothing to do beside helping you. 

10. He wanted to know who I was looking for. 
11. I am going in town today with John and she. 
12. He is ill with typhoid fever. · 
13. Keep off of my property. 
14. I cannot remember of hearing that story. 
15. The vessel was blown on the rocks. 
16. The train will arrive inside of an hour. 
17. There is some trouble among the teacher and his students. 
18. I wonder what is the matter of him. 
19. This kind of work takes longer than you think for. 
20. The marriage customs of your country are very different to ours. 
21. The Republicans may win out in the November election. 
22. Everybody but he approved my leaving. 
23. I could travel on the plane as well as the bus. 
24. She sat in back of us at the concert. 
26. The estate was divided between the seven sons. 
26. I have great fear but no respect for men like him. 
27. Due to weather conditions, the flight has been canceled. 
28. The conclusion of that book was different than what I expected. 
29. There was some discussion in regard to whom the property be

longed. 
30. I have observed in a majority of the cases that you are at fault. 
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Subjective 1 Complements 

The subjective complement is a noun or an adjective or the 
equivalent of eithet which completes the predicate and refers 
to the subject. It follows either intransitive verbs or tran
sitive verbs in the passive voice. 

Those verbs which cannot predicate without the assistance 
of subjective complements are called copulative (or linking) 
verbs: they join (or link) the subject and the complement. 
Without its complement ( completing word), a copulative 
verb has very little distinctive verb meaning. 

When the subjective complement is a substantive, it is 
called a predicate nominative. The predicate nominative is 
a noun or pronoun in the nominative case used to complete 
the predicate and refer to the subject. It is always in a sense 
identical with the subject. 

When the subjective complement is an adjective or any 
word or phrase used for an adjective, it is called the attribute 
complement, or when broadly classified, it may be called 
predicate adjective. 2 The attribute complement always de-

1 The term subjective is here used in its strictly grammatical sense, and means 
pertaining to the grammatical subject. Similarly the word objective is used else
where in this text with the meaning pertaining to the grammatical object. These 
meanings should not be confused with those senses in which the same terms are 
used in the language of psychology and philosophy. 

2 Many grammarians prefer the term attribute complement for an adjective in 
this construction. The sole objection to the use of this expression would seem 
to be that it ignores the distinction between an attributive adjective and a predi
cative adjective (see pp. 81-82). The term predicate adjective stresses the predicat
ing function, as distinguished from the attributive, or assumptive, one, where the 
adjective is a mere modifier of the noun. But not all adjectives in the predicate 
are subjective complements. The objective complement is often an adjective, 
and it is also in the predicate. See Lesson V, pp. 250-256. 
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fines or describes (i.e., gives some attribute of) the subject. 

Predicate Nominative 

In the diagram, the subjective complement is placed on the 
base line immediately after the copulative verb which it 
assists in predicating. The verb and the complement are 
separated by a diagonal line pointing toward the subject to 
indicate the relationship. 

1. I am thy father's spirit. 

I am spirit 

The word spirit, a noun in the nominative case, completes 
the predicate, refers to the subject, I, and is in a sense iden
tical with the subject. Spirit is the predicate nominative. 
Am is an intransitive verb, and in this sentence means little 
until completed ("complemented") by spirit. 

2. I am he. 

I I am \ he 

Suppose someone has inquired, Who is the writer of this 
letter? l answer, I am he. I here identify myself (J) with 
the writer of the letter (he). He is a pronoun in the nomi
native case which completes the predicate, refers to the sub
ject, and is in a sense identical with the subject. He is the 
predicate nominative. 3 

3 The possessive case is sometimes used absolutely in the predicate as a sub
jective complement. It cannot properly be called a predicate nominative be
cause it is not in the nominative case. It represents the possessor and the thing 
possessed. 

This room is mine. 

' 
is \ mine 
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3. Washington was made Commander-in-chief. 

Washington was made \ Commander-in-chief 

Washington and Commander-in-chief are the same person. 
Both nouns are in the nominative case, the former being the 
subject, the latter the predicate nominative. Was made is 
a transitive verb in the passive voice. 

4. Jones came as a critic and remained as a friend. 
as .,.. 

came I critic 

Jones ~ as 
remained 

,--
friend I 

Critic and friend are identical with Jones. As is an ex
pletive introducing the predicate nominative. 

5. He was appointed as ambassador. 

He was appointed \ 
as -. 
I 
I 

ambassador 

Observe that in the diagram the expletive as is placed on a 
short horizontal line, and that a dotted line attaches it to the 
base line between the complement and the subjective com
plement line. 

Attribute Complement, or Predicate Adjective 

1. The man became angry. 

man became angry 

Expanded this sentence has the form of This room is my room. In the first sen
tence, the possessive pronoun mine is used in the predicate. In the second, or ex
panded form, my is used as a simple modifier. These are the two chief living uses 
of the possessive case. 
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Angry is an adjective which completes the predicate and 
modifies the subject. Became is an intransitive verb. An
gry is the predicate adjective. 

2. The man was made angry. 
1nan was made angry 

Was made is a transitive verb in the passive voice. Angry 
is the predicate adjective. 

3. I feel rad. 

I feel \ bad 

4, Rest easy and keep quiet. 

Rest \ easy 
1 

X 
I 

"Cl1 
i:::1 
~I keep quiet 

I feel bad means I feel ill, or unhappy. Bad is not an ad
verb but a predicate adjective. If eel "badly" would be less 
accurate, as it would seem to stress a manner of feeling 
rather than a quality of the subject. Rest "easily" and 
keep "quietly" would be equally absurd. 

Caution: Distinguish clearly between the adverb con
struction and that of the predicate adjective. Do not sub
stitute the adverb for the adjective where the sense requires 
the latter. 
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The diagram should help the student in differentiating the 
two parts of speech. Observe the adjective and adverb 
meanings in the following sentences: 

1. The children are running wild. 

children are running wild 
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Wild is here an adjective completing the predicate. It 
describes the children, not their manner of running about. 

2. The children are running wildly about. 

children 

Here are runnin{I is a full predicating verb; it needs no 
completing word to convey the simple predicate meaning. 
Wildly is an adverb modifying are running. It tells us the 
manner of the running, not the kind of children spoken of. 

3. He felt awkward in the presence of ladies. 

He felt \ awkward 

ladies 

4. He felt awkwardly around for a chair. 

He 

chair 

Awkward in sentence 3 is an adjective used as a subjective 
complement. It completes the predicate and describes the 
subject. Felt is a copulative verb, and could be replaced by 
is without greatly affecting the meaning of the sentence. 

Awkwardly in sentence 4 describes the manner in which 
the subject felt (moved about). It does not tell us that the 
person represented by he is by nature an awkward person. 
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'I'he prepositional phrase immediately following the verb 
and used as a subjective complement should not be confused 
with the adverb phrase used as a modifier of the verb. If the 
verb is a copulative one, the prepositional phrase will be 
an attribute (subjective) complement. Often the adjective 
phiase can be tested by substituting a pure adjective. Ob
serve the following: 

1. The ring is of gold. 

Of gold (equivalent to golden) is an adjective phrase used 
as predicate adjective. The construction resembles the 
Latin "genitive of material." 

Observe that the prepositional phrase of gold is placed on a 
prepositional line on a standard above the base line. This 
form is used to show that the entire phrase is to be construed 
as the attribute complement. 

2. The teacher is now in a very bad humor. 

In a very bad hurrwr describes the teacher. Compare this 
sentence with The teacher is in his oifice, where is is a full 
verb meaning exists, and in his office tells where the teacher 
is (i.e., exists). 
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The attribute complement may be a compound preposi
tional phrase : 

3. He is out of funds and without friends. 

0,::. 
e' 

~ 

~
~ 

funds 

He is 0,::. 
e< friends 

lf the attribute complement consists of two or more nouns 
governed by one preposition, the base line is not divided, but 
the phrase is put on a standard, as in the following diagram: 

4. We are out of sugar and coffee. 

We 

EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram: 

sugar 

coffee 

1. For centuries, liberty has been the dream of the brave Czech 
people. 

2. Of all our senses, sight is the most perfect. 
3. Both rats and mice are called rodents. 
4. The first and indispensable quality of a good style is clearness. 
6. The rhythm of Lord Bacon's poetry is rather mechanical. 
6. Anarchy and confusion, poverty and distress, desolation and 

ruin are the consequences of civil war. 
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7. Does he come as an enemy or as a friend? 
8. This is the Captain's dining i-oom. 
9. Virtuous and wise he was in all of his actions. 

10. An apothecary should never be out of spirits. 
11. A life of leisure and a life of laziness are two things. 
12. The history of the world is the biography of great men. 
13. Obscurity and affectation are the two greatest faults of style. 
14. The honest fellow's eyes were full of tears. 
16. A bad critic is probably the most mischievous person in the 

world. 
16. You are desperate, full of fancies, and wilful. 
17. Nathan Hale died a martyr to liberty. 
18. All French nouns are either masculine or feminine. 
19. The scent was of horsehair and plush and Florida water. 
20. Facts were the playthings of Burke's style, and the sport of his 

fancy. 
21. A well-bred man is quiet in dress, respectful to everybody, kind 

to the weak, helpful to the feeble. 
22. Amusements often become the business instead of the relaxation 

of young persons. 
23. Which one of the boys is your brother? 
24. Washington was elected the first president of the United States. 
26. Double-dealers are seldom in favor with honest men. 
26. Andy was the eldest and the handsomest of all the boys. 
27. The men in my family have always been soldiers. 
28. The deep cave among the rocks on the hillside was long the secret 

home of a family of foxes. 
29. A rainbow in the morning is the shepherd's warning. 
30. Mathematical truth is not the only truth in the world. 
31. Words of opposite meaning are called antonyms. 
32. In rude nations, the dependence of children upon their parents 

is of short duration. 
33. A knowledge of synonyms and of their special uses is absolutely 

necessary in every kind of composition. 
34. The way before you is intricate, dark, and full of treacherous 

mazes. 
36. Hurry, bustle, and agitation are the never-failing symptoms of 

a weak and frivolous mind. 
36. Precision of speech is not altogether a matter of single words. 
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37. This book is presented to you as a gift from the entire family. 
38. Some of our wealthiest men have lived and died bachelors. 
39. Happiness is a wine of the rarest. vintage, and seems insipid to 

the vulgar. 
40. Parents are sometimes foreigners to their sons and daughters. 
41. He is also called the Almighty, the Invisible, the Infinite, the 

Lord of lords. 
42. Houses and lands, offices and honors, gold and bonds are nothing 

to the man at Death's door. 
43. According to Mark Twain, the differen.::e between the right word 

and the almost right word is the difference between lightning 
and the lightning bug. 

44. The most important characteristic of poetical communication is 
rhythm. 

46. A parody is a piece of imitative writing with a humorous or 
satiric purpose. 

46. This counsellor is now most still, most secret, most grave. 
47. The food looked good but was offensive to the taste. 
48. Homonyms are considered among the most useful words of the 

language. 
49. Caesar's Commentaries on the Gallic War is proof of his literary 

ability. 
-1>0. The aid of a good citizen is never without a beneficial effect. 

EXERCISE B 

I. In Exercise A, pick out five examples of a verb in the passive 
voice followed by a subjective complement, and tell whether 
the complement is an adjective or a noun (i.e. attribute com
plement or predicate nominative). 

II. Pick out five examples of an intransitive verb (other than the 
verb be) followed by a subjective complement, and tell whether 
the complement is a predicate nominative or an attribute com
plement. 

[II. Write five original sentences containing prepositional phrases 
used as attribute complements. 

IV. Write sentences using each of the following verbs (1) as a copu
lative (linking) verb and (2) as full predicating verb: smell, taste, 
live, come, turn, grow, shine, run, feel, look, keep, appear, die. 
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V. Write sentences containing subjective complements, using the 
following passive voice forms: was called, has been made, is pre
sented, will be named, was thought, was styled, should he considered. 

VI. Use each of the following words in the predicate as a subjective 
complement or as an adverbial modifier; and point out any words 
that can have either adjectival or adverbial use: awkward, bad, 
roughly, good, homely, dead, lovely, bright, queenly, 1Jgly, hand,
some, distinctly, due. 

EXERCISE C 

Correct any errors which you find in the following, and give 
a reason for each correction you make. If the wrong form of 
a word is used, make a sentence to show its correct use. 

1. He dresses real good. 
2. She looks beautifully in her evening clothes. 
3. Can you not stand more erectly? 
4. I was reasonable sure about the price of the hat. 
6. If I were him, I would leave at once. 
6. She is a success financially and socially. 
7. The ivy clings closely to the wall. 
8. I feel sadly about your losing the fight. 
9. The young speaker appeared very awkwardly and nervously. 

10. The child speaks her speech too rapid. 
11. We used to dance more modest than you do. 
12. He will behave different hereafter. 
13. Your walls will look well after the paint dries. 
14. You must write your name legible and distinct on both copies of 

the contract. 
15. The boy has always worked faithful. 



LESSON IV 

The Object Complement 

( Direct Object) 

The object complement, or direct object, is a noun or a 
noun-equivalent which completes the predicate and receives 
the act expressed in the verb. 

It usually follows a transitive verb in the active voice; and 
the verb governs it; i.e., determines its case, which in English 
is always the objective. 

In the diagram, the direct object is placed on the base line, 
and a short vertical line drawn to the base line separates the 
verb and the direct object. 

1. He touched the wall. 

He touched wall 

Wall is the object complement. It completes the predicate 
and names the object which receives the act expressed in the 
verb touched. It is commonly referred to as the direct object: 
it receives the direct action of the verb. The student would 
do well here to think of the object (the Latin word objectus 
means literally thrown against) as an obstacle, in this case 
actually arresting the motion of the subject expressed in the 
verb. 
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2. He saw me. 

He I saw I me 

Here the object, me, stands in the line of vision and arrests 
the sight. 

3. He saw the point of my remark. 

He saw point 

The sentence is metaphorical. Saw means perceived; and 
the object, point, stands in the line of mental vision. 
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It will be seen from the above illustrations that the term 
object must be interpreted broadly. The object may arrest 
physical action (He caught the ball); it may focus any sort of 
sense activity (He heard me; He felt me); it may be a mental 
result of figurative action (He framed an excuse); it may serve 
as the conclusion of mental aim or experience (He attempted 
suicide; He tried a change of diet). 

Some verbs which are normally intransitive can be made 
into transitive verbs by giving them cognate objects (see 
Classification of Verbs, pp. 94-95). The cognate object is a 
noun identical in etymology (i.e., cognate) with the normally 
intransitive verb which governs it. Observe that the verb in 
I dreamed about you is intransitive. But note that the same 
verb in I dreamed a bad dream about you is transitive, the object 
dream being cognate in origin with the verb dream, dreamed. 
Other intransitive verbs capable of taking on transitive 
meaning if followed by a cognate object are dance (danced the 
dance), run (run a race), play (played the play), fight (fought a 
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good fight), sing (sing a song), live (live a good life), and many 
others. 1 

A number of intransitive verbs in English become transi
tive when they are employed to denote causation. Such 
verbs are sometimes called causative verbs. In Germanic 
(e.g. Gothic) some intransitive verbs became transitive by 
the addition of the causative suffix (see Causative Verbs, 
pp. 95-96). In Modern English, the causative verb may have 
a suffix (e.g., whiten; -en is added to the adjective white) or a 
prefix (e.g., enfeeble; -en is prefixed to the adjective feeble); 
but many of our causative verbs have no ending whatever, as 
ran in He ran the car into the garage. Here a normally intran
sitive verb simply takes on a restricted transitive meaning. 
It is limited to expressing causation, ran here being the equiv
alent of caused to run. 

Many verbs in English, such as give, grant, allow, teach, etc. 
take two objects, one the direct object, the other the indirect 
(see Adverbial Objectives, pp. 271-284). Either object can 
become the subject of the verb in the passive voice. 

Sometimes the indirect object is converted into a preposi
tional phrase when it is placed after the direct object in the 
spoken sentence. See sentences 1 and 2 following: 

1. I gave the money to John. 

I gave money 

John 

1 In the diagram, the cognate object is not differentiated from other direct 
objects: 

He dreamed a dream. 

He I dreamed dream 
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2. The money was given to John by me. 

money was given 

3. John was given the money by me. 

John was given money 

Observe that the direct object (money) in sentence 1 be
comes the subject in sentence 2, the verb being in the passive 
voice. However, in 3 the noun John (the object of the prep
osition in 1 and 2) becomes the subject, the noun money being 
left in its original position as the direct object. Sentence 3 
shows an instance of what has been called the retained object 
( or retained object complement: it completes the predicate 
and receives the direct action of the verb even though the 
verb is in the passive voice). This form of speech is con
demned by some grammarians, but there is ample authority 
for its use in the practice of masters of English. Because it 
is !"ometimes awkward and heavy, it is well to guard against 
overworking the passive voice construction. Compare I was 
taught algebra by my mother with My mother taught me algebra; 
I was allowed my expenses with My expenses were allowed; and 
I was given this ring with This ring was given to me ( or with 
My roommate gave me this ring); and A good time wo.s had by all 
at the picnic with Everyone had a good time at the picnic. One 
should prefer the passive voice with or without the retained 
object only when it expresses clearly and forcefully the mean
ing to be conveyed. A good time was had by all is certainly 
awkward and unemphatic. 

The compounding process may produce a sentence with 
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two or more object complements, with separate or shared 
modifiers: 

1. We enjoyed the old oaken bucket and the new tin dipper 
of our rustic friend. 

bucket 

We enjoyed 

Observe that the object line is drawn vertical to the base 
line before it is divided to accommodate the compound object 
complement (bucket and dipper). Also note that the phrase 
of our rustic friend modifies both bucket and dipper, and is 
placed before the line is divided but at the right of the object 
complement line. 

A verb with an object complement and one without may 
occur in the same predicate: 

2. He lived happily for many years, and achieved every de
sire of his heart. 

lived 

He 

achieved desire 
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Caution: The transitive verb in the active voice governs 
the objective case, never the nominative. The compounding 
of the object complement makes no difference in the construc
tion of the governed substantive: 

Incorrect: We left Mary and she in the arbor. 
Correct: We left Mary and her in the arbor. 

Mary 

We left I 
'"di .,,. QI 

9 ~I her 
arbor I 

~ ('> 

Also, in diagraming, be careful to get the modifying phrase 
in the right place. In the arbor modifies the verb, not the 
object complement. 

EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram: 

1. Nature hates monopolies and exceptions. 
2. Plants and animals exhibit structural modifications. 
3. The cat in the glove catches no mice. 
4. Everything in nature contains all the powers of nature. 
6. The wise man throws himself on the side of his assailants. 
6. We were not allowed enough time for that examination. 
7. Your bait of falsehood takes this carp of truth. 
8. Few hunters or herders have developed much civilization. 
9. Hope and despondency, joy and sorrow, pleasure and pain di

versify life with their sudden contrasts. 
10. We have been taught the basic principles. 
11. Man cannot push his way through nature at will, in the absence 

of special knowledge. 
12. Without the reindeer and the dog, the peoples of the extreme 

north could scarcely maintain life. 
13. Tolerate no uncleanliness in body, clothes, or habitation. 
14. The hand of little employment hath the daintier sense. 
16. Silks and satins, scarlet and velvet put out the kitchen fire. 
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16. A small leak will sink a great ship. 
17. Its trunk reaches up high, and spreads its boughs over the whole 

umverse. 
18. School boys can accomplish wonders in the way of deception. 
19. They found the babe in a manger at Bethlehem. 
20. Isolation prohibits much intermixture of different stocks. 
21. With a foul traitor's name stuff I thy throat. 
22. I cannot sing that song now. 
23. The matter has been given careful consideration. 
24. Music and measure lend grace and health to the soul and to the 

body. 
26. At eighteen he lost his faith in the God of his fathers. 
26. We blame Knox for his intolerance. 
27. Like a sensible pessimist, he avoided the pitfalls of optimists. 
28. He was sharply rebuked by his teacher, and took his seat in mis-

erable silence. 
29. He was granted a year's leave of absence. 
30. Suddenly in the dead of thP-night lou<l noises alarmed them. 
31. In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 
32. A wise son heareth his father's instructions. 
33. Cowley, with all his admirable wit and ingenuity, had little im

agination. 
34. Within twelve months Greece had lost her greatest ruler, her 

greatest orator, and her greatest philosopher. 
36. Earth and sky, land and water, mountain and valley bear traces 

of divine workmanship. 
36. Modern war destroys the healthiest and strongest men. 
37. Do we want our poetry from grammarians? 
38. Neither locks had they to their doors, nor bars to their windows. 
39. The committee on rules has of recent years had a very singular 

and significant development of functions. 
!1:0. The beautiful laws and substances of the world persecute and 

whip the traitor. 
U. The hero drew a slab of tobacco from his pocket, cut off a wedge, 

and pressed it into the leather pouch of his cheek. 
42. He looked far up and out to the westward, and caught the glint 

of snow on the higher peaks. 
43. Famine and sword and pestilence had devastated the fertile 

plains and stately cities of the Po. 
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44. For the sake of mere decoration, savage men and women will 
endure long physical agonies. 

46. She never lost the child's miraculous power of wonder. 
46. We resent the cold analysis and reduction of life to the common-

place. 
47. We have had lessons enough of the futility of criticism. 
48. For nonconformity the world whips you with its displeasure. 
49. He had been forsaken by his old friends, and now could form no 

new companionships. 
60. Suddenly one of the little Italians dropped his rod, stood up to 

his full height, lifted his arms very much after the manner of 
an orchestra leader, and joined in with me. 

EXERCISE B 

Correct any violations of good usage which you find in the 
following sentences, and give a reason for each correction you 
make: 

1. He has lain my book on the wrong shelf. 
2. He set down and talked German with us. 
3. I shan't tell nobody. 
4. Would you have any objections to my ~aying on this couch? 
6. Now, that don't make no difference with me. 
6. The bread will raise faster in the warm room. 
7. Will every girl leave her wraps lay there? 
8. The maid said she knew that the vase was broke. 
9. He laid ill for more than a year. 

10. Did you ask Jerry and she to go with us? 
11. That puzzle is unable to be solved by me. 
12. The river always raises over that bridge when the spring rains 

come. 
13. His wife tried to cover over his faults. 
14. Haven't you no friends you can ask to help you? 
16. My salary has been risen twice since I came here. 
16. I don't enjoy entertaining these kind of people. 
17. Did you read that poem yet? 
18. I have never punished the child, and never will. 
19. I cannot find John and she any place. 
20. l don't want to be run off from. 



LESSON V 

The Objective Complement 

The objective complement is an adjective or a noun or the 
equivalent of either which completes the action expressed in 
the verb and refers to the direct object. The objective com
plement, if an adjective, describes or limits the object; if s, 

.noun, it is in a sense identical with the direct object. 

1. The sunlight made the apple red. 

sunlight made red apple 

Red is an adjective used as the objective complement; it 
completes the meaning of the verb made and describes the 
direct object. In the diagram it is placed next to the verb 
which it completes (made-red is about the equivalent of red
dened). It is separated from the verb by a diagonal line 
slanting toward the object to show that red belongs to the 
direct object, apple. 

2. The council made Michael king. 

council made king Michael 

In this sentence, the objective complement is king, a noun. 
Made-king is the equivalent of crowned. It is in a sense 
identical with Michael, the direct object. 
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The action expressed in a verb may bring about a change in 
the nature, condition, or designation of the object. The re
sultant nature, condition, or designation may be represented 
by an adjective or a noun, which appears in the sentence as a 
part of the predicate. 

It will be seen that in the first of these illustrations the 
adjective represents a new condition of the object, wrought 
by the action of the verb. In the second sentence, the 
noun represents a new status, or designation, brought about 
by the action of the verb: the council has made Michael a 
king. A verb which thus makes its object different is some
times called a factitive verb (the term factitive is from Latin 
factus, past participle of facere, to make). It will be seen that 
the verb make here means change, not create out of nothing. 
Compare He made the chair usable with He made the chair, and 
note that in the first sentence only the condition of the chair 
was changed, and in the second the chair was made from 
pieces of lumber or other raw material. 

In each of the following sentences the factitive idea is pres
ent in the verb, and the resulting condition or designation of 
the object is seen in the objective complement. 

1. She dyed the wool green. 

She dyed green wool 

2. The news drove the man insane. 

news drove insane man 

3. He appointed Harris manager. 

He I appointed / manager Harris 
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4, They named the child Martha. 

They named Martha child 

~ (5> 

5. The frost turned the leaves yellow. 

frost turned yellow leaves 

In each of these sentences, the subject as an actor causes a 
change in the condition of the object receiving the action of 
the verb, and the objective complement tells what the change 
was. 

In The frost turned the leaves yellow, the subject frost changes 
what we may assume were green leaves to yellow leaves. The 
sentence is about the equivalent of The frost yellowed the 
leaves. 

However, not all verbs which are followed by the objective 
complement present the factitive idea. Certain nonfactitive 
verbs also require the assistance of the objective complement 
for full predication. 

6. They found the man dead. 

They found dead man 

Here the action of the verb produces no change in the state 
of the object, yet dead is a true objective complement. Note 
that They found the man dead presents quite a different ides, 
from They found the dead man. In general, it will be observed 
that the position in the sentence of the objective complement 
is after the object, though the former is placed at the left of 
the direct object in the diagram. 1 It is always true that 

1 Occasionally for emphasis or for variation of sentence structure, the objec
tive complement is not placed immediately after the direct object. In an inter• 
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without the objective complement the verb would mean 
something different from what it means when the objective 
complement is present. They found the dead man conveys 
the idea that some persons were looking for a dead man and 
discovered the corpse; whereas They found the man dead indi
cates that those who were looking for the man had no knowl
edge that he was dead until they found him, and then they 
discovered that he was dead; i.e., they found-dead the man. 

Other examples of the objective complement following a 
nonfactitive verb are the following: 

1. Leave me alone. 

x I Leave / alone I 

2. We thought the boat safe and sound. 
safe 

We thought 

sound 

3. Do you believe him guilty? 

you I Do believe / guilty 

4. She called him a villain. 

She I called / villain 

me 

him 

him 

Observe that leave, thought, do believe, and called are not true 
factitive ("making") verbs. The objective complements 
which follow them do not modify the condition of the direct 

rogative sentence the direct object may be placed at or near the beginning of the 
sentence. as in Whose house have I made a wilderness? Here house is the direct 
object, and wilderness is the objective complement. Interrogative sentences 
must be thrown into the declarative form for analysis. In Murderers they call 
themselves, the Poun murderers is the objective complement. Observe that the 
normal word order for this sentence would be They call themselves murderers. 
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objects. Our thinking a person guilty does not make him 
guilty. Observe that make, made cannot be substituted for 
the nonfactitive verbs. 

The expletive as may introduce the objective complement: 

5. He used his scepter as a schoolmaster's rod. 

He used 

as ...,.... 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Observe that the dotted line attaching as to the base line 
should come after the objective complement line and before 
the word or phrase it introduces. 

The objective complement may be a prepositional phrase 
used as the equivalent of an adjective: 

1. I found my mother in good health. 

health 

I found 

In the diagram the entire prepositional phrase is placed on 
a standard above the base line to indicate that the phrase is 
used as one grammatical unit. 

Observe that in good health restricts the meaning of the 
verb and refers to and describes the object complement. 
The phrase is the equivalent of well or healthy. Compare 
the above sentence with If ound mother in the attic, where in 
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the attic tells place and is an adverbial phrase modifying the 
verb found. 

EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram: 

1. We thought your sister's remarks very unkind. 
2. I find many of your answers incorrect. 
3. A thief he named himself. 
4. My sister has cut her hair too short. 
6. Work made Mr. Blythe ill. 
6. Soames thought her sweet and pure. 
7. They selected St. Paul's as their church. 
8. She felt herself a great liberator. 
9. They have selected her as model. 

10. We shall paint the walls white, and then put up our best curtains. 
11. Nature keeps things in order. 
12. The times made Brutus an assassin and traitor. 
13. Isolation on a heath renders vulgarity well-nigh impossible. 
14. I have made my heart clean. 
16. Any strong wild man might have made himself poet, king, priest, 

or any kind of hero. 
16. We will call poetry musical thought. 
17. We do not now call our great men gods. 
18. Kant entitled his great work A Critique of Pure Reason. 
19. Before the war he could regard this state of affairs as normal and 

certain. 
20. We should consider mind chiefly as conscious knowledge. 
21. The doctor's medicine made both of us very sleepy. 
22. I create thee here my lord and master. 
23. All this makes results less certain, definite, and notable. 
24. Critics will call him virile and passionate. 
26. In life the true realist finds nothing insignificant. 
26. Such tastes and acquirements in a man of his condition made 

the contrast more poignant. 
27. People now call a spade an agricultural implement. 
28. The great flood of the spring had swept the valley clean. 
29. That author makes his paupers and porters superhuman. 
30. Nature never rhymes her children, nor makes two men alike. 
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31. They made Carol president and director. 
32. I believed him one of the best men in the world. 
33. The use of new lands has made food cheap and abundant. 
34. All this makes capital abundant and interest low. 
36. His fatigue rendered the act an effort. 
36. In some states the tramp finds himself a criminal. 
37. He had always considered Lulu the most beautiful and charming 

girl in the universe. 
38. Dost thou call me a fool? 
39. I pronounce thee a gross lout and a mindless slave. 
40. Grief makes one hour two. 
41. My terror shall not make thee afraid. 
42. We have elected as president a number of mediocre men. 

EXERCISE B 

Correct any violations of good usage which you find in the 
following sentences, and give a reason for each correction you 
make: 

1. Are you making the edges evenly? 
2. Your remark made me feel badly. 
3. Of the two subjects, I find English the most interesting. 
4. Rub the surface smoothly before applying the base coat of paint. 
6. These students do not take these matters serious enough. 
6. We thought that play the best of any play given this season. 
7. She thought the two persons John and I. 
8. Andrea del Sarto must of made his picture too perfectly. 
9. The hot sun has made our grass terrible brown. 

10. We believed him real honest. 
11. She laid her plans openly before us. 
12. They have done cut the grass too closely. 
13. They I shall pronounce guilty. 
14. Did you find your mother and she alone? 
16. The maid don't wash our clothes cleanly. 
16. The reference made him illy at ease. 
17. You should take life more serious. 
18. Who have they elected president of the club? 
19. He made them soldiers stand erectly. 
20. We thought she the bravest of anyone we knew. 



LESSON VI 

Appositives and Independent Words and Phrases 

Appositives 

An appositive (or explanatory modifier) is a word, phrase, 
or clause which is inserted in a sentence to identify or explain 
some other word or group of words occurring in the same sen
tence. The most common appositive is the noun in apposi
tion with another noun. It is usually in the same case as the 
noun it explains. 1 

Appositives, or explanatory modifiers, may be restrictive or 
nonrestrictive. If they identify (i.e., restrict) what precedes 
them in the sentence, they are restrictive, and are not set off 
by any sort of punctuation. The nonrestrictive appositives 
give additional information, and they can be omitted from 
the sentences in which they occur without greatly affecting 
the basic meaning. These must be separated from the ele
ments which they are in apposition with by some sort of 
punctuation. Observe the punctuation used to set off non
restrictive appositives in Exercise A at the end of this Lesson. 

In the diagram, the appositive is usually placed immedi
ately after the word it identifies or explains, and it is always 
enclosed in parentheses. The diagram does not differentiate 
the restrictive from the nonrestrictive appositive when it is 
construed as an explanatory modifier. Sometimes the re-

1 A noun having the nominative (or objective) form may be in apposition with 
a noun or pronoun in the possessive case, as in I got this at Smith's, the florist; 
He married his brothe:r John's sister-in-law. 
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strictive appositive is so closely associated with the word it 
explains that it becomes a part of a phrasal noun; e.g., William 
the Conqueror, King Alfred, President Roosevelt, etc., and need 
not be enclosed in parentheses in the diagram. 

1. The Manx, inhabitants of the Isle of Man, speak a Celtic 
tongue. 

Manx (inhabitants) speak tongue 

~ ~ 
~ Isle of Man 

~ 
~ 

In this sentence, inhabitants is a nonrestrictive appositive; 
it explains by giving additional information about the noun 
Manx. It should be construed as being in the nominative 
case, since it is in apposition with the subject of the sentence. 
Observe that the appositive is modified by the adjective 
phrase of the Isle of Man. Note that Isle of Man is a 
phrasal noun, the object of the preposition of. 

Many of the nonrestrictive appositives are introduced by 
expletives (fossilized conjunctions). The most common of 
these are or, namely, i.e. (id est, that is), e.g. (exampla gratia, 
for example), as, such as, or rather, especially, for example, for 
instance, viz. (videlicit, namely, to wit). 

In the diagram, the expletive is placed just before and 
above the appositive it introduces: 

2. Boneset, or thoroughwort, has tonic properties. 

Boneset ( 

or -.
I 
I 
I 
: thorough wort) has properties 

Observe that or here introduces a nonrestrictive apposi
tive, which is set off by commas. Note also that the comma 
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before or and the one after thoroughwort are important to the 
meaning of this sentence. If they were omitted, or would 
be a conjunction joining two nouns naming two different 
objects, and not an expletive introducing a different name 
for the same object. Or thoroughwort could be omitted 
without affecting the meaning of this sentence, but its in
sertion may explain boneset sufficiently so that a reader who 
knows what thoroughwort is may not need to consult a dic
tionary to know the meaning of the sP.ntence. N onrestric
tive appositives often prove great time-savers for the reader. 

The following sentence contains two appositives; one is re
strictive, the other is not. The second, which is the nonre
strictive o.oe, is introduced by the expletive namely: 

8. The word knowledge implies three things: namely, truth, 
proof, and conviction. 

namely 

word (knowledge) implies ) 

In the diagram of a compound appositive, the line is divided 
to accommodate the members of the compound element. Ob
serve that namely is placed immediately before the words it 
intl'oduces, and is attached to the line before it is divided but 
after the first parenthetical mark. The divided lines must 
be joined before the second parenthetical mark is placed to 
indicate that all three of the nouns are in. apposition with the 
noun things. 

A noun in the plural may be in apposition with two or more 
nouns, as in the following: 
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4. We should cultivate prudence, justice, temperance, and 
fortitude, the cardinal virtues of man. 

prudence 

justice 

We . should cultiv~te 

temperance 

fortitude 

5. The word what has many uses. 

word (what) has~ses 

% 
~ 

What is a restrictive appositive. Observe that it is not 
separated by any sort of punctuation from the word which 
precedes it or from the one which follows it. Also note that 
what cannot be omitted from this sentence without making 
the sentence obscure. In the written sentence restrictive 
apposit,ves of this sort, where a word is singled out, should 
be underscored; in print they are italicized, not quoted. 

6. My brother John is the eldest of the family. 

brother (John) is eldest 

In this sentence, John is also a restrictive appositive. 
The meaning conveyed here is that the author of this sen
tence had other brothers and sisters, and that John is the 
eldest. If we set oJ John by commas, the sentence would 
m~;an that there was only one brcther in the family. 

man 
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If I have only one sister, I may say My sister, Mary, lives in 
New York; but if I have several sisters, and I wish to indicate 
that Mary is the only one of them who lives in New York, I 
should write My sister Mary lives in New York. In spoken 
language one makes pauses where the commas are placed in 
the written speech. 

As we learned in our study of the compound personal (or 
self-) pronouns (Part One, pp. 52-55), the intensive use is 
appositional, as in the following :2 

7. I myself did it; or I did it myself. 

__ I (myself) l did I it 

Observe that the position of mysl!lj in the written or spoken 
sent.ence does not cnange its construction. It may come im
mediately after the word it emphasizes (intensifies), or it may 
come at the end of a phrase, clause, or sentence. It fre
quently comes after the object complement, as in the second 
phrasing of sentence 7. 

An adjective is sometimes used as an appositive to explain 
another adjective which immediately precedes it in the sen
tBnce. In the written form, an adjective appositive should 
be enclosed in parentheses to prevent its being construed as 
just another nonrestrictive adjective modifier. 

2 The intensive and reflexive uses of the self-pronouns should not be confused. 
Observe that myself in the following sentence is a reflexive pronoun: 

I came here by myself. 

I came 

~ ~ 
~ myself 

In this sentence, myself is in the objective case; it is the object of the preposi
tion by. Observe that the personal pronoun me could not be used here. (For 
other uses of the intensive and reflexive pronouns, see Part One, Chapter Three, 
pp. 52-55). 
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8. An anaemic (bloodless) pallor was the chief fault of her 
complexion. 

pallor was fault 

In this sentence, the adjective bloodless is a nonrestrictive 
appositive; it explains, defines, gives additional information. 
It could be omitted, and the sentence would convey the 
same meaning. 

9. He is marrying my cousin John's sister-in-law. 

He is marrying sister-in-law 

Here the possessive form John's is an appositive of cousin, 
which would have the possessive form if the appositive were 
omitted. 

Occasionally a verb is an appositive (an explanatory modi
fier) of another verb, as in the following sentence: 

10. He would syllogize (state in the terms of formal logic) 
the difficult matter. 

He would syllogize ( state ) matter 
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Here state with its complex modifying phrase in the terms 
off ormal logic explains, interprets would syllogize. It is non
restrictive and could be omitted; but its use saves time, for 
one who does not know the meaning of the verb syllogize, by 
defining it. 

An effective use of an appositive is to explain or summarize 
an entire idea: 

11. She shut the door in the beggar's face-an act of unnec
essary rudeness. 

She shut door 

Here an act of unnecessary rudeness is in apposition with 
an entire statement, not with any single word. It is the 
shutting of the door in the beggar's face that is the act of 
rudeness. 

In the diagram, the appositive of an entire idea or state
ment is placed after what it explains, and the chief element 
(the head word) in the appositive phrase is enclosed in paren
theses. Observe that the line on which act is placed in the 
diagram is not in any way joined to what it explains. It 
is not an independent element; therefore, the parentheses 
in the diagram are important to differentiate it from the inde
pendent expression. 

Independent Words and Phrases 

Any word or phrase which does not enter into the construc
tion of the sentence may be construed as an independent ele-
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ment. An independent expression may be a noun used merely 
to call attention to someone addressed by naming him before 
the sentence proper is closed. It may be an interjection used 
solely to convey an emotional reaction. Or it may be a worn 
out (fossilized) adverb or conjunction or interjection em
ployed to introduce or to vary the word order of a sentence. 
It may even be a redundant, or pleonastic, expression useci 
to secure a literary or poetic effect. 

Independent expressions are usually separated frcm the 
sentence proper by some punctuation, such as the comma, 
the dash, or the exclamation point. Observe the punctua
tion of the independent words and phrases in Exercise A, 
pp. 268-269. 

Vocative 

Among the most common of the independent expressions 
is the name of the person or thing addressed ( the so-called 
vocative), generally referred to as direct address. It is of ten 
called the nominative of address, since it is always in the 
nominative case in Modern English. 

1. Paul, thou art beside thyself. 

thyself 
Paul 

thou art \ 

Paul is not explanatory of thou, but is independent. Be
,·,Jide thyself (equivalent to mad, deranged) is a descriptive 
predicate adjective, not an adverb phrase of place. 

The vocative is sometimes preceded by the interjection 0, 
as in the following sentence: 
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2. 0 Lord, how manifold are Thy mercies! 

0 Lord 

mercies are manifold 

Interjections 

Interjections are always independent. Sometimes they 
are to be interpreted as complete exclamatory sentences, as 
in the case -of Cicero's well known exclamation, 0 temporal 
0 rnores! ( 0 these times! 0 these customs!) 

More often the interjection is emotionally related to what 
follows, though grammatically not a part of the sentence: 

1. Alas, how impossible it seems! 
Alas 

it seems impossible 

2. Hurrah! The victory is ours! 
Hurrah 

victory lS ours 

Any isolated word or group of words uttered with mu~h 
force and feeling should be treated as in1ependent elements 
both in the analysis and in the diagram. Goodness gracious! 
Dear me! Behold! Peace! Silence! and other expressions 
like these belong outside the sentence proper. 

Independent Adverbs and Parenthetical Expressions 

An independent adverb, like the interjection, has a rhetor
ical rather than a grammatical function. It may be an ex-
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pletive and merely introduce a statement, or it may be a word 
or phrase which modifies the entire sentence and connects it 
with a preceding sentence. 

The expletive there is always independent: 

There is enough for all. 

There 

enough is 

all 

Parenthetical expressions are words or groups of words 
which are inserted in the sentence as asides or afterthoughts. 
They do not belong to either the subject or the predicate of 
the sentences they are in. They are always construed as 
independent elements. 

God bless--no harm in a blessing-the Pretender. 

God bless Pretender 

blessing 

The adverbial phrase may be independent: 

In short, you are wrong. 

~.1 .••. L 

~ 
you wrong 

Pleonasm 

The word pleonasm means overfullness. Rhetorically, it is 
a species of redundancy, the use of unnecessary words. The 
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term pleonasm, however, is generally employed to describe a 
structure wherein for some purpose one of the main elements 
of the sentence is repeated. It is, therefore, not always bad, 
as are some other types of redundancy. An expression may 
be repeated for clearness or for emphasis or merely for a poetic 
effect. Shakespeare makes frequent and effective use of 
pleonastic expressions, one of the most famous of his being 
To be or not to be, that is the question. Here that is pleonastic, 
and it could be omitted, but the effectiveness of the sentence 
would suffer greatly by its omission. 

The smith, a mighty man is he. 

smith 

~ 
he is man 

Observe that the pronoun he is the subject of this sentence. 
Its antecedent, the noun smith, should be construed as an 
independent element, not as an appositive. It is well to re
member that pronouns are substitutes for nouns, and that 
nouns are not, as a general rule, used to explain pronouns. 

EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram: 

1. Then spoke Beowulf, son of Ecgtheow. 
2. The sky, or firmament, is above us. 
3. Thy rod and thy staff, they comfort me. 
4. The gods, sole witnesses of their Jattle, betted dead against him. 
6. The principal characteristic of the second nephew, Adrian Har-

ley, was his sagacity. 
6. Benson, the woman-hater, was wide-awake. 
7. The trader himself will take care of the supply. 
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8. Law and order, the basic results of government, will be somehow 
extended beyond national boundaries. 

9. The king, our master, must be served. 
10. One of the greatest forces in the world is man himself. 
11. A reconstruction of life under such circumstances appears m 

Jack London's story Before Adam. 
12. Allan Ramsay, the poet and wigmaker, was born in 1686 and 

died in 1758. 
13. The book itself will not add much to the fame of Milton. 
14. Unto thee, 0 Lord, do I lift up my soul. 
16. The passover, a feast of the Jews, was nigh. 
16. Woe unto you also, ye lawgivers. 
17. Oh, I did not understand you. 
18. The bed, or channel, of the river is wide. 
19. Upon the door was an old brass plate, a useless yet precious relic. 
20. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and 

the last. 
21. She has rank, talent, wealth, beauty-all the prizes of this 

world. 
22. The Paradiso, a kind of inarticulate music to me, is the finest 

part of the Divine Comedy. 
23. They were the leaders of men, these great ones: the modelers, 

the patterns, and the creators. 
24. We will look at these two, the poet Dante and the poet Shake

speare. 
25. The three kingdoms, Inferno, Purgatorio, Paradiso, look out on 

one another like compartments of a great edifice. 
26. God, the Maker of heaven and ()arth, is worshiped by a myriad 

of creatures. 
27. Can a great soul be possible without a conscience in it, the eHsence 

of all real souls? 
28. Hero-worship, reverence for false authorities, is itself false. 
29. The verbals (participles, gerunds, and infinitives) are verb forms. 
30. The destruction of Demetrius, son to Philip the Second of Mace

donia, turned upon the father. 
31. The topic at present was a highly popular and frequent one

the personal character of Mrs. Charmond. 
32. Always use the singular demonstrative adjectives (this and that) 

with singular nouns. 
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33. Winterborne retired into the background of human life and 
action-a feat not particularly difficult of performance. 

34. The lariat, or lasso, is not used by riders in Australia. 
35. Then answered Bildad the Shuhite. 
36. In short, my deary, kiss me and be quiet. 
37. 0 mountains, rivers, rocks, and savage herds, To you I speak! 
38. 0 shame! where is thy blush? 
39. 0 beware, my lord, of jealousy. 
40. Human nature is made up of two elements, power and form. 
41. Hermione, Queen to the worthy Leontes, King of Sicilia, thou 

art accused of treason. 
42. The letters W. V. B. are branded very distinctly on his forehead. 
43. Hark! the shrill trumpet sounds to horse. 
44. In the history of the Missouri River there were hundreds of these 

heroes, these builders of the epic world. 
45. The world-this shadow of the soul, or other me-lies wide 

around. 
46. Apollo and his twin sister, Artemis, were children of the goddess 

Leto. 
47. Between you and me, his brother John stole our fruit. 
48. The initials JS on the Roosevelt dimes stand for John Sinnock, 

an engraver at the Philadelphia mint. 
49. Virtue, honesty, good-will, temperance--all these traits comprise 

manhood. 
50. Behold! Behold! Ernest is himself the likeness of the Great 

Stone Face! 

EXERCISE B 

Correct all errors, including errors in punctuation, m the 
following, giving reasons for all corrections: 

1. They did all the work theirselves. 
2. We should compare the words, fatherly and paternal, with refer-

ence to origin and use. 
3. Mr. Brown our gardener won't work after the sun sets. 
4. I shall see you my boy before you leave for Europe. 
5. John will you please help your brother. 
6. Oh I cannot do that errand! 
7. Let him do it hisself. 
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8. Milton thou shouldst be living at this hour. 
9. Father, mother, brother sister all are dead. 

10. The world's three greatest poems are epics Paradise Lost, the 
Aeneidr and the Iliad. 

11. Greece, Rome, Carthage where are they? 
12. Brabantio a rich senator of Venice had a fair daughter the gentle 

Desdemona. 
13. I rise Mr. President to a point of order. 
14. Well what shall we say in reply? 
16. It is then a mark of wisdom to live virtuously. 
16. In truth I have no hope of promotion. 
17. The child itsself was hurt. 
18. The two guests (John and me) enjoyed the surprise. 
19. Between you and I the work is too hard. 
20. Each of you are wrong, for it was Elizabeth and myself. 



LESSON VII 

Adverbial Objectives 

An adverbial objective is a noun or pronoun or the equiva
lent of either used as an adverb. It is always in the objective 
case and modifies what adverbs modify (verbs, adverbs, 
adjectives, prepositions, and prepositional phrases). It re
quires no relational word, such as the preposition, to intro
duce it. A noun which is governed by a preposition is not 
an adverbial objective, but the principal word in a preposi
tional phrase, which phrase may be used as an adverb. 

Indirect Object 

Most prominent of the adverbial objectives is the indirect 
object. This construction occurs only with verbs meaning 
give, offer, and the like, and represents an old dative case. It 
is sometimes called the dative object. The word dative is 
derived from the perfect participle, datus, of the Latin verb 
dare, to give. 

The indirect object is used with a transitive verb which 
has a direct object. It usually tells to whom or for whom the 
direct object is intended. The following sentences contain 
indirect objects: 

1. We gave him the cup. 

We I gave J 
cup 

271 
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2. They have awarded Mary the prize. 

They have awarded prize 

Mary 

Observe that the adverbial objective is diagramed as if it 
were the object of a preposition. This form is suggested by 
the fact that most adverbial objectives can be restated as 
prepositional phrases. It is not true, however, that in every 
such instance there is "a preposition understood." In fact, 
the form without the preposition is older than the form with 
the preposition. Adverbial objectives are survivals of old 
case uses, and go back to a time when the use of prepositions 
was much more narrowly restricted than at present. Do 
not, therefore, in diagraming, write in an "understood" 
preposition where there actually should be none; nor even 
put in a cross, or other mark indicating a word omitted. 

Some verbs which may take the indirect object are give, 
grant, ask, allow, pay, loan, hand, send, allot, offer, write, tell, 
teach, furnish, get. All, however, represent the giving ("da
tive") idea. The indirect object always represents, at least 
in a sense, the recipient of a gift. Such recipient may, how
ever, be made the subject when the verb is thrown into the 
passive voice. When the indirect object is made the subject 
of a verb in the passive voice, the direct object is retained as 
the direct object (object complement), and is called in this 
construction the retained object. (see Object Complement, 
Lesson IV, pp. 244-245, for fuller·treatment of the retained 
object.) 

3. I allowed him a dollar for his work. 

I allowed dollar 
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4. He was allowed a dollar for his work. 

He was allowed dollar 

In the first of these sentences, him is an indirect object, and 
it is diagramed as a modifier of the verb allowed. It names 
the receiver of the direct object. In the second, the indirect 
object instead of the direct object is made the subject of the 
verb put in the passive voice. The direct object remains ("is 
retained") as a completing word for the predicate, and is still 
the direct receiver of the action expressed in the verb. 

Other Adverbial Objectives 

In Old English, adjectives and adverbs of a certain type of 
meaning were followed by the dative construction, and a few 
words of similar meaning in Modern English take the same 
construction. 

1. Examples of such adjectives and adverbs are like, unlike, 
and near. In their function as adverb or as adjective, they 
may inflect to indicate the three degrees of comparison: like, 
more like, most like; near, nearer, nearest (next), and words 
having degrees of comparison must be construed as adverbs 
or as adjectives. Prepositions and conjunctions have no 
inflection. 

The following diagrams show a few of the various adjectival 
and adverbial uses and meanings of like and near: 

a. Like and Near as Adjectives: 

1. He is like me. 

He I is\ 
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2. The candy tastes like soap. 

candy tastes like 

3. He looks like his cousin. 

4, They are near the end. 

They are 

end 

5. A fool like Jones can never be convinced.1 

fool can be convinced 

1 In sentence 5, like ma.y be construed as a preposition: 

Observe that in this analysis of like, tle sentence does not contain an adverbia.l 
objective. 

But in the following sentence, like must be construed as an adjective; 
fhou art like unto a flower. 

Thou o.rt 

Observe that unto a flower is a prepositional phrase. If we omit unto, flower 
becomes an adverbial objective. 
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b. Like and Near as Adverbs: 2 

1. He runs like a deer. 

He runs 

deer 
~ 

2. She is walking too near the precipice. 

She 

precipice 
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2. The adverbial objective may express time when or dura
tion ( or extent) of time. Time when is expressed by an ad
verbial objective equivalent to the Latin "ablative of time at 
which." 

Duration of time is like the Latin accusative. Observe 
both types of time in the following: 

a. Time When: 

1. It happened Monday. 

~-h_a~pp_e_n_e_d_ 

\Monday 
\ 

2 The adverbs like and near, when not followed by prepositions, are sometimes 
construed as prepositions, the adverbial objectives becoming their objects; e.g., 
like in He runs like a deer may have the following form in the diagram when it 
has the force of a preposition: 

He runs 

~ 
deer .. 
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2. He came the day before yesterday. 

came 

i 
'b 
~ 

yesterday 

b. Duration (or Extent) of Time: 

1. He ruled many years. 
He ruled 

!3. They worked all day. 

_ They worked 

3. The adverbial objective may be employed to express 
place where (similar to the Latin ablative or locative case); 
limit of motion (similar to the Latin accusative place to which); 
and direction, or way (similar to the Latin accusative of way): 

a. Place Where: 

I live upstairs in that big house by the road. 

I live 
..,. 
9 house upstairs 

road 

~ 
~ 
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The adverbial objective is now seldom used to express 
place where, the prepositional phrase being more common 
and more natural. 

b. Limit of Motion: 

1. He sent her home. 

He 

2. She has gone home. 

sent 

home 

She has gone 

home 

her 

Observe that no preposition is used when the noun home 
follows a verb expressing motion. But a preposition is used 
when it follows verbs denoting being or a state of being. She 
-is home is generally regarded as faulty English. The word 
home in the adverbial construction without the preposition 
can be used only after the idea of motion. He will be home 
tomorrow is acceptable English. Here will be has the meaning 
of will come or will arrive. 

c. Direction: 

I will go there the short way and return the long way. 
go 

way 

I will 

return 
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d. Manner: An adverbial objective expressing manner is 
the equivalent of a Latin ablative, but not derived from 
Latin: 

Do it this way. 

X Do it 

way 

t. 
u> 

4. Adverbial objectives expressing degree, like the pure 
adverbs denoting degree, usually modify adjectives, adverbs, 
or prepositions: 

a. Modifying an Adjective: 

1. The mountain is a mile high. 

mountain is 

2. The saw is worth a dollar. 

mile 

'SI 

saw is \ worth 

dollar 
.;,, 

Here dollar expresses degree or extent of value. Worth is 
here used as an adjective having the meaning of valuable. It 
t1hould not be construed as a part of the finite verb. 

3. The child is five years old. 

child is old 

The child is old to the extent or degree of five years. 
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b. Modifying an Adverb: 

They worked all day long. 

They worked 

day 

~ 

c. Modifying a Preposition: 

He came a month before the inauguration. 
He came 

i 
'o .... 

C9 inauguration 
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6. Adverbial objectives expressing weight, measure, quan
tity, and value usually modify verbs. They often convey a 
degree idea (as some of the following sentences will illustrate) 
even when modifying verbs and expressing any of the follow-. . 
mg meanmgs: 

a. Weight: 

The load weighs a ton. 
load weighs 

Compare this sentence with He weighed that load of wheat, 
where weighed is a transitive verb taking a direct object. 
Observe that the verb in this sentence can be put in the pas
sive voice; as, That load of wheat was weighed by him. Note 
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also that the adverbial objective in the sentence diagramed 
is used with an intransitive verb, which has no voice modifi
cation. 

b. Value: 

The saw cost five dollars. 

saw 

Cost is an intransitive verb. Do not try to make it take a 
direct object. Remember that the direct object becomes the 
subject of a verb in the passive voice. Does one ever say or 
hear Dollars were cost? 

c. Measure: 

1. The basket holds a bushel. 

basket . holds 

Here hold is an intransitive verb. In its transitive meaning 
hold means contain, as in The basket holds (or is holding) a 
bushel of peaches. We are not here told the size of the basket, 
as in This basket holds ( will hold) a bushel. One basket con
tains peaches; the other may be empty, but it could be used 
in measuring a bushel or several bushels of something. 

2. The land yields fifty bushels of corn an acre. 

bushels 

~~ 
:l corn 

d. Quantiiy. 
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1. I paid a penny a stick for the candy. 

I paid 

f?. Butter is now selling at a dollar a pound. 

Butter 

Some grammarians regard the a (an) before nouns denoting 
measure as in a stick, a pound, an acre, etc. as a preposition, a 
survival of the Old English preposition an, on meaning at, to, 
on, in. None of these prepositions seems to be a good sub
stitute for a (an) in That material cost a dollar a pound. We 
do not now say something costs a dollar to (at, in, on) pound. 
Observe that in a different wording we say A pound (one 
pound, two pounds, five pounds) will cost a dollar. It has, 
therefore, seemed best to construe a (an) in sentfmces like 
these as adjectival modifiers. One should observe that if a 
(an) is treated as a preposition, the noun which follows it 
must be construed as its object, and not as an adverbial 
objective. 

e. Quantity and value: 

That material cost a dollar a pound. 
material cost 

Here, as in 6, b, cost is intransitive. In this sentence it 
is followed by two adverbial objectives: dollar gives us the 
value, and pound names the quantity received for one dollar. 
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Observe that neither of the adverbial objectives can be con
strued as the direct object. Neither could become the sub
ject of the verb in the passive voice. 

EXERCISE A 

.Analyze or diagram: 

1. The Puritans gave the world not thought but action. 
2. He has not been there this evening. 
3. Has the acquisition been worth +,he sacrifice? 
4. They waited one, two, three, five minutes. 
5. Give me another opportunity. 
6. Thou shalt continue two and forty hours. 
7. Build thee more stately mansions, 0 my soul! 
8. We have been absent twenty-three days. 
9. The child is but a month old. 

10. He screamed, and jumped several feet. 
11. The dignity of this act was worth the audience of kings. 
12. I fell into a nap about an hour ago. 
13. Your predictions cannot be worth much. 
14. May we all become some day perfectly useless and beautiful. 
16. My poor old great-aunt died about eight months ago. 
16. She arrived two months after the wedding. 
17. We put the sheets on the line that night. 
18. Riches make themselves wings. 
19. We went two hundred yards beyond the bridge. 
20. She did not appear at church the next Sunday. 
21. Ten minutes after his own experience, the man made his first 

convers10n. 
22. Eddie came from a town twelve miles from Paris. 
23. They drifted several miles down the river. 
24. A fragrance lay like a soft mist over the park. 
26. We are near the church, and but two blocks from the highway. 
26. The water is ten feet deep in the shallowest place. 
27. This luck continued twenty-five winter days. 
28. Ice costs two cents a pound in our fown. 
29. Lindbergh maintained an average speed of one hundred and 

thirty miles an hour. 
30. Strawberries cost twenty-five cents a box at the corner store. 
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31. During Thomas Jefferson's college term, he studied sixteen hours 
each day. 

32. The turtle in the tub is three feet long and weighs thirty pounds. 
33. All evening she sang Scotch ballads to Kennicott. 
34. Kind words cost nothing, but are worth much. 
36. Give every man thy ear, but few thy voice. 
36. Your dress looks exactly like mine. 
37. Near the "bonny Doon" stands a little clay-built cottage, the 

birthplace of Robert Burns. 
38. I smoked a whole pack of cigarettes that morning. 
39. One today is worth two tomorrows. 
40. I have often walked that way on Sundays. 
41. Will you wait a moment for an answer? 
42. The postman comes three days a week: Monday, Wednesday, 

and Friday. 
43. The White House has commonly cost the president all his peace 

of mind, and the best of his manly attributes. 
44. Give him this money and these notes. 
46. The board is two feet square and two inches thick. 
46. Yeobright did not interrupt the preparations and went home 

again. 
47. Rip Van Winkle assisted at the children's sports, made their 

playthings, and told them long stories of ghosts, witches, and 
Indians. 

48. Five hundred miles below its source, the falls of the Missouri 
begin with a vertical plunge of sixty feet. 

49. Nature will not spare us the smallest leaf of laurel. 
60. The thread is many shades too dark for this material. 

EXERCISE B 

Correct any violations of good usage which you find in the 
following sentences, and give a reason for each change you 
make: 

1. We are to home on Monday and Wednesday nights. 
2. Will you give her and I the examination tomorrow? 
3. You should take your exercise like you enjoyed it. 
4. The accident cost John and she their happiness. 
6. They live nowheres near our farm. 
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6. The instructor taught we girls to pronounce our long vowels 
thusly. 

7. I should like to send your mother and yourself some of the re
freshments. 

8. The professor looks like he was angry today. 
9. He gave to the youngest boy the largest share of the estate. 

10. Father acted like he meant what he said. 
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Participles 

A participle is a nonfinite verb· (i.e., a verb not limited by 
person, number, or mode). The word participle (French 
participe, from Latin participium, participating, sharing) sug
gests the two chief functions of the participle: (1) it partici
pates, assists in the formation of a number of the periphrastic 
(compound) tenses; and (2) it participates, shares its verb 
function with the adjective. 

1. In forming the compound tenses of every full verb, the 
present participle is compounded with the inflectional forms 
of be in making up the progressive (or continuous) tenses; as, 
He is going; He will be going; He has been helping his brother. 
The past participle is employed in the formation of all the 
perfect tenses and of the present and past tenses, passive 
voice, being assisted in these formations by the finite tense 
forms of the verbs be and have; e.g., I have seen, I had seen, I 
am seen, I was seen, I have been seen, I shall be seen, I had been 
seen.1 

When participles are combined with finite auxiliaries to 
make predicate verbs, they should never be separated in the 
diagram from the rest of the compound forms. In the follow
ing going, gone, lifted, and helping are all participles combined 
with finite auxiliaries to make predicate verbs: 

1 The student should review the forms of the participle and the inflectional 
forms of be and have which are combined with participles to make certain peri
phrastic tenses. These are listed and discussed under Tenst', Part One, Chapter 
1/'~V"!, pp. 116---118. 
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1. He is going. 2. He has gone. 

He / is going He I has gone 

3. He is being lifted up. 

He is being lifted 

4. He has been helping his brother. 

He has been helping brother 

2. But participles have numerous constructions in which 
they are not parts of predicate (finite) verbs. Often they 
merely serve the grammatical purpose of adjectives. In this 
function the participle is commonly referred to as a verbal, 
or as a verbal adjective. Such forms as fighting, dancing, 
taken, thrown, performed are participles which may be used in 
the formation of compound tenses. But they may also be 
used as modifiers of nouns; that is, as adje.ctives, and, when so 
used, they are verbal adjectives. It is important to note that 
not every adjective which has a verbal idea as its basic mean
ing is to be construed as a participle. Active, dependent, 
afraid are mere adjectives. To be a true participle, a form 
must be a part of the actual inflection of some verb. The 
participle is always a verb form. 

The Participle as a Verbal 

The participle as a verbal has adjective function and adjec~ 
tive meaning; but it is dual in nature and retains its verbal 
meaning, and may therefore take any of the complements 
and have any of the modifiers which verbs take or have. In 
the sentence, the participle may be used in any of the con
structions where an adjective may be used. The following 
sentences and their diagrams will illustrate the most common 
adjectival uses of the participle: 
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1. The Participle as Modifier of the Subject: 

1. Truth kept in the dark will never save the world. 

Truth will save world 

In the diagram, the participle is placed on a line much like 
the one used for the prepositional phrase, except that the 
diagonal line does not extend beyond the horizontal line. 
Observe the two forms in the preceding sentence. The 
participle is written partly on the diagonal and partly on 
the horizontal lines to indicate that it is something more 
than a mere adjective modifier. It is important to differ
entiate the participle and the prepositional phrase lines, be
cause some prepositions are derived from participles, and 
the lines of the diagram, if correctly drawn, can distinguish 
the two functions. 

2. Catching sight of the advancing standard, the soldiers 
rallied to the charge. 

soldiers rallied 

Q~ 
<2t'ching sight 

'o charge 

~ 
0 (9 

...., standard 

~ \,J~ 
(9 t.q . 

?Cmg 

\ 

The participles kept and catching in the two diagrams 
given above are both transitive verb forms. Kept is the past 
participle of the verb keep. It is a passive voice form. Its 
subject, the word which it modifies, receives the action ex
pressed in kept. Catching is the present participle of the 
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transitive verb catch. It is an active voice form, and there
fore must have an object complement (direct object) to com
plete its meaning. Its subject is soldiers, the noun which it 
modifies. Advancing is an intransitive verb, and, therefore, 
has no voice modification. 

Note that in sentence 1 the adverbial phrase fo the dark 
modifies kept. Almost any sentence element which can be 
used to modify a verb or an adjective can modify a participle. 

2. Participle as Modifier of the Object of the Preposition: 

The game was played on an oblong field encased in circular 
concrete tiers peopled with braying lunatics incited to 
frenzy by howling dervishes. 

game was played 

Note that braying and howling are intransitive verbs, and 
have no voice; no action is here transferred to a receiver. 
When the past participle is used as a verbal, it is, as a rule, 
transitive; e.g., encased, peopled, incited. 
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S. Participle as Modifier of the Predicate Nominative: 

Light is the one thing wanted for the world. 

Light 1s thing 

world 

~ 
~ 

4. Participle as Modifier of the Direct Object: 

I stamped and mailed the letter addressed to your friend. 

stamped 

I 
mailed 

'o 
friend 

6. Participle as Attribute (Subjective) Complement: 

The girl came running. 

girl came 

Came running, the predicate of this sentence, is derived 
from two verbs, come and run. Running, the present parti
ciple of the intransitive verb run, is here used as an adjective 
in the predicate. In the diagram, it is placed on a participle 
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line on a standard above the base line to differentiate it from 
the pure adjective used as attribute complement. The sub
jective complement line separates it from the finite verb. 2 

The subjective complement may consist of two or more 
coordinate participles: 

That fellow kept gritting his teeth and clenching his fists. 

teeth 

fellow kept fists 

6. Participle as the Objective Complement: 

He felt himself sinking. 

He felt himself 

2 Note that the participle in The girl came running is different from the parti
ciple in the following sentence: 

The girl is running. 

girl I is running 

'i 
Here is running is a finite verb form, being present indicative, third person, 

singular, progressive, of the intransitive verb run. Observe that no line sepa
rates the auxiliary verb and the participle. 
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Here sinking is the present participle of the intransitive 
verb sink. It refers, as the objective complement line pre
ceding it in the diagram indicates, to the direct object, 
which is its subject. A good rule to remember about this 
use of the participle is that, whenever the objective comple
ment is a verb form, its subject is the direct object. 
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In this construction the object and its mociifying verbal (the 
objective complement) have the force of a clause, though they 
do not constitute a true clause, for a clause should contain a 
finite (predicati:rig) verb; and participles are nonfinite (non
predicating) verb forms. 

The objectiv~ complement may consist of two or more 
coordinate participles: 

1. We saw them eating peanuts and laughing uproariously 
at the clown's jokes. 

peanuts 

We saw them 

In this sentence, the participles refer to the same object; 
hut in the one that follows they refer to different objects: 
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2. I felt my veins stretching and my muscles becoming tense. 

veins 

-4-fe_l_t_~-c 
~ 

0oming tense 

muscles 

Observe that the participle becoming is a copulative verb. 
It requires a subjective complement, and therefore the line 
before tense is a subjective complement line. The objective 
complement line after felt points toward muscles, the subject 
of becoming tense. 

7. Participle Used Independently: 

Speaking of short people, do not forget Bildad the Shuhite 

~ 
C?.. e< 

X do forget Bildad (Shuhite) 

'()o ~ 
e'" 

(9 

Observe that the participle in the preceding sentence 1s 
not like the one in the following sentence: 
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Proceeding a little fartaer, we came to a deep chasm. 

we came 

Proceeding modifies the subject, whereas speaking does 
not modify any word in the sentence. The independent 
participle usually comes at the beginning of the sentence, 
but it is well to remember that not every participle occurring 
at the beginning of a sentence is independent. 

8. Participles in the Absolute Phrase : 
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An absolute phrase is an independent expression consisting 
of a substantive with modifying participle: 

1. Hope lost, all is lost. 

Hope 

\&__ 
all j is lost 

2. The teacher being ill, we had no school on Monday. 

teacher 

'i ~,._/n--"g'---\_.___ill_ 

we had school 

i 
Monday 
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Observe that the principal word.in the absolute phrase is 
the noun teacher. It is the subject of the participle being, 
which is a copulative verbal, and requires the attribute (sub
jective) complement ill. The line before ill points toward 
the word it qualifies. 

3. There being no objection, we may continue. 

There 

objection 

~~'1g 

we j may continue 

This construction is identical with one type of the "ablativ(; 
absolute" in Latin, and is called by some English grammar
ians the nominative absolute. The idea of the absolute 
phrase can usually be rendered as an adverb clause expressing 
time, cause, condition, concession, and the like: 

1. When hope is lost, all is lost. 
2. Because the teacher was ill, we had no school on Monday. 
3. Because (or Since) there is no objection, we may continue. 

9. Participles as Substantives: 

Participles, like pure adjectives, may be used as substan
tives in elliptical sentences where the nouns which the par
ticiples would modify are clearly implied. Just as we may 
say the poor and the rich (for the poor and the rich people), the 
English (for the English people), the young and the old (for the 
young and the old people), so we may use either the present or 
the past participle without expressing the nouns which they 
would normally modify in the expanded form of the sentence; 
e.g., the wounded, the dying, the injured, the suffering, etc. It 
will be observed that participles so used generally convey 
plural meaning, though not always. Such expressions as my 
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betrothed, the deceased, and the like usually convey singular 
meamng. 

In the diagram, one may indicate the dual function of the 
participle by putting it on a participle line on a standard, as 
in the following illustrations: 

1. The wounded and the dying lay helpless in the street. 

~ 
''~4ded 

helpless 

street 

~ 
~ 

2. All the days of the afflicted are evil.3 

are evil 

s It would be logical to construe the participle in this construction as a modifier 
of an understood noun, as in the following diagram: 

are evil 

X 

\~. 
"cted 
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It should be noted that wounded, dying, and afflicted are 
verbal adjectives (participles) used as nouns. They are 
not verbal nouns; that is, gerunds. They do not name 
acts. Compare suffering (a participle used for a noun) and 
having suffered (a gerund, i.e., a verbal noun) in the follow
ing: You cannot sympathize with the suffering without having 
suffered. For uses of the gerund, see Lesson IX, pp. 309-
321. 

In the above sentences, wounded and aifiicted are past par
ticiples; dying is a present participle. 

10. Apparent Participles (Adjectives Resembling Parti
ciples): 

As we have already noted in the section in this text dealing 
with the forms and origins of adjectives, Part One, Chapter 
Four, some adjectives are formed by putting prefixes or suffixes 
to other parts of speech. Unshorn, unwashed, unkempt, un
schooled are all adjectives, not participles, even though they 
are formed by prefixing un- to participles. But such forms 
are not found in the conjugation of the verb shear, wash, 
comb, school. Also observe that we have no verb to unshear, 
unwash, etc. A great many adjectives are formed from 
nouns by adding the participle ending -ing, -ed, -en, -d, and -t 
to standard noun forms; as, willing in I am willing to go (from 
the noun will + ing), silken ( silk + en), diseased ( disease + d), 
talented (talent + ed), etc. Other adjectives similarly formed 
from nouns are cultured, wooden, wretched, earthen, flaxen, 
wooded, woolen, golden, rotten, and many others. These forms 
have been conveniently called apparent participles because 
they resemble (but are not) participles. 

The apparent participle is especially common in adjectives 
like bald-headed, hard-hearted, cold-blooded, far-fetched, faint
hearted, three-cornered, where the -ed is added to the combina
tion and not to the second word alone. 

A number of words look like participles, but are not from 
verb stems nor from any nouns in the living language: naked, 
sudden, wicked, dilapidated, rugged, cunning. 
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Words which are of verbal derivation may have lost their 
active meaning and have come to represent relatively perma
nent characteristics. They are best regarded as adjectives. 
Examples are seen in such expressions as lost articles, an 
interesting story, drunken men, sunken eye, cloven hoof, clean
shaven, graven image, grasping nature, captivating manner. 

A number of -ing words in English which are now used to 
modify nouns are really survivals of prepositional phrases 
which have lost their prepositions. They look like participles 
and are often treated as participles because they are from 
verbs and modify nouns. They can be differentiated from 
participles in meaning only. Such expressions as a fishing 
pole, a living room, dining room, eating house, drinking fountain, 
contain contracted gerund phrases. A fishing pole is a pole 
for fishing, a drinking fountai"n is a fountain for drinking, etc. 
These should not be called participles, nor diagramed as par
ticiples, but as mere adjectives. We should remember that a 
participle modifies a noun or pronoun which names the actor 
or agent or the receiver of the action expressed in the modify
ing participle. Observe that poles do not fish; fountains do not 
drink; houses do not eat. Compare these expressions with 
The boy entering the house is my brother, where the subject of 
the participle is the actor. Here the boy does enter (or is 
entering) the house. 

The safest test for differentiating the pure participle from 
adjectives which resemble participles is meaning. Even if a 
word looks like a participle and may once have had the use 
of a participle, it should not be construed as a participle un
less it has the force of a verb, and, if transitive, transfers ac
tion to a receiver. Observe that interesting in The story is 
interesting is an adjective, not a participle; but in the follow
ing sentence it is a participle: He is interesting his neighbors in 
his new enterprise. Interesting is here a participle, completing 
the progressive form of the verb interest. Usually, if a pure 
adjective can be substituted without change of meaning for 
the one which looks like a participle,· the modifier should be 
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analyzed as an adjective. In the first sentence, we may say 
This is a good story, and the substitution of good for interesting 
does not greatly change the meaning, because interesting con
veyed no verbal action. A good dictionary should prove 
helpful in determining whether to call a word an adjective or 
a participle. Consult Webster for the meanings and uses of 
such words as lasting, everlasting, shocking, living, startling, 
tired, wandering. 

Adjectives which look like participles, but are not, are dia
gramed or analyzed as simple adjectives, not as participles. 
The following diagrams illustrate the proper analysis of the 
so-called apparent participle: 

1. The bald-headed man appeared hard-hearted. 

man appeared hard-hearted 

2. She carried a pair of silken shoes in a silken handker= 
chief. 

She carried 
.,,. 
¢ 

handkerchief 

3. He was unmolested. 

pair 

~ ~ 

shoes 

He was '\, unmolested 

4. I never saw him unoccupied. 

I saw / unoccupied him 
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5. He came to us unshorn and unwashed. 

unshorn 
He came I 

"'C'• ~· c;1i unwashed 

11. The Participle as a Preposition: 
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A number of prepositions have the form of participles, and 
are derived from participles. The most common of these are 
excepting, respecting, concerning, regarding, and touching. 
Some of these are still in use as verbals. In The girl touching 
the wall is an artist, touching is a participle modifying girl, but 
in the sense of concerning or on, it is a preposition, as in The 
new laws touching marriage are excellent. Note the preposi
tional meaning in excepting, concerning, and regarding in the 
following: 

1. All were there excepting the leader. 

All were 

leader 

~ 
2. I shall say nothing concerning thP, unity of the church. 

I shall say I nothing 

t:>o 
;:.Q 
~ i• :,:, 

\i!J- • 
umty 

~ ~ 
<9 church 

~ (!) 
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3. He entertained no false views regarding the matter. 

He entertained 

~ 
~ ..... 

~· 
i 

views 

matter 

The Dangling Participle 

A dangling participle is one which has no expressed or im
plied logical subject, and sometimes seems to modify what 
participles should not modify. Being a verbal adjective, 
the participle is, in the main, restricted to modifying nouns 
or pronouns. It should not be used as the modifier of a verb 
or an adjective or an adverb. As a general rule, all parti
ciples, rxcept the independent one, should have clearly ex
pressed noun or pronoun subjects. A participle which is not 
used independently to introduce and relate one sentence 
thought to a preceding one and which has no expressed noun 
or pronoun subject, is said to be a dangling (or unattached) 
participle. 

The failure to provide a noun or pronoun subject to which 
the participle can be logically attached is often a serious 
blunder. In the following, observe that the dangling parti
ciples in the faulty sentences have no logical subjects: 

Loose and crude: Having swallowed the worm with the hook 
concealed in it, we saw a large fish floundering in the shal
low water. 

Improved: Having swallowed the worm with the hook con
cealed in it, a large fish now became visible, floundering 
in the shallow water. 

Loose: She had six good teeth, caused by a bad case of 
pyorrhea. 
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Equally bad: She had six good teeth, due to a bad case of 
pyorrhea. [Due, like caused, should modify a noun.] 

Improved: She had only six good teeth, the loss of her other 
teeth being due to a bad case of pyorrhea. 

301 

Sometimes a participle is wrongly placed in the sentence, 
and appears to be attached to the wrong noun. In Eating 
with the dog, the little girl found her pet rabbit, the participle is 
misplaced. To avoid obscurity all participles should be 
placed as close as possible to their subjects. Put the parti
ciple eating immediately after rabbit, and this sentence is 
clear and grammatical. 

Most dangling participles can be corrected or avoided by 
(1) expanding the verbal phrase into a clause, (2) placing the 
verbal near the word it modifies, (3) furnishing a logical sub
ject for the verbal, or ( 4) changing the passive voice of the 
predicate verb to the active; e.g., Going over the hill, the ocean 
can be seen can be corrected by using the active voice form 
for can be seen; as, Going over the hill, we can see the ocean. 
Use the passive voice cautiously. 

The Expanded Forms of the Participle 

The student will discover on examining the sentences used 
in illustrating the various uses of the participle that the most 
common forms of the participle are the present and the past 
tense forms. But the verbal use is not restricted to these 
two forms. The periphrastic (expanded) tenses are more re
cent formations, and hence are not so well established, and 
therefore not so common, as the older forms in the adjective 
function. In the diagram, the compound forms should never 
be separated by any sort of line. Each of the expanded forms 
represents one tense, and may be used in any construction 
where a present or a past participle can be used. 
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1. The man being interviewed by the police is my brother. 

man is brother 

d 
6ing interviewed 

~ 
police 

Being interviewed is a present tense, passive voice, form of 
the transitive verb interview. Its subject (man) receives the 
action expressed in the verbal. 

2. Having devoured the thane, Grendel stalked away. 

Grendel. stalked 

thane 

Having devoured is the present perfect tense of the transi
tive verb devour. 

3. Our team having been defeated, we were depressed all 
evening. 

been defeated 

we 
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The present perfect participle is here used in the absolute 
phrase. Having been defeated is a transii;ive verb in the pas
sive voice. 

4. Having been singing all morning, she is very weary 
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Having been singing is the present perfect progressive (con
tinuous) form of the participle of the verb sing. It is here 
used intransitively. 

Caution: Do not use unauthorized forms as participles, 
and never use the participle as a substitute for the finite (pred
icate) verb. There is no verb enthuse, and hence we cannot 
say She seemed enthused for she seemed enthusiastic. There 
is no verb attackt, and hence there can be no participle at
iackted. Consult the dictionary when in doubt as to the basic 
form of a verb or of any of its inflectional forms. 

The past participles taken, done, written and seen are some
times erroneously used for finite verbs. Say I did (not I 
done) that myself; He has written (not He written) me; I took 
(not I taken) him for you; We saw (not We seen) you yesterday. 

Punctuations of Participial Modifiers 

Participles, like adjectives, may be used as restrictive or as 
nonrestrictive modifiers. If they are restrictive (i.e., identi
fying), they must not be set off from the other elements of 
the sentence by punctuation. In The girl wearing the red 
sweater is my sister, we have a restrictive participial modifier, 
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and hence no commas or other punctuation marks are needed. 
The phrase wearing the red sweater identifies the girl, and the 
sentence containing this phrase is read or spoken without any 
pauses. 

But nonrestrictive participial phrases require punctuation. 
They are usually set off by commas. The general, seeing the 
aay lost, ordered a retreat contains a nonrestrictive modifier, 
and the comma after general and the one after lost are neces
sary to indicate the meaning which the modifying phrase 
conveys. It is well to remember that nonrestrictive modi-
5.ers are not essential to the principal thought of the sentence. 
The chief idea to be communicated in the above sentence is 
The general ordered a retreat, and the participial phrase merely 
£i;ives additional information. As a rule the participial phrase 
which introduces a sentence is nonrestrictive; as, Having been 
off ended, he refused to come. 

The independent participle and the absolute phrase are al
ways separated from the sentence proper by punctuation 
(usually the comma): Speaking of books, have you read this one? 
The day being dark, we ate by lamplight. If the absolute phrase 
contains a nonrestrictive participle, then it will be separated 
from its subject (the noun it modifies) by a comma. But 
participles in absolute phrases are quite generally restrictive. 

The subjective and objective complements are never set off 
by commas or any other punctuation. He sat there staring at 
me has no comma between staring and the verb because it is a 
part of the predicate. But in Little Jack Horner sat in a cor
ner, eating his Christmas pie, we set the participial phrase off 
by inserting the comma before eating. This participle modi
fies the subject of the sentence; it is not a part of the predicate. 
Here the full predicate thought is conveyed in the verb sat 
and its adverbial phrase modifier, in a corner. Observe that 
in the first sentence, the verb sat is not a full predicating verb; 
it requires a completing element. 
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EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram: 

1. Hope deferred maketh the heart sick. 
2. We sometimes find oursdves changing our minds. 
3. Stolen fruits are sweet. 
4. The great reality stands glaring there upon him. 
6. It is a square-built gloomy palace of black ashlar marble, 

shrouded in awe and horror. 
6. The great Heaven, rolling silent overhead, with its blue-glancing 

stars, answered not. 
7. Thought once awakened does not slumber. 
8. Books, written words, are still miraculous runes, the latest form. 
9. Luther sat translating one of the Psalms. 

10. Light is the one thing wanted for the world. 
11. Ours is a most confused world. 
12. One leaves all these nobilities standing in their niches of honor. 
13. He cannot even get his music copied. 
14. These people have wise and excellent laws touching marriage. 
16. The day having come, he made his entry. 
16. Bill and the Kid sat on a pile of rocks, looking very sullen. 
17. Putting our shoulders against the powers of the screw, we pushed 

her out into the current. 
18. Dinner being done, Tirsan retired again. 
19. Then, holding the cup to his lips, quite readily and cheerfully he 

drank the poison. 
20. Here we find conditions reeking with degradation. 
21. We had found ourselves possessed of vast wealth. 
22. Unguided by knowledge, the people are a multitude without 

order. 
~3. There were one or two cities stretching up the mountain. 
24. The vast body of data gathered by him became the groundwork 

of the progress of science. 
26. We find the enjoyment of values growing unassured and pre

carious. 
26. Sparta and Athens, forgetting their jealousies and joining their 

forces, fought off the attack of the Persians. 
27. Science and Art make life satisfying. 
28. Most of his writings are notes taken by his own students. 
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29. The good humor of a man elated by success often displays itself 
towards enemies. 

30. General theories are often drawn from detached facts. 
31. The worth of the thing signified must vindicate our taste for the 

emblem. 
32. Cut your coat accordine; to your cloth. 
33. I read the other day some verses written by an eminent painter. 
34. An institution is the lengthened shadow of one man. 
36. Spirit is matter reduced to extreme thinness. 
36. He went away vexed and disappointed. 
37. All men have wandering impulses, fits and starts of generosity. 
38. In every work of genius we recognize our own rejected thoughts. 
39. The harm of the improved machinery may counterbalance its 

good. 
40. Character is the moral order seen through the medium of an in

dividual nature. 
41. Within the general institution of marriage developed the organ

ization known as the family. 
42. We ~annot easily perceive the broad implications and abiding 

results of the machine age. 
43. Here comes a walking fire. 
44. This gentle and unforced accord sits smiling to my heart. 
46. Fairest Cordelia, thou art most rich being poor. 
46. He sank down in despair, thinking himself the most miserable of 

living creatures. 
47. Shielding the house from storms, on the north, were the barns 

and the farmyard. 
48. Faint and reeling this way and that, I got to my feet. 
49. A sleeping fox catches no poultry. 
60. My mind being soured with his conduct., I kept on refusing him. 
51. Art is filled with creations inspired by these myths. 
62. The materials used for this were ivory and gold. 
63. Turning my eyes upon him, I perceived him greatly agitated. 
64. Some of our people became terrified. 
66. Investigation also finds the victim of society cursed with the 

blight of poverty. 
56. I find them admirably contrived in some respects. 
67. Scientific knowledge touches our lives on every hand, modifying 

our environment and altering our .:laily habits. 
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68. A moment later he heard the jingle of departing sleigh bells. 
69. We are an honest people, keeping our contract and giving full 

measure. 
60. She was on the couch, sobbing. 
61. The unknown youth lay naked and shivering in the chilly wind. 
62. Out of his mouth go burning lamps. 
63. I have called Coleridge a hooded eagle among blinking owls. 
64. So Job died, being old and full of days. 
66. He sat beside her, smiling bravely. 
66. Pleasure not known beforehand is half wasted. 
67. All similes and allegories P-oncerning her began and ended with 

birds. 
68. Speaking of card games, what has become of Authors? 
69. They were surrounded by dusky forms about four feet high, 

standing a few paces beyond the rays of the lantern. 
70. Going back to an old question, was Athens really a republic? 
71. Referring to your letter of the 10th, we have made the shipment. 
72. Speaking of literary patrons, who "discovered" Shakespeare? 
73. A hawk wheeled and swooped and floated far up in the dazzling 

air. 
74. There is a still more fundamental cause underlying our demo

cratic tendencies. 
16. To me there is something very touching in this primeval figuri\ 

of heroism. 

EXERCISE B 

I. Make a list of ten adjectives ending in -t, -d, or -ed, which are 
only apparent participles. b. Make a similar list of mere ad
jectives ending in -ing. c. Give the derivation of each word 
you list. Refer to your dictionary, if necessary. 

II. In Exercise A, find ten intransitive and ten transitive participles, 
and name the subject of each verbal. 

HI. Pick out five restrictive and five nonrestrictive participial 
phrases in Exercise A. 

IV. Give all the participles of the verb write, and use each in a sen· 
tence as a verbal. 
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EXERCISE C 

Correct all errors in the following, giving reasons for aU 
corrections: 

1. While bathing at that beach, a shark frightened all of us. 
2. Going over the hill, the ocean can be seen. 
3. They have joined the Annanias Club, thus making them very 

unpopular. 
4. This fur coat is for sale by a lady slightly used. 
6. I have only one parent, my mother, due to the flu and a poor 

doctor. 
6. The facts lain before us should be given due consideration. 
7. A bursted balloon cannot be inflated. 
8. Rowing rapidly, the river was soon crossed. 
9. He reads poetry badly caused by a harelip. 

10. The accused denied the charge, causing the judge to postpone 
his decision. 

11. The children seemed enthused about moving into the city. 
12. Arriving early, all the show can be seen before we leave for your 

train. 
13. Our ice melted before we could use it, thus making us drink warm 

punch. 
14. Standing in the mudhole, the boy left his pony. 
16. He arrived late, causing the teacher to be angry. 
16. Made of tapestry, she found her grandmother's bag. 
17. Having studied abroad, her friends were much impressed. 
18. Having made a perfect recitation, the teacher dismissed the class. 
19. Huddled under the mother hen, the little girl found her lost doll 

and pet chicken. 
20. She wrote ,,vith a pencil on scratch paper, making her papers look 

very untidy. 
21. Many men are either very bald or prematurely gray, caused by 

wearing felt hats too much. 
22, Thinking over all the evils of smoking, the sale of cigarettes 

should be prohibited. 



LESSON IX 

Gerunds 

A gerund is a word derived from a verb and performing the 
function of both a verb and a noun. In short, the gerund is 
one kind of verbal noun. 1 

Like the participle, the gerund is a nonfinite (infinite, un
limited) verb form; it is not limited by person, number, or 
mode; but it has tense and voice modification, which modifi
cation only verbs can have. The gerund can have a subject 
and take an object or be followed by any of the complements 
which complete finite verbs; and it can be modified by ad
verbs. Because it has the function of a noun, the gerund can 
be used in the sentence in any construction in which a noun 
can be used; therefore, it may be the subject of a sentence, 
the direct object of a verb, the object of a preposition, an 
adverbial objective, or a subjective or an objective comple, 
ment. 

The gerund cannot be distinguished from the participlO' 
except by use, for all of its forms are like corresponding form~ 
of the participle. In fact, all of the forms of the gerund ex• 
cept the -ing form were probably participles long before they 
were gerunds, and may be said to be derived from the parti, 
ciple. The -ing form the participle took from the gerund (see 
Forms of the Gerund, Part One, pp. 134-135). The gerund 
must, therefore, be distinguished from the participle by use. 

1 The gerund is not the only kind of verbal noun. Such words as arrival, 
movement, and action are also from verbs, but they have the form of nouns and 
the inflection of nouns. These are not found in the inflection of the verb from 
which they are derived. Gerunds are always verb forms used as nouns. 
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only. To differentiate the two one has only to remember the 
function of a noun and the function of an adjective. The ger
und is a verb form used as a noun; the participle is a verq form 
used as an adjective. Also in relation to their subject, the 
two differ; the participle modifies and qualifies its subject, 
and is diagramed as a modifier; the subject of the gerund is 
always construed as a modifier of the gerund when it is ex
pressed as such in the gerund phrase; and is, as a rule, in the 
possess1 ve case. 

In the diagram, the gerund, like the participle, has a spe
cial line of its own. H is always placed on a broken line 
( ) ; and, whether the gerund is the simple -ing 
form or one of the periphrastic (expanded) forms, it is written 
across the step, or break, in the line. The subject of the 
gerund (usually a possessive noun or pronoun) and any other 
of its adjectival modifiers should be placed at the left of the 
step; and its adverbial modifiers at the right of the step. 
Thus the diagram can indicate the dual nature of the gerund. 

The gerund, when used as the subject or as a part of the 
predicate, should be put on a standard above the base line. 
The base line, the one on which the subject and predicate of 
the sentence are placed, is never broken, though it may be 
divided to accommodate compound elements. 

1. The Gerund as Subject: 

1. His running away was a mistake. 

was 

Running is a gerund, used here as the subject of the sen
tence. It is present tense, intransitive. The subject of the 
gerund is the possessive pronoun his, which is placed as 
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an adjective modifier. Away is an adverb modifying the 
action named in running. In this sentence, the complete 
subject is his running away; and the complete predicate 
is was a mistake. Observe that his, an adjective modifier, is 
placed before the step; and away, the adverb modifier, is 
placed after the step. 

2. His accepting too much for his services was the cause of 
his downfall. 

accep1 . 
---.----. .,,¢ 

t• i1" 
'ti' 

was cause 

~o 
~ .... 

downfall 

% 
Accepting in this sentence is the gerund; it is ·11, present 

tense, active voice form of the transitive verb accept; its ob
ject is much. Its subject his, like the subjective genitive, is 
analyzed as an adjective modifier; the prepositional phrase 
for his service is an adverbial modifier. Note that the com
plete subject of this sentence is the entire gerund phrase. 

i. Your not being invited surprises me. 

being il.li,:· 1eeq 
~ ---.--· ---
g._ ~o 
~ ii" 

surprises me 

Being invited is a transitive verb form, passive voice, 
present tense. Its subject your receives the action ex-

811 
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pressed in the verbal noun. Not is an adverbial modifier 
expressing negation. 

If the gerund subject is compound, the base line should be 
divided and each gerund put on a standard, as in the follow
ing model: 

4. Eating one's cake and keeping it has been regarded as the 
very climax of thrift. 

Ea.tJ~ 
~ cake 

keepi,IJ 
~ it has been regarded 

2. Gerund as Predicate Nominative: 

as 
~ 

I 
I 
I 

.thrift 

Kingsley's favorite occupation was helping lame dogs over 
stiles. 

occupation W!l.S 

help.,.... 
~ dogs 

o.t. 
~ 

stiles 
\ 
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Here the subjective complement is the gerund phrase 
helping lame dogs over stiles, the chief word of which is the 
gerund helping. It is present tense, active voice. Its sub
ject is expressed as a modifier of the subject of the sentence. 
Observe that we might say Kingsley's helping lame dogs over 
sti'les was his favorite occupation. 
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In sentences of this sort, it is important to differentiate be
tween the gerund as predicate nominative after a copulative 
verb (in this instance was) and the participle in the progres
sive tense form of a finite verb. In Kingsley was helping lame 
dogs over stiles, was helping is the finite verb; it is the past 
progressive tense form of the verb help. The predicate nomi
native is the same person, thing, or idea as the subject, and 
as such the sentence can be turned about so that the predicate 
nominative element becomes the subject, and the noun which 
was the subject becomes the predicate nominative. Observe 
that one would not be likely to say Helping lame dogs was 
Kingsley. 

3. The Gerund as an Appositive (Explanatory Modifier): 

1. Bless me! This is pleasant, riding on a rail. 

Bless me 

This 1s pleasant 

When the gerund phrase is used as an appositive, it is dia• 
gramed on a standard, and the base of the standard is en , 
closed in parentheses, as illustrated in model 1. When th1: 
appositive is compound, the base line should be divided ta 
accommodate the coordinate elements, as in the following: 
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2. These things are done well in haste: flying from the 
plague, escaping quarrels, and catching flies. 

) are done 

escap1~ 
I if'- I quarrels 

-~ 

flies haste 

4. Gerund as Direct Object: 

The children enjoyed feeding the bears. 

feect. 
bears -~, :,>~ 

~I ------'-----,-~-i 
enjoyed A children 

Here feeding the bears is the direct object of the transitive 
verb enjoyed. Sometimes we can discover the object com
plement by putting what or whom after the verb; :is, The 
children enjoyed what? The answer should be the direct 
object, as it is in this sentence, f ceding the bears. Another 
test of the object complement is to make it the subject of 
the predicate verb shifte<l into the passive voice as in the 
following: Feeding the bears was enjoyed by the children. 
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6. Gerund as Objective Complement: 

1. I call that taking candy from babies. 

tak1,¢ 
<f'- candy 

~ 
0 

~ b" ba 1es 

I call that 

The objective complement in this sentence is the gerund 
phrase taking candy from babies. If the finite verb is put in 
the passive voice the objective complement becomes the 
predicate nominative; as, That is call.ed taking candy from 
babies. 

6. Gerund as Object of Preposition: 
1. He makes his living by grinding scissors. 

He I makes living 

~-

I scissors 

2. He was congratulated on having been honored by his 
neighbors and having attained his chief ambition. 

~ was congratulated 

been honored 

~ 
neighbors 

hat,. 
"---~ ,..... 

·~ attained ambition 
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The prepositional phrases in the two preceding sentences 
are used adverbially. In the first sentence, grinding is a 
transitive verb. Its subject is not expressed in the gerund 
phrase; and it must, therefore, have the same subject as the 
finite verb, which the phrase modifies. 

In the second sentence, the preposition on has a compound 
object consisting of two gerunds. The first one, having been 
honored, is a transitive verb in the passive voice; its subject, 
he, receives the action expressed in the verbal. It is a present 
perfect tense form. The second gerund, having attained, is 
also transitive; but its voice is active; its tense is present per
fect. Its subject is also he, the subject of the sentence. 

7. Gerund as Adverbial Objective: 

1. The book is worth reading aloud. 

book 1s worth 

2. This water is boiling hot. 

water lS hot 

The gerunds in the two preceding sentences are adverbial 
objectives denoting degree. Both forms are present tense, 
intransitive. 

The Expanded Forms of the Gerund 

Along with the expansion of the tenses of the finite verbs 
and the participles, the gerund acquired new tense and voice 
forms. (For a discussion of the old and new tense forms of 
the gerund, see Part One, Tenses of N onfinite Verbs, pp. 
133ff.) The expanded tenses of the gerund, because they are 
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newer, are not so common and so well established in the lan
guage as the one ending in -ing, which form is as old as the 
English language. The various forms of the gerund may be 
seen in the following sentences: 

ACTIVE VOICE 

Present Tense: Your writing the letter so neatly secured the 
position. 

Present Perfect: His having said that is proof enough of his 
attitude on the matter. 

Present Perfect Progressive: She questioned my having been 
studying Latin all evening. 

PASSIVE VOICE 

Present Tense: She enjoys being teased. 
Present Perfect: After having been punished severely, he be

came penitent. 

Intransitive verbs have the same forms as those listed for 
the active voice of the transitive verb. 

Nouns Resembling Gerunds 

To differentiate the -ing gerund form from a pure noun 
ending in -ing, one must rely upon the meaning of the word as 
.i.t is used in a given sentence, and not upon its form. The 
-ing ending has been attached to proper nouns to suggest 
origin ('son of'), as in Browning, Billings; and to common 
nouns to suggest source or material; as, clothing, tubing, roofing, 
bedding, etc. Such nouns as these are not usually confused 
with the verbal noun, because they really convey no verbal 
meaning; they are the names of specific persons or objects. 

There are, however, a number of nouns ending in -ing in 
the language which are derived from verbs, some of them 
once gerunds, which are no longer felt to be verb forms but 
mere abstract nouns. Many of these have forms identical 
with gerund forms; and only the use and meaning in a given 
sentence can be relied upon for the differentiation. As a 
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rule, the noun denotes a single completed act, whereas the 
gerund suggests the continuation of an act. In the following 
phrases, the -ing words are unquestionably mere nouns: her 
second wedding, his earnings, a good opening, a sound under
standing, in the beginning, a poor ending, good-breeding, human 
being. In the following the -ing words are verb forms which 

I 

retain their verb meaning, and they are, therefore, gerunds: 
Her wedding the duke was a mistake; His earning that prize 
pleased his parents; The opening and the closing of the shop is 
my job; My beginning and ending that project will depend 
upon my health. 

Frequently the pure noun has noun inflection; i.e., it can 
denote plural by the addition of -s. The gerunds are infinite 
verb forms and cannot denote number or person. Therefore, 
any noun-word ending in -ing which can indicate plural num
ber by the addition of -s may be regarded as a mere noun. 
The following are not gerunds: earnings, writings, spendings, 
feelings, human beings, warnings, shavings, savings. 

If the -ing form can be replaced by an abstract noun which 
does not end in -ing, one has very good proof that it is a mere 
noun; e.g., living may be the equivalent of livelihood; building 
may be used for edifice; painting for picture; ending for end. 
When an -ing form in a compound group is coordinated with 
an abstract noun, one is usually justified in assuming that it 
is a simple noun, as in reading, writing and arithmetic; spell
ing, accountancy, and English; typing and shorthand; and so 
forth. 

When all of the suggested tests fail to aid in differentiating 
the gerund from the simple abstract noun, the student should 
consult the dictionary. If a form is used as a pure noun, it 
will be listed in an unabridged dictionary as a noun, and its 
noun meaning will be given. 

Subject of the Gerund 

Much has been said and written in recent years concerning 
the proper case to be used as the subject of the gerund; and 
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since usage is the law of language, we must consider as stand
ard and correct what our best speakers and writers use. Orig
inally the subject of the verbal idea expressed in the gerund 
was a noun or pronoun in the genitive case, and was called 
the subjective genitive (see Uses of the Possessive Case, 
under Nouns and Pronouns, pp. 30-31, 48-53). In Mod
ern English, usage favors the use of the possessive case as 
the modifier and subject of the gerund: 

1. I cannot go without my father's giving his consent. 
2. Your saying that does not alter the case. 
3. I object to the children's going there without a chaperon. 
4. I do not approve that man's coming with Mary. 

One of the chief reasons for retaining the possessive case 
form is that it prevents confusion with the participle. In 
sentence 4 above, an exchange of man for man's would change 
the meaning. In I do not approve that man coming with Mary, 
disapproval of the man is indicated; but if the possessive 
man's is used, it is the coming of the man with Mary which is 
not approved. In sentences such as this, it is important to 
choose the form which will convey clearly the intended mean
ing. 

If a noun or pronoun has no possessive form, then one has 
no alternative, and must use the uninflected case form. The 
demonstratives this and that and these and those have no pos
sessive forms, and if any one of these words is used as the 
modifier (i.e., the subject) of a gerund, it will not have the 
apostrophe followed by s. We must say I object to that being 
changed; I am afraid of these being lost. 

When an intervening word or phrase comes between the 
gerund and its subject, the possessive form is not used; as, I 
shall object to a son of mine being married by a justice of the 
peace. Here son is the subject of being married, but the inter
vening phrase of mine makes the addition of the 's phoneti
cally difficult. In such sentences as this, usage would justify 
the use of the noun without the possessive sign. Whether 
we call it a possessive form which has dropped its inflecti:on, 
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or regard it as an objective case form used as a modifier of 
the verbal noun is of little consequence. 

One may find in both written and spoken English numerous 
examples of violations of the rule requiring the possessive case 
form as the subject of the gerund; but in spite of some evi
dence of a trend away from the possessive form, our best 
writers and speakers do seem to prefer and to use it consist
ently wherever form and sound permit its use. 

When the gerund is used in sentences expressing maxims, 
general truths, etc., the subject is usually omitted, as in See
ing is believing; Fretting and repining at every disappointment 
discovers childishness; Attempting too much and doing too little 
is the most common cause of failure. In sentences of this sort, 
the word one's may be regarded as the implied subject. 

Dangling Gerund Phrases 

Like the participle, the gerund is a verb form which, as a 
rule, requires a subject expressed in the sentence or clearly 
implied in the context. When the subject of the gerund is 
the same object or person as the subject of the predicate verb 
in the sentence, the subject of the gerund need not be ex
pressed in the gerund phrase. In After playing tennis for 
two hours, we rested for an hour, the gerund is the object of the 
preposition after, and the entire prepositional phrase modifies 
rested. Here the gerund has the same subject as the verb 
which the phrase modifies. The insertion of our between 
after and playing is unnecessary, because it does not add to 
the meaning or the force of the sentence. But if the subject 
of the gerund is not the same as the subject of the sentence or 
is not clearly implied, it should be expressed in the gerund 
phrases. In I cannot go there without my fat her' s giving his 
consent, the subject of the gerund is not the same as the sub
ject of the verb which the gerund phrase modifies; and hence 
it is expressed in the gerund phrase. 

Failure to give the gerund a logical subject produces what 
is called the dangling (or unattached) gerund phrase. In a 
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sentence such as After catching the thief, he should be punished, 
the subject of should be punished is not the subject of catching, 
and hence the sentence is ambiguous and faulty. If we say 
After catching the thief, the police should ask the judge to sen
tence him, we have a clearly expressed thought. The dangling 
gerund phrase occurs most frequently when a writer or speaker 
shifts his point of view, and has his gerund in the active voice 
and his principal verb in the passive. When the gerund 
phrase starts the sentence, one should take pains to see that 
his point of view does not shift from a personal to an imper
sonal one. Usually when the gerund phrase introduces the 
sentence, the subject is the agent of the action of the main 
verb-not the receiver of the action. Observe the following: 
In baking a cake, the oven should be kept at 350 degrees. Here 
baking requires a personal (agent) subject, not the impersonal 
one. If the finite verb is changed to the active voice, the 
sentence will have an agent (actor) subject expressed in the 
sentence; as, In baking a cake, one should keep the oven at 350 
degrees. 

EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram: 

1. Horse-whipping would be too good for such a scoundrel. 
2. His speaking out prevented my stating the facts. 
3. I was not aware of his having been dismissed. 
4. She thought skiing and sliding old-fashioned. 
6. I have journeyed for many months among these violent people 

without discovering anything but courtesy. 
6. I do not doubt the teacher's being a scholar. 
7. Living in a house and sleeping in a bed he now regarded as a lux

ury. 
8. Tom continued counting the spoons and placing them in order. 
9. Doubting is a very healthy sign, especially in the young. 

10. He did us a good turn without knowing it. 
11. Do you mind my mentioning this matter to my father? 
12. My friend gives me entertainment without requiring anything 

on my part. 
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13. I was not aware of your having secured the loan for the purchase 
of the farm. 

14. The old man had insisted upon purchasing a beautiful new rifle 
for Shiloh. 

16. There is no use in your going any farther. 
16. John's having been a student in a first-rate college should be 

questioned. 
17. After pausing for applause and after receiving none, the speaker 

left the platform. 
18. His having sworn by his sword is no eviden0e of his honesty. 
19. Our being conscious of our integrity is a great solace in the time 

of calamity and reproach. 
20. The princess avoided exposing her plans to her rival's friends. 
21. John's having gone away was a signal for my return. 
22. True greatness consists solely in seeing everything. 
23. No alert American can visit any foreign country without noting, 

examples of adherence to outgrown methods in industry, com
merce, and transportation. 

24. Socrates was executed for "corrupting" youth and for infidelity 
to the gods. 

26. Francis Bacon impeached the medieval schoolmen for spinning 
out endless cobwebs of theory. 

26. Being ignorant was to her the quintessence of being common. 
27. The teacher called copying from another's notes cheating. 
28. Mr. Springle cannot be rivaled in his shoeing of horses. 
29. Her complexion was a blending of the rose and the lily. 
30. William Dean Howells tried encouraging the writing of the finer 

kinds of romance. 
31. The savage obtains food by slaying the animals. 
32. There is no scientific reason for separating tb.e man from the 

animal. 
33. The man persisted in keeping his wife a woman. 
34. He employed certain powerful restoratives suggested by no little 

medical learning. 
36. There was no hope of rivaling them. 
36. There will be sleeping enough in the grave. 
37. My always keeping good hours and giving little trouble made 

her unhappy at parting with me. 
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38. To some this may sound merely like the grating of overwrought 
nerves. 

39. Making the soul graceful is one of the powers of music. 
40. The greatest living philosopher has abandoned the hope of an

swering that question. 
41. Her mistake, whipping the child without knowing the crime, 

cost her her peace of mind. 
42. Suffering is often caused by the thought of death. 
43. The sound was like the hissing of innumerable snakes. 
44. We discussed the best methods for making a beefsteak delicious. 
46. Observing our faults in others is sometimes helpful for our case. 
46. Planting of countries is like planting of woods. 
47. Is not all the work of man in this world a making of order? 
48. The answering of this question is revealing the soul of the nation. 
49. We cannot look, however imperfectly, upon a great man, with

out gaining something from him. 
60. The Lord shall preserve thy going out and thy coming in from 

this time forth. 

EXERCISE B 

I. Pick out in Exercise A, several words ending in -ing which seem 
to you to be mere abstract nouns. Explain why you do not 
consider them gerunds. 

IL Pick out five sentences containing gerunds with no expressed 
subject in the gerund phrase, and tell what subject is implied or 
is expressed elsewhere in the sentence. 

III. Write ten sentences containing the compound (expanded) tense 
forms of the gerund, and name the tense you use in each sen
tence. Use s0me of the gerunds as adverbial objectives, some 
as objects of prepositions, and some as objective complements. 

EXERCISE C 

Correct all errors in the following sentences, giving reasons 
for all corrections: 

1. In reviewing the matter with him, he seemed unusually stupid. 
2. After buying a car, it should be used. 
3. The m0ther was not aware of her son stealing. 
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4. I object to you making light of a serious subject. 
6. After eating his apple to the core, a worm was discovered. 
6. I am sure of him being invited. 
7. After marking the papers, the grades must be sent to the registrar. 
8. I do not doubt them being interested. 
9. Upon entering the parlor, the thief was seen to dash through the 

window. 
10. Don't believe that by merely asking favors, they will be granted. 
11. By waxing floors, the grain in the wood can be seen. 
12. After listening carefully to his tale of woe, the subject was 

dropped. 
13. Washington never having told a lie is sometimes questioned. 
14. Pardon me asking such personal questions. 
15. After baking a cake, it will be eaten. 
16. While bathing baby, it fainted. 
17. After cooking the frog's legs, nobody would eat them. 
18. By working hard is the way to get ahead in the world. 
19. In preparing and writing a formal essay, the outline should be 

made first and then carefully followed. 
20. After having finished our dinner, the waiter brought us ouf 

change and took his tip and left. 
21. In trying to do two jobs, neither is seldom done well. 
22. After having escaped being drafted for three years, the Army 

finally called him. 
23. By studying diligently and avoiding absences, the teacher may 

give me an A. 
24. After having corrected all of these dangling modifiers, no dan· 

glers should appear in his rewritten theme. 
25. Before accepting a new job, all of the advantages and disadvan~ 

tages of the transfer should be carefully considered. 



LESSON X 

Infinitjves 

The infinitive is an infinite (Lat. infinitus, unlimited, 
boundless) verb form. Like the participle and the gerund, it 
has no inflection to indicate person or number. The simplest 
and the oldest form of the infinitive (i.e., the present indefi
nite tense: go, talk, forget, etc.) is regarded as the basic verb 
form, the one from which all the other verb forms, including 
the participle and the gerund, are derived. 1 

The infinitive phrase in its simplest form consists of the 
preposition to and the basic form of a principal verb: to go, tc 
talk, to forget, etc. Like the gerund and the participle, the 
infinitive may have modifiers and complements; and, like 
them also, it has voice and tense modifications. The full 
infinitive phrase may, therefore, include many more words 
than the infinitive with to. In To forgive is to be charitable, 
the first infinitive phrase consists of to and the basic verb form 
forgive; but the second contains a subjective complement. 
One phrase is the subject of the sentence; the other is the sub
jective complement. 

Except when the infinitive is a part of the inflectional form 
of a finite verb, it is always analyzed (or diagramed) as a 
prepositional phrase, even when the to is not expressed, as the 
following illustrations will show. In the infinitive phrase, 
the verb form (i.e., the infinitive without to) has the function 
of a noun and is always parsed as the object of the to, and in 
the diitgram it is placed where the object of the preposition 

1 The student should review the forms of the infinitive and the finite verb 
forms which are made up by combining infinitives with auxiliaries. These are 
listed and discussed in Part One under Tenses of Finite and Infinite Verbs, 
Chapter Five, pp. 116-138. 
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belongs. It is proper, therefore, in analyzing the infinitive 
in its various verbal functions to consider the infinitive phrase 
as the grammatical unit performing the function of a noun, 
an adjective, or an adverb. 

Uses of the Infinitive Phrase 

1. As Subject of a Sentence: 

1. To sidi> with truth is noble. 

is noble 

In this sentence, the infinitive phrase consists of function 
word to (diagramed as a preposition, though in this sentence 
it is not a true preposition; it does not show relation between 
grammatical un~ts) and the infinitive side and its adverbial 
phrase modifier with truth. Side is the simplest form of the 
verb it represents (siinilar to the O.E. noun form in the nom
inative case). It is an intransitive verb, and is the indefinite 
present tense form. 

The infinitive may take a direct object or be followed by a 
subjective or an objective complement; as: 

2. To join the school orchestra was his one great ambition. 

join orchestra 

was ambition 
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2. Infinitive Phrase as Subjective Complement: 

a. Predicate Nominative: 

His sole ambition was to succeed. 

~ 
succeed 

ambition ~, I was \ A 

b. Attribute Complement: 

They seemed to be drifting aimlessly about. 

be drifting 

They seemed \ 

327 

The infinitive phrase has the function of an adjective here. 
The predicate verb seemed is the past tense of seem, a copula
.tive verb, which requires a subjective complement for full 
predication. 

3. Infinitive Phrase as Direct Object (Object Comple
ment): 

1. I attempt from love's sickness to fly. 

fly 

,::;: 
% 

I attempt 
sickness 

~ 
~ 
(!)~ 
tP 
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2. Dare they do it? 

\ do I it 
\ I 

they I Dare j ;\ 

After dare, help, and a few other verbs the to is sometimes 
omitted before the infinitive as direct object: He helped pay 
my expenses; He helps support his parents; etc. 

4. The Infinitive Phrase as an Appositive (Explanatory 
Modifier): 

1. His grand aim, to write a History of Philosophy, proved 
beyond his strength. 

'o 
write History of Philosophy 

~ strength 

arm proved 

2. It is a good thing to give thanks unto the Lord. 

give thanks 

Lord 

It IS thing 

~~ 
\ ~ 

i· u> 

The grammatical subject of sentence 2 above is the intro-
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ductory pronoun it, sometimes called an expletive, be~ause 
its chief function is to introduce a sentence whose logical sub
ject follows the verb. It has no real meaning in this idio
matic function, and could be omitted if the subject were 
transposed to its normal position, and made to precede the 
predicate verb; e.g., To give thanks unto the Lord is a good 
thing. 

6. Infinitive Phrase as Objective Complement: 

1. The shock caused him to lose his balance. 

~ lose balance 

i· o> 
\ 

shock caused him 

2. I believe him to be honest. 

be honest 

I believe him 

In this sentence, the infinitive be is a copulative verb. 
The adjective honest is a subjective complement and refers 
to and describes the subject of the infinitive. Observe that 
the objective complement line after believe directs the infini
tive to its subject, the direct object. 

This construction is sometimes called the infinitive clause. 
Observe that the infinitive and its subject can be converted 
into a noun clause without loss of meaning: I believe that he is 
honest. In this text, however, the term clause is used to iden
tify that division of a sentence which contains a subject in 
the nominative case and a finite (asserting) verb. 
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3. Do not make me laugh. 

X Do make me 

Some verbs in objective complement construction require 
the infinitive with to; others do not permit the to. The fol
lowing transitive verbs may take the infinitive as objective 
complement without to: bid, dare, feel, hear, let, make, observe, 
see, and watch; e.g., I heard thf. man laugh at you; Let me see 
your book. But the following verbs usually take the in
finitive with to: advise, allow, ask, beg, compel, expect, force, 
forbid, want, wish, and many others having similar copulative 
use; e.g., He advised me to leave at once; I want you to come ii", 

see me; Allow me to speak. 

6. Infinitive Phrase as a Modifier of a Noun: 

1. Darius Green's attempt to fly proved a failure. 

attempt proved failure 

Observe that to fi'li is not an appositive. Fly (flying) rep
resents the object of the verbal idea in the noun attempt; i.e., 
he attempted flight. Or, to fly may be rendered at flying. 

2. This is a trap to catch the thief. 

This I is trap 

~ 'o 
catch thief 

~ 
~ 
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Here to catch the thief represents the design of the trap; i.e., 
This is a trap designed for catching the thief. 

331 

The infinitive is used with the noun nothing to represent a 
thing impossible or undesirable of accomplishment: 

3. There is nothing to do. 

There 

nothing 1s 

'o 
do 

7. Infinitive Phrase Used as Modifier of a Verb 

He struggled to get free. 

He struggled 

'o 
get free 

The infinitive here expresses mental direction, or purpose. 
When an infinitive phrase modifies a predicate verb, the 
subject of the finite verb is also the logical subject of the in
finitive. In sentence 7, he is the grammatical subject of 
struggled and the logical subject of get. 

8. Infinitive Phrase as Modifier of an Adjective: 

She is difficult to please. 

She is difficult 

'o 
please 

To please expresses respect, or specification; i.e., it tells in 
what respect she is difficult. Observe that to eat is also a 
phrase of respect, or specification, in the following sentence: 

The fruit is too unripe to eat. 

fruit 1S unripe 
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9. Infinitive Phrase as Modifier of an Adverb: 

They arrived too late to catch the train. 

They arrived 

catch train 

The infinitive phrase to catch the train also expresses 
specification, or respect. 

10. Infinitive Phrase as Object of Preposition: 

1. He was about to close his shop. 

shop 

He was 

2. He did nothing but idle his time. 

He did nothing 

time 
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3. Nothing is left but to gather up the fragments. 
Nothing is left 

fragments 

In sentence 1, about has very little prepositional force, 
though it may be regarded as showing some relation between 
the subject of the sentence, to which the phrase refers, and its 
object, to close his shop. In sentences 2 and 3, but is a full 
preposition. Except and save are often used in this construc
tion. 

Observe that in sentence 1; the infinitive phrase is placed 
on a second standard to indicate that the entire phrase is the 
object of the preposition about. 

The necessity of furnishing a subject for the infinitive and 
of throwing this subject into the objective case has resulted 
in the invention of an idiom wherein for governs an entire 
group, consisting of the infinitive and its subject: 

1. For a man to love his neighbor is the essence of the Chris
tian law. 

man 

love neighbor 

is essence 

~ 
law 
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2, It now became necessary for Ruth to earn her own living. 
Ruth 

It 

'¢0 
~ 

3. He said for me to come home early. 
me 

He said 

necessary 

come 

In the three preceding sentences, for has no prepositional 
(relational) meaning; but, because it is a fossilized preposition 
(like the to before the infinitive), it is always diagramed as a 
preposition. It may properly be called an introductory or 
expletive preposition, since it merely introduces a complex 
construction. 

When for introduces an adverbial phrase, it may, however, 
have prepositional force: 

4. He bought this car for his wife to use. 

He bought car 

wife 

use 
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The purpose idea and the relationship expressed by for may 
be seen if we convert the infinitive phrase into a simple prepo
sitional phrase: For his wife to use is about the equivalent of 
for his wife's use. 

11. The Complementary Infinitive : 

1. He ought to pay his debt. 

He ought 

debt 

This sentence is nearly equivalent to He must pay his 
debt, where pay is really the complementary infinitive with
out to ( though not indicated as such in the diagram because 
must pay is now regarded as an inflectiorn)l form of the verb 
pay. (See Tenses of Modal Auxiliaries, Part One, Chap
ter Five, pp. 128-132.) 

2. 1:'he sun is going to rise. 

rise 

sun is going 

3. The group is to assemble at dawn. 

i 
assemble 

'ii'? 
dawn 

group is 

Is going to rise indicates futurity, nearly equal to will rise. 
Is to assemble indicates futurity plus intention. 
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The following are further examples of the complementary 
infinitive: 

1. I am to do a good turn for them. 
2. Please close the door. 
3. Need I say more? 
4. I have to study on Sunday. 
5. He used to live in this house. 
6. Sunday is coming to be an orgy of automobile slayings. 
7. I have to leave at once. 

The infinitive with to in the complementary function has 
established itself in the language since the Old English period. 
The infinitive acquired the to after losing its distinctive suffix 
marking (0.E. -an; M.E. -en). The modal verbs which have 
been in use as auxiliaries since the Middle English period are 
seldom followed by the infinitive with to in the formation of 
predicate verbs. Observe that we do not say please to study, 
can to study, must to study. But our modern substitutes for 
the older auxiliary (or modal) verbs do have the infinitive 
with to, as many of the sentences in 11 show. 

The complementary infinitive phrase can usually be con
verted into a well established inflectional form-this is the 
test of the complementary infinitive. For example, I have to 
go and I ought to go are about the equivalent of I must go and 
I should go. Similarly, I am going to study tonight and I am to 
leave at noon may be converted to I shall study tonight and I 
shall leave at noon. I used to work there means I once worked 
there. 

In the diagram, the complementary infinitive phrase with 
to is put on a standard after the verb. Observe there is no 
line separating the auxiliary and the complementary phrase, 
which is construed as a part of the predicate verb, not as a 
subjective complement. 
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12. Infinitive Phrase Used Independently: 

To tell the truth, I positively dislike him. 

1 
tell truth 

~ ('.) 

I him 

The independent infinitive phrase, like the participle phrase 
used independently, is not a part of the sentence proper. It 
has some illative (conjunctive) force in that it introduces an 
inference or a consequence based on what has preceded. In 
the diagram, the independent infinitive phrase is separated 
from the sentence it introduces, as in the preceding model. 
In the wTitten sentence, it may be inserted within the sen
tence, but it is always set off from the other elements of the 
sentence by punctuation. Observe that in the diagram it is 
never enclosed in parenthetical marks; it is an independent 
unit, not an appositive. 

The Subject of the Infinitive 

The subject of the infinitive may be a noun or pronoun in 
the nominative or the objective case, used in any construction 
in the sentence where either of these cases would be proper. 
When the infinitive is a copulative verb requiring a subjective 
complement, the noun complement in this construction may 
be nominative or objective, the case being deterinined by the 
case of the subject of the infinitive. If we say I thought the 
intruder to be he, we fail to recognize that the subject of 
the infinitive (be) is intruder, the direct object, which is always 
in the objective case. Observe the construction in the dia
gram below: 
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We thought the intruder to be him. 

'o 
be him 

We thought intruder 

If the finite verb in this sentence is put in the passive 
voice, the nominative case is logically correct: The intruder 
was thought to be he. 

he 

intruder was thought 

In stating general truths, the subject of the infinitive is 
seldom expressed: To act openly is honest; It is wrong to laugh 
at another's weaknesses. The subject one can be supplied in 
each of these sentences if we use the function word for to in
troduce it; as, For one to act openly is honest; It is wrong for 
one to laugh at another's weaknesses. 

Infinitive vs. Gerund 

In many of their uses, the gerund and the infinitive phrases 
are interchangeable. Since both verbals are used in the noun 
construction, the choice may depend on personal feeling, but 
in some instances idiomatic usage allows only one of these 
verbals. We may say To lie is wrong, or Lying is wrong; He 
began to talk at one o'clock, or He began talking at one o'clock; 
and convey about the same meaning with the infinitive that 
we convey with the gerund. But in the object position some 
verbs are followed by the infinitive, others by the gerund: I 
like to sing hymns, but I enjoy singing hymns. 
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Often a different meaning is conveyed when the infinitive 
replaces the gerund; e.g., I hate to lie does not quite mean I 
hate lying. The gerund is of ten used in making the more 
general statement, and the infinitive is employed in stating a 
personal attitude. No specific rules can be given which will 
aid the student in deciding when to use the gerund and when 
the infinitive. One must observe the speech of the best writ
ers and speakers, and follow their usage. All such diff eren
tiations are matters of usage, not logic or formal rules. 

Sometimes a prepositional phrase containing a gerund is 
used loosely as a substitute for the infinitive phrase as subject 
or as predicate nominative, as in the following: 

Loose: By reading good books is the best way to improve 
one's mind. 

Improved: To read good books is the best way to improve 
one's mind. 

Also good: Reading good books is the best way to improve 
one's mind. 

The preposition 1Yy in the "loose" sentence suggests an ad
verbial function. Such a phrase should modify the verb, as
it does in We improve our minds "by reading good books. 

The Split Infinitive 

The split infinitive is an expression used by some gram
marians to describe the infinitive phrase when an adverb (a 
word or phrase) separates the infinitive and the to. The term 
split is really a misnomer when it is applied to this type of 
"splitting," because the infinitive, strictly speaking, consists: 
only of the verb form, which is not split by putting a modifier-
between the function word to and the verb form, as in to thor-
oughly enjoy, to secretly leave, to at once and for all times take,. 
etc. 

Since the to is now felt to belong to the infinitive, usage on, 
the whole favors keeping it next to the verb it introduces; but. 
there may be times when it is better to split the phrase, espe-
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cially if obscurity results from not splitting it. Many of our 
best writers do split their infinitives, and schooled grammar
ians justify the construction when it prevents awkwardness 
or ambiguity. I failed to fully understand is as graceful and 
clear as I failed to understand fully. Similarly, I had to sit 
down and faithfully copy all the numbers in my notebook, has a 
more natural ring than I had to sit down and copy faithfully all 
the numbers in my notebook. 

Dangling Infinitives 

The dangling infinitive phrase contains an infinitive which 
has no logical subject, either expressed or implied in the sen
tence to which it belongs. Like the dangling gerund phrase, 
the infinitive phrase as a modifier of the principal verb is 
:sometimes used loosely. If we say To repair your radio, it 
mu.;t be sent to the shop, we fail to give the infinitive repair a 
logical subject; but if we say To repair your radio, I must take 
it to the shop, we supply a logical subject. The incorrect sen
tence is introduced by a phrase containing an infinitive in the 
:active voice, which form suggests that an actor or agent sub
ject is to follow; but, when the agent subject does not follow, 
the sentence becomes vague and confusing. As a rule, when 
the infinitive phrase modifies the verb, it should have for its 
subject the noun or pronoun which is the subject of the sen
tence. 

EXERCISE A 

~alyze or diagram: 

1. We began to suspect our neighbor's children. 
2. Dickens's stories made everybody laugh and cry. 
3. He thinks it a virtue to be intolerant. 
4. I am willing to take advice and to pay for it. 
5. The teacher advised the students to study harder. 
6. To help a friend is to give ourselves pleasure. 
7. My sister will do anything but wash dishes. 
8. A dog seems to be a nuisanJe in this community. 
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9. I am anxious for you to meet my sister. 
10. These bills ought to be paid before the end of the month. 
11. Is it too late for me to see your pictures? 
12. The art of skating and skiing is not always easily acquired. 
13. To be frank with you, I am not interested in taking out more 

insurance. 
14. The newcomer was known to he she. 
16. Women were made to be loved, not to be understood. 
16. His failure is to be ascribed to his lack of tact. 
17. Hitler tried to conquer the world. 
18. We were sufficiently calm to survey the whole case. 
19. Harriet had known women to turn cold at the sight of a new 

gown. 
20. The writer must make his heroes die triumphantly. 
21. The error of the romantic school was to idealize the victims of 

society. 
22. I ought to tell you about my trip to Europe. 
23. The prisoner is about to receive his death sentence. 
24. Is it possible for a person to overcome the fear of thought? 
26. His wife always seemed to be half asleep. 
26. I am going to like him. 
27. I am making you talk more logically. 
28. The master wanted his servant to lie for him. 
29. The maid dared to do the unkind act. 
30. What is there to confess? 
31. The poorest students often want to be excused from the final 

examination. 
32. Let the old man rave all day. 
33. She helped them make picnic suppers for the men. 
34. It has always been a disastrous policy to rob some for the sup-

port of others. 
36. To admire the book is to admire the author. 
36. He gave them bread from heaven to eat. 
37. It is an honor for a man to cease from strife. 
38. Labor not to be rich. 
39. To light a fire is an instinctive and resistant act of man. 
40. Knox strove to make the government of Scotland a theocracy. 
41. I have come to clear away the cobwebs. 
42. There had come, at last, to be a kind of madness in him. 
43. To choose time is to save time. 
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44. Ordinary expense ought to be limited by a man's estate. 
46. The chief business of mankind is to discover the truth. 
46. To be masters of the sea is an ambition of Englishmen. 
47. To die is not sport for a man. 
48. It is a most exciting thing to be alive in this world. 
49. To attempt theorizing on such matters would profit little. 
60. His wife had volunteered to go with him and to die with him. 
61. The greatest of faults is to be conscious of none. 
62. Religion teaches us to be resigned to circumstances. 
63. In all ways we are to become perfect through suffering. 
64. It is a subtle compliment to have book agents and tramps fre

quently at one's door. 
66. He made the world seem almost empty and very lonesome. 
66. It took very little imagination for me to feel the whirlwind of 

battles. 
67. This process of fitting thinE§S properly into one's cosmos seems 

to be one of the chief aims of conscious life. 
68. For a long time no technical words were invented to give aloof

ness and seeming precision to philosophic and scientific dis, 
cussion. 

69. It is foolish to lay out money in the purchase of indulgence. 
60. All children should be taught to swim. 
61. Let honesty and industry be thy constant companions. 
62. Only one Quaker, Mr. James Morris, appeared to oppose the 

measure. 
63. I went to see him at his printing house. 
64. He wished to please everybody. 
66. To mix comedy with tragedy is like mixing water with wine. 
66. It is possible to be poetic in dealing with poems. 
67. The election plea at its worst is to let well enough alone. 
68. He watched his fair rose wither. 
69. The Devil hath power to assume a pleasing shape. 
70. He himself was powerless to change his fate. 
71. Even his enemies did not wish to have him fail. 
72. I shall try to furnish you with the necessary information. 
73. It was customary to explain the object of a building by a short 

motto placed over the door. 
'74. To get any complete idea of exchange, we must view, in some of 

its main aspects, the development of transportation. 
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75. God will not have his work made manifest by cowards. 
76. Experience causes each man's individuality to develop. 
77. I happen to be a Baptist preacher. 
78. He defended his right to speak the dark truth. 
79. To be good does not mean to be obedient and harmless. 
80. I said nine Ave Marias to obtain his cure. 
81. Do not fail to make a pilgrimage to Mecca. 
82. The heavens always find means to break your heart. 
83. So these men ceased to answer Job. 
84. Thou shalt not stir one foot to seek a foe. 
85. The writers of the best literature have used and are still using 

these myths to illustrate and to illuminate their thought. 
86. There is little evidence to support the doctrine of the transmis-

sion of acquired characteristics. 
87. There is no reason to doubt the continuity of animal society. 
88. To be frank with you, I once objected to cards and dancing. 
89. She does nothing but complain of her husband's shortcomings. 
90. Her request, to go home a month before Christmas, was not 

granted. 
91. To tell the truth, I did not invite him to bring his dog. 
92. The dogs did nothing but bark at us. 
93. To sum up, the total loss was almost a thousand dollars. 
94. He will do little in the way of charity except to feed tramps. 
96. I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him. 
96. To live in the hearts of those left behind is not to die. 
97. Her avocation-namely, to tat and embroider-netted hel' 

enough cash to buy her jewelry. 
98. To be sure, I was somewhat embarrassed by his frank ques

tioning about such personal matters. 
99. History is coming to be a race between education and catas

trophe. 
100. Teach me, my God and King, 

In all things Thee to see. 

EXERCISE B 

I. Change ten of the infinitive constructions in Exercise A to 
gerund constructions. Comment on any chanJiteS in meaning 
which the shift produces. 
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IL You will find a treatment of the split infinitive in the following 
texts: Curme's A Grammar of the English Language, Vol. I and 
II; Jespersen's Esse,11,tials of English Grammar; Fowler's A Dic
tionary of Modern English Usage; and the Oxford Dictionary. 
Consult two of these texts, and report your findings. 

III. Give the subject of each infinitive in the following sentences in 
Exercise A: 1, 2, 5, 8, 16, 25, 33, 39, 53, 65, 98, 100. Find 
five infinitives which have no expressed subjects, and tell how 
they are used. 

IV. Give the tense and voice (if the verb has voice) of the infinitives 
in the following sentences in Exercise A: 6, 10, 15, 17, 32, 33, 45, 
49, 61. In which of these sentences do the names of the tenses 
fail to name the time expressed by the infinitives? 

EXERCISE C 

Correct any violations of standard usage which you find in 
the following sentences. If you find no violations in a ser1-
tence, do not make any changes. Comment on any con
structions or forms about which grammarians may differ. 

1. To securely fasten the door, you should use the night lock. 
2. She read her lesson over several times to thoroughly master the 

facts. 
3. In order to successfully teach English grammar, the student 

should know Latin and Greek. 
4. The boy was too young to properly make use of his time. 
5. Through economizing is his rule for success. 
6. The way to keep the flies out of the house is by screening it . 

. 7. To never realize one's ambition is discovraging. 
8. He promised to not only quit smoking himself, but to also see 

that the other boys stopped. 
9. My uncle intends to again run for governor. 

10. To keep the butter cold, it is usually kept in the ice box. 
11. In order to plainly talk, the parrot's tongue should be split. 
12. By working is the best way to keep out of mischief. 
13. The best method to teach syntax is by diagraming. 
14. She offered the services of her child to partly pay for the back 

rent. 
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16. This medicine seems to really help the patient. 
16. To learn to swim, the water should be quite deep. 
17. She seemed to fairly float through the air. 
18. Some children seem to really appreciate their parents. 
19. To keep that hen from flying over the fence, her wings should be 

clipped. 
20. To thoroughly understand poetry and appreciate poetry, it should 

be studied while young. 
21. To be fully informed on current topics, the newspapers must be 

read. 
22. I wanted to at least have your opinion on this matter. 
23. My mother intends to have in the fall completed her art course. 
24. His formula for reducing was through exercise. 
26. To successfully make cake of this sort, the eggs should be beaten 

separately. 
26. To find the etymology of these words, a dictionary should be 

consulted. 
27. To make ·sure this letter is delivered immediately, a special de

livery stamp should be used. 
28. The committee ought to more closely examine the credentials of 

every applicant. 
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LESSON XI 

Adjective Clauses 

The sentences presented for study and analysis in the ten 
preceding assignments were all simple sentences. Some of 
them may have seemed long and involved, but none contained 
more than one complete subject and one complete predicate. 
Some were composed of compound elements, such as com
pound subject, compound predicate, and compound modifiers; 
but no sentence presented for analysis in the A Exercises in 
Lessons I-X inclusive contained more than one clause; that 
is, no two grammatical elements serving as the subject of any 
sentence had separate predicates. The assignments which 
follow will introduce and present for analysis sentences made 
up of two or more clauses. The next four lessons will treat 
of the various forms of the complex sentence. Each sen
tence in these assignments will contain one principal clause 
and one or more adjective, noun, or adverb clauses. 

Any clause which performs the function of an adjective 
may be called an adjective clause; and any sentence which 
contains one principal (independent) clause and one or more 
adjective clauses will be called a complex sentence. This is, 
however, only one type of complex sentence (see Noun and 
Adverb Clauses, pp. 37o-420). 

Adjective clauses may be introduced by a relative pronoun 
or a relative adverb, either of which may be expressed or im
plied. The relative pronoun and the relative adverb perform 
dual functions in any sentence in which either occurs. The 
relative pronoun stands for a noun expressed or clearly im
plied in a preceding clause, which clause is principal to the 

3MI 
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one introduced by the relative pronoun. The relative adverb 
has a still more complex nature: it stands for a prepositional 
phrase containing a relative pronoun as its principal word. 
In addition to their functions as pronoun and adverb, the 
relative pronoun and the relative adverb have the force of 
conjunctions in that they also join clauses. 

Both the relative pronoun and the relative adverb belong 
to and are a part of the adjective clauses which they intro
duce. In picking out and identifying the adjective clauses 
in complex sentences, one must always include the relative 
pronouns and the relative adverbs which introduce them. 
The student will observe that in the diagram the relative 
pronoun is placed where the noun for which it stands would 
be placed if the adjective clause were converted into a prin
cipal clause or into a simple sentence. The relative adverb 
is placed as an adverb modifier of the verb or some word 
which adverbs modify. It always modifies what the prepo
sitional phrase would modify if the relative adverb wer€', 
converted into a phrase containing a relative pronoun; and 
in the converted sentence it is joined to what would be the 
antecedent of the relative pronoun. 

In the diagram, the relative pronoun and the relative ad
verb are joined to their antecedent by dotted lines drawn 
diagonally to denote the modifying nature of the clauses. 
The dotted line also indicates the conjunctive function of the 
relative word. It is important to note that the principal 
clause is diagramed first, and that the adjective clause is 
placed below it, never above it. 

Adjective Clauses Introduced by Relative Pronouns 

A relative pronoun agrees with its antecedent in person, 
number, and gender, but not in case. Its case will be deter
mined by its use in the adjective clause to which it belongs. 
Observe the agreement of the relative pronoun with its ante
cedent in the adjective clauses analyzed and diagramed and 
in those presented for analysis in Exercise A. 
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1. I met the girl who is substituting for your brother. 

girl 

~\ ~ \ 
\ 
, who is substituting 

brother 

Who is substituting for your brother is the adjective clause; 
it describes and identifies girl, the object complement of the 
principal clause. Who is the relative pronoun which con
nects (relates) the two clauses. It is nominative case be
cause it is the subject of the adjective clause. It is third 
person and singular number, because its antecedent is third 
person singular. The gender of who is important in this 
sentence because the reference pronoun her agrees with it 
and its antecedent in gender, both therefore being feminine. 
Observe that the case of who is nominative, but that its 
antecedent is objective, the case of each of these words be
ing determined by its use in its own clause. 

2. Any man who would steal would lie. 

man would lie 

~\ 
u. \ 

' ' \ who I would steal 

Who would steal is the adjective clause. The clause is 
introduced by the relative pronoun who, which agrees with 
its antecedent in person, number, and gender, though none 
of these modifications can be determined by the inflectional 
form of any word in the adjective clause. The case of who 
is nominative, but it does not have this case because of any 

351 
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sort of agreement with its antecedent, but because of its use 
in its own clause. 

3. Jones is a man whom everybody trusts. 

Jones 1s \ man 

\ .... \\ 
\ 

everybody I trusts I \ whom 

Whom everybody trusts is the adjective clause. The clause 
modifies man, a predicate nominative. Whom is in the ob
jective case because it is the direct object of the finite verb 
in the adjective clause it introduces. 

4. He dances well to whom fortune pipes. 

fortune 

He dances 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

whom I 

Whom is the correct case form in this sentence because it 
is used as the object of a preposition. Its person, number, 
and gender are not denoted by its form, but the antecedent 
tells us that it is third person, singular number, masculine 
gender. 

5. Smith is one of those men who like to see their names in 
the papers. 

Smith is one 

~ 
men 
~ I 

~ \ 
~ I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

who 1 

see 

.,,_. 
'¢ 

names 

papers 

~ 
{Q 
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In this sentence, it is important that we recognize the 
antecedent of the relative pronoun who, because its person 
and number govern the person and numbe1 \)f the personal 
pronoun their, which modifies names. Also the verb in the 
adjective clause must agree with its subject in person and 
number. We, therefore, have the plural verb like, not 
likes. 

6. I am the only one of the men who enjoys baseball. 

I am 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I men 

I 
I who I enjoys I baseball 

Here the antecedent of who is one, not men; therefore, the 
verb in the adjective clause is third person singular to agree 
with who, whose person and number are determined by its 
antecedent one. 

7. It is I who am at fault . 

. It I is \ I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
1 who 

fault 

am 

Here the verb am shows us that the relative pronoun 
\l.grees with its antecedent in person and number. 
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8. It is my brother and sister who are coming for the holi
days. 

brother 

It is 

sister 

who are coming 

holidays 

Observe that the antecedent of who is the predicate nomi
native, and not the subject of the sentence. The dotted 
line connecting the relative pronoun with its compound 
antecedent should be attached to the base line before it is 
divided. 

9. Jones is one man whose conscience does not permit him 
to lie. 

Jones 1s man 
\ 

~\ 

'"'G\ 
\ 

\ conscience does permit him 
\ 

\ ~ \ % 
\.- ~ 

The adjective clause is here introduced by a relative pro
noun in the possessive case. Observe that the entire clause 
modifies and restricts the noun man, which in turn refers to 
and is identical with .Tones. In the diagram, the dotted 
line is drawn from man to whose, as shown in the illustration. 
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10. Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown. 

head lies Uneasy 

,;: \ 
~ \ 

' \ that I wears I crown 

\~ 
Observe that this sentence has inverted word order, and 

that the subject of the principal clause comes after its predi
cate. The relative pronoun that does not inflect to indicate 
person, number, or gender; but its use in its clause tells us 
that it is nominative case; and its antecedent, head, tells us 
that it is neuter gender, singular number, third person. 

11. This is the man that I voted for. 

This is \ 

I 

that 

Though that in this sentence has the same form as it had 
in sentence 10, its meaning and use are different, because 
its antecedent and its construction in the sentence are dif
ferent. Here that is objective case, because it is the object 
of the preposition for. It is masculine gender, singular 
number, third person. Its antecedent denotes these mean
ings for us. 

Observe that this sentence ends in a preposition and that 
it is a well-phrased grammatical sentence. The preposition 
has a function in the sentence, and could not for euphonic 
reasons be placed before that in the spoken sentence. All 
prepositions must be put in post-position when they govern 
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the relative pronoun that. If we substitute whom for that, 
we can then place the preposition for before its object; but 
the sentence is not improved in any way by the exchange of 
relative pronouns. 

The relative pronoun is sometimes omitted, especially when 
it is the direct object or the object of a preposition; but it 
should never be omitted, if its omission produces any ob
scurity. 

12. Hiwe you read the book I gave you? 

you Have read book 

gave x 

\ 
\ you 
\ 

/ 

I 
I 

Here the x stands for a that or which. Neither is ex
pressed because a relative pronoun is clearly implied. 

13. Jones is the man I referred to. 

Jones 18 man 

~ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

C, \ 
\ 

I referred \ 
\ 

\ 

"o ' ' \ 
X \ 

Here again, the relative pronoun is understood. This 
type of omission is limited to restrictive clauses (see discus
sion of restrictive and nonrestrictive adjective clauses, pp. 
363-365). 

The conjunctions as and but sometimes serve as relative 
p:conouns. As has the function of a relative after the adjec· 
tives sueh and same, and is used to refer to persons, animals: 
or things. But is sometimes employed as a negative relative, 
the equivalent of that not. 
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14. I have the same place as my father held. 

I have place 

~ 
(5) 
~ \ 

~(5) \ 

' \ 
father I held I\ as 

\i. 
15. He has no neighbor but will recommend him. 

He has neighbor 

.¢0\ 
\ 

\ 

\ but I will recommend I him 
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(For other sentences containing but and as used as relative 
pronouns, see Uses of the Relative Pronouns, Part One, 
Chapter Three, pp. 61-64.) 

The Indefinite Relative Pronouns 

The antecedents of the indefinite relative pronouns are 
often implied, seldom expressed. All of the compound in
definites (whoever, whichever, whatever, whosoever, whatsoever, 
whichsoever) and the indefinite relative what regularly refer to 
unexpressed antecedents, which, if expressed, would be 
indefinite pronouns, such as anyone, anything, that, it. Some
times who and which are also usecl_ indefinitely, and refer to 
implied antecedents having very indefinite meaning. 

In the analysis of the sentence, the antecedents of the in
definite relatives should be supplied in order to give full mean
ing to the principal clause. In the diagram, an x represents 
the understood antecedent. Observe that each of the rela
tive pronouns with unexpressed antecedents in the following 
sentences belongs in the adjective clause, and the clause 
modifies the word which the x represents. 
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1. I shall send whoever will go. 

I I shall send I 1~ 

\whoever I will go 

In this sentence whoever is equivalent to anyone who, and 
if we supply the antecedent, the whoever becomes who, and 
in the converted sentence the meaning becomes more defi
nite. Whoever is nominative, because it is the subject of the 
adjective clause. 

2. Give the package to whoever calls for it. 

x Give 

X 

\ 

' \ whoever 

Observe that the preposition to here governs the unex
pressed antecedent of whoever; it does not govern whoever, 
which must be in the nominative case because it is the sub
ject of the adjective clause. 

In the following sentence whomever is the proper form, be
cause the relative pronoun is the object of the verb see. Its 
antecedent is the implied object of the preposition to. 

3. Give the package to whomever you see. 

X 

X 

\ 

' you see I \ whomever 
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4. Take whichever you choose. 

X 

you 

Take J x 
\ 
\ 
\ I choose I \ whichever 
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Unlike whoever, whichever does not have different forms for 
the nominative and the objective. Its antecedent, if sup
plied, would be that, anything, or some other equally indefinite 
pronoun. 

5. That is what I said before. 

That 

I 

6. Do what is right. 

X X 
\ 

\ 

is \ X 
\ 

\ 

said \ what 

\ 
\ 

\ what I is \ right 

What is here the equivalent of that which. Whatever could 
be used here instead of what. Both are indefinite relatives. 

7. Who steals my purse steals trash. 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

X 

\Who 

I steals 

steals 

trash 

purse 

When who is used as an indefinite relative pronoun, it has 
the meaning of whoever, which could replace who in this sen
tence without loss of meaning. 
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8. Whom the court favors is safe. 

x,,.....I is \ safe 

' ' ' ...... 
...... 

...... 

' court favors Whom 

Whom is the equivalent of whomever here. Its antecedent 
may be anybody or anyone, represented in the diagram by 
the x. 

Adjective Clauses Introduced by Relative Adverbs 

Any adverb which is correctly employed as a substitute for 
a prepositional phrase containing a relative pronoun may be 
called a relative adverb. The most common relative adverbs 
which can be used to introduce adjective clauses are those 
which denote time, place, reason, and means; and the adverbs 
most commonly used to denote these meanings and join ad
jective clauses to principal clauses are when, where, whereof, 
wherewith, why, whereby. We may say I remember the huuse 
where I was born, and use a relative adverb to join and relate 
the clauses; or we may say I remember the house in which I 
was born, and use a relative pronoun to introduce our adjec
tive clause. The two sentences have identical meaning. 

1. I remember the house where I was born. 

I remember house 

~ 
\ 

~ \~ 

I I' was born 
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Observe that the relative adverb where is placed on a line 
made up of two parts to indicate its dual nature. The upper 
part is dotted to represent where as a conjunction connecting 
the adjective clause to house; and the lower part is made solid 
to represent it as an adverb modifying was born. If we con
vert where into a prepositional phrase containing a relative 
pronoun, the phrase would modify the same grammatical 
element as the relative adverb, and the clause would modify 
the same noun. 

2. Spring is the season when all nature seems glad. 

s 

3. This is the reason why you failed. 

This is reason 

~ \ 
\ (!I 

\~ 

you failed '\ 
Why is sometimes implied in sentences of this type. 
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Coordinate Adjective Clauses 

The things which we ourselves most admire and which we 
speak of with the deepest emotion may be the very things 
which leave our neighbors absolutely cold. 

things 

\ 

' \ 
\ \ 

\ \ 

maybe 

we (ourselves) admire which' \ leave 

we 

190 I .. ,., 
I 
I ar;d -----1 

speak 

I 
I 
I 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

' \ ' \ 
' \ 

\ 

' \ 

This sentence contains three adjective clauses, two of 
which are coordinate (compound). A sentence such as 
this one must not be construed as a compound sentence: the 
coordinate clauses are dependent, not independent (prin
cipal) clauses. (See Compound Sentences, Lesson XV, pp. 
420-426). 

In the diagram, the conjunction and which joins the two 
coordinate clauses is placed on a short horizontal dotted line 
drawn halfway between the two clauses which the conjunc
tion joins; and this line is then connected with the principal 
verbs in the two clauses in such a way as to form a step, as 
shown in the diagram. The dotted line on which the and 
is placed is made parallel to the main clause lines to sug
gest its paralleling (coordinating) function in joining two like 
elements. The dotted line is attached to the verbs chiefly 
for convenience, but partly because the predicate verbs in 
clauses are very important grammatical elements. 
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Restrictive and Nonrestrictive Clauses 

Adjective clauses, when analyzed as to the particular way 
in which they modify nouns and pronouns, may be classed as 
restrictive and nonrestrictive. 1 

Restrictive clauses limit or identify: These are the boys who 
( or that) deserve promotion. Out of a group of boys certain 
ones are selected, distinguished. The extension of meaning 
or application in the word boys is here lessened, restricted. 
The restrictive clause is essential to the meaning of the sen
tence. If we say Mother found the book which you lost, we 
refer to a particular book, which is identified by the adjective 
clause which you lost. If we toss out a statement containing 
only the principal clause Mother found the book, someone is 
certain to ask which book, and the identifying element must 
then be added. Observe the restrictive meaning in the fol
lowing sentences: 

l. This is the house that was sold (one house is singled out in 
a row or group of houses). 

2. These are the citizens who deserve well of their neighbors 
(certain persons are chosen out of all citizens, good and 
bad). 

3. This is the room where the tragedy occurred (one room is 
distinguished among all the rooms of the house). 

Observe that the restrictive clause is not set off by any 
punctuation. 

Nonrestrictive clauses do not liinit or identify. They do 
not affect the intention, nor restrict the number of the nouns 
or pronouns they modify: Sunlight, which is necessary to plant 
growth, was plentiful that season. The clause applies to all 
sunlight; it merely gives a bit of information concerning sun
light as an agency in life stimulation. The eldest son, who 
had been abroad for some time, was hastily called home contains 
a clearly marked nonrestrictive clause. Son is not restricted 

1 For a discussion of restrictive and nonrestrictive appositives, see Lesson VI, 
pp. 257-259; and for discussion of restrictive and nonrestrictive participial 
phrases, see Lesson VIII, pp. 303-304. 
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by the clause, having been already restricted, even identified, 
by the adjective preceding and modifying it. Observe that 
the principal clause does not depend upon the subordinate 
clause to convey the principal idea. We may even say The 
eldest son was called home. But if we say The son who was in 
Europe was called home, we refer to one son of perhaps several 
as the one who was called home. Observe that the adjective 
clauses in the following sentences are nonrestrictive; they do 
not identify or restrict the persons or objects named in the 
antecedents of the relative words, and these antecedents are 
the nouns which the clauses modify: 

1. The sophomores, who had no intimation of the trick, walked 
right into the trap (Here all sophomores are included; 
all of them walked right into the trap). 

2. The lower animals, which have no complete and formal 
language, must converse by rude signs and noises. 

3. Moscow, where Napoleon's campaign ended, is the ancient 
capital of Russia. 

Observe that the nonrestrictive clauses are always set off 
by commas. 

A few words should be said here about the pronouns which 
may introduce the restrictive and the nonrestrictive clauses. 
Almost any relative pronoun or any of the relative adverbs 
may be employed in introducing the restrictive clauses; but 
some of the relatives are not generally used to introduce non
restrictive clauses. 

The relative pronoun that and the indefinites (whoever, 
whichever, whatever, what, etc.) are used chiefly in restrictive 
clauses. But and as, when used as relative pronouns, intro
duce only restrictive clauses. Who and which, when used for 
one of the indefinite pronouns (i.e., with antecedents under
stood), belong in restrictive clauses. Any pronoun which has 
an implied antecedent has restrictive force, and the clause it 
introduces will be restrictive: Who steals my purse steals trash. 

If the relative pronoun is not expressed (a that being im
plied), the relative clause will be restrictive, and hence will 
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not be set off by commas: I met the man you hired; I bought the 
house you wanted. 

Who and which as relative pronouns may introduce either 
restrictive or nonrestrictive clauses; and punctuating clauses 
containing these pronouns sometimes requires special atten
tion. Usually, if one of these is used to introduce a restrictive 
clause, a that can be substituted for either who or which. We 
may say The book which ( or that) I bought is lost, and know that 
the clause is restrictive because the that can be used for the 
which. Similarly, I saw the man who (or that) bought your 
house. Another test is to see if the pronoun can be omitted; 
and if it can, the clause will be a restrictive one: I found the 
book which you bought (or the book you bought). 

The relative adverbs where, when, why, and whereby may 
introduce either restrictive or nonrestrictive clauses, the 
meaning which is to be conveyed being the test. Often if the 
definite article or some other similar modifier precedes the 
noun-antecedent, the clause which follows will be restrictive; 
e.g., the place where I lived, the time when, the means whereby, 
the reason why. If the antecedent is a proper noun, the clause 
which follows is likely to be nonrestrictive; as, Washington, 
where the Capitol is, is a beautiful city; Berlin, where we once 
lived, was almost destroyed. 

In the diagram, there is no difference between the two types 
of clauses. As we learned in Lesson I, the diagram has no 
way of showing the proper punctuation of the sentence. It 
shows only the structure and relation of the grammatical 
units of the sentence. 

Dangling Adjective Clauses 

A dangling adjective clause is one which is unattached or 
is attached to the wrong grammatical unit. As we have al
ready noted, adjective clauses should modify nouns or pro
nouns, and these should be expressed or clearly implied in the 
principal clause. If we say I arrived late, which made every
one angry, the relative pronoun which has no noun antecedent. 
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Such a sentence can be improved by converting it into a sim
ple sentence containing a gerund subject; as, My arriving late 
made everyone angry. If we say He jailed three subjects, which 
caused his father to take him out of school, we attempt to make 
the verb failed the antecedent. Here again the sentence 
would be improved if we turn the adjective clause into a 
gerund phrase; as, His failing three subjects caused his father 
to take him out of school. 

Sometimes a clause is misplaced, and the meaning of the 
sentence is obscure or illogical. If we say There was a poern in 
the book which I read and liked, someone may want to know 
whether it was the poem or the book which was read and en
joyed. Similarly, in J delayed writing the letter which made him 
angry, the which may refer to the delay or to the letter, for, as 
this sentence is phrased, either meaning could be inferred. In 
Father told me to put my money in the bank, which I didn't like, 
the which may ref er to bank or to the idea of putting money in 
a bank. We may say I do not like the bank which my j ather 
recommends, or I do not like Father's telling me to put my money 
in the bank. The rule should be: Avoid ambiguity. 

EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram: 

1. Scorn the proud man that is afraid to weep. 
2. Silence is a friend that will never betray. 
3. There was a man in the land of Uz, whose name was Job. 
4. The sex which reads the more novels reads the fewer newspapers. 
6. The God who gave us life gave us liberty at the same time. 
6. The number of those who undergo the fatigue of judging for 

themselves is very small. 
7. This novel, which is called Don Quixote, is perhaps the greatest 

work of human wit. 
8. His students were school teachers who wanted to own tea rooms, 

clerks who wanted to be sales managers, clergymen who 
wanted to be newspaper men. 

9. The room was filled with a multitude of both sexes, who talked 
in low tones. 
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10. All who study will improve. 
11. These friends of yours have displayed a senseless enmity toward 

me for which I am at a loss ·to account. 
12. I gave her such clothes as I could spare. 
13. There are three things I have always loved, and never under

stood-painting, music, and women. 
14. Labor shuts the door and closes all the avenues whereby a temp-

tation may enter. 
15. She always succeeds in getting whatever she wants. 
16. These students receive the same salary as the master. 
17. There is not a book in his library but has some value. 
18. The young hydra, which grows like a bud, fights for prey. 
19. Let us go to the house where Chaucer was born. 
20. There are times when the brain is tired with study and thinking. 
21. Lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth 

nor rust doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break through 
and steal. 

22. Bad and good are the prejudices which the eternal reality cannot 
recognize. 

23. Who is that young man who talks so loud? 
24. Those who could not come to him wrote to him. 
25. We have here the unusual occurrence of a philosophy that is at 

once naturalized and spiritual. 
26. He that increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow. 
27. The heart has reasons of its own, which the head can never un

derstand. 
28. He does me double wrong that wounds me with the flatteries of 

his tongue. 
29. He jests at scars that never felt a wound. 
30. They stumble that run fast. 
31. Tristram, whose look became every moment more threatening, 

turned to the recluse. 
32. Music and poetry-all the deepest and purest sentiments of the 

heart-are fed greatly upon the memory of things that were 
but can never be again. 

33. What is there about the tang of wood smoke in a lonesome place 
that fills one with glories that seem half memory and half 
ui'eam? 

34. Oh, blessed jg he who is negatively rich! 
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36. A great many will be found that can fiddle very cunningly. 
36. Occasionally we find a man that has stirred up some vast com

motion but does not himself persist. 
37. The world has to obey him who thinks and sees in the world. 
38. The poet who could merely sit in a chair and compose stanzas 

would never make a stanza worth much. 
39. What is this unfathomable thing I live in, which men name Uni

verse? 
40. The images which Dante employs speak for themselves. 
41. Romance, which relates to the beings of another world, ought to 

be at once mysterious and picturesque. 
42. Every girl who has read Mrs. Marcet's little Dialogues on Political 

Economy could teach Montaigne or Walpole many lessons in 
finance. 

43. We could accept whichever we chose without leaving our direct 
path of research. 

44. There is not a boy in town but knows that tale. 
46. Whoso belongs only to his own age, and reverences only its gilt 

Popinjays or soot-smeared Mumbojumbos, must needs die 
with it.-Carlyle. 

4.6. The play's the thing wherein I'll catch the conscience of the king. 
47. Whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing well. 
48. The young men among us always talk of a time when they will 

be rich. 
49. The reason why I am making this conf essi.on ought not to be 

generall~r known. 
60. Unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall much be required. 
61. The day is always his who works in it with serenity and great aim. 
62. Speech is genuine which is without silliness, affectation, or pre

tense. 

EXERCISE B 

I. Classify as restrictive or nonrestrictive the adjective clauses in 
the following sentences in Exercise A: 3, 4, 7, 12, 18, 19, 201 23, 
27, 31, 40, 41, 50, 51, and 52. 

1I. Substitute participles for the adjective clauses in the following 
sentences: 6, 7, 9, 14, 23, 30, 39, 40, and 41. 

III. Pick out ten sentences in Exercise A containing relative adverbs, 
and convert each relative adverb into a prepositional phrase 
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containing a relative pronoun as the object of a preposition. 
Note whether the change modifies the meaning of the original 
sentence. 

IV. Write out ten original sentences containing restrictive clauses 
and ten containing nonrestrictive clauses. Be sure that each 
sentence is correctly punctuated. Let some of your sentences 
contain relative adverbs and some relative pronouns. 

EXERCISE C 

Correct any errors you find in grammar and puPctuation 
in the following sentences, giving reasons for all changes: 

1. He failed in four of his subjects which caused his parents to take 
him out of school. 

2. She wears short skirts which no other woman does now. 
3. Whoever he saw he criticized. 
4. My mother works which helps with the general expenses. 
6. This is the house, that Jack built. 
6. Denver where my uncle lives is at the foot of the Rockies. 
7. Al Smith who was once governor of New York never became 

president. 
8. The house, where I was born, lies in ruin. 
9. Professor Brown is one of the teachers who doesn't believe in 

examination&. 
10. You may refer the matter to whoever you choose. 
11. He is the only one of the students who do not cheat. 
12. This is the instructor which refused to help me. 
13. Give the prize to whomever deserves it. 
14. The man, who has done most for his age, is Chaucer. 
16. He told me to give the money to whoever he sent. 
16. Father suggested that I keep my money in a bank, which I have 

been doing. 
17. It is I who is making the complaint. 
18. He was born and reared .)n a farm, which explains his attituCTe. 
19. She put the new rug on my floor which I did not like. 
20. He wishes to buy an estate with tenants on it that will be in good 

condition. 
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Noun Clauses 

Any clause which performs the function of a noun is called 
a noun (or substantive) clause. It may substitute for a 
mere abstract noun or for a noun-equivalent (e.g. a gerund or 
an infinitive phrase). We may say His honesty has never been 
questioned, and have the abstract noun honesty for the subject 
of our sentence; or we may say That he is honest has never been 
questioned, and have a noun clause for the subject of the 
sentence. Similarly, we may say I know that he is honest, and 
have a noun clause as the object of our principal verb; or we 
may convert the clause into a noun object followed by an 
infinitive; as, I know him to be honest. In the converted sen
tence, the infinitive phrase, to be honest, is the objective com
plement, and the direct object, him, is the subject of the in
finitive. The noun clause may replace a gerund phrase; e.g., 
His being honest has never been questioned is almost identiiml in 
meaning with That he is honest has never been questioned. 

Noun clauses may be introduced by any of the following: 

1. Expletives: that, but that, whether, if.1 

2. Interrogative pronouns: who, which, what. 

3. Interrogative adjectives: which, what. 

4. Interrogative adverbs: why, when, where, how. 

Sometimes the expletive that is omitted when the sense of 
the sentence is clear without it, but whether, but that, and if 
should, as a rule, be expressed with any type of clause they 

1 For a discussion of the origin and the uses of these expletives and others like 
\hem. see Subordinating Conjunction in Part One, pp. 193-195. 
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introduce. The interrogative words which introduce noun 
clauses should not be omitted; they always have important 
functions in the clauses they introduce. 

Uses of the Noun Clause 

Noun clauses may be used in any of the more important 
constructions of nouns, such as subject, direct object, predi
cate nominative, object of preposition, appositive, or adver
bial objective. 

1. Subject of the Sentence: 

1. That he was no friend became painfully apparent. 
That 

he was \ friend 

became apparent 

Here the noun clause is introduced by the expletive that. 
In the diagram, the noun clause is placed on a standard 
above the line on which a simple noun subject would be 
placed. The expletive that is put on a short horizontal line 
above the noun clause line, and is attached by a dotted line 
to the clause line as shown in the illustration. 

2. Who is to go first has not been determined. 

'o 

Who is 
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In this sentence the interrogative pronoun who introduces 
the noun clause. Who is the subject of the clause it intro
duces, and is therefore nominative. 

2. Object Complement~ 

1. I know that my Redeemer liveth. 

that ---,---

Redeemer liveth 

I know 

When the noun clause is the object complement, the ex
pletive that is often omitted. Observe the following: 

2. I believe you are exceeding the speed limit. 

X -.-
1 
I 

you I are exceeding 

I believe 

Here the x represents the implied expletive that. 

3. We wondered whether you had left the city or not. 

whether ... or not 

you had left city 

We wondered 
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The expletivd if could here replace whether or not. The 
noun clause may be expanded to read whether you had or had 
not left the city; and, when so expanded, the or would be an
alyzed as a coordinating conjunction joining the two verbs. 
But since the expression whether or not is idiomatic, it sim
plifies the analysis to treat the entire phrase as a fossilized 
phrasal conjunction, and call it an expletive. The or not is 
frequently not expressed, and could be omitted in the sen
tence given here. 

4. He would not tell me who he was. 

was who 

He 

Who he was is an indirect question used as the object com , 
plement. Who is an interrogative pronoun. Note that hll 
and who, the subject and predicate nominative respectively 
of the noun clause, appear in different order in the sentence 
and in the diagram. Before analyzing the indirect question, 
one should convert it to the statement form (he was who, or 
he was John Smith). 

5. I wonder what he will say. 

he will say what 

I wonder 

What he will say is also an indirect question used ~,s the 
object complement. What is an interrogative pronoun. 

The same construction appears in the following: 

1. I asked him which (interrogative adjective) piece of prop~ 
erty he would have. 
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2. I cannot learn why (interrogative adverb) he failed to 
appear. 

3. He has never told me how (interrogative adverb) he made 
the ascent. 

4. She desires to know whether (expletive) we are coming. 
5. He ought to say if (expletive) he intends to buy the land. 
6. I shall try to find out when (interrogative adverb) they 

are leaving, where (interrogative adverb) they are go
ing, and how (interrogative adverb) long they intend 
to stay. 

7. He has not yet said whom (interrogative pronoun) he will 
appoint. 

The noun clause may be a retained object, as in the follow, 
ing: 

6. I was told that my answer was wrong. 

I 

The retained object complement follows verbs in the 
passive voice. This construction results when the active 
voice is converted to passive, and the indirect object is 
made the subject of the verb in the passive voice. (For a 
discussion of the retained object, see Object Complement, 
Lesson IV, p. 245.) 
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3. Predicate Nominative: 

1. The belief of the Sadducees was that there is no resurrec
tion of the dead. 

there 

resurrection 

dead 

~ (Q 

was 

Sadducees 

~ (Q 

that --,-
1 
I is 

2. The question is whether he can be nominated. 

whether 
I 
I 

he can! be uominated 

The indirect question in this sentence is introduced by the 
expletive whether. If the clause is converted into a direct 
question, the whether will be omitted, and the sentence will 
read The question is, Can he be nominawd? The direct 
question needs no introductory word. The interrogation 
is indicated by placing the auxiliary can before the subject 
of the clause. 
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4. Object of Preposition: 

1. They argued about whether they should make the at
tempt. 

They argued 

whether 
I 
I 

they i should make attempt 

Not all prepositions can govern noun clauses, but about, as 
to, over, upon, on, except, save, notwithstanding are commonly 
used with noun clauses as their objects. 

2. Your promotion will depend upon how well you do yom 
assignment. 

promotion will depend 

you 

Here the noun clause is introduced by the interrogative 
adverb how. Observe that interrogative words (pronouns, 
adjectives, adverbs) in indirect questions have important 
functions in the clauses they introduce. 
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3. I am in doubt as to which book I should keep . 

..... 
.:> doubt 

I am 

I · should keep book 
~ ~
~ 

Here the prepositional phrase, the principal term of which 
is the noun clause, which book I should keep, modifies the sub
jective complement, which is the prepositional phrase in 
doubt. The noun clause is introduced by the interrogative 
adjective which. 

6. Appositive ( Explanatory Modifier): 

1. There is much meaning in the following quota don: 
"Books are embalmed minds." 

There 

meaning is 
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2. The popular idea that water is purified by freezing is 
false. 

that -----.-
I 
I 

water I is purified 

) is false 

Observe that the noun clause that water is purified by 
freezing is a restrictive appositive, and should not be set off 
by commas. If we convert the sentence into a different sen
tence pattern, we may see more clearly the appositive mean
ing; e.g., That water is purified by freezing is a false idea; or, 
It is a false idea that water is purified by freezing. See the 
analysis of the idiomatic subject it in illustration 4 below. 

3. His fear that he might never win overcame him. 

that --.-
I 
I 

he I 

) overcame him 

Here we have another restrictive appositive clause. It is 
a true restrictive explanatory modifier; it tells us what the 
fear was that overcame him. We may convert the sen-
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tence into a different pattern, and note the substantive 
meaning of the clause; as, The fear which overcame him was 
that he might never win. 

4, It became painfully apparent that he was no friend. 

that 

he was friend 

It became apparent 
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The explanatory modifier of the pronoun it used with im
personal verbs is one of the most common appositive uses of 
the noun clause. Such expressions as it is true, it is impor
tant, it is right, it is possible, and it is wrong are commonly 
followed either by infinitives or by substantive clauses ex
plaining the idiomatic subject it. Observe that in the dia
gram the clause must be placed after it in parentheses to indi
cate its appositive function. 

6. Adverbial Objective: 

1. I am afraid that he will refuse this offer. 

I am afraid 

he 

that --,-
1 

will I refuse offer 

The substantive clause used as an adverbial objective after 
an adjective expressing mental attitude is very common in all 
levels of English. Many of the adverbial objective clauses 
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can be converted into gerund phrases used as the objects of 
prepositions. For example, we may say I am afraid of his re
fusing this offer, and convey the meaning of the noun clause. 
Observe that the gerund phrase is governed by the preposi
tion of, and that the noun clause used as an adverbial objec
tive is not governed by a preposition. 

Some of the noun clauses now used as adverbial objectives 
doubtless originated by analogy with clauses used as direct 
objects of -verbs. I am afraid that he will refuse this off er means 
I fear that he will refuse the offer, the clause in the second sen
tence being the object of the verb fear. 

Other adverbial objective clauses probably originated as 
objects of prepositions, or as appositives of the objects of 
prepositions; e.g., I am afraid of this (that he will refuse the 
offer); and Is he aware of this fact (that I am his guardian)? 
If we omit of this in the first sentence and, of this fact in the 
second, we have noun clauses used as adverbial objectives. 

2. He is certain that he cannot fail. 

He 18 certain 
that 

cannot fail 

That he cannot fail is what he is ctTtain of or about. On 
the other hand, the noun clause represents the object of his 
certainty. Were it a simple substantive, it would corre
spond to a Latin "objective genitive"; i.e., he is certain of 
success. 

Adjectives commonly followed by noun clauses used as ad
verbial objectives are certain, afraid, confident, glad, happy, 
sure, positive, aware, doubtful, sorry, and other adjectives hav
ing 1neanings similar to these. 
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It is important to observe that the adverbial objective 
clause modifies what adverbs modify. It will not modify 
nouns. In J have no idea that the story is true, the noun clauso 
that the story is true is a restrictive appositive clause. It ex,. 
plains and identifies the meaning of the noun idea. Simi, 
larly, in This event afforded proof that Fortune assists the brave, 
the noun clause is an appositive. Here the clause explains 
and restricts the noun proof. For other illustrations of the 
noun clause as a restrictive appositive, see 6 p. 377. 

7. Coordinate Noun Clauses: 

I must learn when they are leaving, where they are going, 
and how long they will be away. 

they 

they 

I must learn 

they 

It should be noted that the noun clause is always a part of 
some other clause, and that the principal clauses containing 
noun clauses cannot logically be separated from them, be
cause such principal clauses must include the noun clauses. 
In the above sentence, the entire statement must be given as 
the principal (or main) clause; and the noun clauses here con
stitute the subordinate (or dependent) element, and make 
the sentence complex. 
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Differentiating Noun and Adjectivt: Clauses 

Because the same words sometimes introduce adjective 
clauses and sometimes noun clauses, one should pay especial 
attention to the use and meaning of these words. When 
who, which, and what are relative pronouns, they introduce 
adjective clauses and have antecedents in clauses which pre
cede them. But these words are also interrogative pronouns, 
and they may be employed in introducing indirect and direct 
questions used as noun clauses. The direct question seldom 
confuses the student; but indirect questions and adjective 
clauses introduced by these words are sometimes confused, 
especially if the relative pronouns have indefinite understood 
antecedents. The differentiation must depend upon whether 
there is or is not a question expressed or implied. He did 
what was right contains an adjective clause introduced by the 
relative pronoun what, whose antecedent is an understood 
indefinite pronoun. There is no question involved in the 
statement. What is equivalent to that which, and the sen
tence may be analyzed by expanding it; as He did that which 
was right. But in He asked what he should do, there is an in
direct question, the direct form of which would be, "What 
shall I do?" In Who steals my purse steals trash, the who is a 
relative pronoun, whose antecedent is the understood indefi
nite pronoun anybody. Observe that there is no question 
implied in Who steals my purse. But if we say He wanted to 
know (or to learn) who stole his purse, the who is an interroga
tive pronoun introducing an indirect question, the direct 
form of which would be "Who stole my purse?" 

The compound relative pronouns whoever, whichever, what
ever, etc. are never employed in standard English as inter
rogative pronouns; and hence they are not used to introduce 
noun clauses. Because their antecedents are not, as a rule, 
expressed, clauses introduced by these indefinite relatives are 
sometimes construed as noun clauses. We say John asked 
me who went for the mail, but not John asked me whoever went 
for the mail, because the clause is an indirect question, and 
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should be introduced by an interrogative word. If the sim
ple relative pronouns who, which, and what are substituted 
for the indefinite compound relatives, their antecedent will 
be implied, not expressed. Observe that we may substitute 
whoever for who in Who steals my purse steals trash without 
modifying the meaning of the original sentence. 

As a general rule, interrogative pronouns, interrogative 
adjectives, and interrogative adverbs introduce direct ques
tions or indirect questions depending upon expressions of 
asking, considering, telling, believing, doubting, knowing, per
ceiving, thinking, wondering, and the like. The following 
sentences contain indirect questions, and therefore noun 
clauses: 

1. I want to know what you are saying. 
2. Who is to be the next president will be decided in N ovem-

ber. 
3. I am wondering what he will do. 
4. I do not know whose house she is buying. 
5. Can you tell me what he said to off end you? 
6. I wish I knew which of these books I should order. 
7. He wants me to find out who is invited. 
8. The old man could not tell us who he was or where he was 

going. 

The following sentences contain adjective clauses intro
duced by compound indefinite relatives or by simple relatives 
having the force of indefinite compound relatives. 

1. Whoever would find pearls must dive deep. 
2. Whatever is, is right. 
3. Give the money to whoever calls for it 
4. Who desires to be safe should be careful to do what is right. 
5. Whom the court favors is safe. 
6. What we acquire with greatest difficulty, we retain the 

longest. 
7. We should store in youth what is to be used in old age. 
8. Take whichever is the lightest. 
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Some Substandard Uses of Noun Clauses 

Every noun clause should perform a proper and idiomatic 
grammatical function: 

1. A noun clause should not be made the object of an in
transitive verb. 

Loose: Look out what you do there. 

Improved: Be careful what you do there. 

2. One should not use a noun clause where the sense and 
the construction require an adverb clause: 

Substandard: She failed in the examination on account (or 
due to) she had a headache. 

Improved: She failed in the examination because she had a 
headache. 

3. The relative adverbs when, where, how, and why should 
not be used after the verb be to introduce definitions or any 
clause or phrase in the predicate nominative construction; 
nor should they be substituted for the expletive that to intro
duce noun clauses in any other construction. They should 
not, therefore, be confused with interrogative adverbs, which 
may introduce noun clauses. 

Loose: An indictment is where the grand jury formally 
charges somebody with an offense. 

Improved: An indictment is a formal charge of offense 
brought on by the grand jury. 

Loose: I read in the paper where you had had an accident. 

Improved: I read in the paper that you had had an acci
dent. 

Loose: His being there is why I am leaving. 

Improved: His being there is the reason why I am leaving. 

4. The subordinating conjunction because is not used by 
our best writers and speakers for that in introducing noun 
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clauses. Because is properly employed to introduce adver
bial clauses expressing cause or reason. 

Substandard: Because you are the oldest is why you should 
go first. 

Standard: Because you a.re the oldest, you should go first. 

Substandard: The reason he failed was because he lost his 
courage. 

Standard and formal: The reason he failed was that he lost 
his courage. 

Also correct: He failed because he lost his courage. 

6. But what as a substitute for but that is not sanctioned by 
good usage. The expression but what consists of the preposi
tion but and the indefinite relative pronoun what. In I did 
nothing but what I was told to do, but what is correctly used. 
Here what introduces an adjective clause; it is used as the 
object of the infinitive do; its antecedent is the understood 
object of the preposition of but. (For the diagram of the 
adjective clal'lse containing the relative, see Adjective Clauses, 
p. 359.) 

Substandard: I don't know but what you are right. 

Standard: I don't know but that you are right. 

Substandard: I could hardly believe but what he would re-
turn. 

Standard: I could hardly believe but that he would return. 

6. As is not used in standard speech as a substitute for that 
to introduce noun clauses: 

Substandard: I don't know as I'll go to your party. 

Standard: I don't know that ( or whether) I shall go to your 
party. 

EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram: 

1. I say great men are still admirable. 
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2. That foot soldiers could withstand the charge of heavy cavalry 
was thought utterly impossible. 

3. The men and women who do the hard work of the world have 
learned from Ruskin that they have a right to pleasure in their 
toil. 

4. Tell us what we shall do. 
6. Whether we are busy or idle will not be discussed. 
6. Anaxagoras said that he was in the world to admire the sun. 
7. Perchance you know who it was. 
8. He was confident that recognition would come. 
9. She had no idea but that he would succeed. 

10. We have agreed that you should pay half of the expense of the 
trip. 

11. I am very sorry, good Horatio, 
That to Laertes I forgot myself. 

12. He had a vague impression that he would cut a ridiculous figure 
in that garb. 

13. I wondered what those men would say to me. 
14. I do not doubt but that he put the money in a good place. 
16. Let us know among ourselves what is good. 
16. I am sorry that my speech offends you. 
17. Myths reveal motives and ideals, and permit us to see what 

comes from the latter. 
18. I have said, thou art my father. 
19. They who have seen him shall say, "Where is he?" 
20. I was not conscious of what you were saying. 
21. It was strange that the girl did not seem aware that her guests 

were leaving. 
22. Dull people are not sure that the story of our own life is good 

literature. 
23. I hoped that the Almighty would answer me. 
24. Do tell me that this beverage owes its superior flavor to the in-

troduction of molasses. 
26. I am not informed about how the matter will be settled. 
26. He wrote that he would come to lunch the following day. 
27. Michael said suddenly, "Where were you born?" 
28. She reflected that Mrs. Vopni, whose husband had been killed 

by a train, had ten children. 
29. I am afraid this would put an end to all criticism. 
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30. I am sure that his curiosity was based on genuine interest in the 
subject. 

31. She noted that he did not apologize for his rudeness. 
32. I understood that he was offering me a night's shelter at the farm. 
33. The moralists have never been satisfied with the old adage that 

knowledge is power. 
34. We could not be sure whether it was a comfort. 
36. The critic is often offensive without knowing that he is so. 
36. Descartes was very careful to say that philosophic doubt is not 

to be carried over to daily conduct. 
37. The church always argued that there were no new heresies. 
38. This notion, that knowledge makes men good, is one of the super

stitions of the nineteenth century. 
39. The ancient Greeks believed that the chariot of the sun was 

driven daily across the sky by Apollo. 
40. I am sorry that he must be severely punished. 
41. The employer should realize that at last he has succeeded in 

teaching his employees to be strictly businesslike. 
42. He was glad to know that you were afraid to come home alone. 
43. We must remember that knowledge has widened and deepened. 
44. My own opinion is that she actually did go by our gate. 
46. I believe this must be true of everyone. 
46. This does not mean that thinking is a disease. 
47. Glad am I Your Highness can hear tidings. 
48. Right glad I am he was not at this fray. 
49. I am sure there is no force in eyes. 
60. Our ancestors thought they knew their way from birth through 

eternity. 
61. One can test any book and see whether the author puts one off 

with abstractions. 
62. I am sorry I offend you by speaking so frankly. 
63. That somebody had just left the room he was certain. 
64. She had learned that a great deal went on under the bonnet. 
66. We merely ask that the characters portrayed in fiction be human. 

EXERCISE B 

I. Pick out all the direct and all the indirect questions in Exercise A. 
II. Write five sentences containing noun clauses introduced by in

terrogative adjectives, five by interrogative adverbs, and five by 
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interrogative pronouns .. Let some of your sentences contain 
direct and some indirect questions. 

III. Pick out from Exercise A ten instances in which the tense of a 
verb in the noun clause is made past by "attraction" to the 
tense of the principal verb. (Review Sequence of Tenses, Part 
One, pp. 138-141.) 

IV. Write sentences containing noun clauses after the following ex
pressions: We fear . . . ; He said . . . ; I asked . . . ; Have you 
heard . . . ? My hope is . . . ; The question is . . . ; His cry 
was . . . ; Let us ask . . . ; Do you believe . . . ? Can you dis
cover . . . ? Account for any punctuation you use before or 
after your noun clauses. 

V. Construct sentences containing noun clauses in apposition with 
the nouns or pronouns in the following: The report ... is true; 
The news . . . has not been published; The fact . . . proves noth
ing; He made the assertion . . . ; I must quote the saying . . . ; 
The suggestion ... was not kindly received; It is clear ... ; It 
is not right ... ; Have you heard the proverb ... ? 'fell which 
of your noun clauses are restrictive, and which, if any, are non
restrictive. 

EXERCISE C 

Improve any sn bstandard expressions you find in the fol-
lowing, and give reasons for any changes you make: 

1. Who know but what this is the true story? 
2. I don't know as I have any objection to your leaving. 
3. Because he was at fault is no reason for punishing his family. 
4. The reason he couldn't learn grammar was because he had never 

5tudied Latin or Greek. 
6. I see in the Evening News where the people are blaming the presi

dent for the depression. 
6. The only excuse I can now offer is because she didn't have the 

means. 
7. Income tax is where you pay a tax on the excess over a certain 

amount. 
8. I don't know but what I should go back home. 
9. Laziness is when you are able to work and don't want to. 
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10. Irony is where you imply a meaning contrary to the literal sense 
of the words you use. 

11. I cannot believe but what he intended to offend us. 
12. The reason I failed was because the teacher disliked me. 
13. Astigmatism is when you have a defect in your eye. 
14. In the church and school is where we find some honest people. 
16. A metaphcr is where one object is called by the name of another. 
16. Because Ann's house is small is why we are having the party at 

your place. 
17. Because he is a preacher does not excuse his immoral conduct. 
18. I don't know as you have any right to object to what I do. 
19. He asked had I been working for you. 
20. The teacher told me how he thought I was wrong about this. 



LESSON XIII 

Adverb Clauses 

Any clause which performs the function of an adverb is 
called an adverb clause. Like simple adverbs, adverb 
clauses may be classified according to the meanings they con
vey, these meanings being indicated chiefly by the connec
tives (expressed or implied) that introduce them and join 
them to principal clauses. 

Adverb clauses expressing time, place, manner, and degree 
are usually introduced by relative adverbs (sometimes called 
half-conjunctions because they both join and modify). 

1. Adverb Clauses of Time: 

a. Adverb clauses expressing time are most frequently 
introduced by one of the following relative adverbs: after, as, 
before, ere, till, until, when, whenever, and while: 

When I became a man, I put away childish things. 

I put things 

'i?~ ~;. 
\~ 

~ ~-
~ --~ 

I 1\ became \ man 

\'i? 

When i 6ecame a man is an adverb clause denoting time. 
'.the relative adverb when performs the function of an ad-
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verb and a conjunction: it modifies and joins. It has the 
force of two prepositional phrases into which it can be ex
panded without modification of meaning; as, I put away 
childish things at that time at which I became a man. 

391 

In the diagram, when is put on a diagonal line connecting 
the two clauses. The line is made solid where it joins the 
two verbs to indicate that it stands for two phrases which, if 
expressed, would modify these verbs. The dotted line con
necting the two solid lines denotes the conjunctive function 
of when. It is important to observe that in the diagram the 
adverb clause is always placed below the clause it modifies, 
though it may come first in the spoken or written sentence. 

b. Often the thought of a sentence containing an adverb 
clause of time may be expressed with added emphasis on the 
temporal idea by the inclusion of a simple adverb (see Cor
relative Adverbs, pp. 167-168): 

When I became a man, then I put away childish things. 

I put things 

'i?~ ~ 
~i .... -- (5> 
u\ '¢ 

\ 

\~ 
\'¢ 

I I\ became \ \ man 

When the correlative adverbs in sentences like this one 
are expanded, the then represents the phrase at the time, and 
when the phrase that contains the relative adverb. Since 
then . . . when is the equivalent of at the time at which, the 
subordinate clause is attached to then. If we expand the 
adverb clause into an adjective clause, the then in the prin
cipal clause must be converted into the prepositional phrase 
at the time. Observe that in the diagram, then modifies put, 
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and when modifies became. One is a simple adverb; the 
other, a relative adverb. The dotted line used to denote 
the conjunctive nature of the relative adverb is attached to 
the line on which the simple adverb is placed, and thus 
suggests the correlative force of the two adverbs. 

c. Sometimes an adverb denoting degree modifies a rela
tive adverb. Observe the meaning and the construction of 
just in the following sentence: 

He came just as I was leaving. 

He came 

\ 
\ 

v'i '~ 
~\ 

\ 

I I was \ leaving 

The relative adverb in the above sentence may be ex
panded into at the time at which. The sentence means He 
came just at the time at which I was leaving; and, if the sen
tence were so expanded, just, an adverb of degree, would 
modify the prepositional phrase at the time. (For adverbs 
modifying prepositional phrases, see Adverbs, pp. 225-226.) 

d. Indefinite time is expressed by the compound relative 
adverb whenever ( = at any time at which): 

Whenever I see the mountains Jam thrilled to the marrow. 

I am thrilled 

\~ 
~ 

marrow 
\,;,() 

~ \~ 
\~ 

() 

I sec mountains 
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e. A number of words now used as relative adverbs are 
derived from prepositions, the most common of these being 
after, before, since, till, until. He came before the sun had set 
means He came before the time at which the sun had set. In 
earlier English, the connective in this construction was clearly 
a preposition governing a noun or pronoun followed by a re
strictive adjective or an appositive noun clause; as, He came 
before the time that (or when) the sun had set. Some gram
marians prefer to treat the before, after, since, till, and until as 
prepositions governing noun clauses. But since they can 
perform the function of joining, relating, and modifying, it 
seems logical to analyze them as relative adverbs. Our dic
tionaries and most of our school grammars list these words as 
prepositions when they govern simple nouns and as conjunc
tions (or conjunctive adverbs) when they introduce and relate 
clauses. 

She remained after he had left. 

She remained 

\ 
\<SO.-: 

\~ , ..... 
had left \ 

Here after has the meaning of beyond the time at which. 

2. Adverb Clauses of Place : 
a. Adverb clauses expressing place are introduced by the 

relative adverb where or other adverbs having the meaning 
of where, such as wherever, whither, etc.: 

Where thou lodgest, I will lodge. 
I will lodge 

\~ 
\.,<.· 

, "'co 
\1i 

thou I \ lodgesl 
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Where, like when in a under Clauses of Time, is a relative 
adverb and performs a dual function in the sentence. I will 
lodge where thou lodgest may be expanded into I will lodge in 
the place in which thou lodgest, the relative adverb where be
ing the equivalent of in the place in which. 

b. When the place idea expressed in the adverb clause is 
to be stressed or made more definite, where may correlate 
with there. 

Where MacGregor sits, there is the head of the table. 

head is 

1 9"' ,--- ~ 
table ' ~ C, '\ ~ 

~ \~ 0 ,.,. 
,o 

MacGregor' 1\ sits 

The correlatives there . . . where may be expanded into 
at the place at which, the there being the equivalent of at the 
place, and where the equivalent of at which. 

3. Adverb Clauses of Manner: 

a. Adverb clauses of manner are most commonly intro
duced by as, as if, as though:1 

Speak the speech as I pronounced it to you. 

x Speak speech 

\'fi, 
\ 

~ 
C, 

\ 
\ 

I pronounced it 

1-
you 

1 T.n colloquial speech, like is sometimes used as a conjunction (relative adverb) 
to introduce an adverb clause of manner, but cultured speakers prefer as, as if, 
or as though. 
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The 1nanner meaning may be seen when the relative ad
verb as is expanded into in the manner in which. 

395 

b. The conjunctive adverb as sometimes correlates with 
so in denoting manner, as in the following: 

As goes the leader, so goes the pack. 

pack goes 

T-- ~ 
\ --~ \ 

gor,s 

If the so . . . as in this sentence is converted into two 
prepositional phrases, the so will have the meaning of in the 
manner, and the as the meaning of fo which. 

c. The phrasal conjunctions as if and as though are fre
quently used to introduce clauses expressing manner: 

He acts as if he were the leader. 

He I act.a 

\,t. 
,,:.;. 

\ 

he were leader 

This sentence is elliptical, the older and fuller form being 
He acts as he would act if he were the leader. Observe that in 
the expanded and older form the verb in the condition clause 
was in the subjunctive mode, and that this mode is preserved 
in the contracted sentence. Note that as a result of the 
ellipsis two conjunctions (as and if) are brought together. 
(For Uses of the Subjunctive Mode, see Part One, pp. 112-
116.) 
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In the older sentence the as conveyed the manner meaning, 
which is the meaning now expressed by as if. 

4. Adverb Clauses of Degree: 

Adverb clauses of degree may be introduced by the relative 
adverbs than, as, that, and the. All of these except than cor
relate with simple adverbs belonging in principal clauses. 
The chief correlatives are as ... as, so ... as, so ... 
that, and the ... the. 

a. The relative adverb than has restricted meaning and 
use. It must always follow an adjective or an adverb in the 
comparative degree and must introduce an elliptical adverb 
clause containing an implied (never expressed) adjective or 
adverb in the positive degree. The degree clause will modify 
the adjective or adverb in the comparative degree, always 
expressed in the principal clause. In analyzing sentences 
containing than-clauses, one must supply the oinissions. 

1. He is older than his cousin. 

He I is \ ~~'der 

\~ 
\~ 

cousin X X 

In its expanded form the adverb clause in the above sen
tence will contain a finite verb and the positive form of the 
comparative adjective older; as, He is older than his cousin is 
old; and to indicate the degree meaning of the clause, the 
expanded sentence may now be converted into a sentence 
containing phrases expressing degree; as, He is old beyond 
the degree in which his cousin is old. Since the relative 
pronoun phrase would here modify the adjective in the sub
ordinate clause, the relative adverb than in the analysis of 
the sentence is made to modify the unexpressed positive 
form; and in the diagram the line joining the clauses is 
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made solid where it is attached to the adverb clause to 
show that than modifies the ,.;nderstood positive old. It fa 
important to note that the subordinate clause modifies the 
adjective older. 

2. He will arrive earlier than I. 

He will arrive 

~ ,-- ~-
\ ~ 

\ 
I \ X X 

Here the subordinate clause may be expanded into than I 
will arrive early, early being the positive form of the adverb 
earlier. 

3. I had rather go than stay. 

I had go 

... -
\ 

\ 
\ 

z x ,stay \ 

The old positive form of rather is rathe (now obsolete), but 
for analysis the sentence may be expanded to read I had 
rather ( = had better) go than I had (or would) rathe stay, 
which is about the equivalent of I would go m?re gladly than 
I would stay gladly. The elliptical subordinatl clause modi
fies the adverb rather. 
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b. So . . . as and as . . . as introduce clauses of degree 
of comparison. In general, it may be said that as ... as b, 
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used in comparing similar objects, conditions, qualities, etc.; 
and so ... as is used in comparing unlike objects, conditions, 
qualities, etc.; or, if stated differently, so ... as generally 
follows negative expressions, and as ... as follows positive 
ones. (For special affirmative and negative uses of these 
two correlatives, see the Oxford English Dictionary, at as and 
so.) 

1. She is as wise and good as she is fair. 

She is 

~,---· 'fr 
\ 

\:t, 

she is \ \ fair 

wise 
I 

"01 
i::' 
~I i good 

Here the first as, the one which modifies the adjectives 
wise and good can be expanded into in the degree, and the 
one which modifies fair, which is the relative adverb, can be 
expanded into in which. Observe that like qualities are 
here compared. But in the following sentences the quali
ties compared are unlike: 

2. You are not so small as I. 

You are small 

I I X 

Here the subordinate clause is a contraction of as I am 
small. The first correlative, so ( = in the degree), modifies 
small; and the second correlative, as ( = in which), modifies 
the unexpressed adjective small, which, if expressed, would 
be the attribute complement in the subordinate clause. 
The above sentence conveys the following meaning: You 
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are not small in (or to) the degree in (or at) which I am 
small. 

3. The engine was so hot that the car would not run. 

engine was hot 

,- <Po 
' 

car would run 

So . . . that is here the equivalent of to the degree at which. 
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c. The correlatives the . . . the always introduce clauses 
indicating comparison. One the is a simple adverb modifying 
the comparative form of an adjective or an adverb in the 
principal clause; the other the is the relative adverb, which 
also modifies an adjective or an adverb in the comparative 
degree. The student should observe that in the the ... the 
comparisons, the subordinate clause is always written or 
spoken first; and therefore, in the spoken sentence, the first 
the is always the relative adverb; it can be expanded into the 
prepositional phrase containing the relative pronoun. In 
the diagram, the second clause, which is the principal clause, 
is always placed above the subordinate, or modifying, clause. 
Observe the position of the clauses when the sentence is dia
gramed: 

The wealthier he grew, the stingier he seemed. 

he seemed stingier 

-- ~ \ ~ 

\~ 
\~ 

he I grew \ \ wealthier 
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Rephrased, this sentence may have the following pattern: 
He seemed stingier in the degree in which he grew wealthier. 
(For a good discussion of the origin and meaning of the ad
verb the, see the Oxford English Dictionary, at the.) 

The more he tried to speak plainly, the worse he stuttered. 

he stuttered 

\---
\ 4-'. 
\ ~-

he \ tried '¢/. ----+-......-----,--~----'~- u. 
\~~o 
'& 1; 

Here both the simple adverb the and the relative adverb 
the modify comparative forms of the adverb.;; badly and 
much. The degree meaning may become more apparent 
when the sentence is expanded: By how much more he tried 
to speak plainly, by that much worse he stuttered. 

The sooner he comes the better. 

X X X better 

,--- ~ 
\ C, 

he 
\ 

\ comes 

Sometimes the the . . . the clauses are elliptical, as the 
this sentence illustrates. The main clause in The sooner 
he comes the better cannot be fully analyzed until all omitted 
words are supplied: By how much sooner he comes, by that 
much better it will be; or ; twill be better in the degree in which 
he comes the sooner. 
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Complex Adverb Clauses 

The relative adverb may introduce clauses containing sub
ordinate clauses. Observe the complex clauses in the follow
ing sentence: 

When I said that I would die a bachelor, I did not think I 
should live till I were married.-Shakespez,re. 

I 

I said 

should live 

'$. 
~ 

I I \ were married 

that -,-
1 

I would I die bachelor 

~ 

Here the subordinate clause when I said that I would die a 
bachelor is a complex clause because it contains a noun 
clause as the object of said. Observe also that the principal 
clause contains a noun clause and an adverb clause subordi
nate to the noun clause. The entire principal clause is I did 
not think I should live till I were married. 

Coordinate Adverb Clauses 

Relative adverbs may be employed to introduce two or 
more coordinate (compound) adverb clauses. Observe that 
the following sentence contains two adverb clauses of time, 
which are introduced by the relative adverb when. These 
adverb clauses are joined by the coordinating conjunction 
and: 
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When darkness gathers over all, 
And the last tottering pillars fall, 
Take the poor dust thy mercy warms, 
And mould it into heavenly forms !-Oliver Wendell Holmes. 

darkness 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

:And 

Take 

----, 
I 
I 

forms 

mould it 

fall 

In this sentence, when subordinates the two coordinate 
adverb clauses, and in the diagram it is placed on the rela
tive adverb line before it is divided. 

In the following sentence, each subordinate clause is intro
duced and subordinated by a when. The coordinating con-
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junction and is, however, not expressed here, but it is clearly 
implied: 

When faith is lost, when honor dies, 
The man is dead!-Whittier. 

man I 

faith I 

honor 

\ ,i 
\~ \ 

is lost \ \~ 

I '~ 

.. ~dead 

I \ 
L-!.-, \ 

diis \ 

Elliptical Clauses 

An elliptical clause is one which has a part or parts of its 
construction understood. Good usage does not demand that 
we express all of the words and phrases which are necessary 
for the full grammatical analysis of our sentences; but it does 
demand that all important omissions be clearly implied. The 
inflectional forms and the constructions of all words omitted 
should be indicated in the context; otherwise, the gramma1· 
will be faulty, and the proper meanings will not be conveyed. 
Note the ellipses in the following sentences: 

1. When in college ( = When I was in college), I lived very 
economically. 

2. While fighting in Germany ( = While he was fighting in 
Germany), John was seriously injured. 

3. The more the merrier ( = The more there are, the mer
rier it will be). 

An elliptical adverbial clause which cannot logically be ex
panded to its full form and be attached to the main clause 
may be called a dangling clause : 
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Illogical and vague: While working on the railroad, my wife 
divorced me. 

Logical and clear: While I was working on the raiiroad, my 
wife divorced me. 

As a general rule, the subject and the verb of a subordinate 
clause should not be omitted unless they are the same as the 
subject and the verb in the main clause. If we substitute 
the word I for my wife in the illogical sentence and change 
me to my wife, the sentence becomes clear and logical. 

EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram: 

1. When the well is dry, we know the worth of water. 
2. As he said these things unto them, the scribes and the Pharisees 

began to urge him vehemently. 
3. My sighing cometh before I eat. 
4. When thou liest down, thou shalt not be afraid. 
6. When pride cometh, then cometh shame. 
6. Whither thou goest, I will go. 
7. It is more blessed to give than to receive. 
8. Walk while ye have the light. 
9. Love thy neighbor as thyself. 

10. These notes were found in his pockets when they undressed him. 
11. When a woman once dislikes another, she is merciless. 
12. She believed in me when no one else would. 
13. Hero-worship endures forever, while man endures. 
14. While life lasts, hope lasts for everyone. 
16. Universities arose while yet no books were procurable. 
16. When we call a thing human, we have a spiritual idea in mind. 
17. Let shame come when it will. 
18. Bring me where they are. 
19. I knew you would be edified by the volume ere you had finished 

reading it. 
20. I cannot be silent when I think Your Highness wronged. 
21. After the student has found a subject, he must determine how 

long his composition is to be. 
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22. As he drew near it now, his thoughts made a pathway for his feet. 
23. When we fall asleep, we do not lay aside the thoughts of the day. 
24. When he took his seat in the schoolroom and looked out upon the 

children, they had never seemed so small, so pitiful. 
26. Talk and writing are disagreeable when they depart from the 

current standards of respectable behavior. 
26. When one begins to fear, he has already lost the battle. 
27. A third kind of thinking is stimulated when anyone questions 

our beliefs or opinions. 
28. When you are nothing but pretty, you can get into nothing but 

trouble. 
29. Fleur said we would kill the fatted calf when I had got my speech 

off. 
30. When you have had your breakfast, you will be more forgiving. 
31. So man lieth down, and riseth not till the heavens be no more. 
32. Where words are scarce, they are seldom spent in vain. 
33. The doctor says they were quite gone before they were out of the 

water. 
34. Then, as he opened the door, he beheld the form of a maiden. 
36. Laziness travels so slowly that poverty soon overtakes it. 
36. Yet this evil is not so great as it may appear at first sight. 
37. He knew that as they had worshiped some gods from love, so 

they worshiped others from fear. 
38. Before the battle was over and while the result was still in doubt, 

the general ordered a retreat. 
39. Her dress seemed made of materials as delicate and fleecy as the 

fringe of a sunset cloud. 
40. As the Father hath loved me, so have I loved you. 
41. There is nobody so poor as these professional fellows who have 

failed. 
42. They say he can speak French as fast as a maid can eat black

berries. 
43. She was as unconcerned at that contingency as a goddess at a 

lack of linen. 
44. Napoleon does by no means seem to me so great a man as Crom

well. 
46. As the boat drew nearer the city, the coast which the traveler 

had just left sank behind into one long, low, straw-colored 
line.-Ruskin. 
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46. Long and curious speeches are as fit for dispatch as a robe or a 
mantle with a long train is for a race. 

47. So still were the clear waters that we seemed midway between 
two skies. 

48. Simple and brief was the wedding, as that of Ruth and Boaz. 
49. The fewer words he spoke the more pungent his expression be

came. 
60. The further I advance in age, the more I find work necessary. 
61. The paper is so nearly perfect that it must have the maximum 

mark. 
62. The author who speaks about his own books is almost as bad as 

the mother who talks about her own children. 
63. I will be as harsh as truth and as uncompromising as justice. 
64. The more money he loaned her, the more she seemed to need. 
66. It is much easier to be critical than correct. 
66. Life may not be so simple as it used to be. 
67. When Freedom from her mountain height 

Unfurled her standard to the air, 
She tore the azure robe of night, 
And set the stars of glory there.-Joseph Drake. 

68. In the beginning of the thirteenth century, when the clouds and 
storms had come, when the gay sensuous pagan life was gone, 
when men were not living by the senses and understanding, 
when they were looking for the speedy coming of Antichrist, 
there appeared in Italy, to the north of Rome, in the beautiful 
Umbrian country at the foot of the Apennines, a figure of the 
most magical power and charm, St. Francis.-Ruskin. 

EXERCISE B 

I. In Exercise A pick out six sentences containing correlative ad
verbs, and name the simple adverb and the relative adverb in 
each sentence. 

II. Classify the adverb clauses in the following sentences in Exer
cise A as to meaning: 2, 6, 10, 40, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58. 

[II. Pick out ten elliptical clauses in Exercise A, and complete the 
om1ss10ns. 

IV. Write ten original sentences, five of which will contain elliptical 
clauses introduced by when or while, and five of which will show 
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ellipses in clauses of place, degree, or manner. Be sure that no 
clause you write is a dangling one. 

V. Write five sentences containing complex adverb clauses, and 
five containing coordinate adverb clauses. 

EXERCISE C 

Correct all errors in grammar and punctuation in the fol-
lowing, giving reasons for all corrections: 

1. When in Europe, my health was very poor. 
2. My brother is brighter than him. 
3. She and myself have different ideas on religion than them. 
4. This is all the farther I got in this story when you came in. 
6. She acts like she enjoyed playing cards. 
6. He gives more money to beggars than his family. 
7. This man is so old to plan to go abroad. 
8. No sooner had I said what I thought, when I realized that I 

should have kept quiet. 
9. I believe this material is different than what I bought last week. 

10. Small oranges make better, or as good marmalade, as the large 
ones. 

11. While painting a car, the garage should be free of dust. 
12. The second edition of tha book is superior than the first one. 
13. We like the circus as much, if not more than, the concert. 
14. I prefer being fat than dieting. 
16. Even on the dirt roads I felt like I was driving on a paved street. 
16. Scarcely had I finished dinner than company came. 
17. You should lock your door before you retire like Father told you 

to. 
18. While attending church last Sunday, our home was robbed. 



LESSON XIV 

Adverb Clauses (continued) 

Adverb clauses of condition, cause, purpose, concession, 
and result or effect are introduced by full (or pure) subordi
nating conjunctions, which may be expressed or implied. 

1. Adverb Clause of Condition: 

Adverb clauses of condition are introduced by if, unless, or 
some word or phrase having the meaning of if. The most 
common substitutes for if are provided ( or provided that), in 
case (or in case· that), supposing (or supposing that), and once. 
Unless is the equivalent of if not, and is employed only in 
clauses denoting negation. 

Condition clauses may have verbs in the indicative or in the 
subjunctive. The mode of the finite verb in the condition 
clause will be indicative if the clause merely indicates that the 
idea which it expresses may or may not be true. The sub
junctive mode is employed when the clause states a condition 
that is contrary to fact. 

1. If this prisoner is guilty, he will receive a severe sentence. 

he I wpl receive sentence 

prisoner is guilty 

40~ 
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The verb in the condition clause in this sentence is in the 
indicative mode. Observe that there is some question in the 
mind of the author of this sentence as to whether or not 
the prisoner is guilty. 
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In the diagram, the conjunction if is placed on a diagonal 
dotted line attached to the lines on which the verbs of the 
two clauses are placed. All pure (or full) subordinating 
conjunctions should be placed on dotted lines like the one on 
which if is placed. Pure conjunctions are not modifiers. 
They cannot be expanded into modifying phrases. Their 
function is restricted to joining and subordinating clauses. 

2. If J were you, I would not go. 

I would go 

'~ ~ i:"" 
\ 

\ 
\ 

I I were\\ you 

If I were you states a condition contrary to fact-one per
son cannot possibly be another person-and hence the sub
junctive were is used instead of the indicative was. Observe 
differences in the grammatical tense and the time meaning 
of the subjunctive and the indicative. Compare If he were 
here, I could leave now with If he was there, I did not see him. 

3. Unless you want to be burned, do not put your hand into 
the fire. 

X do put 

\ t¢. ~ 
\ Qt"' ~ 
\o o 

\:,:)~ ~t 
'. 
\ 

you \ want 

hand 

'v 
bebumed 
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Unless you want to be burned is the equivalent of If you do 
not want to be burned. 

4. "Should you care to dance, I can pipe," said he. 

I can pipe 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\'I?, 

\ 
\ 
\ 

you \ Should care 
he said I -----~-~-

"o 
dance 

If is omitted when the auxiliary verb is placed first in the 
sentence. Should you care to dance becomes If you should 
care to dance when the conjunction if is inserted. Care is a 
transitive verb in this sentence, being the equivalent of like 
or want. An x is used in the diagram to indicate the 
omitted conjunction. 

2. Adverb Clauses of Cause : 

The conjunctions used in introducing clauses of cause are 
because and other words or phrases having the meaning of 
because, the chief substitutes being since, as, for, inasmuch as, 
and f orasmuch as: 

They missed the engagement because they had dallied too 
long. 

They missed engagement 

\i 
\~ 

\~ 
\() 

\ 

they \ had dallied 
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3. Adverb Clause of Purpose : 

The conjunctions that, lest, so that, and in order that are used 
to introduce clauses expressing purpose: 

1. I go that I may prepare a place for you. 

I go 
\ 

\~ \.,,.,... 
\ 
\ 

I \ may prepare 

you 

place 

Lest is the equivalent of that not and is employed only when 
the purpose idea is expressed negatively. 

2. Walle softly, lest he awaken. 

X 

he 

Walk 

\ ~ 
'-6 ~ \~ ~ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ awaken 

The clause lest he awaken has the meaning of that he may 
not awaken. 

:'J. I have warned you so that you may be on your guard. 

I have warned 

\<£, 
\~ 
';e"" 

\ 
\ 

you 

you \ maybe 

i 
guard 

J,. 

0~ 
~ 

So that and in order that are phrasal conjunctions equiv
alent to that. 
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4. Adverb Clauses of Result or E:ff ect: 

Adverb clauses expressing result or effect are usually in
troduced by so that: 

A portion of the cliff had fallen down, so that the road was 
impassable. 

portion 

~ ~ 
cliff 

~ 

had fallen 

9c; \ 
\ \~ 

\~ 
\<P,,.. 

\ 
\ 

road ' was impassable 

Adverb clauses of result and purpose must be differen
tiated by the meaning, not by the conjunctions which in
troduce them. In the above sentence, so that the road was 
impassable gives the result (or effect) of the falling down of 
a portion of the cliff, not the purpose nor the reason for the 
assertion made in the main clause. 

6. Adverb Clause of Concession: 

Concessive clauses are generally introduced by though or 
although or by words or phrases having the meaning of though. 
If and while are sometimes employed as substitutes for though. 
Even if and even though are used when the concessive meaning 
is stressed: Even if he comes, I will not see him. 

Every concessive clause admits (or concedes) some fact or 
supposition which might seem to revoke or interfere with the 
assertion of the principal clause; but the assertion of the main 
clause is made in spite of the concession. 

Like the clause of condition, the concessive clause may 
have its verb in the subjunctive or the indicative. If the de
pendent clause states a pure supposition, the subjunctive 
mode should be used; but if it admits a fact, thf'n the indica~ 
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tive should be used. In Though he slay me, yet will I trust in 
him, slay is present subjunctive; the present indicative form 
would be slays. Compare the concessive clause in this sen
tence with the following: Though he is my brother, I shall not 
vote for him. The author of the first concedes a supposition 
which might take place; the author of the second sentence 
admits a fact before making his main assertion. 

1. Though her features are regular, her face is not beautiful. 

beautiful 

:¢0 \ ,?;. 
,,... \"{ 

\~ 
\~ 

\ 

features I \ are regular 

The author of this sentence admits that the girl's features 
are regular, and yet he concludes her face is not beautiful. 
The mode in this concessive clause is, therefore, indicative. 
Although could be used here in place of though. For em
phasis, even could be used with though, but not with al
though. Yet may also be used for emphasis with either 
though or although in concessive clauses of this type. 

2. While he is most terrible in appearance, I do not fear him. 

I do fear 

'¢0 \ ~ 
,,... \ ,/, 

,~,2 
\ C, 

\ 

him 

\ 
\ 

~___l_i=is'--_.__ ..... t-'-e1_-r-'i br-1-"-e _ T ,.,, .,. 
,,;.,o '¢ 
~ appearance 
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While in the sense of though, although, introduces a clause 
of concession; otherwise, a clause of time. 

3. If he is not a college graduate, he is a highly educated 
man. 

he 18 \ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

he 

\ 
\ 

\~ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

man 
\<;? \{Q~ 

~cated 

\ . 
\ 18 

~
~~ 

:1.. 
graduate 

If in the sense of though, as here used, is rare. In oral 
speech, the concessive meaning of if is shown by emphasis 
on the verb: If he isn't a college graduate. For emphasis in 
the written sentence even may be inserted before if. 

Various indefinite pronouns and adjectives ending in -ever 
or -soever (whoever, whichever, whatever, whosoever, whichsoever, 
whatsoever, etc.) are sometimes employed in introducing con
cessive clauses. The conjunction though may be regarded 
as meant but not expressed. 

4. Whoever he is, I like him. 

him 

\,a. 
\ 

he J \ is \ Whoever 

Whoever he is is here about equivalent to though he may be 
anybody you please. 
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5. Whichever he chooses, he will wish he had taken the 
other. 

he had taken other 

he will wish 

\-.?-
\ 

' 
he I \ chooses I Whichever 

Here whichever is a compound indefinite pronoun, but it 
may also be used as an adjective in introducing a concessive 
clause; as, Whichever book he takes, he will wish he had taken 
the other. 

Ellipses in Clauses Introduced by Pure Subordinating 

Conjunctions 
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Clauses introduced by pure subordinating conjunctions, 
like those introduced by relative adverbs, are frequently 
elliptical. All the elliptical words must, however, be sup
plied before the clauses can be fully analyzed. In the dia
gram an xis used to indicate the omission of a word or phrases 

1necessary to the analysis of the sentence. Note the ellipses 
in the following: 

1. If (it is) necessary, I could go with you. 
2. Though (he is) a thief, he is generous. 
3. See (If you see) a pin and let it lie, 

You'll want a pin ere you die. 
4. You may stay if you want to (stay). 
5. His speech was good, though rather brief ( = though it 

was rather brief). 
6. Sick as he is ( = Though he be as sick as he is), he will 

want to go with you. 
7. His critics, though outvoted ( = though they have been 

outvoted), have not been silenced. 
8. However busy (=However busy he may be), my doctot 

never seems to be in a hurry. 
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Clause Substitutes 

Verbal and prepositional phrases are commonly used in all 
levels of English as substitutes for the various types of ad
verb clauses: 

1. The absolute phrase may replace an adverb clause of 
time, cause, or condition (see Lesson VIII, pp. 293-294): 

1. The dance being over ( = When the dance was over), we 
left. 

2. The teacher being absent ( = Because the teacher was 
absent), we had no school yesterday. 

3. Weather permitting ( = If the weather permits), we shall 
go tomorrow. 

2. The independent partic~pial phrase frequently replaces 
a clause: 

1. Confidentially speaking ( = If I may speak confiden
tially), he is not the type of man I should employ. 

2. Counting the maid ( = If one counts the maid), there will 
be twenty to provide for. 

3. The infinitive phrase may be an abridged clause: 

1. I shall go early so as to get a good seat ( = I shall go early 
in order that I may get a good seat). 

2. To tell the truth ( = If I tell you the truth), I must admit 
I do not like him. 

4. The prepositional phrase may convey the meaning of a 
full clause. The preposition in the phrase may govern a pure 
noun or any of the noun-equivalents: 

1. Because of these absences ( = Because you have these 
absences), you must repeat the course. 

2. Even with his brother's help ( = Even if his brother helps 
him), he will not finish this job today. 

3. I cannot go without my father's giving his consent ( = I 
cannot go unless my father gives his consent). 

4. By being late ( = Because I was late), I missed the plane. 
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Cau,tion: It is the habit of certain uncultured writers and 
speakers-particularly the latter-to begin what should be a 
sentence with a subordinate clause; and then fail to provide a 
principal statement to which the subordinate one may be 
attached. The following is an example of the incomplete 
sentence, there being no principal clause: 

Although by the practice of extemporaneous speaking one 
is relieved, in a great measure, of his self-consciousness be
fore an audience, and is able to think on his feet. 

The sentence completed might read as follows: 

Although by the practice of extemporaneous speaking one 
is relieved, in a great measure, of his self-consciousness be
fore an audience, and is able to think on his feet, no amount 
of self-confidence can take the place of ample preparation. 

EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram: 

1. If you tax too high, the revenue will yield nothing. 
2. He is obeyed because the majority choose to be governed thus. 
3. If you put a chain around the neck of a slave, the other end fas-

tens itself around your own. 
4. Though he was rough, he was kindly. 
5. The truth is, that colonies are burdens unless they are plundered. 
6. Since I am a dog, beware my fangs. 
7. I'll cross it, though it blast me. 
8. I liked the old man well enough, though he was as rough as a 

hedge. 
9. Providence is nothing if not coquettish. 

10. My son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not. 
11. Had ye believed Moses, ye would have believed me. 
12. If you wish a thing to be well done, you must do it yourself. 
13. If ye believe not his writings, how shall ye believe my word? 
14. If I am not worth the wooing, I surely am not worth the winning. 
15. Discussion is forbidden in certain clubs, because it results in a 

clash of feelings. 
16. They pardoned though they could not approve. 
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17. Be he a prince or be he a pauper, every guest is welcome here. 
18. As his life is not complicated, his mental processes do not have 

to be so. 
19, Once you are accustomed to the place, it no longer seems charm

ing. 
20. Love not sleep, lest thou come to poverty. 
21. You will pardon, I am sure, because I am commanded away in 

haste. 
22. Were it not for leaving thee, my child, I could die happy. 
23. We could not remember anything unless we forgot almost every-

thing. 
24. Since moments are precious, let us husband them. 
26. We cannot forgive the poet if he spins his thread too fine. 
26. If you maintain a dead church, you contribute to a dead Bible 

society. 
27. He might have been happier had he stayed there. 
28. In case I am not invited, how will you get to this reception? 
29. During this period the buffalo increased rapidly, because the 

hunters were so few. 
30. Do not suppose that your education is over because you have re

ceived your diploma from the Naval Academy. 
31. If time be of all things the most precious, wasting time must be 

the greatest prodigality. 
32. The works of Milton cannot be comprehended or enjoyed un

less the mind of the reader cooperates with that of the writer. 
33. Provided a man look sharply and attentively, he shall see for

tune. 
34. It is an abomination to kings to commit wickedness: for the 

throne is established by righteousness. 
36. Human mother love is also instinctive, though among some of 

the lowest peoples it does not last long. 
36. There is a remedy for everything, could men find it. 
37. Though the speaker be a fool, let the hearer be wise. 
38. Every rich man has usually some sly way of jesting which would 

make no great figure were he not a rich man.-Sir Richard 
Steele. 

39. Our schooling was erratic, partly because both my father and 
my mother belonged to the generation that was overschooled. 
- Kathleen Norris. 
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40. Though we must sigh and acquiesce in the building of Babel, we 
have some right to examine the bricks.-Quiller-Couch. 

41. Since you accept my hospitality, you cannot have so bad an opin
ion of it.-Bernard Shaw. 

42. Though I have, like the rest of mankind, many failings and 
weaknesses, I have not yet, by either friends or enemies, been 
charged with superstition.-Samuel Johnson. 

43. If we encounter a man of rare intellect, we should ask him what 
books he reads.-Emerson. 

44. If men could only know each other, they would never idolize or 
hate.- Elbert Hubbard. 

EXERCISE B 

I. Classify the adverb clauses in Exercise A as clauses of condition, 
concession, cause, purpose, etc. 

II. Write original sentences containing adverb clauses of concession 
introduced by the following words: however, whoever, whichever, 
whatever, if, and while. 

III. Give the mode (subjunctive or indicative), and explain why it 
is used in each of the subordinate clauses in sentences in Exer
cise A numbered as follows: 4, 6, 7, 19, 22, 25, 28, 33, 37, 40, 42, 
43, and 44. 

IV. Write five sentences containing dependent coordinate (com
pound) clauses introduced by pure subordinating conjunctions. 

EXERCISE C 

Correct all errors in the following, giving reasons for all 
corrections: 

1. If the chairman of the social committee be present, will he give 
us his report? 

2. She is an actress, while her brother is a musician. 
3. Our car is not newer, but just as good as yours. 
4. While turning the corner, the accident occurred. 
6. I don't know as I will have time to read your book. 
6. The reason I am not calling the doctor is because he is out of 

town. 
7. Although generally considered successful, his character shows 

him to be a failure morally. 
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8. If I was young like you are, I would join the Navy. 
9. The accident would not have happened if he had have taken my 

advice. 
10. Although, while he was a student in my class, there was no evi

dence that he was a Communist. 
11. I would sure punish you, if I was your father. 
12. If he know grammar, why is he taking this course? 



LESSON xv 

Compound Sentences and Parenthetical Claoses 

A compound sentence is one which is composed of two or 
more coordinate principal (independent) clauses. The prin
cipal clauses in a compound sentence may contain any number 
of subordinate (dependent) clauses. 

A compound sentence which contains no dependent clauses 
is sometimes called a simple compound sentence; and one 
which contains one or more dependent clauses is sometimes 
called a complex-compound ( or compound-complex) sen
tence. 

The coordinate clauses are usually connected by coordinat
ing conjunctions, of which and, or, and but are most frequently 
used. 

The analysis of compound sentences should not prove diffi
cult. If the coordinate clauses are simple clauses (i.e., clauses 
which contain no dependent clauses), each will be of the na
ture of a simple sentence. In the diagram the coordinate 
independent clauses follow the same pattern as coordinate 
dependent clauses. 

The coordinating conjunction, whether it is expressed or 
merely implied, suggests the relation in thought between the 
two coordinate clauses. 

1. Additive (or cumulative) ideas are joined by and, both 
... and, or other words having the meaning of and (e.g., 
also, too, now, well, etc. See 6, p. 425). 

421 
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God spake, and it was done. 

God spake 
I 
I 

L~~c!_ 
it was done 

The student will observe that this compound sentence 
contains two simple clauses, each of which is diagramed as 
if it were a simple sentence. And joins the two clauses and 
indicates additive (or cumulative) meaning. 

In the diagram, and is placed on a short dotted horizontal 
line drawn midway between the two clauses. A dotted line 
from base line of each clause connects the line on which and is 
placed in such a way as to form a step, as shown in the dia
gram. For convenience, the coordinating conjunction line 
is attached to the verbs in the clauses it joins. It is impor
tant to note that the second clause does not modify any ele
ment in the first clause. It merely adds to what has been 
mentioned in the preceding clause. 

2. Clauses expressing alternative or disjunctive thoughts 
are usually joined by the coordinating conjunctions or, nor, 
either ... or, and neither ... nor; or by other words hav~ 
ing the meaning of or or nor (e.g., else, otherwise. See 5, 
p. 425). 

1. You must get another watch, or I must get another sec
retary. 

You must get watch 

I 
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2. Either he will hate the one, and love the other; or he will 
hold to the one, and despise the other. 

he j will 

I 
I 
I 
, Either 
1 or 
L-- -1 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

"'O I 
A' 
o:i/ 

hate one 

~ G 

/love other 

hold 

'o 
he 1will "'01 

~~~-+-__,_~~ At ~ 

one 

o:ll G 
I 
Id . 
1 esp1se other 

Either could be omitted in this sentence without greatly 
modifying the thought. The chief function of the first of 
the coordinating correlatives is to introduce and suggest the 
alternation before the choice of action is fully presented. 

423 

3. Clauses presenting adversative ( contrasting) ideas are 
usually joined by but, which may be expressed or implied; or 
by other words having the meaning of but, such as however, 
nevertheless, whereas, still, yet, etc. 

Prosperity asks for fidelity, but adversity imperatively de
mands it. 

Prosperity 

I 
I 
I 

asks 

I 
L.P~-, 

I 

adversity demands 
I 

fidelity 

it 
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4. Any coordinating conjunction may be omitted if the 
relation between the clauses is clearly implied in the context. 

1. The virtue of prosperity is temperance; the virtue of ad
versity is fortitude. 

virtue is temperance 

~ 9-,. 
Cl r.rospenty 

virtue 

I 
I 
ix 
L--, 

I 

I is fortitude 

An x in the diagram indicates that the conjunction (and 
or but, here) is understood. The choice of conjunction de
pends on the thought relation expressed. 

When the compound sentence consists of more than two 
coordinate clauses, the conjunction is usually omitted be
tween the first two, as in the following: 

2. Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some 
have greatness thrust upon them.-Shakespeare. 

Some I are born \ great 
I 
I 
I 
L_x_, 

some I 
I 
I 

I 
achieve ! I greatness 

I 
I 
I 
I and 
'----, 

some have 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

them 

greatness 
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The conjunction may be omitted between the last two 
clauses also, as in the following: 

3. I came, I saw, I conquered. 

I came 
I 
I 
I X 
L--, 

I saw I 

I 
_.L_ 

I 
I :t 
L ..... , 

I I conquer+<1 

In sentences containing short simple clauses, the omission 
of the conjunction gives special emphasis to the last clause. 

6. The idea of relationship between coordinate clauses may 
be suggested by a transitional adverb (moreover, therefore, 
consequently, nevertheless, hence, otherwise, conversely, st-ill 
then, yet, etc.). Such an adverb may be interpreted as serv
ing a rhetorical rather than a strictly grammatical purpose. 
Its connective function need not, therefore, be indicated in 
the diagram. In sentences of this type a coordinating con
junction may be supplied without change of meaning. 

He must rally his forces at once; otherwise he will suffer de
feat. 

He must rally forces 

... .,... I ~-I 
once I 

(I> 

:x ---, 
I 
I 

he I will suffer defeat 
oc<: 
~ ~-
~ 
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In this sentence no conjunction is needed because other
wise suggests J;he alternative meaning. The x in the dia
gram stands for the obviously understood conjunction or. 

Observe that the semicolon separates the two clauses. In 
connected discourse, these two clauses could be treated as two 
sentences by substituting the period for the semicolon. (For 
a fuller discussion of the uses and meanings of ad verbs used 
as transitional, illative, conjunctions, see Part One, Chapter 
Six, Adverbs, pp. 164-165 and Chapter Eight, Conjunctions, 
p. 191.) 

Complex Principal Clauses 

Any principal clause which contains an adjective, a noun, 
or an adverb clause will be a complex clause; and a principal 
clause may contain all three types of dependent clauses, some 
of which may or may not be coordinate. (For the analysis 
of coordinate subordinate clauses, see Adjective Clauses, 
pp. 349-369; Noun Clauses, pp. 370-389; and Adverb Clauses, 
pp. 390-420.) 

We must remember God when we are young, or God may 
forget us when we are old. 

We I must remember I God 
I \ I 
I \~ 
I \~ 
I or L--, 

we I are\\ young I 
I 
I 
I 

God I I may fqrget us 

\ 
\~ 

\i 

we 1\ are \ o~d 
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In this sentenc~, each principal clause may be classified as 
a complex clause, because it contains a modifying adverbial 
dause; and the sentence, therefore, may be called a complex
compound (or compound-complex) sentence. 

There is no limit to the number of complex clauses which a 
sentence may have. The chief requirement of a good sen
tence is clearness; and clearness cannot be secured unless the 
coordinate and subordinate relations are clearly indicated. 

Independent Parenthetical Clauses 

An independent parenthetical clause is an interpolated 
statement forced into the sentence as an aside to explain some 
idea mentioned or suggested by some word or phrase in the 
main statement. In the written sentence, such a clause is 
usually enclosed in parentheses or dashes. In the analysis 
or diagram, it should be construed as an independent element. 

Act wbll thy part-there all the honor lies. 

X 

Observe that the following sentences also contain inde
pendent parenthetical clauses: 

1. Forth he went-no longer would he tarry-to the town. 
2. Prosperous people (there are none that are happy) are 

often thoughtless of the mutability of fortune. 
3. He leaped (as it were) from billow to billow. 
4. We know the uses-and sweet they ar(r--of adversity. 

Ellipses in Compound Sentences 

A compound sentence may contain one or more elliptical 
clauses. Words and phrases necessary for the full analysis 
of the sentence may be omitted if they are clearly implied in 
the context. When two coordinate clauses have the same 
subject and the same verb, one or both of these may be 
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omitted in the second clause, and by the omission monotonous 
repetition may be avoided. Observe the ellipses in the fol
lowing: 

1. A man of real information becomes a center of opinion, 
and there! ore of action ( = and therefore a man of real 
information becomes a center of action). 

2. Individuals sometimes forgive; but society never does 
( = but society never does forgive). 

If the second clause demands a different inflectional verb 
form from the first, no part of the predicate verb should be 
suppressed. In sentence 2, the omission of forgive shortenf:l 
and strengthens the sentence; but if we say Individuals have 
forgiven; but society never does, we fail to suggest the proper 
inflectional form of forgive. Therefore, if we wish to put 
these two clauses in the same sentence, we should complete 
the predicate of the second; as, Ind1"viduals have forgiven_: 
but society never does forgive. 

EXERCISE A 

Analyze or diagram: 

1. Our life looks trivial, anci we shun to record it. 
2. We talk of choosing friends, but friends are self-elected. 
3. Stolen fruits are sweet: undeserved rewards are exquisite. 
4. He tells a fine story finely, but he cannot tell a plain story plainly. 
6. Something is lost in accuracy; but much is gained in effect. 
6. A soft answer turneth away wrath, but grievous words stir up 

anger. 
7. Do not say all that you know, but always know what you say. 
8. I admit that you have done me many favors; neverthi;less, I 

must now do what I think is right. 
9. No one else will go to law with authority; therefore he will. 

10. Prosperity doth best discover vice, but adversity doth best dis
cover virtue. 

11. "Live and learn" may be a good motto, but, many people find it 
necessary to live and unlearn. 
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12. He would like to believe in immortality, but he finds it difficult. 
13. Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven, and all these things shall be 

added unto you. 
14. This valuation was brought to a peak by Jesus, and with him 

every man had equal rights. 
16. In sleep the brain feeds; but the will requires no work. 
16. Our democracy is right at heart, and you cannot fool all the peo

ple all the time. 
17. We might think in terms of molecules and atoms, but we rarely 

do. 
18. Pleasure must succeed to pleasure; else past pleasure turns to 

pain.- Browning. 
19. The English have mind enough, but they have not taste enough. 
20. The foolish man wonders at the unusual, but the wise man at the 

usual. 
21. Great men undertake great things because they are great; fools, 

because they think them easy. 
22. We ougM not to destroy critics, we ought to reform them. 
23. We are not accustomed to eat dogs, but among some primitive 

peoples dogs are regarded as great delicacies. 
24. Make yourself an honest man, and then you may be sure that 

there is one rascal less in the world.-Carlyle. 
26. Without self-denial there is not merit, and the greater the self

denial the greater the merit. 
26. Waste neither time nor money, but make the best use of both. 
27. Know how to listen, and you will profit even from those who talk 

badly.-Plutarch. 
28. Everything in nature is bipolar; it has a positive and a negative 

pole. 
· 29. We have seen many counterfeits, but we are firm believers in 

great men. 
30. A gentleman never dodges; his eyes look straight forward. 
31. There the richest was poor, and the poorest lived in abundance. 
32. A gem cannot be polished without friction, nor a man perfected 

without trials. 
33. Our energies do not clash or compete; each is free to take his own 

path to knowledge. 
34. I will lift up my eyes to the hills; but I will not lift up my body 

to the hills, unless it is absolutely necessary. 
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36. Plain glass doesn't harm the sight; and it really has a focusing 
value. 

36. Give me insight into today, and you may have the antique and 
future worlds. 

37. Beware of expenses; a small leak will sink a great ship.-Franklin. 
38. Absolve yourself, and you will have the suffrage of the world. 
39. Discontent is want of self-reliance: it is infirmity of will. 
40. Revolutions are not made; they come. 
41. The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament show

eth his handiwork. 
42. Lot's wife looked back from behind him, and she became a pillar 

of salt. 
43. I have lost everything, and I am so poor now that I cannot 

afford to let anything worry me. 
44. Man is stark mad; he cannot make a worm, and yet he will be 

making gods by the dozens. 
46. Aspiration sees only one side of every question; possession, many. 
46. A prating barber asked Archelaus how he would be trimmed; 

and he answered, "In silence." 
47. Were I a nightingale, I would act the part of a nightingale; were 

I a swan, the part of a swan. 
48. We may give advice, but we cannot inspire conduct. 
49. You ask but small favors of your great friends; yet your great 

friends refuse you even small favors. 
60. Let us have faith that right makes might; and in that faith let 

us dare to do our duty as we understand it. 
61. Youth is a blunder; manhood a struggle; old age a regret. 
62. If I am Sophocles, I am not mad; and if I am mad, I am not 

Sophocles. 
63. Cowards do not count in battle; they are there, but not in it. 
64. Talent is that which is in e, man's power; genius is that in whose 

power man is. 
66. The harder you throw down a football and a good character, the 

higher they rebound; but a thrown reputation is like an egg. 
66. I do not love thee Sabidius, nor can I say why; this only I say, 

1 do not love thee. 
67. Avoid extremes; forbear resenting injuries as much as you think 

they deserve. 
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68. The people may be made to follow a path of action, but they 
may not be made to understand it. 

69. We sometimes fancy that we hate flattery, but in reality we hate 
only the manner of flattering. 

60. Time present and time past 
Are both perhaps present in time future, 
And time future contained in time past.-T. S. Eliot. 

61. Speak well of your friends; of your enemies say nothing. 
62. A man who leaves home to mend himself and others is a philos

opher; but he who goes from country to country, guided by 
the blind impulse of curiosity is a vagabond.-Goldsmith. 

EXERCISE B 

Correct any errors you find in grammar and punctuation 
in the following, and justify each correction you make: 

1. Egdon Heath was wild in character, brownish in cast, and most 
people hated it. 

2. If I get a good place to park, I must wade through mud which 
ought not to be necessary in this age. 

3. She was the type of person easily provoked to wrath, and who 
held a grudge for a long time. 

4. She is not only deaf, but her sight is poor. 
6. His purpose being to improve the morals of the community, and 

he had the support of his neighbors. 
6. He weighs three hundred pounds, but which does not prevent 

his romping with the children. 
7. I have already bought three pairs of shoes, but neither fits me 

very well. 
8. He was late to dinner, but the family did not object but was 

rather glad. 
9. The furniture was put in my mother's room, whom we not only 

expect tomorrow, but who will bring my little nephew with 
her. 

10. We chose John because he was a veteran and on account of his 
loyalty also. 

11. Our companion at first was not interested in taking a trip but 
after coaxing he decided to go. 
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12. I did not find the lecture too helpful, therefore I don't think you 
missed too much. 

13. The story deals with knights, lords, and ladies and etc. 
14. We played indoor tennis, went to parties, dances, went skiing, 

sledding, ice-skating, and had a wonderful time. 
16. My friend not only gave me advice but also help. 
16. A story should have a good plot, good characters, and work up 

to a definite climax. 
17. A nicer person than she I have never met and probably never 

will. 
18. His father had money, so he went to Europe. 
19. When making fudge, it should not be stirred while boiling, or it 

will be grainy. 
20. Having made good marks in his hardest subject, the father gave 

his son an automobile. 
21. These novels should be read through once very carefully, then 

reviewing afterwards important details. 
22. While bathing the baby, it went to sleep, and while sleeping, the 

mother baked a cake. 
23. We came not only too early, but stayed too late. 
24. He was determined his son should become an architect, which 

he did to please his father, but writing verse, dancing and 
playing the fiddle to please himself. 

26. I am a Methodist, while my father and mother are Baptists. 
26. Nature tells me, I am the image of God, as well as the Scripture. 

General Review Exercise 

The following sentences, excerpted chiefly from the writ
ings of men and women whose usage may be regarded as 
standard, are presented for further practice in the analysis of 
the various types of sentences examined in Part One and Part 
Two of this text. The student who has completed Lessons 
I-XV in Part Two should be able to diagram or analyze and 
parse any of the following: 

1. The only man who never makes a mistake is the man who never 
does anything.-Theodore Roosevelt. 

2. It is not the man who has too little, but the man who craves 
more that is poor.-Seneca. 
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3. All things are admired either because they are new or because 
they are great.-Bacon. 

4. "The present interests me more than the past," said the lady, 
"and the future more than the present." 

6. Was it not Admiral Nelson who said, "No captain can do very 
wrong if he places his ship alongside that of an enemy"? 

6. Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life 
for his friend.-New Testament. 

7. To the primeval men, all things and everything they saw exist 
beside them were emblems of the Godlike.-Carlyle. 

8. Unto everyone that hath shall be given, and he shall have abun
dance; but from him that hath not shall be taken away even 
that which he hath.-New Testament. 

9. Resolve to perform what you ought; perform without fail what 
you resolve. 

10. Next to seeing you is the pleasure of seeing your handwriting; 
next to hearing you, is the pleasure of hearing from you. 

H. An object in possession seldom retains the same charm that it 
had in pursuit. 

12. Since it is reason which shapes and regulates all other things, it 
ought not itself to be left in disorder. 

13. Words, phrases, and clauses should be placed as near as possible 
to the words with which they are grammatically connected. 

14. Whatsoever is counted a pleasure answers all the capacities of 
pleasure. 

16. If we had no faults ourselves, we should not take so much pleas
ure in remarking them in others. 

16. Cato wondered how that city is preserved wherein a fish is sold 
for more than an ox. 

17. When our passions have forsaken us, we flatter ourselves with 
the belief that we have forsaken them. 

18. Truly there is a tide in the affairs of men; but there is no gulf 
stream setting forever in one direction. 

19. Perseverance is more prevailing than violence; and many things 
that cannot be overcome when they are together yield them
selves up when taken little by little. 

20. Minds of moderate caliber ordinarily condemn everything that 
is beyond their range. 
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21. Whatever fault your friend has, he cannot be accused of neglect
ing his family. 

22. Our ideas, like orange plants, spread out in proportion to the 
size of the box which imprisons the roots.-Bulwer-Lytton. 

23. It is as easy to deceive oneself without perceiving it as it is diffi
cult to deceive others without their perceiving it. 

24. Quarrels would not last long if the fault were always on only one 
side. 

26. Having been asked whether it is better to marry or not, Socrates 
replied, "Whichever you do, you will repent it." 

26. The question was put to a great philosopher, what hope is; and 
his answer was, "The dream of a waking man." 

27. I speak the truth, not so much as I would, but as much as I dare; 
and I dare a little the more as I grow older. 

28. Socrates thought that if all our misfortunes were laid in one com
mon heap, whence everyone must take an equal portion, most 
persons would be contented to take their own and depart. 

29. Never esteem anything of advantage to thee that shall make thee 
break thy word or lose thy self-respect. 

30. Nothing is more characteristic of a man than the manner in 
which he behaves toward a fool. 

31. Whatever punishment does to a. nation, it does not induce a sense 
of guilt. 

32. The greatest mistake you can make in life is to be continually 
fearing you will make one. 

33. Whoever wishes to attain an English style, familiar but not 
coarse, and elegant bu.t not ostentatious, must give his days 
and nights to the volumes of Addison.-Johnson. 

34. An old Chinese proverb says, "You cannot prevent the birds of 
sorrow from flying over your head, but you can prevent them 
from building nests in your hair." 

36. There is no more miserable human being than one in whom noth
ing is habitual but indecision.-William James. 

36. In a certain sense Whitman interpreted America to Europe; and 
to America he tried to interpret the Universe.-William L. 
Phelps. 

37. The hell to be endured hereafter, of which theology tells, is no 
worse than the hell we make for ourselves in this wor!d by 
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habitually fashioning our character in the wrong way.-Wil
liam James. 

38. It is a custom of pedagogues to be eternally thundering in their 
pupils' ears.-Montaigne. 

39. A sharp temper never mellows with age, and a sharp tongue is 
the only edged tool that grows keener with constant use.
Washington Irving. 

40. We ought to see far enough into a hypocrite to see even his sin
cerity.-C. K. Chesterton. 

41. Resolve to be thyself, and know that he who finds himself loses 
his misery.-Matthew Arnold. 

42. I am a man; nothing that concerns mankind is alien to me.
Terence. 

43. I am as bad as the worst, but thank God I am not so good as the 
best.-Walt Whitman. 

44. Players are the only honest hypocrites.-William Hazlitt. 
46. Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and have 

not charity, I am become as sounding brass and a tinkling 
cymbal.-Saint Paul. 

46. In the noon and afternoon of life we still throb at the recollection 
of days when happiness was not happy enough, but must be 
drugged with the relish of pain and fear.-Emerson. 

47. Strait is the gate, and narrow is the way that leadeth unto life, 
and few there be that find it.-New Testament. 

48. Whenever God erects a house of prayer, 
The Devil always builds a chapel there; 
And 'twill be found upon examination, 
The latter has the larger congregation.-Bunyan. 

Miscellaneous Errors in Grammar 

Correct all violations of good usage in the following sen-
tences, and justify each correction you make: 

1. That was sure good food we had. 
2. He will likely accept your offer, if he is badly in need of money. 
3. Even if he was a Democrat, he wouldn't vote for me. 
4. He always has and always will be a care. 
6. The boy is attending class regular now. 
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6. All humans are liable to make errors. 
7. Our sheeps' wool is carded and spun in this town. 
8. He seems more contenteder than formerly. 
9. Our anglo-saxon ancestors came from Germany. 

10. Give this umbrella to whomever needs it. 
11. My teacher told me that the reason I was poor in Spanish Wa.8 

because I had had no Latin. 
12. It certainly looks like it is going to snow. 
13. I saw Louis's the Sixteenth's statue in the Louvre. 
14. John acts as if he was running our show. 
16. How is your brother and wife making out now? 
16. I saw John and she at the circus. 
17. She must go with John and I. 
18. I am sure pleased with my purchases. 
19. I was kind of disappointed in the report you gave. 
20. Who are you referring to? 
21. She dresses neat for a working woman, but she speaks awfully 

bad English. 
22. Her daughter was drownded in that pond. 
23. The power behind the throne, my brother says, is her. 
24. John is learning to aviate. 
26. He was hung for killing his daughter. 
26. I am going to emphasize this point stronger than before. 
27. StanJ still and speak distinct when you are addressing the class. 
28. His is and ns look exactly alike. 
29. I have some literature on the making of hooked rugs. 
30. I might go home with you if I have enough money for my ticket. 
31. This is not the man who you spoke to yesterday. 
32. I have got two brothers and one sister. 
33. He looked sourly at us when we approached the group, and 

seemed pretty much out of patience with all of us. 
34. Our president came from somewheres in the South. 
36. I don't know but what that was the wrong thing to do. 
36. If I was in your place, I would quit complaining. 
37. Kentucky and the South is vividly portrayed in this story. 
38. I object to him coming and taking things that belong to me. 
39. We lost our baggage and we were in a terrible fix. 
40. That felloK that acted as the leader was from Georgia. 
41. I do not like that sort of a person. 
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42. The Rockies are more higher than our mountains in the East. 
43. I had ought to have taken the prize when it was offered to me. 
44. He is one of the teach3rs who was dismissed last week. 
46. I wish I could of been there when he was giving that report. 
46. I only paid half of your traveling expenses. 
47. Our preacher is nowhere near so good as the one we had last 

year. 
48. I did not suppose that tall person to be she. 
49. She is plenty old enough to speak for herself, but she is so shy. 
60. This was boughten before the end of the war. 
61. Was it Edward and the Duchess who is being entertained at the 

White House? 
62. I would have gone to the wedding if I had have been invited. 
63. I do not know if he will come. 
64. John and yourself should get another car. 
66. That was the finest of any speech I have heard this year. 
66. Mother gave me a pair of beads for Christmas. 
67. If you have only one memoranda, you need not report it. 
68. Our mountains are not as tall as the Rockies, but they look like 

they were taller. 
59. Being as you are not bnsy, why don't you read to me? 
60. You will not leave this room until you have finished your home 

work. 
61. This summer I either want to teach or get a job as a hostess at 

some resort. 
62. Her friend is very good looking; he is tall and dark complected. 
63. You should measure the cloth lengthways. 
64. I didn't see none of your friends at the circus last night. 
66. By constructing a park, the appearance of the town might be 

improved. 
66. I have as many books in my library, if not more than, you. 
67. This here map is too old to be of much value. 
68. Your friend is so pretty and so refined. 
69. I haven't gotten what I came for, and I had ought to give up. 
70. Please leave me do the dishes while you visit with your guests. 
71. The teacher was unwilling to so much as repeat the question. 
72. I was all ready in New York when the message came. 
73. Most everything that we shipped was lost. 
74. Many will seek admittance, and ouly a few will be admitted. 
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76. Our arguments are likely to end up in a fight. 
76. Every instructor must be in their office before the last bell rings. 
77. If you have a pencil or pen, bring them. 
78. The class was in their room before the teacher arrived. 
79. I met a man in Japan knows you and she. 
80. The party who was with us had nothing to say in our defense. 
81. We had a heap of fun at the circus, but everybody spent too 

much dough. 
82. The work was different than what we had anticipated. 
83. The child was so miserable that the parents had no alternatives 

than to move away. 
84. Will Roger's stature is iI1 the Hall of Fame in the United States 

Capital. 
86. We could not have our party at the church because the Reverend 

would not approve it. 
86. Who did you see in town today? 
87. I do not know whom you are. 
88. One should be especially careful about their grammar. 
89. When you are complimented, you act like you had been insulted. 
90. I do not doubt but what he has plenty of money. 
91. We decided to go to the dance, as we knew you would want us 

to go. 
92. Erase that out and put this here problem on the board. 
93. I seldom ever see any of my college friends. 
94. Father thinks I had ought to go and register for this course. 
96. His grandmother sets there all day long watching the crowds go 

and come. 
96. The examination was mighty hard, and I don't think I did real 

well. 
97. He said you are a capable person and that you were in need of 

work. 
98. I do not know but what it would be better for me to go there 

unaccompanied. 
99. That was a funny kind of a talk for a preacher to make. 

100. Your cakes are always mighty good. 
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Italic and boldface references are to paragraphs. 

A 

A and an, 77-79 
A for on (O.E. an, on), 177-178, 281 
Abbreviations, pluralization of, 41-43 
Ablaut verbs, 99, 100 (note 3), 147 
Abridged clauses, 370, 416 
Absolute phrase, 29, 6; 293-294; 302; 

337; 416, 1 
Absolute superlative, 89-91 
Absolute verbs, 94 
Abstract noun, defined, 23-24 
Accusative case, 31-33. (See Objec-

tive case.) 
Active and passive voice, 107, 242-247 
Additive (cumulative) conjunctions, 

189 ff. (See also Coordinating 
conjunction.) 

Adjectival elements in nouns, 79-80 
Adjective clauses, 79, 349-369 

introduced by relative pronouns, 56-
64, 349-359 

introduced by relative adverbs, 165-
168, 360-361 

restrictive and non-restrictive, 363-
365 

Adjective pronouns, 66-72 
definite and indefinite, 67-70 
inflectional forms and uses of, 69-72 

Adjectives, 73-92 
absolute superlative meaning of, 89-

90 
adverbs as, 81 
appositive position of, 81-82 
articles, <lefinite (the) and indefinite 

(a, an), 76-79 
as explanatory modifiers (appobi

tives), 262, 8 
as nouns, 17; 30-31; 215, 27; 294-296 
attributive, adherent, 81-82, 232 

(note 2) 

Adjectives (cont'd): 
common and proper, 80 
comparison (inflection) of, 84-92 
compound, 73 
confused with adverbs, 235-238 
defined, 16, 73 
definite and indefinite, 74-76 
demonstrative, 74 
descriptive and definitives, 74 
forms and derivation of, 17, 73-81, 

296-299 
interrogative, 13-14, 64-65 
misplaced, 83-84 
modifying adjectives, 207, 7; 208, fJ 
not compared, 91-\:''2 
nouns as, 68-69, 79-80 
numerals, 74-75 
order of, 82-84 
phrases as, 79, 221-222,237-238,254 
predicative, 81-82, '232 (note 2), 233 

(note 3), 234-238 
preposition as, 176, c 
pronominal, 75-76 
resembling participles, 296-299 
suffixes of, 81, 296-298 
types of, 73-79 
used as substantive, 17, 20, 40-41 
verb idea in, 286, 2; 296-299 
ye as, 77 

Adverb clauses, 165-168, 390-420 
complex and coordinate, 401-403 
dangling, 403-404 
defined and classified, 390-403; 408-

417 
elliptical, 396-397, 400, 403-404, 

415-417 
of cause, 410 
of concession, 412-415 
of condition, 408-410 
of degree, 396-400 
of manner, 394-396 
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Adverb clauses (cont'd): 
of place, 393-394 
of purpose, 411 
of result or effect, 412 
of time, 390-393 
substitutes for, 416 

Adverbial objective, 33, 5; 271-284 
clause as, 379-381 
defined, 271 
diagrams of, 271-281; 316, 7; 379, 6 
gerund as, 316, 7 
indirect object, 271-273 
of degree, 278-280 
of direction, 277, c 
of limit of motion, 277, b 
of manner, 278 
of measure, weight, quantity, and 

value, 279-281 
of place, 276 
of time, 275, 2, 276, b 

Adverbs, 156-173 
classified, 160-169 
comparison of, 170-173 
complex function of, 164-170 
conjunctive, 164-170, 185-186, 390-

403 
correlative, 167-168, 394-401 
defined, 156 
derivative, 156-160 
exclamatory, 168 
flat, 158-160 
forms and derivation of, 156-160 
independent, introductory, and func-

tional, 168-169; 211, 18 
interrogative, 13-14, 168, 370 ff. 
modal, 163-164 
modifiers of prepositions and prepo

sitional phrases, 17 4, 225-226 
modifying adverbs, 206, 4; 207, 5; 

392 
nouns, phrases, and clauses function

ing as, 33, 5; 169-170; 271-282; 
316, 7; 379, 6 

of affirmation and negation, 160, 
163-164, 209 

of cause or reason, 163 
of degree, 162-163 
of manner, 162 
of place or direction, 161-162 
of time, 160-161 
prepositions as, 81 
primary and derivative, 156-160 
pro-sentence, 169, 4 

Adverbs (cont'd): 
relative, 165-168, 360-361, 390-407 
transitional, illative, 164-165, 185-

186, 191, 425-426 
uses of, 21, 81, 156, 160-173 

Adversative conjunctions, 190-191; 
423, 3 

After: 
adjective, 177 (5) 
preposition, 176, b 
relative adverb, 176, b; 393 

Ago, correct use of, 161 
Agreement: 

pronoun with antecedent, 45-46, 59-
60 

verb with subject, 141-146 
Ain't, 18 
All: 

number of, 70 
with you, 49 

Analysis, sentence, 200-427 
complex sentences, 349-420 
compound-complex sentences, 426-

427 
compound sentences, 421-432 
defined, 201 
parenthetical clauses, 427 
parsing, 201 
review exercises in, 432-435 
simple sentences, 205-345 

Analytic language, 179 
And: 

correlative with both, 188-189; 213, 22 
meaning and use, 144, 6; 187-190 

(note 2); 421-422 
omitted for emphasis, 425 
plural form of, 42 (note 22) 

Anglo-Saxon (Old English), 3-7 
Anomalous verbs, defined, 101 
Antecedent, defined, 45-46, 49 
Any: 

adjective, 7 5 
pronoun, 68 

Anybody else's, everybody else's, 69 
Apostrophe: 

sign of possessive case, 30-31, 43-44 
used in formation of certain plurals, 

42 
Appositive conjunctions, 194-195 
Appositives (Explanatory modifiers), 

257-270 
adjective as, 262 
case of, 33, 4; 257 (note 1) 
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Appositives (cont'd): 

clauses as, 377-379 
defined, 257 
gerunds as, 313-314 
infinitive as, 328--329 
nouns as, 258 ff. 
restrictive and nonrestrictive, 194-

195, 257-259, 377-379, 381 
verbs as, 262, 10 

Archaic and obsolete expressions, de
fined, 19, 48 (note 3), 57 (note 12) 

Articles: 
definite and indefinite, 76-79 
meaning and uses of, 76 
omissions of, 78--79 
repetition of, 78 

As: 
conjunction, 189; 410, 2 
expletive, 194-195; 234, 4, 5; 254, 5 
relative adverb, 165---168; 392, c; 

394-395; 398, 1, 2 
wrongly used for that, 385, 6 

As ... as and so ... as, uses of, 
167-168, 398-399 

As if, as though, subordinating conjunc
tions, 113, 2; 395, c 

As to, phrasal preposition, 179, 377 
Attribute complement, 232-233 

defined, 232 (note) 
infinitive as, 327, b 
participle as; 289-290 
prepositional phrase as, 237-238; 

328, 4 
Attributive (adjunct), adjective, mod

ifiers, 81-82 
Auxiliary verbs, defined, 96 

B 

Bad and badly, 235 
Barbarism, defined, 18 
Be: 

auxiliary verb, 97 
conjugation of, 142, 150-152 
copulative verb, 97 
full verb, 93, 97, 106 
principal parts of, 102 

Because: 
subordinating conjunction, 187. 410 
substandard use of, 384-385 

Because of, preposition, l 79 
Before: 

preposition, 279, c 
relative adverb, 393, e 

Bibliography, grammar and language 
references, 439-442 

Both, correlative with and, 188-189; 
212-213 

Bright's Anglo-Saxon Reader, 35 (note) 
But: 

coordinating conjunction, 176, b; 
187-191: 421-423 

preposition, 137; 176, b; 333; 385, 5 
relative pronoun, 63, 356-357 

But that, expletive, 193, 370 
But what, standard and substandard 

use of, 385, 5 

C 

Can and could, uses of, 128-130 
Cannot, 209, 13 
Capital letters, uses of, 22-23, 80 
Cardinal numerals, 74, 2 (1); 83, 3 
Case: 

ablative, 227; 276, 3; 278, d 
dative, 271-272 
defined, 28 
following copulative infinitives, 33, 

7; 337-338 
following prepositions, 32, 3; 219 ff. 
nominative (or subjective), 15 (note 

5), 28-30, 232-234 
objective (or accusative), 31-33, 242-

249 
oblique, 15 (note 5), 157 
of appositives, 29, 4; 32, 4 
of relative pronouns, 56-61, 351 ff. 
of subjective complement after finite 

verbs, 29, 2; 232-234 
possessive (or genitive), 30-31 
with gerunds, 310-312, 318-320 

Causative verbs, defined, 95-96, 244 
Chaucer, Geoffrey, 159 
Clauses: 

adjective, 17, 56-64, 165-166, 349-
369 

adverb, 17, 165---189 
complex, 401-402; 426-427 
coordinate, 362; 381, 7, 401-402, 

422-431 
dangling, 365---366 
defined and classified, 12-13 
dependent (or subordinate), 13. (See 

also Complex sentences) 
independent (principal, or main), 13, 

349 ff. 
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Clauses (cont'd): 
infinitive, 329-330 
misused for full sentences, 417 
noun, 13, 370-389 
objects of preposition, 376---377 
urder of, 399--400 
parenthetical, 427 
restrictive and nonrestrictive, 363-

365 
substandard use of, 365-366, 384-385 
types of, 13, 17, 349-428 

Cognate object, defined, 33, 9; 243, 244 
(note 1) 

Collectiv;i nouns: 
defined, 24-25 
number of, 33 ff. 
singular and plural meanings of, 25 

Colloquialisms, defined, 18-19 
Common case, 28 (note 7) 
Common gender, 27 
Common nouns, 22-24 
Comparison: 

absolute superlative, 89-91 
clauses of, 87, II; 396---400 
defined, 15, 84 
degrees of, 15, 84 
double comparison, 88----92 
irregular and defective comparison, 

88-90, 171-173 
methods of, 85--90 
of adjectives, 84-92 
of adverbs, 170-173 
regular, 86---88; 170-171 
relational meaning of certain com

parative forms, 88, 172-173 
to denote inferiority, 87, II 

Complements: 
direct object, 242-249 
obje~tive, 250-255 
retained object, 38, 8; 245; 272 f.; 37 4 
subjective, 232-238, 312-313 

Complementary infinitives, 119, 335-
336 

Complex clause, 401-402, 426---427 
Complex-compound (or compound

complex) sentence, 203, 421, 426-
427 

Complex phrase, 228, 4; 333-334 
Complex sentence, 349--420 

defined, 202, 349 
Compound adjectives, 73 
Compound and phrasal adverbs, 157-

158 

Compound and phrasal conjunction!, 
187 

Compound and phrasal nouns, 21-22 
Compound and phrasal prepositi,,ns, 

177-178 
Compound object, 245-247 
Compound personal pronouns, 52-55 
Compound predicate, diagram of, 211-

214 
Compound prepositional phrases, '127-

228; 238, 3 
Compound relative adverbs, 165--167, 

360-361 
Compound relative pronoun, 57-58, 64, 

357-359, 382 
Compound sentences, 202-203, 212 

(note 2), 421-438 
Compound subjects, diagramed, 211-

215; 295, 312, 314 
Compound subjects, singular verbs 

with, 146, 9 
Concerning, preposition, 178, c; 299, 2 
Concessive clauses, 64; 113, 4; 412-415 
Concrete noun, defined, '13 
Condition clauses, 113, 3; 408----410 
Conjugation (inflection of verbs), 15, 

147-155 
defined, 15, 147 
of be, 149-151 
of give, 152-155 
of infinite (nonfinite) verbs, 133-136, 

149, 152. (See Participles, Ger
unds, and Infinitives.) 

Conjunctions: 
additive (cumulative), 190-192, 421-

422 
adversative (contrasting), 190-191, 

423-424 
alternative (disjunctive), 190-192, 

422-423 
appositive, 194-195 
classes of, 187 
compound and phrasal, 187 
coordinating, 187-188, 189-191, 212-· 

215, 227-228, 246-247, 420-427 
correlative, 14.5, 7; 188-189; 212, 22; 

422 f. 
defined, 16, 185 
expledves (or introductory), 193 
origin and forms of, 185 
pure (or full), 185, 408----417, 421 ff. 
secondary (or half), 185--186, 192 ff., 

390-398 
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Conjunctions (cont'd): 

simple, 187 
subordinating, 188-189, 408-415 
transitional, illative, 189, 425-426 
wrongly used, 384-385 

Conjunctive adverbs, 164-168, 185-
186, 192-193, 360f., 390f. 

Continuous (or definite) tenses, 117. 
(See Tenses.) 

Contractions, diagraming of, 210, 16, 17 
Coordinating conjunctions, defined and 

classified, 187-189, 189-191 
Coordinate words, diagraming of, 212-

215 
clauses, 362, 381, 402---403, 421-432 
phrases, 227, 238, 291 f., 295, 314 f. 

Copulas, copulative verbs, defined, 97, 
232 

Correlative adverbs, 167-168, 391-400. 
(See Adverbs.) 

as ... as, 167-168, 396, 397 f. 
so ... as, 167 f.; 395 b; 396, 4; 

397, b; 398, 2 
so . . . that, 399 
the . . . the, 399-400 
then ... when, 391-392 
there . . . where, 394 

Cumulative conjunctions, 189-190; 
420--421. (See also Conjunctions.) 

Curme, George, 113 (note 11) 

D 

Dangling clauses, 365-366 
Dangling (unattached) verbals, 300-

302, 320-321, 340 
Dative object. (See Indirect object 

and Object.) 
Declarative sentence, defined, 13 
Declension: 

defined, 15 
of nouns, 43-44 
of pronouns, 47-48, 53, 58 

Defective verbs, defined, 101 
Definitions of grammatical terms, 11-

19 
Degrees of comparison: 

of adjectives, 84-92 
of adverbs, 170--173 

Demonstrative adjectives, 74 
correct and incorrect uses of, 81 

Dependent (or subordinate) clauses, 
d:c'fined. 13, 349 ff. 

Descriptive grammar, defined, 11-12 
Diagram: 

analysis by diagraming, Part Two, 
200--438 

defined, 203 
Reed and Kellogg, system of, 203-

204 
Dictionary, New English. (See Oxford 

English Dictionary.) 
Different than, colloquialism, 18 
Direct address, 29, 3 
Direct and indirect speech, in noun 

clauses, 370 ff. 
uses of shall and will in, 126-127 

Direct object, object complement, 242-
249 

D:i, did, anomalous verb, 101 
full verb, 261, 7 
in emphatic verb phrases, 96, 109, 

152-153, 155 
in interrogative sentences, 96 
principal parts of, 103 

Double comparison, 88-90 
Double possessive (genitive), uses of, 

52, 174-175, 220 

E 

Each, each one, every, everyone, number 
of verb with, 146, 9; antecedent 
of, 69--72 

Each other, one another, reciprocal pro
nouns, 71-72 

Editorial (or royal) we, 51 
Either ... or, neither ... nor, 145, 

7; 422-423 
Elements of the sentence, defined, 201-

202 
Elliptical clauses and sentences, 109, 

160, 396--397, 400, 415, 427-428 
Else, else's, 69 
Emphatic verb forms, 117, 152-153, 

155 
English language, history of, 3-7 
Enough, position of, 82 
Enthuse, 301 under Caution 
Everybody, everyone, standard and sub

standard use of, 69---'-72, 146, 9 
Exclamatory adverbs, 168 
Expletives and function words and 

phrases, 169, 173, 370, 372-381 
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F 

Factitive and nonfactitive verbs, 251-
255 

Far, farthe:r, farthest, 172 
Feminine gender, inflectional markings 

of, 27 (note 5), 28 
Finite verb, defined, 93. (See Predi-

cate verb.) 
First and firstly, 75, 159 (note) 
First, fore, former, forerrwst, 91 
Flat adverbs, 158-160. (See also Ad

verbs, forms of) 
For: 

conjunction, 16, 176 
coordinating conjunction, 188 (note 

1) 
function word with infinitive, 333-

335 
preposition, 16, 176, 334---335 
subordinating conjunction, 185, 410 

Foreign nouns, plural forms of, 37, VIII 
For example, expletive (function) 

phrase, 194 
Forme:r, demonstrative use of, 67 
Form (morphology) and syntax, de-

fined, 14---15 
Fries, Charles C., 176 (note 1) 
From unde:r, phrasal use of, 179 
Further and farther, 172 
Furthermore, 172, 191 
Future and future perfect tenses, 122-

128 
auxiliaries with, 122-123 
present tense with future meaning, 

119, 4 

G 

Gender, 26-28, 47-49, 59-61 
classes of, 26-27 
defined, 26 
grammatical and natural, 26 
of nouns, 26-28 
of personal pronouns, 47-49 
of personified nouns, 62 
of relative pronouns, 59-61, 143, 2, 

351-357 
ways of showing, 27-29 

Generic the, defined, 76 
Genitive (possessive) case, 30-31; 60, 

B; 257 (note 1) 
double genitive, 52, 175, 220 
inflected form of, 30-31 

Genitive (cont'd): 
in Old English, 31 (note 9), 207-208, 

237 
phrasal, 30 
subjective and objective, 31, 181, 

311, 313 
Germanic languages, 5-6 
Gerund, 93-94, 309-324 

defined, 93-94, 309 
forms and uses of, 93-94, 309-324 
infinitive vs. gerund, 338-339 
in unattached (dangling) phrases, 

320-321 
nouns resembling, 317-318 
origin of -ing gerunds, 134---135 
subject of, 310, 318-320 

Gerundial infinitive phrase, 137 
Giving (dative) verbs, 244, 271-273 
Go: 

copulative verb, 97 
with complementary infinitive, 119, 

4; 325 
Grammar, defined, 11 

descriptive, 11-12 
historical, 11 

Grammatical and natural gender, 26. 
(See also Gender.) 

Grammatical change, 4 
Grammatical tense, 116 
Grammatical terminology, definitions, 

11-19 
Group (or phrasal) genitive, 30. (See 

also Possessive case.) 
Gothic, East Germanic, in chart of lan

guages, 7 
Grow, copulative verb, 97 

H 

Had better, had rather, had best, idio
matic uses of, 18; 112, 4; 172-173, 
397 

Had ought, 131 
Had to, 130-131 
Have, had, auxiliary in compound 

tenses, 96, 149-152; 153-155 
He, his, him: 

common gender use of, 49 
declension of, 48-50 

Hendiadys, defined, 145 
Hisself and theirselves, 53 
Historical present tense, 119, 6 
Home, after motion verbs, 277 
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Human being, a phrasal noun, 21 (note 

3) 
Hyphenated words, pluralization of, 

40, xv 
Hypothetical language, 6 

I 

Idioms and idiomatic phrases, 5, 17-18, 
333-334, 328-329 

If: 
expletive, 193-194, 370 
mode of verbs in if-clauses, 113, 3; 

150-151 (note 19); 408-410; 412-
414 

subordinating conjunction, 188, 408, 
409, 414 

Imperative mode, 108-109 
Imperative sentences, 14 

punctuation of, 14 
subject of, 108-109 

Impersonal it, 18, 50 
Impersonal verbs, 97, 378, 328-329 
In, an adverb, 209, 12 
In and into, uses of, 177, a 
In case, conjunction, 408 
Indefinite adjective pronouns, 66--72 

differentiated from adjectives, 69-
72; 146, 9 

inflection of, 69-71 
Indefinite article, 77, 79, 281. (See also 

Articles.) 
Indefinite (or simple) tenses, 116--117 
Indefinite relative pronouns, 57-58, 

357-360 
forms and uses of, 58-59, 414--415 
which and who as indefinites, 382-383 

Independent expressions, 263-270 
absolute phrase, 29, 3, 5, 7 
adverbs, 169, 265--266 
clauses, 13, 427 
infinitive phrase, 337 
interjections, 196--198, 265 
participles, 292-293 
pleonasm, 266--267 
prepositional phrases, 169, 2; 266 
vocative, 264--265 

Indicative mode, 109-110 
conjugation of be and give in, 149-

150, 152-154 
defined,' 109 
tenses and uses of, 116--117, 118 ff. 
versus subjunctive, 111-112 

Indirect discourse, future and modal 
auxiliaries in, 126-127 

Indirect object, 56 (note 10), 271-273 
Indirect question, 373-374, 382-383 
Individual noun, defined, 25 
Indo-European family of languages, 

sketch of, 7 
Infinite (nonfinite) verbs, 93-04, 133 ff. 
Infinitive, 137-138, 325--340 

clause, 329-330 
defined, 93, 325 
forms of, 137-138 
gerundial, 137 
in complementary phrase, 119, 4; 

335-336 
in dangling phrase, 340 
in verb phrases, 137-138 
split infinitive, 339-340 
subject of, 337-338 
to, as sign of, 137 
uses of, 137-138, 325-339 
vs. gerund, 338-339 
without to, 137, 328 

Infinitive phrases, uses of, 325--339 
Inflection: 

defined, 15 
of adjectives, 84--92 
of adverhs, 170-173 
of nouns, 21 (note 1)-22, 25-44 
of pronouns, 47-48, 52-53, 58 
of verbs, 93-101, 107-155 

In order that, so that, as conjunction:_ 
187, 411-412 

Intensive pronouns, forms of, 49 (note 
4), 54--55 

Interjections, 196--198 
defined, 196 
primary and secondary, 197 

Interrogative adjectives, 13-14, 65--66 
in noun clauses, 370, 377 

Interrogative adverbs, 168, 370 
Interrogative pronouns, 13-14, 65--66, 

370-377 
antecedents of, 66 
defined, 65 
forms of, 65 
in direct and indirect questions, 371-

376 
in noun clauses, 370 ff. 

Interrogative sentences, 13-14; 210, 16 
Intransitive verbs, 94--95 
Irregular verbs: 

defined, 90 
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Irregular verbs (cont'd): 
list of, 102-107 

rt, personal pronoun, 47-52 
antecedent of, 50 
indefinite and impersonal uses of, 18; 

50; 97; 328, 2; 334, 2; 379, 4 

J 

Jespersen, Otto, 28 (note 7) 
Just: 

modifier of preposition, 225 
modifier of relative adverb, 392 

L 

Last, lastly, uses of, 159 (note 1) 
Late and lately, differentiated, 159 
Later, latter, latest, last, uses of, 91, 172 
Less, lesser, and least, uses of, 87-91, 

170-172 
Lest, with subjunctive, 114, 6, (2); 150 

(note 18); 411, 2 
Letters of the alphabet, pluralization 

of, 42 XVII 
Let, with infinitive, 330 
Leveling of inflectional markings, 4, 14 
Like, use and misuse of, 273-275, 394 
Linking (or copulative) verbs, 97, 232-

238, 290, 327, 375. (See also sub
jective and objective comple
ments.) 

Look, copulative use of, ll7 

M 

Man and men, inflection of, 34-35 
Manner: 

adverbs of, 162; 207, 5 
clauses of, 394-396 
phrases of, 223, 3 

Many, a great many, uses of, 208 
Mass nouns, defined, 25 
May anci might, preterit-present verbs, 

129, 154 (note 22) 
uses of, 111 

Me and myself, uses of, 52-56 (note 10) 
Mine and thine, origin of, 51-52 
Miss, Mrs., with singular and plural 

nouns, 41, XVI, c 
Modal auxiliaries: 

meanings and uses of, 96, 115--116, 
124-132 

Modal auxiliaries (cont'd): 
sequence of tenses of, 141 
tenses of, 117, 128 ff. 

Mode: 
defined, 108 
imperative, 108-109 
indicative, 109-110 
potential indicative vs. potential sub

junctive, 110-116 
subjunctive, 110- ll(i 

Modifiers: 
adjectival, 73-84; 205 ff.; 221 f.; 262; 

285 ff.; 330, 6; 349--369 
adverbial, 156-173, 205 ff., 222 f., 

331 f., 390 ff. 
explanatory, 257-270, 328-329, 313-

314, 377, 379 
Mood, (See Mode) 
Moore and Knott's Elements of Old 

English, 35 (note) 
More, most, function words, 85-89, 

170-171 
Morphemes, defined, 15 
More than, number of verb in clause 

following, 146, 11 f. 
-most, superlative :suffix, 89, 91 
Morphology, 11, 14. (See also Verbs, 

Forms of.) 
Mr. and Mrs., titles used with singula1 

and plural nouns, 41, XVI, c 
Much, not muchly, 160 
Must, form and use of, 130-131, 128 

(note 12) 
Mutation, defined, 34-35, 37 (note 14), 

100. (See Umlaut.) 
My, mine, uses of, 52, 233 (note 3) 
Myself for I and me, 55--56 (note 10) 
Myself, reflexive and intensive uses of, 

54-56 

N 

Namely, an expletive, 194; 259, 3 
Natural gender vs. grammatical gender, 

26 
Near: 

adverb and adjective uses of, 273-
275 

comparison of, 172 
prepositional function, 275 (note 2) 

Need, as modal av'(jliary, 336, 3 
Negation, modal adverbs of, 160, 163-

164, 209 
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Neither ... nor, 188-190; 422 f. 

joining coordinate clauses, 422-423 
number of verb following, 145, 'i 

No, with force of full sentence, 169, 4 
None, form and use of, 68-71; 146, 10 
Nonfinite (infinite) verbs, !c!3-94, 133-

138, 285-345 
N orninative absolute (Ablative abso

lute), 29, 2P3-294 
Nominative case, 15 (note 5), 28-30, 

232-234 
Notwithstanding 

conjunction, 187, 191 
preposition, 178, c 

Nounal suffixes, 17, 21 (note 2), 24 
Noun (substantive) clauses, 13, 20, 

370-389 
coordinate, 381, 7 
differentiated from adjective clauses, 

382-384 
subordinate (dependent) clause, 13 
substandard use of, 384-385 

Nouns, 20-45 
abstract and concrete, 23-24 
adjective forms of, 81 
as adjectives, 79-80 
as adverbs, 169-170 
as explanatory modifiers, 258-270 
case of, 28-33 
collective, individual, and mass, 24-

25 
common and proper, 22-23 
concrete and abstract, 23-24 
declension of, 43-44 
defined, 20 
gender of, 26--28 
inflection of, 25-44 
number of, 33-41; 145, 8 
of foreign origin, 37-38 
person of, 143, 1 
simple, compound, and phrasal (or 

group), 21-22 
verbal idea in, 31 
verb forms as, 294, 9; 309-320; 325-

338 
Number: 

of adjectives, 74, 1; 84 
of nouns, 24, 33-44 
of pronouns, 47-48 
of verbs, 141-147 
subject and verb, agreement of, 143-

147 
Numerals, 74-75, 160-161, 208 

0 

0, Oh, interjections, 196--197, 265 
Obt;olete and archaic expressions, de

fined, 19, 65 (note 16) 
Object: 

-case, 31 ff. 
cognate, 33, 9; 243; 94-95 
complement, 242-249 
compound, 245-247 
dative, 271-273 
direct, 242-249 
indirect, 54, 3; 33, 6; 244; 271-

273 
of prepositions, 32, 3; 175; 219-228 
retained, 33, 8; 245; 272-273; 374 

Objective case, 31-33 
after infinitives, 33, 7 
of nouns, 31-33 
of pronouns, 47-48, 59-61 

Objective complement: 
defined, 250 
following factitive and nonfactitive 

verbs, 250-254 
gerund as, 315, 6, 1 
infinitive as, 329-330 
nouns and adjectives as, 250-255 
participle as, 290-292 
prepositional phrase as, 254 

Objective genitive, 31 (note). (See also 
Uses of the Possessive Case) 

Older and elder, 88, 91 
Old English (O.E.), or Anglo-Saxon 

(A-S), 3-7 
Once, conjunction, 408 
One ... one, 71 
Only, position of, 84 

modifier of prepositional phrase, 174; 
226, 2 

Or: 
coordinating conjunction, 187, 190, 

2; 422, 2 
expletive, 194-195, 258, 2 

Ordinal numerals, 7 4, 2. (See also Nu
merals) 

Otherwise, 190; 425, 6 
Ought, defective verb, 101 

modal auxiliary, 128, 131-132, 335-
336 

substandard use of, 131 
Out of, preposition, 238, 4 
Oxford Dictionary, 76 (note 4), 398, 

400 
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p 

Parataxis, 190 (note 2) 
Parenthetical expressions, 265-266, 427 
Parsing, defined, 201 
Participles: 

apparent, 296-299 
as prepositions, 299-300 
conjugation of, 133-134, 149, 152 
dangling (detached), 300-301 
defined, 93, 285 
forms and uses of, 133-134 
in absolute phrase, 293-294; 302, 3 
independent, 292-293 
restrictive and nonrestrictive uses of, 

303-304 
tenses of, 133-134 
used as nouns, 135 (note 15), 294---296 
used incorrectly for finite verb, 303 
used in forming compound tenses, 

285-286 
Particle, defined, 17 4 
Parts of speech, 16, 20-198 

adjective, 16, 73-92 
adverbs, 16, 156-173 
conjunctions, 16, 185-195 
defined, 16 
interjections, 16, 196---198 
nouns, 16, 20-44 
prepositions, 16, 17 4---184 
pronouns, 16, 45-72 
verbs, 16, 93-155 

Passive voice: 
forms of, 107 
retained object with, 245, 272, 374 
weak use of, 245 

Past and past perfect tenses, 120-121 
Periphrastic (or phrasal) verb forms, 

106, 123 ff., 137-138, 301-303, 
316--317, 335-336 

Person: 
defined, 46 
of noun antecedents, 59 
of pronouns, 46---59, 69-72 
of verbs, 143-146. (See also Conju

gation of be and give, 149-155) 
Personal pronouns, 46-56 

absolute use of, 51-52 
compound, 52-56 
declension of, 47-48, 53 
in apposition, 54---55, 261 
reflexive and intensive forms of, 52-

56 

Phrases: 
adjective, 79, 221-222 
adverb, 222-229 
defined, 12, 29 
independent and absolute, 266-267; 

29, 6 and 7 
Please, modal use of, 109, 336, 2 
Pleonasm, 29, 6; 266--267 
Plurals: 

by mut,ation, 34; 37, VII 
rules for forming, 35-41 
with different meaning, 38-39 

Possessive (genitive) case, 30-31; 43-
44; 47-53; 60, B; 257 (note 1) 

absolute, 51-52, 67-68, 233 (note 3) 
after prepositions, 174---175 
double possessive, 52, 174---175, 220 
in appositive function, 262 
of e!se, 69 
of it, 48, 50 
of reflexive and intensive pronouns, 

55-56 
of that and which, 58 (note 15) 
of whoever, and whosoever, 60, B 
phrasal form of, 30, 58 (note 14) 
subjective and objective use of, 31, 

181, 311, 313 
two living uses of, 233 (note 3) 

Potential indicative, 115, 151-152, 154 
Potential mode, 115 
Potential subjunctive, 115, 151 (note 

19), 154 (note 21) 
Poutsma, H., 53 (note 8) 
Predicate: 

complete, 12, 201 
compound, 212, 21;213, 22;214,26; 

234, 4; 235, 4; 246 
defined, 12, 201 
modifiers of, 205 ff. 
simple, 12, 201, 205 

Predicate adjective, 81-82, 97, 23?.-
233, 234---238, 250-255 

differentiated from adve!"bs modify-
ing verbs, 235-236 

infinith: e as, 327, b 
participle as, 289-292 
prepositional phrase as, 237-238; 

328, 4 
Predicate nominative, 29, 2; 232-234 

as, introducing, 194, 234 
case of, 29, 2 
clauses as, 375 
defined, 232 
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Predicate nominative (cont'd): 
gerund as, 312 
infinitive as, 327, a 

Preposition-adverb, 183-184 
Prepositional phrases, 184, 219-231, 

237-238 
as adjective, 221-222, 237-238 
as adverb, 222-229 
coordinate, 227 
defined, 219 
illative use of, 191 (note 3), 266 
principal word in, 32, 3, 174--175, 219 

Prepositions, 174--185, 219-231 
as adverbs, 16, 107 (note 8), 183 
compound, 177-178, 223 ff. 
defined, 17 4 
derivation and form of, 175-178 
detached, 183-184 
differentiated from adverbs, 183-184, 

224--225 
governing clauses, 376-378 
governing infinitive phraRes, 137, 

332-334 
governing possessive case, 17 4--17 5, 

220 
meaning and uses of, 179-181, 221-

224 
misuse of, 231 
object of, 17 4--175, 219 
participle used as, 178, c; 299-300 
phrasal, 179, 223-224, 226 
position of, 181-184; 355, 11 

Present and present perfect tenses, 
118-120 

Preterit-present verbs, 96, 117, 128-
132. (See also Modal Auxiliaries) 

Principal clauses, defined, 13, 202, 349, 
421 

Principal parts of verbs, defined, 147 
list of irregular verbs, 102-106 
regular and irregular, 99-106 

Progressive (definite) verb forms, 117, 
123-124, 133-137, 153-155 

Pronouns, 45---72 
adjective, 17, 66-71, 75---76 
agreement of, 48-51, 59-60 
antecedent of, 45-46, 49 
archaic forms of, 48 
as appositive, 54--55 
classes of, 46-47, 52-55, 57-58 
compound personal, 52-55 
conjunctive function of, 64 
declension of, 47-48, 52-53, 58 

Pronouns (cont'd): 
defined, 45 
demonstrative, 67; 75, 1 
inflectional forms and uses of, 69-71 
intensive (emphatic), 55 
interrogative, 13-14, 65---66 
personal, 45---56 
reciprocal, 71-72 
reflexive, 49 (note 4), 54, 56 (note 

10) 
relative, 56-64 
uses of, 48-52, 53-56 

Proper nouns: 
as common nouns, 23 
defined, 22 
plurals of, 36 (note 13); 41, XVI 

Provided, provided that conjunction, 
408 

Punctuation: 
of appositives, 194--195, 378-379 
of coordinate clauses, 426-427 
of declarative sentence, 13 
of exclamatory sentence, 14, 265 
of imperative sentence, 14, 109 
of independent words and phrases, 

263 ff.; 292 ff.; 337 
of interjections, 197-198 
of interrogative sentence, 13-14 
of parenthetical clauses, 427 
of restrictive and nonrestrictive ele

ments, 82, 2; 195: 363-365 

Q 

Questions: 
direct and indirect, 210, 16; 373-383 
forms of verbs in, 96, 126-127 
use of shall ( should) and will ( would) 

in, 125, 3 

R 

Raise, causative verb, 95 
Rather, or rather, uses of, 172-173; 

397, 3 
Reason is because, substandard use of, 

385 
Reciprocal pronouns and verbs, 71, 98 
Reed and Kellogg's system of diagram

ing, 204 (note 1) 
Reflexive and intensive pronouns, 52-

55, 97-98, 261 (note 2) 
Reflexive verbs, 97-98 
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Regular verbs, defined, 97-98 
Relative adverbs, 165-168, 360-:361, 

390-403 
defined, 165, 350, 360 
errors in the use, 384, 3 

Relative pronouns, 56-64, 349-360 
antecedent of, 59, 350 ff. 
archaic forms of, 57 (note 12) 
case of, 59-60, 351-360 
classes of, 57-58 
declension of, 58 
indefinite, 357-360 
in restrictive and nonrestrictive 

clauses, 62-63, 363-365 
omission of, 61, 356 
person, number, and gender of, 59-

61; 143, 2; 351-357 
uses of, 61-64, 363-365 

Restrictive and nonrestrictive modi-
fiers: 

appositives, 82, 2; 194-195; 257-259 
clauses, 62-63, 363-365 
participial phrases, 303-304 

Result, clauses of, 412 
Retained object, 33, 8; 107 (note 7); 

245; 272-273; 374 
Rise and raise, 95 
Run, causative verb, 95 

intransitive use1:s of, 289-290 (note 2) 

s 
.Same, followed by an as-clause, 357 
Save, lJreposition, 170 (note 2) 
Second, 75, 160 
Seem, copulative verb, 327, b 
-Self (-selves), suffix, 52-56. (See also 

Compound personal pronouns) 
Sentence: 

complex, :l02, 349-421 
compound, 202-203, 421-435 
compound-complex (or complex-

compound), 203, 421, 426-427 
declarative, 13 
defined, 12, 201 
,:ixclamatory, 14, 265 
imperative, 12; 109; 209, 12 
interrogative, 13; 210, 16 
modifiers of, 201 (3), 205 ff. 
predicate of, 11, 201 
simple, 13 (note 2), 201 
subject of, 12, 201 
subordinate clauses wrongly used 

for, 417 

Sentence analysis, 200-438 
by diagraming, 203-204 
by parsing, 201 
complex sentences, 349-420 
compound-complex sentences, 426-

427 
compound sentences, 421-432 
simple s,:intences, 205-349 

Sequence of tenses, 138-141 
Shakespeare, quoted, 51, 90, 110 
Shall and will, 122-128, 131-132 

future auxiliary, 122-128 
modal auxiliaries, 124-125, 131-132 

Should and would: 
in denoting futurity, 125-128 
modal uses of, 131-132 

Sit and set, origin of, 95 
Skeat's Etymological Dictionary of the 

English Language, 76 (note 4) 
Slang expressions, 198 
So ... as, uses of, 87, Il; 167-168; 

395, b; 397, b; 398, 2. (See al.~o 
As ... as) 

Solecisms, defined, 18 
So ... that, correlatives, 167-168, 

39!l 
in purpose clauses, 411 
in result clauses, 412 

Split infinitive, 339-340 
Strong verbs, 99 ff. (See also Verbs, 

Irregular) 
Subject: 

complete, 12 
compound, 202, 212-215 
defined, 12, 201 
gerund as, 310-312 
grammatical and logical, 50, 328-329 
infinitive as, 326 
modified, 205, t; 206 ff. 
simple, 202 
understood, 1~; 209, 12; 219, 1; 330, 

3; 359, 4 and 6; 394, 3; 400; 409, 
3; 411, 2; 427 

Subjective complement, 232-241 
adjective (attribute complement) as, 

232-233, 234-238 
as introducing, 194; 234, 4; 312, 4 
clause as, 375 
defined, 232 
infinitive phrase as, 327 
predicate nominative, 232, 312-3J.3, 

327, 375 
prepositional phrase as, 237-238 
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Subjective and objective genitive, 31, 

181, 311, 313. (See also Possessive 
case) 

Subjunctive mode, 110-116, 408-410, 
412-413 

conjugation of be and give in, 150-
151, 154-155 

defined, 110 
in principal clauses, 112-113 
in subordinate clauses, 113-116, 408-

410, 412-413 
potential (modal), lllf.; 115; 128 ff.; 

151 (note 19) 
censes of, 111-112 
uses of, 111-115, 132 
versus indicative, 115-116, 129-132 

Subordinate clauses, analyzed, 349-
420 

dangling, 365-366, 403-404 
defined, 12-13 

Substantive, defined, 20. (See also 
Nouns) 

8uperlative degree, 84-92, 170-173 
absolute meaning of, 89-91 
double superlative, 90-91 
relational meaning of, 85, 172-173 

Such ... as, 57 (note 11), ti3, 356 
Such as, introductory (expletive) 

phrase, 194 
Suffixes: 

adjective, 17, 81 
adverb, 17, 158 ff. 
noun, 17, 21 (note 2)-24 
pronouns, 52, 57, 64 
verb, 17, 95-96 

Supposing, subordmating conjunction, 
408 

Syntax, defined, 15-16 

T 
Tense: 

compound (perfect and phrasal), 
116--117 

defined, 116 
definite (progressive, continuous), 

117 
emphatic, 117 
forms of tenses, 117-118 
future and future perfect, 122-128 
grammatical, 116 
historical present, 119, o 
indefinite (or simple), 116--118 
of imperative mode, 108 

Tense (cont'd): 
of indicative mode, 117-118 
of modal auxiliaries, 128-132 
of nonfinite verbs, 133-138 
of subjunctive mode, 110-111 
past and past perfect, 120-121 
past future, and past future perfect, 

125-128 
periphrastic (or phrasal), 123 
present and present perfect, 118-120 
sequence of tenses, 138-141 
simple ( or basis), 116--117 

Than: 
case and number of substantive fol-

lowing, 146, 11 
relative adverb, 165, 396--397 
with Latin comparatives, 92 
with true comparatives, 85, 9~.-92 

That: 
demonstrative adjective, 74, 84 
demonstrative pronoun, 67 
expletive, 193, 370 ff. 
relative adverb with so, 399 
relative pronoun, 62-63, 355-356 
subordinating conjunction, 411, 3 

That is, expletive, 194 
That there for that, 81 
The: 

adjective, 76--77 
demonstrative, 76, 1 
derivation of, 76, 1 
generic, 76, 2 
relative and correlative adverb, 167, 

399-400 
ye for, 71, 77 

Their fer his, 70-71 
Theirselves for themselves, 53 
There: 

adverb of place, 211; 162, 1 (3) 
correlative with where, 394 
expletive, 18, 211, 18; 169; 266 

Therefo:e, transitional (conjunctive) 
adverb, 191; 425, 5 

This kind (sort) of, 79 
They: 

inflection of, 48 
indefinite use of, 50-51 

This, plural these, 7 4, 84 
this here for, 81 

Though and although, mode following, 
412-414 (See also Concessivti 
clauses) 

Thou, thy, thine, thee, 48 (note 3)-49 
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Thus, not thusly, 160 
Till, until, preposition and relative ad

verb, 114, 6; 176, a; 390 
To: 

function word with infinitive, 136-
137, 325-340 

preposition, 137, 219, 1; 244-245 
Together with, with, in addition to, 

number of verb following, 144, 4 
Transitive and intransitive verbs, 94-

95; 208-209, 10 and 11; 242-247; 
338 

Try and, 190 (note 2) 
Twain, origin of, 75 

u 
Umlaut (mutation) defined, 34-35, 37 

(note 14), 100 (note 3) 
Unless, 408-409 
Used, auxiliary with complementary 

infinitive, 336, 5 

V 

Verbals (nonfinite verb forms), 133-
138, 285-345 

defined, 133 
gerunds, 134-135, 309-324 
infinitives, 136-138, 325-345 
participles, 133-134, 285-308 
unattached, 300-301, 320-321, 340 

Verbs: 
ablaut, 99, 100 (note 3) 
absolute, 94 
agreement of, 141-147 
anomalous, 99, 101 
auxiliary, 96, 106 
causative, 95-96, 234 
classes of, 94-102 
cognate, 94-95 
conjugation of, 147-155 
copulative (or linking), 97, 232-241 
defective, 101 
defined, 16, 93 
emphatic forms of, 117; 209, 12; 

330, 3 
factitive and nonfactitive, 250-255 
finite and nonfinite, differentiated, 

93-94 
form (or morphology), 11, 12, 14-15, 

97-155 
impersonal, 97 
list of irregular verbs, 102-106 

Verbs (cont'd): 
mixed inflection, 101 
modal auxiliaries, 96, 124-125; 128-

132 
mode (or mood) of, 108-116 
modifications of, 106 
preterit-present, (See Modal Verbs.) 
principal parts of, 102-106, 147-148 
principles determining person and 

number of, 143-147 
progressive (definite) forms of, 117. 

(See also conjugation of give.) 
reciprocal, 98 
reflexive, 97-98 
regular and irregular, 94, 98-106 
strong and weak, 94, 98-101 
syntax of, 11 
transitive and intransitive, 94-95; 

208-209, 10 and 11; 242-249, 272-
273 

voice, 107-108 
Vocative (direct address), 29 (note 8), 

264-265 
Voice: 

active and passive, 107-108 
defined, 107 

w 
We, editorial, 51 
Weak verbs, history of, 98-101 
Webster's New International Dictionary, 

15 (note), 77 
What: 

interrogative adjective and pronoun, 
66, 373 

relative adjective, 64 
relative pronoun, 63-64 
uses of, 63; 65; 66; 359, 6; 373, 5 
with but, 385, 5 

Whatever, whatsoever, indefinite rela
tives, 57-58, 64 

When, interrogative adverb, 168, 37 
When, whenever, relative adverbs, 165-

166, 167-168, 390-393 
Where: 

interrogative adverb, 168, 370; 374; 
381, 7 

wrongly used for an expletive, 384, 3 
Where, wherever, relative adverbs, 165-

166, 167-168, 393-394 
Whether, whether ... or not, uses of, 

65 (note 16); 190, 2; 193-194; 372-
373; 375-376 
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Whichever, whichsoever, indefinite rela

tive, 57-58; 357; 359, 4 
Which, uses of, 57-58; 62-63; 65-66, 

357; 370; 377, 3 
While: 

conjunction, 412-414 
relative adverb, 390 

Whoever, whosoever, indefinite relative, 
64, 57-58, 357-358 

Whoso and whatso, 57 (note 12} 
Who, whose, whom: 

declension of, 58 
gender of, 59 
in restrictive and nonrestrictive 

clauses, 61-63, 363 ff. 
interrogative, 65-66 
relative pronoun, 61-62; 351-355; 

360, 8 
Will and would: 

full verb, 132 
future auxiliary, 122-128 
in polite commands for imperative, 

125, a 

Will and would (cont'd}: 
modal auxiliary, 124, 2; 125, 132 

Worth, as an adjective, 278, 2; 316, 7, 1 
Wright's Old English Grammar, 100 

(note) 
An Elementary Historical New Eng

lish Grammar, 52 (note 5) 
An Elementary Middle English Gram

mar, 52 (note 7) 

y 

Ye, in formal and solemn style, 46-48 
used for the, 77 

Yes and no, adverbs, 169, 4 
Yon, yond, yonder, uses of, 67 
You: 

indefinite and vague use of, 50-51 
inflection of, 47-48 
personal pronoun, 46-52 

You all, plural for you, 49 
You was, substandard for you were

142; 144, 6 
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